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Preface 

From November 13 to 15, 1984, a workshop entitled 

"Nuclear Physics in GeV Region" 

was held at the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK). 

About 80 participants gathered together to discuss physics programs at 

the KEK-PS after its recovery in the spring of 1985 from the temporary 

shut-down. Considering the role of KEK-PS in the international 

research activities in this field, the workshop was organized to 

discuss the subjects from international points of view. Among the 

participants were Professor P.C. Gugelot from University of Virginia 

and CERN, Professor B. Povh from Max-Planck-Institute at Heidelberg 

and CERN, Dr. J. Saudinos from Saclay and Dr. T.F. Kycia from 

Brookhaven National Laboratory. Thanks to those guest participants 

we were able to add world-wide scopes in our discussions. 

This KEK workshop was co-sponsored by the Yamada Science 

Foundation and the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (the 

Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research). We are deeply grateful to 

these sponsors for the generous support. 

December 1, 1984 

K. Nakai (KEK) 
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- Program -

Nuclear Physics in GeV Region 
(Workshop on Nuclear Physics Programs at KEK-PS) 

Date: November 1 3 - 1 5 
Place: Lecture Hall, KEK Main Building 

- Tuesday, November 13 11:00 - 12:00 -

Opening Session 

1. Opening Address 

T. Nishikawa, Director General, KEK 
2. Frontier of Physics with Strange Particles 

T. Yamazaki, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 

(Lunch) 

- Tuesday, November 13 13:30 - 18:00 -

Session T Trends in High-Energy Nuclear Physics 

1. From PANTC '84 

B. Povh, MPI Heidelberg - Chairman of PANIC '84 
2. Several Episodes in the Classical Age and a Few Contemporary Comments 

Y. Yamaguuchi, Director, INS 
3. Where has Ml Strength Gone? and Why has E Hypernucleus Narrow Width? 

A. Arima, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 
(Coffee Break) 

4. Physics with KEK-PS 
K. Nakai, Physics Department, KEK 

Session II Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy 

1. Search for Exotic Mesons 
K. Nakamura, Physics Department, KEK 

2. pp experiment at KEK and K4 Beam Line 
F. Takeuchi, Kyoto Sangyo University 

3. Meson Spectroscopy Experiment at KEK -E/ i puzzle-
T. Tsuru, Physics Department, KEK 

4. Search for H Dibaryon 
Y. Sugimoto, Department of Physics, Kyoto University 

- iv -

-Program -

NucJ ear Physics in GeV Regj.on 
(l']orkshop on Nucll'1.1r Physics Programs at KEK-PS) 

Date: November 13 - 15 
PlacE': Lecture lIall， KEK Main suilding 

-Tuesday， November 13 11:00 - 12:00 -

Opening Scssion 

1. Opcnin~ Addrcss 
τ. Nishikawa， Director General， KEK 

2. Frontier of Physics with Strange Particles 
T. Yamazaki， Department of Physics， Universjty of Tokyo 

(Lunch) 

-Ttle宗day，November 13 13:30 - 18:00 -

Session T Trends in High-Energy Nuclear Physics 

1. From PANTC '?4 
B. Povh， HPI Heidelhcrg -Chairman of PANIC '84 

2. Sevcral Epu;odeR in the C] assical Agc and a Few Contempor:主ryComments 
Y. Yamaguuchi， Director. INS 

3. ¥.Jhere has MJ Strength Gone? and Hhy has E Hypernuc1eus Narrow Width? 
A. Ari.ma， Depaてtmentof Physics， University of Tokyo 

(Coffee Break) 
4. Phvsics with KEK-PS 

K. Nakai 、 Phy~ics Department， KEK 

Sessi00 11 Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy 

1. Search for Exotic Nesons 
K. Nakamura， Physics Dcpartment， KEK 

2. pp cxperiment at K悶F.Kand K4 Ream Lin 
F. Takeuchi， Kyoto Sangyo Univcrsity 

3. Heson Spectroscopy Experiment at KEK -E/l puzzle-
T. Tsuru， Physics Department， KEK 

4. Search for H Dibaryon 
Y. Sugimoto， Department of Physics， Kyoto University 
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- Wednesday, November 14 9:00 - 12;00 -

Session III Hyperons in Nuclei 

1. (K , IT ) Reaction at Low Momentum Transfer 

W. BrUckner, MPI Heidelberg 
2. Formation of £ Hypernuclei from K Absorption at Rest 

M. Iwasaki, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 
3. Hypernuclear Physics with High-Resolution f Beam 

K.H. Tanaka, Physics Department, KEK 
(Coffee Break) 

4. Decay of Hypernuclei 
H. Bando, Fukul University 

5. The Probability of Hypernucleus Production in Heavy-Ion Collisions 
M. Sano, Theoretical Division, INS 

6. Spectroscopy of Heavy A Hypernuclei 
B. Povh, MPI Heidelberg 

(Lunch) 

- Wednesday, November 14 13:30 - 18:00 -

Session IV A and N in Nuclei 

1. Low Energy Electromagnetic and Weak Interactions and the A Tsobar 

H. Ejiri, Department of Physics, Osaka University 
2. Study of Electromagnetic Structure of Light Nuclei 

Y. Mizuno, CEN Saclay and MPI Heidelberg 
3. A-Excitation versus Nuclear Correlations 

K. Shimizu, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 
4. Excitation of A-Hole State 

M. Hirata, Department of Physics, Hiroshima University 
(Coffee Break) 

5. Pion Absorption in the Resonance Region 
H. Toki, Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University 

6. Excited Nucleon States Observed in Hadron-Nucleus Reactions 
J. Chiba, Department of Physics. University of Tokyo 

7. New Structure around 350 MeV in pp - dir 
J. Saudinos, CEN Saclay 

8. Do Present Experiments Prove that A's can be Bound in Nuclei? 
P.C. Gugelot, Physics Department, University of Virginia 

9. Recoil-less A Production? 
B. Povh, MPI Heidelberg 

- v -

-Wednesday， November 14 9:00 - 12;00 -

Session 111 Hyperons 1n Nuclei 

1. (K-，π) Reaction at Low Momentum Transfer 
W. BrUc~ner ， MPI Heidelber塁

2. Formation of L Hypernuclei from K Absorption at Rest 
N. Iwasaki， Dcpartmcnt of Physics， Uciversity of Tokyω 

J. Hypernuclear Physics with High-Resolution IT' Beam 
K.H. Tanaka， Physics Department， KEK 

(Coffee Break) 
4. Decay of Hypernuclei 

H. Bando， Fukui Univendty 
5. The Probability of Hypernucleus Production in lleavy-Ion Col1isions 

M. Sano， Theoretical Division， INS 
6. Spectroscopy of Heavy A Hypernuclei 

B. Povh， MPI Heidelberg 
(Lunch) 

-Wednesday， November 14 13:30 - 18:00 -

Session IV b. and N先 inNuclei 

1. Low Energy Electromagnetic and Weak Interactions and the b. Isobar 
H. Ejiri， Department of Phys1cs， Osaka Univcrsity 

2. Study of Electromagnetic Structure of Light Nuclei 
Y. Mizuno， CEN Saclay and MPI Heidelberg 

3. s-Excitation versus Nuclear Correlations 
K. Shimizu， Department of Physics， University of Tokyo 

4. Excitation of s-Hole Stnte 
M. Hirata， Department of Physics， Hiroshima TJniversity 

(Coffee Brcak) 
5. Pion Absorption in the Resonance Region 

H. Toki， Department of Physics， Tokyo Metropolitan University 
6. Excited Nucleon States Observed in Hadron-Nucleus Reactions 

J. Chiba， Department of Physics.~University of Tokyo 
7. New Structure around 350 MeV in pp -d官・

J. Saudinos， CEN Saclay 
8. Do Present Experiments Prove that s's can be Bound in Nuclei? 

P.C. Gugelot， Physics Department， University of Virginia 
9. Recoil-less s Product1on? 

B. Povh， MPI Heidelberg 
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- Thursday, November 15 9:00 - 12:00 -

Session V High-Energy Reactions 

1. Study of Unstable Nuclei via High Energy Nuclear Reactions 
N. Takashashi, College of General Education, Osaka University 

2. Nuclear Physics Using Unstable Nuclear Beams -Radii of He Isotopes-
1. Tanihata, INS and UC-LBL 

3. Momentum Distribution inside Nucleus 
T. Fujita, Physics Department, Nihon University 

4. Heavy-Ion Experiment at E , /A > 10 GeV 
S. Nagamiya, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 

(Coffee Break) 
Session VI Kaon Rare Processes 

1. Rare Kaon Decay Experiments at BNL 
T.F. Kycia, Physics Division, BNL 

2. A Plan at KEK to Search for the K -*• \i e Process 
T. Inagaki, Physics Department, KEK 

3. Search for Right-Handed Currents in the Kaon Decay 
T. Yamanaka, Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 

(Lunch) 

- Thursday, November 15 13:30 - 18:00 -

Panel Discussions - Prospects of Nuclear Physics in GeV Region 

Discussion Leader, P.C. Gugelot, University of Virginia 
S. Nagamiya, University of Tokyo 

1. On-Going and Future Projects, and Physics 
T.F. Kycia, BNL 
B. Povh, Heidelberg/CERN 
J . S a u d i n o s , Sac lay 
K. N a k a i , KEK 

2. Role of the KEK-PS 
Theoretical Comments 

H. Bohr, Technical University of Denmark 
T. Yukawa, KEK 

Experimental Comments 
H. Ejiri, Osaka University 
T. Yamazaki, University of Tokyo 

3. Summary 
S. Nagamiya, U n i v e r s i t y of Tokyo 

- v i -
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Opening. 
Nishikawa 

Introductory talk 
Yamazaki -

Hyperons in Nuclei 
Hypernuclei 

Brllckner 
Iwasaki 
Tanaka 

(Coffee) 
Bando 
Sano 
Povh 

High-Energy Reactions 
Takahashi 
Tanihata 
Fujita 

1 Nagamiya 

Kaon Rare Processes 
Rare decay 

Kycia 
Inagaki 

Search for right-handed 
current Yamanaka 

(Lunch) 

Trends in High-Energy 
- Nuclear Physics 

From PANIC'84 
Povh 

General 
Yamaguchi 
Arima 

Physics with KEK-PS 
Nakai 

- Meson and Baryon 
Spectroscopy 

Nakamura 
Takeuchi 
Tsuru 
Sugiraoto 

A and N in Nuclei 
Low-energy phenomena 

Ejiri 
Mizuno 
Shimizu 

Intermediate- and 
high-energy phenomena 

(Coffee) 
Hirata 
Toki 
Chiba 
Saudinos 
Gugelot 

Panel Discussion 
Prospects of Nuclear 
Physics in GeV Region 

(Discussion leader 
Gugelot, Nagamiya) 

; 1. On-going and future 
; projects, and physics 

Kycia, Povh 
Saudinos, Nakai 

2. Role of KEK-PS 
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Summary 
Nagamiya 
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FRONTIER OF PHYSICS WITH STRANGE PARTICLES 

T. YAMAZAKI 

Department of Physics and Meson Science Laboratory 
Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo 
7-3-1 Kongo, Bunkyo-ku- Tokyo 113, Japan 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this introductory talk I would like to deliver my own perspectives on 

possible domains of physics underlying between particle physics and nuclear 

physics, which can be studied by using strange particles produced abundantly 

by the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron. My guiding principle on the scientific 

program at KEK is to promote experiments of brand new type and thus to create 

something new. Unfortunately, particle physics and nuclear physics seem to 

have been separated too much, but in such a play ground as the KEK PS, these 

two aspects of physics can well be coupled to each other. Namely, particle 

physics provides new type of probes to nuclear physics, while nuclei provide 

abnormal external conditions to particles. 

Possible experimental programs on particle and nuclear physics with 

high-intensity strange particles have been discussed already in various 

conferences and workshops [1]. In this talk I would like to concentrate on 

somewhat different aspects from my own personal experiences and viewpoints. 

2. SEARCH FOR EXOTIC PARTICLES IN K+ DECAY 

In 1980 we resonated with the idea of Shrock [2] to search for heavy 

neutrinos in two-body decay spectra of TI and K, which may exhibit anomalous 

discrete lines due to massive neutrinos with intensities proportional to the 

neutrino mixing ratios |u ,| . I believed that the problem as to whether or 

not heavy neutrinos exist, and, if any, as to how they are mixed with the 

known light flavours, is one of the most interesting and important questions 

in current particle physics. This problem is strongly correlated with the 

masses of v , v and u , with neutrino flavour oscillations and with 
e u x 

cosmological problems as well. As of 1980 very poor empirical bounds were 
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known. Of course, there was no theoretical prediction at all, because this 

problem is out of the standard model. With great enthusiasm in looking for 

unknown world, we immediately proposed an experiment on heavy-neutrino search 

in the K decay, which provides a wide mass range (70-300 MeV) and a very good 

sensitivity to a small mixing (|u .j -~ 10 ). See Fig.l. 

Heavy Neutrino Search in M -*• I Vj 

i 1 1 1 1 I — B . m ( V i ] 

0 100 200 300 400 500 MeV/c2 

JI + — u*Vj 

" * K+~u+Vi iU M i l
2 

H „ + . * . . lUeil2 

K + - ~ e + V j 

Fig.l Mass range of heavy neutrinos to be detected in ir and K decays. 

Upon immediate approval of the experiment (KEK-E89) we started design 

and construction of a magnetic spectrometer for high-precision analysis of 

muon spectrum. So called "Neutrino Mass Spectrograph" or "KJJ Spectrometer" was 

aimed at i) high momentum resolution, though with a large source region, ii) 

broad momentum range (100-250 MeV/c), iii) large solid angle, and iv) 

capability of trajectory reconstruction and particle identification. 

The disign concept lies somewhere in between nuclear physics and particle 

physics. In the former, a point to point focussing of higher order is pursued 

to achieve high momentum resolution. Here, the resolution is simply determined 

by the abberation and the source and detector widths. However, this method 

does not work in the present case, where the source size which corresponds to 

the kaon stopping region is large (several cm). Furthermore, we required each 

particle trajectory to be measured to obtain its exact flight path for time of 

flight information and also we attempted a much larger acceptance than in the 

usual spetrometer. On the other hand, in the usual high-energy physics version 

of spectrometer, each trajectory of particle in a magnetic field is measured 

by sets of wire chambers. However, the concept of focussing is abandoned. 

We felt strongly that we needed the positive aspects of both methods, and 
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arrived at a design of a double focussing spectrometer of first order by using 

oblique entry to a rectangular-shnped homogeneous field. The present 

spectrometer as shown in Fig.2 satisfies the above requirements quite well. 

This simple spectrometer ensures a maximum solid angle of about 150 msr. 

K+ BEAM 550 MeV/c 

ft 
KEK E104 

NEUTRINO MASS 
SPECTROGRAPH 

MAGNET POLE 
8 O c m x 1 5 0 c m 

GAP 2 l c m 

10 kG 

ANTI - SCATTERING 
COUNTERS 

AT POLE FACE 

ACRYL 
DEGRADER 

Fig .2 Magnetic spectrometer system used at KEK for heavy neutr ino 
search and other experiments. 

In t h i s experiment i t was of v i t a l importance to suppress the continuous 

background r e s u l t i n g from the three-body decay modes such as fj+v TT° (3.2 %) , 

e veir (4.8 %) , y Vjyy (0.58 %) . To do t h i s we employed a la rge number of 

Nal(Tl) s c i n t i l l a t o r s which surrounded the kaon stopping region. This Nal 

system should de t ec t not only high-energy photons from ir° but a lso low-energy 

photons from the r a d i a t i v e decay. 

The f i r s t experiment using t h i s se t up was car r ied out in 1981-82, and 
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Fig.2 Magnetic spectrometer system used at KEK for heavy neutrino 
search and other experiments. 

1n this experiment it was of vital importance to suppress the continuous 

background resulting from the three-body decay modes such as ~+v ~o (3.2 %)， 
+ 0 + 

e V<>~~ (4.8 %)， l1'v..y (0.58 %). To do this we employed a large number of 
e IJ 

Na工(Tl) scintillators which surrounded the kaon stopping region. This Nal 

system should detect not only high-energy photons from官。 buta1so low-energy 

photons from the radiative decay. 

The first experiment using this set up was carried out in 1981-82， and 
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its results were published in 1982 [3]. Although we found no significant peak 

coining from heavy neutrinos, we obtained an entirely new upper bound on the 

mixing versus the neutrino mass. Based on this success we continued to improve 

the experimental arrangements to obtain higher momentum resolution, and more 

efficient suppression of the background. The second experiment E104 was 

carried out in 1983. Its preliminary result, as presented at the Neutrino 84 

Conference [4], is shown in Fig.3, New upper bounds on |U | and |U . | have 

been obtained, as shown in Fig.4. 

O 

CD 
ft 
in 

-t-> 

CD 
> 

10' 
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10-

lO' 3 

10-

10e 

10J 
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10 -1 

v v„ 
+ o 

TT TT 

^ . 

s. 

100 

Momentum (MeV/c) 

Fig.3 Momentum spectra of all the charged particles (upper) and u 
with photon veto (lower). The momentum dependence of the 
acceptance is also shown (solid curve). 
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As a byproduct of these experiments one can search for an exotic decay 

mode K +11 X , where. X denotes an unknown neutral boson. It could be an 

axion, a Majoron or a Higgs. Its presence can be revealed as a monochromatic 

peak in the pion spectrum. The present search applies to any mass of X° from 

zero to 300 MeV, while usual axion searches assume that the particle after its 

birth does not decay promptly and thus apply to a light-mass particle. A TT 

spectrum from the first experimer*. E89 is shown in Fig.5. Except for the 205 

MeV/c peak coming from the TT n mode no anomalous peak was found. This search 

gave a new upper hound on the branching ratio tor such an exotic decay mode 

(see Fig.6). This result was published recently [5], and a revised limit from 

El04 will be obtained shortly. 
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Fig.5 Momentum spectra of all the charged particles (upper) and 
of IT (lower). 
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Another byproduct is a new study of the K -*- u v y process, because we 

were capable of measuring the muon spectrum in coincidence with photon spectra 

at various angles. This full set of information permits determination of not 

only the internal bremsstrahlung but also the structure decay component. The 

result will be published soon [6]. 

3. RIGHT-HANDED SECTOR 

During the course of the heavy neutrino search experiment E89 we planned 
+ + 

to measure the longitudinal polarization of the 235 MeV/c u from the K -* 

U v . The primary aim of this experiment was to search for right-handed weak 

currents (RHC) in the strangeness changing process (AS=1), but it was 

partially related to possible mixing of heavy neutrinos which cannot be 

separated from the main peak when the mass is less than 70 MeV, but could he 

detected from a deviation of the polarization of the 235 MeV/c muons from 

100%. The muon polarization in the K „ decay was once measured to be -1.0 ± 

0.1 [7] to confirm the V-A current, but it was too poor to search for the V+A 

current. 
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We designed a dedicated experiment which would permit a high precision 

measurement of the muon polarization. The instrumental and methodological 

systematic error amounted to only 0.2 %. Of course, the statistical error was 

extra. Paralell to our effort a dedicated experiment to measure the muon pola

rization in the ir 2 decay was planned and eventually carried out at TRIUMF 

[8]. The best information on the u ->- e decay part (Michel parameters, in 

particular, the £ parameter) should be contained in this TT „ decay experiment. 
M + 

What is the significance of the muon polarization experiment in the K 

decay as compared with that in the v decay? Fig.7 shows relevant decay 

diagrams for AS=0 and 1. It should be stressed that we do not know anything 

about the right-handed world. What is the mass of the right-handed neutrino? 

What is the quark mixing (Cabibbo angle or Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix) for the 

right-handed current? There is no theory, no prediction. This is the reason 

why we became enthusiastic in such an experiment. We can conceive an extreme 

case that the Cabibbo angle for RHC is nearly 90 degrees. In such a case the 

presence of RHC can only be detected in the strangeness changing process! 

There is no experimental constraint on these parameters. Oka pointed out [9] 

that a large amount of RHC in the AS=1 process be required to explain the well 

cos 0 c ^ > - ^ - /i+_ 

sin 0c ^ - ^ vr- W2: 
^ s lh = - U cosC-WR-sinC-Wi 

Q F N L WR + cosC-WL+sinC-WR 
cos 9C 5—— fi w • 

sine^-i. i 
(h=+1) 

ll^> = U/M |iM>+ty2|J'e> + U/i3ll'3> + 
it 

1 

Fig. 7 The weak interaction mediated by the left-handed and 
right-handed bosons. 
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known disagreement of the hyperon decay parameters. 

Let us assume the right-handed neutrino to be massless. Then, within the 

framework of the left-right symmetric model [10] the muon polarization in both 

cases can be expressed as [9] 

A 9 

P (AS=0) = -1 + 2(mL/mR) (cos0R/coseL) 

P (AS=1) = -1 + 2(mL/mR)
4(sineR/sinPL)

2 

£, = 1 - 2(nL/mR) . 

where G is the Cabibbo angle for RHC, m and mR are the masses of the 

left-handed and right-handed bosons, respectively. One value of P (A5=l) 

corresponds to a curve in a plane of the Cabibbo parameters versus the ratio 
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of the boson masses, as shown in Fig.R. This figure indicates that, if one 

finds a definite deviation of P^AS-1) of, say, 1%, this does not conflict 

the value P^AS-O) > 0.996 [81, and will open up an exotic world of the 

right-handed sector. 

We used the Kp spectrometer as an efficient selector and transporter of 

the 235 MeV/c monochromatic muons (see Fig.9). The muons passed through a 

graphite degrador and stopped in a pure aluminum stopper. The muon spins were 

precessed in a transverse applied field, and the decay positrons were detected 

by wire chambers. The decay angle vas obtained event by event from precise 

measurements of the coordinates of the incoming muons before the degrader as 

well as of the positrons. The experiment was carried out in 1982, and its 

result indicated Py = -0.970 ± 0.047 [11]. The rather large error in this 

result is entirely due to the statistical origin, simply because the kaon 

intensity available now is too low for this type of experiment. Nevertheless, 

this experiment gave a new constraint on RHC, as shown also in Fig.8. Further 

study of this important s.ubject should wait for instrumental innovation as 

well as higher-intensity kaons. 

Spectrometer Magnet 

10 20 cm 

Fig. 9 Apparatus for the KEK E99 experiment to measure the muon 
polarization in the K decay [11] 
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h. NEW ASPECTS TN NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

Recently it was pointed out [12] from the quasi-ela£tic scattering of 

electrons that the mass of the nucleons inside nuclei is reduced considerably. 

Also the famous EMC effect [13], namely, anomalous behavior of the structure 

functions for heavy nuclei as compared with those for deuteron in deep-

inelastic lepton scattering, indicates that the size of the nucleons inside 

nuclei may be expanded [14,15], While these observations come from high-

energy reactions, the fundamental question as to whether the free nucleon's 

properties persist in complex nuclei or not should also be addressed to low-

energy or cold nuclear states. Since the confinement of quarks appears to he 

dependent on their external condition, the confinement size of a nucleon may 

depend on its state and environment. An extreme case would be that quarks are 

deconfined to some extent in nuclei, in particular, when they are embedded 

deeply inside. In this sense, well clustered quarks may proceed to quark-gluon 

plasma states without sharp phase boundary, and precursor phenomena may be 

expected. 

Very recently the present author has reexamined nuclear magnetic 

moments, an old subject in nuclear physics, from this new viewpoint [16]. The 

nuclear magnetic moment operator is written in terms of the nuclear Bohr 

magneton as 

Ml - (g/ + gss)uN, 

but so far it has been simply assumed that this u„ be equal to the free 

nucleon Bohr magneton. The validity of this assumption has never been 

questioned. If the free nucleon's properties (masses, sizes, etc.) are 

modified in nuclei, the effective Bohr magneton may not be equal to the free 

nuclear magneton, defined as uN = e"n"/2M c with the free proton mass M . 

The problem is how we can distinguish this new effect from nuclear 

polarization effects and mesonic exchange effects on which nuclear magnetic 

moments depend very much. The essential clue to the new type of anomaly is 

deviation from isovector type as expressed by 

6ge(p)/6gQ(n) = -1.5 s o 

, . eff / free , \ n 
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while the nuclear polarization and mesonic effects give corrections of 

isovector character. 

To this end the well known anomalous orbital g factors [17] provide a 

nice model independent test. After careful arguments on the exchange currents 

and higher-order effect? a conclusion has been drawn from the observed anomaly 

(isoscalar component) in the anomalous orbital g factors of proton and 

neutron. The analysis indicates that the effective nuclear magneton is 
208 

enhanced by 10 % in Ph. 

This anomaly indicates that the effective mass of the nucleons is reduced 

by 10 % in heavy nuclei. This observation seems to be consistent with the EMC 

effect as well as the theoretical expectations based on the relntivistic mean 

field theory [15,18] and the bag model [14]. It should, however, be noted that 

this effect is seen for valence nucleons, while for the EMC effect all the 

nucleons are responsible. In this respect, interesting questions arise; 

namely, what are the effective nuclear magnetons for deep-lying nucleons?, do 

we ever know the properties of nucleons deeply inside heavy nuclei?... The 

answer is none. Here we realize that what we know about nuclei are only on 

their surface properties. Nuclear physics has never touched the internal 

structure of nuclei. 

Experimentally . 
inaccessible 

.Wel l -conf ined^ 
quark cluster 

Deconfined ^ 
quark cluster 

NUCLEON 

Experimentally 
accessible 

HYPERON 

Fig. 10 Possible single-particle orbitals for nucleons and 
for a hyperon. The nucleon orbitals are occupied up 
to the Fermi surface, while the hyperon orbitals are 
unoccupied. 
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While we know that in ordinary atoms electrons occupy well defined sharp 

orbJtals, we do not know whether the nuclear shell structure persists for deep 

lying nucleons. .This is simply because we have no proper experimental method 

on how to attack this problem. If we want to make a hole in a deep-lying 

orbital, it immediately decays emitting a number of nucleons. Its spreading 

width is too broad. There is no such inherent weak point, when we use a 

hyperon as a new constituent of nuclei, because the hyperon sitting in a 

ground orbital is the most stable energetically. The situation resembles a 

meson in a mesonic atom. 

Studies of hypernuclei have already revealed a number of interesting and 

unexpected aspects of nuclei [19]. From the new viewpoints raised above, 

hypernuclei provide a unique testing ground. In particular, ground and 

low-lying states are extremely interesting. We can ask the following 

questions. 

i) Existence and structure of low-lying orbitals of A and £ in heavy 

nuclei. This question is connected to a) persistency of the one-body 

potential (stability of the Hartree field) in a strongly interacting many-body 

system, and to b) persistency of quark clusters deeply inside nuclei. The 

latter question b) is extremely interesting, when we consider a quark shell 

model in a large nuclear bag, as developed by Bleuler et al. [20]. While the 

s quark originally coming from a hyperon has a freedom to move and occupy any 

of its orbitals in a nucleus, the u and d quarks do not because of the Pauli 

blocking. This effect may appear not only as a shallow potential from the 

most conservative viewpoint, but also as anomalous phenomena which can be 

understood in terms of somewhat deconfined characters of A and Z. To what 

extent do the A and E keep their free identities in nuclei? If we allow this 

possibility, we have to be very careful in using the conventional concepts. If 

the free A changes its form to "quasiA " with a different mass and size in a 

nucleus, it is not straightforward to interpret even the binding energy. 

ii) Width of E hypernuclei. How do the narrow widths of Z substitutional 

states persist in well bound states? This is an essential clue to 

discriminate among different models. The anomalous width of Z may also be 

connected to the question of the free identity of Z in nuclei. 

iii) How do the ground states of A decay? This is another extremely 

interesting question in view of the possibility of "vanishing Cabibbo angle" 
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Fig. 11 Quark structure of a simple hypernucleus ^He. The u 
and d quarks in the micleon clusters fully occupy the 
ground orbital, while the s quark in a A can sit in 
the same orbital, the other u and d quarks cannot. 

inside nuclei, which was pointed out by Salam and Strathdee [21]. If such an 

anomalous effect does not occur, the lifetimes of A in heavy nuclei approach 

1/3 to 1/2 of the free lifetime (263 psec) because of the competing four-body 

weak interaction AN •*• NN. Apart from the most interesting Salam-Strathdee 

effect, another kind of anomaly due to "quasi-A" may be seen. Therefore, it is 

important to extend lifetime measurements toward medium and heavy nuclei. 

iv) Magnetic moments of A In a free A the magnetic moment is carried 

solely by the s quark. All the theoretical predictions (non-relativistic as 

well as relativistic quark models) give a good agreement with the observation. 

The magnetic moments of well bound A will provide interesting new 

informations. Apart from rather conventional nuclear mixing effects, we 

expect some anomalous behavior arising from its deconfined character, "quasi 

A". There is no measurement of the magnetic moments of A bound states, but we 

should pursue this possibility. 
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1/3 to 1/2 of the free lifetime (263 psec) because of the competing four-body 

weak interaction AN + NN. Apaτt from the most interesting Salam-Strathdee 

effect， another kind of anomaly due to "quasi-A" may be seen. Therefore， it is 

important to extend lifetime measurements toward medium and heavy nuclei. 

iv) Magnetic moments of A ---1n a free A the magnetic moment is carried 

solely by the s quark. All the theoretical predictions (non-relativistic as 

well as relativistic quark models) give a good agreement with the observation. 

The magnetic moments of well bound A wil1 provide interesting new 

informations. Apart from rather conventional nuclear mixing effects， we 

expect some anomalous behavior arising from its deconfined character， "quasi 

AII
• There is no measurement of the magnetic moments of A bound states， but we 

should pursue this possibility. 
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To solve these problems we have to produce low-lying and ground states of 

hyperons efficiently. Here, so called substitutional states have less 

significance, because they are highly excited surface states. We have to find 

new ways to bring suitable momentum transfer. There are some ways: 

i) (K , 7r ) reactions at large angles [22]. 

ii) (TT , K ) reactions [23]. 

iii) (e, e»KT) reactions [24]. 
_ + 

iv) (stopped K , it ) processes [25]. 
a. 

v) (p, K ) spectroscopy. 

The method iv) was used in old time of hypernuclear spectroscopy, but has 

been almost completely forgotten until recently. We have revisited this method 

with renewed interest [24] and obtained a new experimental result at KEK [26]. 

In the following section we will describe this new development together with 

future perspectives. 

5. NEW TYPE OF HYPERNUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY 

The unique features of hypernuclear spectroscopy after K catpure at 

rest are as follows. See Fig. 12. 

i) A stopped K forms a kaonic atom from which the K is absorbed by one 

of the surface nucleons to form a hyperon. This is a very nice aspect in 

contrast to other methods, where kaons interact with deep-lying nucleons as 

well, thus yielding too much fragmented particle-hole states. 

ii) Population of various states. The formation probability of A 

hypernuclear states was first formulated by Hufner, Lee and Weidenmiiller [27], 

and recently a further theoretical treatment was developed by Yazaki and 

Natsuyama [28]. There is no selectivity of particular states in contrast to 

the recoilless formation method. For instance, the theoretical prediction on 
12 - + 

Z states in C(stopped K , TT ) indicates that the ground state (Os, /„) and 

both members of the spin-orbit doublet (0p_,„, Op. ,„) are populated quite 

nicely. In the case of C the formation probability for £ states is of order 
-1 -3 

of 10 , while that for A states is of order of 10 , because of the small 

momentum transfer of 170 MeV/c for £ and the large momentum transfer of 250 

MeV/c for A. Even in the case of A, the overall efficiency of forming A 

hypernuclear states is large compared with the in-flight (K ,TT ) reaction. The 

situation will become extremely favourable, if all the pions are detected by a 

spectrometer of large solid angle. 
- 17 -
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Typical spec t r a of TT and TT in the K absorption a t r e s t are 

schematical ly shown in Fig .12 . If one finds a way to suppress the rontlnuum 

background, the stopped K method wi l l become even more promising. Some 

methods are proposed, as wi l l be discussed l a t e r . 
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Fig.13 ir momentum spectra from absorption at rest by plastic 
scintillator (CH) , taken at KEK. |26]. Two distinct peaks 
corresponding to the I p.,„ and Z p, ,„ are revealed. 

In 1983 we made a test run of one week following the heavy neutrino 

search experiment E104 by simply switching the beam line polarity from 

positive to negative. Thus, K particles were stopped in layers of plastic 

scintillator (CH) . The momentum acceptance of the spectrometer was suitable 
n r 

to cover the Z region. Fig.13 shows a IT spectrum which was taken only for 80 

hours. This demonstrates how efficient the stopped K~ method is for Z 

hypernuclear spectroscopy. 

In this experiment we measured photon spectra simultaneously by the 

surrounding Nal counters, which served as a TT spectrometer. This fully 

equipped experimental system helped us to invent a new tagging method for Z~ 
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1n 1983 we made a test run of one week fol10wing the heavy neutrino 

search experiment EI04 by simply switching the beam line polarity from 

positive to negative. Thus， K particles were stopped in layers of plastic 

scintillator (CH)_. The rnomentum acceptance of the spectrometer was sujtable 
n 

+ 
to cover the L region. Fig.13 shows a n spectrum which was taken only for 80 

hours. This demonstrates how efficient the stopped K method is for r 

hypernuclear spectroscopy. 

1n this experiment we measured photon spectra simultaneously by the 
o 

surrounding Na1 counters. which served as a甘 spectrometer. This fully 

equippcd experimental system helped us to invent a new tag~ing method for ~ 
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bound states. The principle is as follows. When E forms a bound state, it 

will decay via the EN -*- AN conversion process, and subsequently, a free A will 

be emitted and decay into n+u (36%). When the spectrometer detects IT , this 

is only the unique process that emits ir except for a fraction of recapture of 

escaping £ by surrounding nuclei. We selected ir 's with subsequent t\ 

emission and found that the continuum background was suppressed considerably. 

Fig.13 reveals a new peak in addition to the substitutional peak which was 

found in the recoilless experiment [28] at CERN. After a careful analysis this 

peak was given a configuration E Pi/o with a P^/o proton hole. The energy 

levels of hyperons in *:he A=12 system thus obtained are shown in Fig. 14. 
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Single-particle orbitals of A 
and E in the A=12 system 
revealed in the present study. 
Those for A have been known 
before. 

How further can we go with this method? For example, Fig.15 shows a line 
208 

profile for A hypernuclear levels in Pb, our 'iltimate goal, predicted by 
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Yazaki assuming the conventional single particle nrbitals in a V.'oods-Sayori 
-h -5 

potential. The low-lying orbitals have formation probabilities of 10 -10 

and thus will be masked by a huge continuous background. How can we suppress 

it? Here we propose a new tagging method. 
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Pb(K ,ir ) spectroscopy, predicted by Ynzaki and 

Matsuyama. The K absorption takes place mostly on 
neutrons of the outermost shell. 

The ir continuum in the region of A hypernuclear peaks consists of two 

parts. One is a quasi-free continuum above the A binding threshold, and 

another is due to ir from the in-flight decay of high energy £ 's which are 

produced in the two-nucleon absorption process without pion emission, K NN -> 
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2 N. The former background can be rpmoved when we require coincidence with 

high energy protons (k inet ic energy above 50 MeV), because the free decay of 

quasi-free A produces only low-energy protons, while bound s t a t e s of A proceed 

to the ground s t n t e which then decays via the non-mesic process Ap -* np, where 

emitted protons have large k ine t i c energies , as shown in Fig. 16. Although the 

second or ig in of the continuum corresponds to K NN -*• Z p and thus to the 

emission of equally hich-energy protons, we not ice that these protons have 

strong angular corre la t ion with the continuum v in t h i s momentum range. 
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Namely, this high-momentum TT IS produced only from a high-momentum E , and 

thus the corresponding high energy proton should go out in the opposite 

direction. Therefore, we hope to reduce both backgrounds by tagging the 7i 

spectrum with high-energy protons emitted in the forward hemisphere alorr the 

TT . 

To demonstrate this possibility, we made a Konte Carlo simulation taking 

into account the Fermi moLion of nucleons. Fig.16 (upper) shows an untagged TI 

spectrum in which two peaks (one with B, = 0, another \.ith B. = 10 KeV) are 

A _3 A 

marginally visible (formation probability rf 10 is a.;sui>'t<3) . Tig. Id P<iwer> 

with the tagging reveals the two peaks dramatically. We are not sure an to bow 

heavy A hypernuclei we can attack with this method, but it is worth trying. 

This may also create a new possibility of measuring A lifetimes in medium and 

heavy nuclei. Note that the sum of the individual populations of low-lying 
208 

states in Pb amounts to a substantial value. They proceed ultimately to the 
ground state of A after nuclear Auger and/or gamma cascades (see the argument 
made by Povh [31]). 

CYLINDRICAL DRIFT CHAMBER 

IRON YOKE 

SC COIL 

PHOTON COUNTER 

-PLASTIC COUNTER 
H0DOSC0PE 

Fig.17 A schematic view of a magnetic spectrometer of cylindrical 
field with large acceptance for various kaon experiments. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS; PROMISING FUTURE AT KRK 

We have seen how interesting and important problems can be studied by 

using kaon beams, which are underlying in between particle and nuclear 

physics. To push these aspects furthermore we have to develop new experimental 

tools. For the next several ye.irs until the arrival of the "kaon factory era" 

we can accomplish orders of magnitude better physics outputs by developing 

detector systems of new type. 

For instance, the heavy neutrino search of next generation will be done 

by a 4r spectrometer with 4TT veto capability, as schematically shown in 

Fig.17. Ihe hypernuclear spectroscopy of next generation will be done by 

employing a high-resolution large-acceptance spectrometer with additional 

proton and IT tagging capabilities. Here, the momentum resolution is 

essentially important, and cannot be compensated by other features. Thus, we 

believe that a toroidal-type spectrometer, an shown in Fig.18, will bp an 

TOP FLANGE 

Fig. 18 A schematic view of a proposed toroidal spectrometer for 
hypernuclear spectroscopy using stopped K . High resolution 
and accessibility to various peripheral counters are aimed at 
with slight sacrifice of the soilid angle. 
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adequate solution. 

We hope to build such new experimental devices to utilize the precious 

kaon beam in the. most efficient way. Such efforts will bring a breakthrough In 

this interesting domains of physics. 

At the end I would like to emphasize that it is timely to plan for the. 

next generation of the KEK PS. Already, ever increasing users and research 

activities at the Booster Synchrotron Utilisation Facility, where pulsed 

mesons and neutrons are being used for interdisciplinary science [32], request 

a new accelerator facility, and a high-intensity synchrotron GEMINI is 

proposed. Such a synchrotron, "Super Booster", will not only provide intense 

pulsed beams to meson science as well as to neutron scattering, but also be 

connected to the present PS as an efficient injector. Tn this respect a more 

attractive way will be to convert the present PS to a new high-intensity 

machine of 30 GeV class, combined with the new super booster. We are looking 

forward to such a dramatic development at KEK in the near future. 
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1. Introduction 

The Intermediate Energy Physics (or Medium Energy 

Physics) is now the established branch in "nuclear physics",, 

(in the wide sense, which is a terminology in Queen's English 

and not in American), seceded from low energy physics 

(nuclear physics in the narrow sense or low energy nuclear 

physics) and high energy physics (particle physics). It has 

its own scientific journals such as "Nuclear Physics 

(Intermediate Energy)" and the series of "the International 

Conference on Particle and Nuclear Physics (PANIC)" sponsored 

by IUPAP (originally called the International Conference on 

High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure (ICOHEPANS)), 

symbolizing the identity of this field. 

History of the inrernediate Energy Physics (IE?) may be 

divided as follows: 

classical epoch: mid 1940's/v early 1950's 

medieval epoch: era after separation of low and high 

energy pnysz.cs 

renaissance: rhe firsr ICOHEPANS (held a- Geneva 

in 1963) 

modern epoch: after pion factories 

The analogy between the development of IE? and the European 

history holds surprisingly well. 

The Intermediate Energy Physics (IMP) was called high 

energy physics in the classical era, in which particle and 
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nuclear physics were an interwoven single field and rapidly 

developing, i.e., a young and active branch of physics. The 

classical age of IEP (i.e., low and high energy physics) was 

quite exciting. That was the era in full of surprise, 

vitality and imagination. Many experimental data and 

information were not very accurate and some of them were even 

confusing. In fact many of them should either require 

re-confirmation or be improved in accuracy. Nevertheless, 

it is quite impressive to recall how much achievements in IEP 

has already been made in the classical age (see ref.l) for 

its details). 

The medieval era for IEP began in early 1950's, when 

high and low energy physics began to separate each other and 

tc hold their own meetings and conferences, e. g., 

International Conference on High Energy Physics and 

International Conference on Nuclear Structure (now 

International Conference on Nuclear Physics). Research 

activities, now encompassed in IEP, has been rapidly eclipsed 

in this era. More surprisingly, many valuable findings both 

in theories and experiments have sunk into a forgotten 

kingdom and have seldom been quoted in the modern era (this 

is very true even for Berkeley groups!). 

I have chosen the renaissance of IEP to be the first' 

Conference in the series of ICOHEPANS, which was prepared and 

organized by late Amos de-Shalit, Viki Weisskopf and T.E.O. 

Ericson. This first Conference was held at Geneva in 1963. 
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The important terminology, "meson (or pion) factory", was 

2) 

introduced at the beginning of 1960's . 

The modern era of IEP opened when pion factories began 

their operation in early 1970's. A decade has already 

elapsed of the modern era for IEP. It seems to me that IEP 

is well-established while it has begun to form a sort of new 

conservatism and to avoid often addressing fundamental 

questionaires (as witnessed by e.g., easy borrowings from 

high and low energy physics without critical considerations). 

IEP should maintain vitality in its research and eliminate by 

all means symptoms of early decrepitude for its own sake. 

In this talk, let me recall several topics in the golden 

age of IEP, namely in its classical epoch. 

Some of stories here may sound to be critical about big 

figures in physics. That is on the one hand due to the fact 

that English is not my mother tongue and one the other hand 

inspired by "the greatest physicists are those who made most 

errors" said Viki. Moreover, I seriously introspect why I 

could not have contributed more in physics in these respects. 

2. General Features of High Energy Nuclear Reactions. 

First, I shall talk about the status on high energy 

nuclear reactions during late 1930's ^ late 1940's. Source 

of the experimental information was obtained by making use of 

cosmic-radiations in this period (except the end of 1940's). 

Already in 1930's a picture on high energy nuclear 

collisions was well established: 
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/ mesons (1.1) 

fast nucleons (1.2) 

high energy hadron + nucleus — M slow nucleons (1.3) 

/ nuclear fragments (1.4) 

V final nucleus (1.5) 

where an energetic incident hadron was supplied by cosmic-

rays, and called a nuclear active component, or N-component 

in short (which was introduced by B. Rossi if my memory is 

3) 
right) in the later half of 1940's. Namely, Heisenberg 

4) (1937) presented the interpretation on the reaction (1) as 

follows: A high energy hadron collides on nucleons in a 

nucleus producing mesons and high energy nucleons. High 

energy hacrons make sequential collisions in -he same nucleus 

producing mere rnesor.s and high and low energy nuclsons — 

"nuclear cascade process". Thus, fast mesons (1.1) and 

nuclecns (1.2) are emitted by the -target nucleus dcninar.tly 

in the forward direction, while a residual highly excited 

nucleus evatcrates slew r.uciecns (1.2 i and nuclear fracments 

(1.4) leaving a final nucleus (1.5) 

Fast; nucleons (1.2) were referred to as knock-on 

nuclecns or Heisenberg1s nucieens in this age. 

The relevant nuclear evaporation theory has been 

discussed by Eohr, Weisskopf, Eaage, Fujimoto-Yamaguchi, Le 

5) Couteur, etc. 

I should also mention as a historical remark that 

minimum ionizing hadrons ((1.1) and relativistic nucleons, a 
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"nucleaど cascae.e pど。cess". T!:us， fas七 IT，esons (1. 1)ξna 

ロucエミコ二三 (:i. . 2 j 三ごe e二i七τョd b，t 之.:，e 亡とごさ号乞 之江cleusaoロ土コ三三七工y

ir: 七51e foご-N2.'!:三 ë. i ごec七iO~1 ~hile a resid¥二三工 highly exci七ed

三二三二三二三 告プ三子ごご三τ三5 S工cvココc工三C三s こ.3) と三ξ 三二ユc工e三ご 三ご三gぉen七S

(1 .4) lea't，;-i!1c 三 三土コとこr.:ユcleus (1.5) 

F三S"t. ~1ユcleQコ s (1.2) w'eご§ どe三§どどed七。 as knock-on 

nuc工eonscr Ee:seご1beどq's n'tユclec~s i~ t~i5 age. 

ワheど号.le".;rとご亡 r:じC工e三ど e-.".三;:0ど三七ion 七heorvhas been 

discussea by Eohr， Weisskop~ ， Eaage， Fujimo七o-Yamaguchi， Le 

5) 
Cou七eur，e七c.

工 shoulda1so rnen七ionas a his七orica1remark七ha七

minimum ionizing haaどons ((1.1) ana rela七ivisヒicnuc1eons， a 
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part of (1.2) ), non-relativistic fast nucleons (a part of 

(1.2) ) and slow nucleons or nuclear fragments were seen by 

emulsion physicists as shower, grey and black tracks in their 

emulsion (in the end of 1940's), respectively. 

High energy nuclear reactions seen in photographic 

emulsion were called (nuclear) stars from their appearance 

under microscope. Many samples of stars, attributed target 

nuclei of either Ag or Br in emulsions exposed to cosmic-

rays, had often protons with substantially lower energies 

than the Coulomb barrier of heavy nuclei (Ag and Br). Based 

on this empirical knowledge, Fujimoto and myself concluded 

that neutron-deficient residual nuclei should emit a proton 

with lower energy than the Coulomb barrier — the proton 

decay, a protonic analogue of the alpha decay of radioactive 

nuclides. 

3. Meson Production, Plural or Multiple? 

Next, let me mention the famous controversy very hotly 

discussed in cosmic-ray conferences frcm late 1940's till 

early 1950' s, which seems almost, ncr.-sense in the eyes cf the 

present time. 

In late 1940's, it was known that energetic hadrcn-

nucleus collisions produce many mesons: 

hadron + nucleus —> many pions. (2) 

This can be interpreted in two ways: 
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par七 of (1. 2) )， non-rela七ivisticfas七 nucleons (a par七 of

(1.2) ) and slow nucleons or nuc1ear fragmen七swere seen by 

ernulsion physicis七sas shower， grey and black tracks in七heir

ernulsion (in七heend of 1940's)， respec七ive1y.

High eneどgynuclear reac七ionsseen in pho七ographic

ernulsion were ca11ed (nuc1ear) stars frorn七heirappearance 

under micどoscope. Many samples of s七ars， a七七ribu七ed七arge七

nuclei of ei七heど Agor Bど inernulsions exposed七o cosmic-

rays， had of七enpど0七onswi七h subs七an七ial1ylower eneどgies

七han七heCoulornb baどrieど ofheavy nuclei (Ag and Br) • Based 

6) 
on七hisernpirica1 know1edge， Fujirno七o and rnyselfV1  conc1uded 

七ha七 neu七ron-deficien七 residua1nuc1ei should erni七 a pro七on

wi七h loweど energy七han七heCou工ombbarrieど一一七heproton 

decay， a pご0七onicanalcgue of the alpha decay of raaicac之土-"le

nuc1ides. 

3. Meson Pどoduct.iO:l， P工uどa1 0ど ~!u三七土ple?

Ne:<七 1e".:me meコ七ion七とe fanoi.:.s con七roversyveどY hotly 

di.scussee. iコ COE:r!.:!...C-ご三ド CCご1-='"ごe~ces 三どcrr・1三七e 1940's ti11 

e三ごLY1950's， whicと seer!lSε工r.lOS亡:1C::'-S:ご15e in七とe eyes c三亡:le

presen七 七エme.

In 1a七e 1940's， i七 was kncw!1 七hatezteどge-:ichεdごCコー

nuc1eus collisions p=oduca many mesons: 

hadron + nuc1eusーぅ manypions. (2 ) 

This can be interpre七edin two ways: 
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a) plural production, ' 

the nucleon-nucleon collision always produces a single 

meson 

while the nuclear cascade process in a target nucleus 

leads to many meson production from one nucleus. 

8) 

b) multiple production, 

even in nucleon-nucleon collisions many mesons can be 

simultaneously produced when incident energies are 

sufficiently high 

N + N - ^ N + N + many IT' S . 

The issue was which n?ternative a) or b) is correct. 
9) 

The very convincing cosmic-ray events in favor of b) 

were found in 1950 and the unquestionable demonstration of 

multiple pion production b) was given by experiments in 

1952 at BNL using the Cosmotron. 

Ir. this connection, I may record an interesting case: S. 

i'liyake (Osaka City University at that time) wished to perform 

a ur.ariigucus experiment: to prove the multiple meson 

production. To this end, his group started a construction 

of very high pressure cloud chamber filled with hydrogen, 

by which he could check experimentally whether the process 

hadron + proton —> many mesons + 

does indeed occur or not. When he completed his chamber 

after overcoming financial barriers, it was already too late 

for him to perform the experimental test, since Cosmotron 
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7) a) pluどalpどoduc七ion，

七henucleon-nucleon collision always pどoducesa single 

meson 

N + N ~ N + N + 11T，; 

while七henuclear cascade process in a target nucleus 

leads七omany meson produc七ion from one nucleus. 

8 ) 
b) IT心工tipleproduc七ion，

e7en in nucleon-nucleon collisions many mesons can be 

sir..u工七aneouslyproduced when incident energies aどe

sufficien七lyhigh 

N + N -号::. N + N + many 'ii' S . 

The issue was whichハ7七ernativea) or b) is corどect.

9) The very convincing cosmic-ray even七sJJ in favor of b) 

were fcu:1己 in1950 and七he unaues~io4able demons七ra七ionof 

101 mu工七iplepion produc七ionb) was given by experimen七s......， in 

1952 a七 BNL using 七heCosmo七どon.

I:: this CC~:lec乞ion ，工 may record an in七eどes七ingcase: S. 

l~i~"ξ~e (Os三kaCi亡y Univeどsitya七七ha之七ime) wished七opeどfoどm

三二二とごJ2iC1ユCロsexてJeごii7leコ亡'1:0:::rove 七henul七ipler:teson 

こごccuc亡ニ011. To '1:his ene， his group 5七ξど七eda cons七どuc七ion

11 ) 
of veごyhigh pressure c工oudchamber filled wi七h hydrogen， 

by which he could check experirnentally whe七her七heprocess 

hadどon+ Pど0七onーう many mesons 十

does 工naeeaoccuど orno七. When he comple七edhis chamber 

af七erovercoming financial barriers， i七 wasalどeadytoo late 

for him七operform七heexperimental tes七， since Cosmo七ron
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could demonstrate clearly the multiple meson production in 

p-p collisions. 

4. Heavy Cosmic-Rays and Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 

It was known that majority of primary cosmic-rays is 

positively charged particles, possibly protons till the 

Second World War. We wore surprised when Oppenheiiuer et 

12) 

al. discovered the existence of heavy nuclides in primary 

cosmic-rays (called heavy (cosmic-ray) primaries) in nuclear 

emulsions launched at high altitude by baloons (1948) . 

Existence of heavy primaries gave very strong impact on 

our thinking about the origin of elements and cosmic-rays or 

acceleration of cosmic-rays with their fate in inter-stellar 

space. Also they gave a first hand information on 

nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energies and the unique 

pattern of their energy loss in traversed (dense) natter. 

Moreover relativistic heavy primaries produce a bundle 

of "mono-energetic" nucleons with high energies when they 

collide with target nuclei, i.e., 'he projectile fragmenta

tion of incident: heavy nuclei ir. cosmic-rays contains high 

energy nucleon bundle along the incidant direction, with 

fractional transverse momentum spread ••>- c_,/o and 
c- - F c 

longitudinal momentum spread ^ n/c , where D._, p^ and m 
c o t o 

are Fermi momentum, incident momentum per nucleon of a heavy 

primary and nucleon mass, respectively. Energy of such a 

nucleon can be estimated from the angular spread *-> p /p of 

the bundle. These "mono-energetic" relativistic nucleons 
- 35 -

could demons七rateclearly the mulヒiplemeson production in 

p-p collisions. 

4. Heavy Cosmic-Rays and Nucleus-Nucleus Co11~sions 

工twas kno¥oJn 七ha七 rnajori七Yof primary cosmic-rays is 

posi七ivelycharged par七icles，possibly pどO七ons七ill七he

Second World War. We ，.;cごc surpどiscdwhen Oppenheimer e乙

12) 
al.~~1 discovered the exis七e~ce of heavy nuc1ides iユ PどimaごY

cosmic-rays (called heavy (cosmic-ray) pどimaries) in nuc1ear 

emulsions launched a七 higha1七i七udeby ba100ns (工948). 

Exis七enceof heavy primaries gave very 5七rongimpac七 on

our七hinkingabout the 0どiginof eler.len七sand cosmic-rays or 

accelera七ionof cosmic-rays with their fa七e in in七er-s七ellar

suace. A1so 七heyg三vea fiどs-=h三コa.in=oどロ己之ior.on 

nuc1eus-nuc1eus co1工isions a七 high eneどgies and t!1e 1ユロique

pa七ternof 七heireneどgy 105s in traversed (a.ense) na七七§ど.

Moどeoverrelativistic heaマ~r t:rニコar:.esprodじごさ a とココこミニa

of "mono-eneどaetic" nuc1eons ~i=h hic~ e~e~cie5 w~eご1 こコey

co1工iciewi七h こ三どgetn1よclei，二.e. ， τ主告 さごごJS(:τiユ§ 三ご三s:t=二三三ー

七ic三 o三 iコci己eコi:heavy r.uclei 二三 C~s::;' .1. c-=a~"s CO!1亡三二三.s -二~;;，

eneどgynucleon bundle along七he i!!ciee:l七e.irec七ionI yJi t:h 

三ごac七ional七どミロsveご5emOr:le三七ロ:n spreミミ ."" 'C_/::; B:::C 
-P"・C

工cnsit:uainalmomentum spre三d M U FO， wheごさ 1¥.-r Po ξコξ m 

aごeFeどmimomeコ七um，incident rnomeコ七umpeど nucleon of a heavy 

prirnary and nucleon mass， respec七ively. Eneどgyof such a 

nucleon can be estimated from the angulaど spread~ pp/po of 

七hebundle. These "mono-energe七ic"rela七ivis七icnucleons 
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were used to study nucleon-nucleon collision at p = 

several 100 GeV/c to a few TeV/c, until the construction 

period of the FNAL PS and served to make planning 

experimental programs there. 

5. 184"Cyclotron at the Radiation Laboratory, University of 

California 

The 184" Cyclotron at RL-UC began its operation as 

follow: 

p d a 

MeV MeV MeV 

100 

140 180 350 
I 

! 350 
t 

(modification) i MeV MeV MeV 

1957 730 460 910 
i 

Experiments on "High Energy" nuclear reactions induced by p, 

d, and a beams from this cyclotron provided detailed 

information on what would occure at several 100 MeV range, 

confirming the picture described by W. Heisenberg in 1937 

1946 

1947 

194 
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13) were used to study nucleon-nucleon collision.~1 a七 P。=
several 100 GeV/c 七o a few TeV/c， until the cons七ruc七ion

peどiodof the FNAL PS and served to make planning 

expeどimen七alprograms there. 

5. 184"Cyclo七どona七七he Radiation Labora七ory，Universi七y of 

California 

The 184" cyclotron at RL-UC began i七S opera七ionas 

follow: 

P d α 

MeV l-1eV MeV 

1946 100 

1947 140 180 350 

194 350 

(moaifica七ion) HeV MeV MeV 

1957 730 460 910 

Expeどimen七S on "High Eneどgy" nuclea::::-reac七ions inducea by p， 

a， and αbeams from七hiscyc1otron pどovideddetailed 

inforrna七ionon wha七 wouldoccure at several 100 MeV range， 

corifirming 七hepic七uredescribed by W. Heisenberg in 1937 
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14) and concisely depicted by R. Serber ' in 1947. Whereas, 

15) M. L. Goldberger in 1948 performed the Monte Carlo 

simulation of nuclear cascade according to the suggestion 

made by E. Fermi. 

The 184"Cyclotron had no doubt the ability to 

artificially produce pions, but Berkeley groups did not have 

appropriate ways to demonstrate pion production. At last, 

Lattes, who discovered pions and muons in emulsion exposed to 

cosmic-rays on Alps together with Powell and Occhialini 

16 \ 
(1947), came to Berkeley with emulsion to detect pions 

{Feb. 1948) and immediately demonstrated pion production by 

the 380 MeV <X-bearns 1 7 ) (21 Fev. 1948): 

( B e ) 

250 MeV c< - , L i •• - r -rr -f- ••• . (5) 

» i 

Notice that these processes (5) were the sub-threshold 

production of pions in terms of nucleon-nuclecn collisions. 

Following start-up of the 184"Cyclotron, many 

synchro-cyclotrons ar.d electron synchrotrens of 2CO ^ 45 0 .MeV 

energy range have been completed in U.S.A. and Western Europe 

during late 1940's to early 1950's. These machines have 

been utilized to study nucleon-nuciecn scatterings, etc., and 

particularly (low energy) pionic processes: 

N + N — j - N + N N + N - » N + N + T T 

r N + TT ( N + 7r 
T T + N - > ^ i + N -̂ > \ 

[N + -y v N + if 
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14) and concise1y depicted by R. Serber~~1 in 1947. Whereas， 
15) 

M. L. G01db~rger~~1 in 1948 performed七heMon七e Caど10

sirnula七ionof nuc1ear cascade according七o the sugges七ion

made by E. Fermi. ¥' 

The 184"Cyclo七どonhad no doubt 七heabili七y to 

ar七ificiallypどoducepions， but Berkeley groups did no七 have

appropria七e，.，ays 七o demons七ratepion produc亡ion. Aと las七，

La七七es，who discoveどedpions and rnuons in G~ulsion exposed to 

cosrnic-rays on λ工ps toge七herwi七h powell and Occhia1ini 

16) 
(1947) ， ~~1 carne to Berke工eywith emulsion七1) de七ec七 pions

(Feb. 1948) and imrnediately dernonstrated pion production by 

17) 
七he380 MeV Cメーbeams ~'I (21 Fev. 1948): 
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No七ice七ha七七hesepどocesses (5) were the sub-threshold 

produc1:.ion 0三 pions in七§どms 0三 nucleo:l-mユclecncollisions. 

Followi::lg Sτaご1:.-Upcf t~e 工84"Cycl。七ご。n，m三ny

~ .三C!::!:"c-C"Jclc-:.ご=:15 a~ë. ele:;τごOご s";"nc::ごC之ごc~ s c = := G 0 rv 4:: 0 ~.~ e ''; 

eneご，;y ra=1ge ::ave beきお c~r::Fleτε三土ごじ.s.三. とごξ ひvesτ三ごと Z二ごc:.:;e

during la七e 1940's七o early 1950's. TheSe mac~ir.es haマe

bee:1. U七ilized 七o s七udy:1.ucleon-nuclecn sca七七eri::!.gs，e七c.，ane 

par七icul三どly (low e:1eどgy) pionic processes: 

N + N -=シ N + N N + N ーラト N + N + 々 T

ず+ N -~ 
+ 1了

守了 + 
c N + ヴ了

+γ  +γ 
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N + nucleus •—> TT + x 

, scattering (elastic 
\ and inelastic) 

or + nucleus •—> \ 
I absorption 

r$ + nucleus •—£> TT + x 

Moreover, stopped Tf and u in materials gave information 

on capture processes: 

( n + ~° 
TT" + p > ) 

X n + y 
Tr + nucleus —-> absorption 

0 u + nucleus —» o,. + (excited nuclei) 

~~-atoms and U -atoms were crucial not only for 

investigation of capture processes but also for accurate 

measurement of pion and muon masses by me-sic X-ray 

spectroscopy revealing importance cf the vacuum polarization 

tr-ZCwl 

5. r i s s i c n cf .excited Nuclei 
IS) 

3chr and Wheeler showed in their classical paper th; 
heavv nuclei wirh 

Z2/A > 47.8 

are unstable for the fission process, where the surface 

2 2/3 energy term 4Trr OA is taken to be J o 
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N + nucleus -一》 づ了 + X 

守了 + nucleus 

sca七七ering Celas七ic
and inelas七ic)

absoどption

グ+ nucleus 一-:) rrr + x 

Hcどeoveど sヒoppee 'lT and μin  ma七erialsgave infoどma七ion

on captuどepどocesses:

n + jjO 

寸了 + p 
n + 7ノ

守T + nucleus ー今 absorp七ion

f + nucleus 一う z)μ + (exci七ednuclei) 

-τーーξ乞乙msadff-ε七cmswere c~ucial not c叫 Y 王or

inves 七iqa七io~ of capture p~ocesses bu七 alsofoど accuどa七e

I7".easuどeご~en七 of pion and muon rnasses by mesic Xーどay
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4TTr 20 = 14 MeV. (7) 
o 

Highly excited heavy nuclei (whose ground state is 

fission-stable) can be split into two parts alter evaporating 

so many neutrons (then, the fission threshold will decrease) 

that the fission width r\ exceeds the neutron width l~~n . 

191 Such a case was indeed found by the Berkeley group 

bombarding 180 MeV deutron beam on Bi-target. Central 

211 collisions of such bombardment will result c P o with 84 

excitation energy of about 190 MeV, which dominantly 

evaporates neutrons and cools down. It was shown 

20) 
theoretically (based on the evaporation theory and 

Bohr-Wheeler theorv of fission) that the condition I"",. > p 
f *•-/ n 

shall be met after evaporating 9 ^ 10 neutrons from 

211) 209/201 

QAPo ' (190 MeV) and g4Po
 u _ / shall undergo fission. 

This picture was in accord with the experiment just 

mentioned. 

Moreover, high energy nuclear collisions ir.ducsd by 

energetic cosmic-rays ir. emulsion ss=r.s: ~c s'r.zw -hs fissicr. 
21) . . . . 

or Ag or Er nuclei. Fission o: sue." rr.sc.ium nuclei is 
inracssible, unless the "surface tension" 4-rrr "0 cecrsases 

o 

as increasing excitation energy E (or temperature T) of 

22) 

excited nuclei. Then the Coulomb repulsion cemmazes 

over the surface tension at higher temperature resulting a 

fission process. 
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4FTrr。20=14MeV. (7 ) 

High1:i exci七edheavy nuclei (whose gどound s七a七e is 

fission-s七able) can be spli七 into七woparts aYter evaporating 

so many neu七rons (then， the fission七hresholdwill decrease) 
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19 ) Such a case was indeed found by the Berkeley group 
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211 collisions of such bombardnen七 willresult ~.Po~~~ w工th
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excita七ionenergy of about 190 MeV， which dorninantly 

evaprrates neu七ronsand cools down. 工七 was shown 

20) 
七heoretically"'VI (based on七heevapora七ion七heoryand 

Bohr-Wheeler七heoryof fission) that七he conei七ion r.!' "> r一
i "-1 ri 
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Fissエon0= S~ニ c:: ~~e'.三二Lニ~ご:ュc 2-ε二二三

i:Epossib工e，unless the "suどまace乞§ロsicn" 4 iTど。20 cf2Cごf三三三三s

as incどeasingexcita七ioneneごgy E~ (or ter::pεご三七1ユごe '!') 0三x 
22) 

excited nuclei. Then the Coulorr~ re=uls.:.c~ èc~ina~es 

over 七he surface tension a七 higher t三:npeど三七ロどe resul七inga 

fission process. 
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7. Other Topics To Be Noted 

Information on weak processes was rather in a confusing 

23) status during the classical age down to the prediction and 

24) discovery ' of parity violation (1956/7). 

Let me remind you that the nature of B-transition was 

supposed to be Scalar-Tensor combination untill "the parity 

was violated", even though the original theory of 

• • ° 5 ) 

fl-disintegration by E. Fermi" was the Vector coupling. 

Experimental values for the Michel parameter of the muon 

decay started from 0, varies very much and approached 

eventually to 3/4 after the proposal of the two component 
0 1) O Q \ •{. 4-

theory of neutrinos . Absence of the decay TT -£. e. + \J 
29) 

bothered theorists so many years but the CERN group found 

a- lasz this decay mode ir. 195 8 by making use of SC 

(Synchrocyclotron) just: completed at CERN, confirming the 

LL-e universality in weak interactions. 

Another feature cf the classical epoch is the race for 

manufacturing trans-uranium, nuclides, which started in 

-.id-194 0's and ac-ively pursued ir. 1950's (and till now) by 

making use cf svr.chrc-cyclcrrcns ar.d nuclear raac-ors, 

Berkeley and Dubr.a playing leading roles in this race. 
- . , ... . , 30) - i • ,. success or -r.e nuclear sr.ei- niece x ca.sr.ac a new light on 

cues- of super-heavies. Namely there may exist an island of 

scable (or long-lived) nuclei associated with the next magic 

numbers beyond existing nuclides. But so far all efforts to 

create nuclei with such heavy masses have been in vain. New 

movement of constructing accelerators of heavy ions with 
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medium energy range may bring a break-through in creating 

super-heavies. 

Finally, a few words are in order for hyper-nuclei. 

Nulei with new flavors are interesting to check our 

understanding on nuclear structure. The first example of a 

A -hyper-nucleus was discovered by Danysz et al. in emulsion 

31) exposed to cosmic-radiations. 

That was the beginning of the physics on hyper-nuclei 

whose experimental study was based on emulsion and later 

bubble chamber pictures. It is interesting to mention that 

the first example of double hyper-nuclei ( AABe) was found 

32) -

by the group lead by Danysz (European K -collaboration), 

which utilized the K beam from CERN PS to produce hyper-

nuclei. 

8. History of the "Iso-spin" 

The year of 1932 was indeed the celebrated year for 

3 r > ) particle and nuclear physics: positrons ( m a clcud 

charier with a Fb plate exposed to cosmic-rays) ar.d 

neutrons''"' were found in this year, and the cyclotron was 

demonstrated to work as the research tool by Lawrence et 

35) 

ai . This "small" accelerator destined to grow, within a 

half century, onto such "dinosaurs" as large prctor. 

synchrotrons (SPS of circumference 6 km, UNK of circumference 

20 km under construction) and colliders (LEP of circumference 

27 km under construction, SSC of 100 miles under design 

study). 
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Heisenberg proposed the theory of nuclear structure 

immediately after the discovery of the neutron. Now atomic 

nuclei are composed of Z protons and N neutrons, bound by 

strong and short-ranged nuclear forces, and removed all 

uncomforts associated with a previous picture on nuclei 

consisting of protons and electrons. At the same time 

Heisenberg introduced the concept of the "iso-spin" in his 

37) 

classical paper. Moreover, Wigner ' introduced the 

super-multiplet based on SU„(spin) x SU-(iso-spin) into the 

nuclear structure theory, which implied a-clusters in nuclei 

among others. 
38) Bohr gave an impressive picture on nuclear structure 

and reactions in mid-1930's emphasizing nuclei to be systems 

of strongly interacting nucleons, which seemed to delay 

unnecessarily wide acceptance of nuclear shell model. Even 

after Mayer-Jensen's success of shell model coordinating 

spins, magnetic moments and so on of ground states of atomic 

nuclei, some of leading physicists held the view in early 

ISEfl's that the shell model would not apply to (low-lying) 

excited nuclei (which should obey Bohr's picture). 

Let us turn to the development of meson theories. It 

is really surprising from the contemporary eyes that the 

meson theory was not born in Germany, Denmark or Western 

Europe in general, where all important achievements in 

quantum physics and in particular in nuclear physics and 

quantum field theories. It was so natural to formulate a 

meson theory of nuclear forces utilizing Keisenberg-Pauli 
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(36) 
Heisenberg\~~1 proposed七he七heoryof nucleaど structure
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theory of the second quntization and knowing strong nuclear 

forces to be of short range nature. But nuclear forces were 

discussed phenomenologically (Heisenberg, Majorana, Bartlett 

39) and Wigner forces ) throughout in Europe and U.S.A. 

40) There were attempts to explain nuclear forces ' and 

41) anomalous magnetic moments of nucleons based on the 

Fermi-theory of B-decays, which were too small as expected. 

Anyway, Yukawa's meson theory emerged at Osaka in 1934 

and published in the Journal of the Physico-Mathematical 

42) Society in Japan in 1935. There he introduced positive 

and negative mesons (U-particles or heavy quanta, as he 

called), resulting nuclear forces were not charge-independ

ent. 

Ey 1936, nuclear forces were known to ciey 

"3) charge-independence, experimentally by Tuve et al" , ana 
44) 

theoretical implication thereof by Ereit et al' . The 

meson uhecry consistent with charge independence was first. 

-5 5 

introducec by Kemmer, " wnc mobilizes three nescr.s or equal 

mass, positively and negatively charged cr.es as well as 

electrically neutral cr.e (mescn has isc-spm 1 while nuciecn 

iso-spir. 1/2), referred to as the symmetrical theory. Then, 
AS ) 

Bethe introduced tne neutral m e cry ~ , in whicn only a 

neutral meson (iso-spir. 0) was used to explain the observed 

fact that nuclear forces are charge-independence (more 

correctly, iso-spin preserving). This Bethe's theory may be 

regarded as a fore-runner of modern QCD. 
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Nevertheless, the notion of iso-spin and iso-spin 

symmetry never became popular in nuclear physics. The 

iso-spin was used as the conserved quantity in pion-nucleon 

47) 48) 

scattering by Heitler and later by Fermi ' to analyze 

experimental data obtained by his group at Chicago. 

Fermi's analysis attained such a wide spread popularity 

that it triggered a very serious consideration of the role of 
49) 

iso-spin in nuclear structures and reactions . But still 

the iso-spin was supposed to be a good quantum number only in 

light nuclei. It was generally supposed that the iso-spin 

invariance should loose its validity rapidly as Z increases 

on account of the effect of electro-magnetic interactions ( as 

indicated by importance of the Coulomb energy in nuclear 

masses). The facr that the iso-spin as a conserved quantity 

works surprisingly well even in medium nuclei was realized 

only after the successful application of the CVC hypothesis 

by Feynmann and Gell-Mann — nuclear matrix elements for 

Ferni-transi^ions were consistence with nuclear 

wave-functicr.s as isc-spin multi-lets. 

Ir is surprisiang that it took so long time before the 

validity of iso-spin symmetry was fully appreciated in 

nuclear physics. From this point of view, the isobaric 

analogue states were prevailed too late. It may also be 

instructive to remark that it took more than a year to arrive 

at the right choice in phase-shift analyse of the iso-spin 

3/2, P3/2 ~ phase shift 633 for pion-nucleon scatterings 
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by Fermi's group. Even though the 33-resonance was so 

clear in total cross-sections, 6.,., did not pass through 

180° at the "resonance" energy by phase-shift analysis using 

the modern computer for quite a some time! 

There are many more episodes in the classical epoch 

worth for mentioning, for which I shall refer the audience to 

my review articles 
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Tenth International Conference on Particles and Nuclei (PANIC) 

B. Povh 

Max-Planck-Institut fur KernDhysik, 

D-6900 Heidelberg 1, F.R. Germany 

In the week of July 29 - Aunust 3, 1984, the International Conference 

on Particles and Nuclei's abbreviated PANIC, took place at Heidelberg. 

The first conference of this series which is devoted to the elementary 

particle aspects of nuclear physics was held at CERN in 1963. Already 

then it was clear that understanding of the nuclear structure is pos

sible only if it is based on the understanding of the structure of ele

mentary particles. At that time, the picture of the nucleon was the 

pointlike baryon with a meson cloud around it. Consequently, nuclei 

were regarded as a meson soup in which pointlike nucleons are floating. 

For a decade, this picture of the nucleus dominated the high energy 

nuclear physics, and most of the experiments were devoted to the in

vestigation of the pions1 role in nuclei. 

At the Heidelberg meeting, the main question was to ask, independently 

of probe and energy* what is the most economic and aesthetic microscopic 

description of the nucleus. The central question was that of the quarks 

in nuclei. Therefore, it is not surprising that a large portion of the 

meeting was devoted to the so-called "EMC effect". In the deep inelas

tic scattering of muons on nuclei it was found that the relevant quark 

properties of the individual nucleons depend on their surrounding nuclear 

environment. C.H. Llewellyn-Smith reviewed some of the many models which 

have been proposed. For the first time he asked what was the proper way 

to interpret the structure function which is given in the variable 
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x = -J-— (Q is the four-momentum transfer, m is the mass of the nucleon 

and v is the enerpy loss of the muon) in snatial coordinates. He comes 

to the conclusion that only at large x (x > .1) the structure function 

tests the interior of the nucleon. For small x (x < .11 the correlation 

length tested in the experiments extends over distances lamer than 1 fri 

and should obviously be influenced by the nuclear environment. It seems 

that there is much space to internret the EMC effect by the chance of 

quark pronerties of individual nucleons as well as by the oossible in

crease of the meson cloud when the nucleon is embedded in the nucleus. 

Oust as an understanding of molecular spectroscopy requires first an 

understanding of the structure of the atom it is now clear that the de

scription of the nucleus will depend on the behaviour at a deeper, quark 

level. Therefore, the hadron spectroscopy is becoming an essential in

gredient of the nuclear matter models. N.M. Cason and G. Karl summarized 

the present experimental and theoretical status of hadron spectroscopy. 

In the centre of interest, there is the search for qluonia (cilue balls). 

They should exist -- the auestion is how broad they are and how they 

can be observed. The 0 ground state of the gluonium is stronaly couoled 

to the 2TT channel and, if sufficiently low in mass, it may be the particle 

mediating the nuclear force in the nucleus, searched for quite a long time. 

So far there is no clear evidence of a reasonably narrow gluonium state. 

A special round-table discussion devoted to the topic 'quarks and nuclei' 

was organized by Sir Denys Wilkinson. The speakers contributing to the 

discussion were A.M. Baldin, G.A. Baym, A.D. Jackson, M. Rho, I. Sick, 

A.W. Thomas, W. Weise and C.W. Wong. They represented \jery different 

views. Some believe that the nucleus eventually needs a full description 
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with quarks v/hereas some think that the quark decree of freedom can almost 

completely be neglected. The conclusion from this discussion, I believe, 

is that the description of the nucleus in the quark picture is difficult, 

and it ••'ill take some time before we can clarifv this. Also the role of 

the pi on, once revered as the carrier of nuclear forces, now seems to be 

obscure. Only at larqe distances it can be shown that the pion exchange 

does make sense. A further problem is in the description of the m'on it

self which was treated as a field particle but now is also a composite 

particle. The central question is what is the structure of the nion and 

why is it so lioht comnared to other mesons. 

VJeak and electroweak interactions are the standard topics of the PAPIC 

type of conference. Rare decays, the search for forbidden decays and 

neutrino oscillation experiments have been treated extensively. The ex

perimental pronress of these experiments oushino the linits of accuracy 

further down also lead to snin-off results in other sciences. In nartic-

ular, M. Koshiba showed how the nroton decay detector may eventually be 

used for neutrino astronomy, too. 

While our everyday world is composed of nucleons containing only the 

lightest two quarks ('up' and 'down'), heavier quarks were thought to 

be useless in nuclear physics. As it appears now it nay be just the 

next heavier strange quark which will help to trace the role of the quark 

degree of freedom in nuclei. One possibility conies through the exciting 

discovery of long-lived Z hypernuclei which were reported by Thomas Halcher. 

£ hypernuclei together with A hypernuclei nive so much, information about 

the behaviour of the strange quark in the nucleus that in the future v/e 

may hope to separate the "quark decree of freedom" from other possible 

effects in the short-range nuclear force. 
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cliscovery of 10ng-lived E hypernuc1ei ¥'/hich ¥'/ere reりortedb.v ThorrIas何1cher. 

E hy~ernuc1ei tocether with ^ hypernuclei ~ive so much information about 

the behaviour of the strange quark in the nucleus that ;n the future we 

may hO!Je to separate the "C!uark cteoree of freedom" from other rossible 

effects in the short-range nuclear force. 
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Even farther reaching speculations on the role of the heavier quarks in 

nature were presented by Alvaro de Rujula. In a typically entertaininp 

talk, he argued that the existence of massive, electrically neutral en

tities made of strange and light nuarks yet to be seen and which could 

carry some of the 'missing mass' of the Universe cannot be excluded. 

Nov/ beginning to filter out are the first results from LEAR Low Energy 

Antiproton Ring at CERH, covered at PANIC by Robert Klanisch. The first 

LEAR runs have provided interesting glimpses into this new area of phys

ics, which will have surely developed considerably by the time the next 

PANIC comes around. 

In his closing speech, Gisbert zu Putlitz, Heidelberg, looked to the 

future. New sources of antiprotons, strange particles and leptons could 

provide much more information in this intersection of nuclear and oarticle 

physics. In particular, he advocated the construction of a new high in

tensity proton machine providing energies of around 30 GeV in Eurone. 

PANIC at Heidelberg was attended by some 600 scientists from 35 countries. 

The next meeting is scheduled for Japan in 1987. 
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Nuclear Physics Programs at the KEK-PS 

K. Nakai 

Physics Department, National laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) 

Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki 305 

"Vurlnnr Pliy-̂ rr in HrV "<.'t;ion" in the frontiers of physics which we 

r.r.n t'evclop with the KF.K U'.-GeV proton synchrotron (KEK-PS) . After the 

success of low-energy physics in the past half century, general inteiests 

of nuclear physicists have rnoved towards higher energy, and thus to the 

bourr'rwy with the particle physics. With the exotic probes such fir. 

A, FJ*, A, £, ..., we can study new facets of nuclei hitherto unknown. 

While the nuclear physicists got more and nor« interested in higher 

enerj!''' beams, nary accelerators in the GeV region have been closed 

(RM.- fosmotrrn. Princeton-PPA, Rutberford-NIMROD, ANL-ZGS, etc.), or 

converted for othot purposes (OERN-PS for injector machine, LBL-Bevatron 

for heavy-1 or accelerator, etc.). Thus- the KEK-PS has come to an important 

position to cover the physics in this region. Although there exist a 

number of proposals to build the KAON factories, the KEK-PS and the BNI.-AGS 

are the only facilities in the ne:'t decade until those "factories" could 

deliver hipl-intensity beams for physics experiments. 

The KEK-PS 

The KEK-PS haf, been closed since last spring (March 1984) for 

construction of the TPISTAN, the (30+30)-GeV e e~ collider machine at KEK. 

We expect the beam from the PS will be back in the summer of 1985. 
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Before the shut-down, programs of the PS were mainly for elementary 

particle physics for about 10 years since its first operation in 1975. 

When the beam comes back we expect a new era of physics programs with pure 

emphasis on nuclear physics applications. In order to brinp, the KKK-PS 

program to the most active and productive one, intensive discussions have 

been made for more than a year in a working group of the KEK-ACSPM 

(Advisory Council for Scientific Policy and Management') and in the PS-V\<\0 

(Program Advisory Conrtittee) . 

There are three possibilities: 

1) Physics with the secondary beams 01, K, p...-). 

2) Physics with polarized beams. 

3) Physics with heavy-ion beams. 

For each of them, several experiraental proposals were submitted to the PAC. 

After examination of physics contents of those proposals and considering 

readiness of the beams, the first one was chosen among the three as the 

program with main emphasis. 

Although efforts will be put further on the acceleration of the 

polarized beams and the heavy-ion beams, the physics with secondary beams 

will be the main programs at least for the coming several years. The 

heavy-ion proposal was weakened since the BNL decided to push the heavy-ion 

program at the AGS, and the Japanese team decided to join an experimental 

2) 
program there 

Probing Nuclei with "Impurity" Hadrons 

The nuclear physics programs are favorably accepted at KEK because of 

its extensiveness which is important to stimulate good physics ideas. Tn 

many cases neither the beam energy nor the intensity is a limiting factor 
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but with efficient detector systems one can carry unique programs in 

nuclear physics. 

With a variety of beams (p, p, K, IT , y, ...) obtainable at the KEK-PS, 

one can consider many possible nuclear experiments. It is important, 

however, to aim efforts at subjects which are essential in physics. The 

high-energy nuclear physics can not be just an extension of low-energy 

physics when one considers the efforts by many people for each single 

experiment. 

Physics of the condensed hadronic matter, or the nuclear matter is the 

most important subject of the high-energy nuclear physics. Despite of 

detailed knowledge of nuclear properties from low-energy nuclear studies, 

we have very limited knowledge of the nuclear matter. We do not know much 

about the interior of nuclei and about the constituents. 

It is rather recent that people started to look at the interior with 

the leptonic probe. The EMC effect would provide the most direct 

information. However, while the lepton scattering is a gentle method to 

study the static properties of nuclear matter, hadronic probes have more 

variety and are expected to reveal more dynamic features of nuclear matter. 

The objects of the low-energy physics have been the surface phenomena 

or the size effects of nuclei. The Pauli principle was essential to keep 

the beauty of low-energy phenomena. On the other hand, it has been an 

obstacle to the study of the interior of nuclei. In order to probe the 

nuclear interior, the non-nucleonic particles such as A, N ,A , E , .. are 

the best tools. Behaviors of those particles embedded in a nucleus like 

an impurity provide us various information on the properties of nuclear 

matter. In the solid-state physics, we can find many successful 

examples of such "impurity physics" for the study of condensed matter. 
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The "impurity physics" for the study of nuclear matter can be developed 

with the KEK-PS. The progran of this workshop was arranged with the 

emphasis on this point. 

Hyperons in Nuclei 

In the session of "hyperons in nuclei", the hypernuclear physics were 

discussed. The hypernuclear physics program will be enc nr the central 

programs at the KEK-PS for the coming several years. Two experiments by 

the groups of University of Tokyo and of the Max-Planck-Tnstitute at 

Heidelberg have been approved and are being prepared. 

Just before the shut-down of the KEK-PS, the K.u group (Univ. of Tokyo/ 

T.T.T/Univ. of Tsukuba/KEK Collaboration) has shown that the hypernuclear 

production via stopped K absorptin is a powerful method for the 

3) 
£-hypernuclear spectroscopy . This method is complementary with the 

4) 
recoil-less production method developed by the Heidelberg group . Since 

the hypernuclear program at CERN-PS was forced tc stop at the beginning of 

the Z hypernuclear experiments, the Heidelberg/CERN group decided to 

continue their program at the KEK-PS under the collaboration with the 

Tokyo/KEK group. By the combination of the two methods we can expect n 

fruitful program of experiments. 

The recoil-less method has advantages due to its high selectivity in 

producing the substitutional state which makes the state assignment easier. 

On the other hand, the stopped-K method is better to populate more states 

for more systematic studies. Obviously, the latter method is more 

economical in using the expensive kaons. 

We are now convinced that the stopped-K method works weJ3 for 

production of the £ hypernuclei. For the A hypernuclei. however, the 
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stopped-K method hns to be improved further with a new trigger scheme to 

reduce background processes . An alternative method for the hypernuclear 

production with less selectivities is the (IT ,K ) reaction process 

Recent experimental results from the AGS is very encouraging. 

The intensity of low-momentum kaons for the hypernuclear physics is 

less than 10 K /year world I We need to make continuous efforts to 

develop efficient methods to use the expensive kaons, and to polish up our 

physics ideas. 

A and N in Nuclei 

While the spectroscopy of hyperons in nuclei (the hypernuclear 

spectroscopy) has been shown to be promising, the spectroscopy of "A in 

nuclei" is hopless due to its large width. However, the mass and width 

are the best properties which reflect the interaction of in nuclei more 

directly. 

The effects of A in nuclear phenomena has been studied in the low-

energy nuclear physics and the medium-energy pion physics. The effect of 

A-hole excitation must exist in the low-energy phenomena, but it dose not 

seem to be easy to single out the effect from the mixture of various 

higher-order effects. The dominant role of A in the medium-energy pion-

nucleus interactions has been shown. However, most of experimental 

knowledge was from the peripheral-type scattering processes (including the 

charge-exchange scattering), and the non-peripheral-type absorption process 

are still far from the understanding. 

For the study of "A in nuclei" such information of virtual or 

peripheral process is remote, and we need a real A produced in a nucleus. 

Attempts have been made at SIN and LAMPF for the recoil-less A production. 
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We are not convinced yet whether the recoil-less production can be realized 

or not . However, we note that the A produced in the backward direction 

in the p-p center-of-mass system with the multi-GeV proton beam has a 

recoil momentum comparable to the Fermi momenta of nucleons in the target 

nucleus. Thus, with the multi-GeV proton beam from the KEK-PS we can 

produce the A in a nucleus. 

Recently, the lTAC group (Univ. of Tokyo/T.I.T./TXS Collnboiation) has 

succeeded to observe invariant-mass spectra of A's produced in the 

7 8^ 
target-rapidity region in hadron-nucleus reactions ' . Observed widths 

2 
( T= 40-60 MeV/c ) were narrower than that of free A , while the width of A 

produced in the projectile region was normal. An experiment for more 

systematic studies has been approved and will be started as soon as the 

beam comes back from the PS. 

For this experiment the IT AC group built a large acceptance 

spectrometer named FANCY (Forward ANd CYlindrical). The above result with 

the FANCY spectrometer is encouraging because it indicates a possibility of 

developing the invariant-mass spectroscopy with the nuclear targets. 

Everybody was skeptical at the beginning about such a possibility 

considering the line broadening due to the Fermi motion of nucleons. At 

least, it provides a promising tool to study the A-nucleus interactions. 

Furthermore, the use of nuclear targets could be a new tool for the exotic 

hadron hunting by kicking out any exotic configuration from the nuclear 

interior 

Spectrometers and Beam Lines 

In order to push the strong nuclear physics programs at the KEK-PS, it 

is vitally important to have powerful spectrometers. So far we have made 
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efforts towards cnnFtiuction of lf-rpc acceptance spectrometers. The FANCY 

7 F't <)) 

spcctroneter ' '(Fig.l) and the RFNKF.T spectrometer (Fi};. 2) have recently 

been completed ?nd used in experiments. The TET.A.S spectrometer ' (Fig.3) 

built for the; KN sectoring experiment is a unique one for experiments 

with the proton or deuteton polarired tarpet. The neutrino-mass 

spectrometer (Fir,.4) is used ,ilso for the st-npped-K hypernuclear 

rpoctroscopv. 

For the n-vf -tag'? of experiment.-) ̂  programs, wr chould, perhaps, 

consider tc cc'elop M T ii:*h resolution spectroscopy. The sucess of SATURNK 

encourages lis en Hiis direction. '.V need inRerious idea? for design of 

the hi^h resolutior syiecfronifliir working in '.he multi-CeV region. 

Figure 5 «;hov;.'- the 'ayout or beam line? in the experimental hall at 

» hn KF.K-FP. Tvpicn I beam characteristics are •mnmnrized in Table 7. 

V.-'hle II is r- li^t of approved ox pediments which, will bo started after the 

recovery r*' Pf; from tht- trenporarv ^bnL-down. U'hen the beams come back we 

( >:pcct to ;-pptart noi.'vr *nd fruitful experimental programs. 

i) T. Yrmazaki, in this book, p.3. 

.. ', '.'.. N'agnmiyn in this hook, n.2RS. 

3) M. Ivzasaki, in this book, p. 13". 

M i-.\ Rrllckner, in this book, p.l?5. 

5) IC.-H. Tanaka, in tM>= hook, p.'54. 

6) P.P. Ougelnt. in this hook, p.?/.5. 

7) H. En'yo, Doctor Thesis, University of Tokyo, UTPN-?00. 

8) J. Chiba, in tliis book, p.?31. 

9) T. Tsuru, in this book, p. 101. 

10) K. Nakajima et al. K'ucl. Instr. Method _1_92_ (198?) 175. 
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Table I Beam l i n e s a t t h e KEK-PS. 

Beam 
Momcmtum 

Range 
(GeV/c) 

Momcmtum 
Bile 

(± Ap/p%) 

Production 
Angle (°) 

Solid Angle 
(msr) 

Panicles Typical Flux per Pulse 

EP1 
-A 

EP2-B 
-C 

TI in 

K2 

K3 

4-13 

4-13 

4-8 
1-1.3 

0.5-2.3 

Fast Exiracied Beam 

Slow Extracted Beam 

2 
1 

1.5 
10 
23 

1-2 

0.5-1.0 

J.33 
C59 
O.'.o 

1.0 

7.3 

IT* If ' 

r'/x" 
T ' / X ' 

»:' /K 
p/p 

I ' / I 
KVK 

p/p 
t * / x " 

Vp 

T2 
K4 

0.1-1.0 
1.0-6.0 
0.4-0.8 

6 
3 
3 

87 
15 
0 

20 
0.38 
7.0 

5x10'° 

3x10" 

2x 10V6X105 at P OcV/c 
2 x l 0 V l x l 0 5 a t 3 G e V / c 
5x lCr'/4xl04ai I GeV/c 
SxlOVlxlO* 
1.7xlOr/1.5xlO<at 2GcV/c 
2 .2x l0Vl .5x l0 7 

4.2xl0*/1.0xl0 4 

7x 10V3.5X 10s at 0.55 GcV/c 
5x 1075x10' 
1.2 xlO'at 0.25 GeV/c 
10* at 4 GcV/c 
700 at 600 MeV/c 

i: Internal Target Beam Line 

Table 11 Summary of approved experiments (November, 1984) 

El14 (B. Povh; MP1 Heidelberg/Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 

Study of E hypernuclei via (K , ir ) spectroscopy. 

El 17 (T. Yamazakx; Univ. of Tokyo/MPI Heidelberg/KEK) 

Study of A,Z hypernuclei by stopped K , 

E125 (S. Yamamoto; Univ. of Tokyo/Kyoto Univ./Hiroshima Univ./INS) 

Study of dd interaction in the range of 2 - 4 GeV/c. 

E131 (T. Fujii; Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 
+ - + — 

Study of the meson resonance (1935 MeV) in pp-* TT ir ,K K reaction. 

E133 (J. Chiba; Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 

Study of nucleon excited states in nuclei produced in hadron-nucleus 

reactions. 
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一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一日…一一一一一一
El14 (B. Povh; MPI Heidelberg/Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 

Study of i: hypernuclei via (K-， 11") spectroscopy. 

El17 (T. Yamazaki; Univ. of Tokyo/MPI HCidelberg/KEK) 

Study of A，L hypernuclei by stopped K-. 

E125 (S. Yamamoto; Univ. of TokyolKyoto Univ./Hiroshima Univ./INS) 

Study of dd interaction in the range of 2 -4 GeV/c. 

E131 (T. Fujii; Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 

+ー+---Study of the meson resonance (1935 MeV) in pp+ππ ，K.K reaction. 

E133 (J. Chiba; Univ. of Tokyo/KEK) 

Study of nucleon excited states in nuclei produced in hadron-nucleus 

reactions. 
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Search for Exotic Mesons 

K. Nakamura 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 

Oho, Ibaraki 305, Japan 

1. Introduction 

Search for exotic mesons is an interesting program for KEK 

PS. In this context, a possibility is discussed that the 

recently observed structure in the cross sections of the reac

tions pp-> TT ir and K K~ at around 500 MeV/c is an exotic state. 

2. Exotic Mesons 

Exotic hadrons* are quite elusive. In spite of a great 

deal of efforts made in search of them, their very existence 

has not yet been conclusively established. Denoting the quark 

and gluon symbolically as q and g, respectively, ordinary mesons 

have a composition of qq. For exotic mesons, most of experi

mental efforts so far have been focused on the search for bary-

onia (qqqq), glue balls (gg, ggg, . . . ) , and hybrid mesons (qqg). 

Why are we interested in search for exotic mesons? The 

reason is slightly different for glue balls and baryonia. 

One of the remarkable consequences of the non-Abelian nature 

of QCD is the presence of a coupling between gauge particles. 

QCD thus predicts the existence of bound states of gluons, i.e., 

glue balls, and their very existence vice versa proves the non-

Abelian nature of QCD. 

Possible existence of baryonia was predicted more than 15 

*The exotic hadrons are colour-singlet bound states of quarks 

(and gluons, if any), having different compositions from the 

ordinary mesons and baryons. 
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years ago, based on the duality argument applied to baryon-anti-

baryon scattering [1]. It is generally believed that QCD does 

not prohibit the existence of multi-quark hadrons. 

Here, we do not go into any detail of previous experiments, 

and only mention some strategies to be adopted for searching and 

establishing the exotic mesons. These are: 

(i) Search for exotic mesons with exotic quantum numbers such 

as Q=±2, S=±2, 1=3/2 or 2, and JPC=0~", (even)"1"" and (odd)~+. 

If found, they are truly exotic; 

(ii) For cryptoexotic mesons whose quantum numbers cannot be 

distinguished f .om those of ordinary mesons, 

- Search for mesons with unusual decay properties; 

- Search for mesons with unusually narrow width; 

- Search for mesons which do not fit in the qq nonet 

scheme-

It should also be noted that in order to establish the existence 

of the cryptoexotic mesons, spectroscopy of the ordinary mesons 

is quite important so as to obtain complete understands*y of the 

qq nonets. 

3. Structure Observed in pp->-IT ir and K K 

We have measured* the differential cross sections of the 

reactions pp -*• IT IT and K K between 390 and 780 MeV/c. previ

ously, high statistics data of these reactions only exist at 

incident beam momenta above 800 MeV/c [2]. Below 800 MeV/c, 

only a few bubble chamber experiments provided mostly partial 

cross sections for these reactions with very poor statistical 

accuracy [3-6]. 

The motivation of this experiment is to search for high-

mass meson resonances, either exotic or non-exotic. Antiproton-

proton annihilation into two pseudoscalar mesons has many advan

tages for this purpose in spite of small cross sections: (i) 

Signals are simple and clean; (ii) There is a strong restriction 

on the quantum numbers of the mesons to be formed; and (iii) 

*KEK Experiment E74/PHASE II 
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Partial-wave analyses can be done if polarization parameters 

are measured in addition to the differential cross sections. 

The measurement was performed with a low-momentum separated 

beam (K3) from the 12 GeV proton synchrotron at KEK. The differ

ential cross sections were measured at five beam momenta, 390, 

490, 590, 690, and 780 MeV/c. The momentum spread of the beam 

was ±2.5%. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fic>. 1. 

A 17.5 cm long liquid-hydrogen target was surrounded by a five-

layer cylindrical drift chamber (CDC). The target and CDC were 

placed in a magnet with the applied magnetic field of 2.5 kG at 

the center. The antiproton beam was defined by the counters Cl 

(not shown in Fig. 1), C2, and C3, and its trajectory was deter

mined by two MWPC's and CDC. Outside of the magnetic field were 

located four-layer planar drift chambers DC1 - DC4. On the 

surface of the magnet pole pieces were attached scintillation 

counters (called the pole-face counters, not shown in Fig. 1) 

in order to detect charged annihilation products. In the for

ward and backward directions, two walls of TOF counters TF and 

TB were located. 

The events were triggered by (Cl*C2«C3)--C4, where (C1-C2* 

C3)- represents the incident antiproton defined by the counters 

Cl, C2, and C3, and C4 eliminated non-interacting incident anti

proton events. This loose trigger requirement was adopted be

cause the intensity of the antiproton beam was low (typically 

200 p's per 1012 primary protons at 590 MeV/c) and pp elastic 

and charge-exchange channels were concurrently measured. The 

counters NB and S in Fig. 1 were used for the measurement of 

charge-exchange reaction. 
+ — + — 

The two-body TT IT and K K events were discriminated from 

multi-body annihilation events mainly by the requirements of 

coplanarity and no hits in the pole-face counters. The identi

fication of the IT TT and K K events was done by the TOF infor

mation at forward and backward angles |cos 9*| > 0.9, and by 

the difference in the opening angles in the angular region of 

|cos 6*| < 0.9. 

Figure 2a shows a two-dimensional plot of At" vs. At at 
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590 MeV/c for the events with hits in both TF and TB planes, 

where At„ and At_ are defined as a a 

At Measured TOF - TOF predicted for K+K~ 
}= - — — x 20 , 

At_, TOF predicted for K K - that for TT IT 

and the subscripts F and B refer to the TOF counter planes TF 

and TB, respectively. Clearly, there are two clusters of 
+ — + — 

events corresponding to the ir TT and K K events. This is 

further convinced by looking at Fig. 2b where a two-dimensional 

plot of At_ vs. 1000//ADC of TB is shown. Figure 2c shows a 
+ - + -distribution of (At„+At_,)/2. The numbers of IT IT and K K r a 

events were determined based on this plot. 

Figure 3 shows an example of the distribution (A9 +A9VV) /2, 

where &d„„ and hQvv are the deviations from the expected opening 

angles for pp -> TT TT and K K , respectively. Here also two peaks 
+ — + -corresponding to tio TT TT and K K events are observed, and the 

numbers of the TT TT and K K events were determined based on 

this plot. 

The number of incident antiprotons and the observed numbers 

of the TT TT and K K events are summarized in Table 1. The 

differential cross sections were deduced after having applied 

various corrections. The corrections are mainly classified into 

three categories. The first category includes the corrections 

regarding the beam and target normalization, and the second cat

egory includes the corrections having the angular dependence, 

i.e., the detector acceptance, decay correction, and track re-

Table 1. Summary of the number of incident 
antiprotons and observed numbers of TT+TT- and 
K+K~ events 

Beam momentum Incident p*s TT+TT~ K+K~ 
(MeV/c) (xio7) 

780 
690 
590 
490 
390 

4.16 
4.02 
3.37 
2.81 
1.04 

483 
672 
783 

1022 
395 

131 
162 
236 
413 
60 
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590 MeV/c for七heevents with hits in bo七h TF and TB planes， 
where ð.七~ and d.七 are defined as F ------B 

/).七pMeasuredTOF-TOE-predicted for k+x-
ー i= x 20 • 

+ー+一'
A七B TOF Pどedictedfor K'K - tha七 forππ 

and七hesUbscrip七sF and B refer to 七heTOF coun七erp1anes TF 

and TB， respec七エve1y. C1ear1y， 七hereare two c1us七ersof 
+ー+---even七5 correspo~ding 七o the ππand K"K even七s. This is 

further convinced by 10oking at Fig. 2b wherc a blO-dimensional 

p10t of d.t
B 

vs. 1000/IADC-6f TB is shown. Figure 2c shows a 
ーー ー-distribu七ionof (d.七+企七 }/2. The numbers of 甘.甘 and K'K F --B 

events were de七erminedbased on七hisplo七.

Figure 3 shows an example of 七hedis七ribu七ion (d.9官官+d.9
KK

)/2，

wherea67Tπand ð. ~KK are七11edevia七ions from七heexpec七edopening 
ー+ー+--angles for pp-)-甘 πandK"K ， respec七ive1y・ Herealso七wopeaks 

+ー+---corresponding七0 七ムコ甘官 and K'K events are observed， and七he
+ ー + ---numbers of theτπand K'K even七swere determined based on 

this p10七.

The number of inciden七 antipro七onsand七heobserved numbers 
ー+---of 七heπτand K'K events are summarized in Tab1e 1. The 

differen七ia1cross sec七ionswere deduced af七erhaving app1ied 

various corrections. The correc七ionsare main1y c工assifiedinto 

七hree ca七egories. The firs七 ca七egoryinc1udes 七hecorrections 

regarding七hebeam and targe七 norma1ization，and七hesecond ca七-

egory inc1udes the correc七ionshaving the angu1ar dependence， 
i. e.， the de七ectoracceptance， decay correc七ion，and track re-

Tab1e 1. Summary of七henumber of inciden七
an七ipro七ons and observed numbers ofπ+π-and 
K+K-even七s

Beam momen七um 工nciden七 5・g πー・甘ー K+K-
(MeV/c) (x107) 

780 4.16 483 131 
690 4.02 672 工62
590 3.37 783 236 
490 2.81 1022 413 
390 1.04 395 60 
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construction efficiency. The corrections for the loss of events 

due to the cuts applied to the data belong to the third category. 

The total systematic error amounts to ±7^8 %, which is of the 

same order as the statistical error. 

The differential-cross-section results for pp -> n IT" are 

shown in Fig. 4. The cm. angle 6* is defined as that of the 

negative outgoing particle. These results were fitted with a 

Legendre polynomial series up to the 6th order. The resulting 

Legendre expansion coefficients normalized by aQ are shown in 

Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the differential cross section results 

for pp -»- K K , and Fig. 7 the Legendre expansion coefficients. 
+ — + — The partial cross sections a (IT ir ) and a (K K ) were obtained by 

integrating the fitted Legendre polynomials. Figure 8 shows 

a(7r TT~) and a(K K~) together with other data [2-6]. 

The cross section o (TT TT ) seems to decrease smoothly, except 

for a small bump around 500 MeV/c. On the other hand, there is 

a clear enhancement in a(K K ) around 500 MeV/c. The curves in 

Fig. 8 are taken from the recent calculation [7] using a non-

relativistic quark model, normalized to our data at 690 MeV/c. 

If these curves are assumed to represent the non-resonant back

ground, the enhancements observed for the reactions pp ->- tr TT and 
+ — K K are both about 150 ub. The statistical significance of 

these enhancements are more than 4 standard deviations. 

4. Possible Interpretation of the Results 

It is tempting to interpret the structures observed at 
+ — + — 

around 500 MeV/c in both a (IT TT ) and a (K K ) as a manifestation 
of a meson resonance, although it is certainly premature to draw 

a definite conclusion from the present results alone. Here, let 

us assume that this resonance interpretation is allowed, and 

consider what can be said about this resonance. 

From the Legendre expansion of the data, the angular momen

tum states of J < 2 are found to substantially contribute to the 

differential cross sections, but it is difficult to determine 

which of these states is responsible for this resonance. In the 

momentum dependence of the Legendre expansion coefficients, 
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cons七主uc七ionefficiency. The corrections for the 10ss of events 

due七0 七hecuts app工ied七o the da七abelong to the七hirdca七egory.

The七ota1systema七icerror amounts to :!:: 7'" 8 %， which is of七he

same 0どderas七hes七a七is七ica1error. 
ー

The differential-cross-section results for pp~ 官.甘 are

shown in Fig. 4. The c.m. ang1e e* is defined as 七hatof七he

nega七iveou七goingpar七ic1e. These results were fi七七edwi七h a 

Legendre polynomia1 series up七0 七he6七h order. The resu1ting 

Legendre expansion coefficien七snormalized by a
O 

are shown in 

Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the dエfferentialcross seclニionどesults 
四

王orpp -+ K" K ， and Fig. 7七heLegendre expansion coefficients. 
+ー+---The par七ialcross sec七ionsσ(1T π) and σ(K"K ) were ob七ainedby 

in七egra七ing七hefi七七edLegendre po1ynomia工s. Figure 8 ShO¥olS 
+ー+ーσ(1T'官) and σ(K' K ) toge七herwi七hother data [2-6]. 

+ -The cross sec七ionσ(1T'1T ) seems to decrease smoo七h1y， excep七

for a sma11 bump around 500 MeV/c. On七he0七herhand， there is 
+---a c1ear enhancemen七 inσ(K'K ) around 500 MeV/c. The curves in 

Fig. 8 are taken from七herecent ca1cula七ion [7] using a non-

どela七ivisticquarl屯 mode1，norma1ized to our da七aat 690 MeV/c. 

工f these curves are assumed to represen七七henon-resonan七 back-
ー申 -

ground，七heenhancements observed for七hereac七l.onspp ~甘 .πand

ー-K'K are both about 150 ~b. The statis七icalsignificance of 

七heseenhancements are more than 4 s七andarddevia七ions.

4. Possible工nterpreta七ionof七heResu1七s

工t is tempting to interpre七七hes七ruc七uresobserved a七
+ー+---around 500 MeV/c in bo七hσ(官 π) and σ(K'K ) as a manifes七a七ion

of a meson resonance， al七houghi七 iscertainly prema七ureto draw 

a defini七e conc1usion from七hepresen七 resu1七5 a1one. Here， 1e七

us assume that 七hisresonance in七erpre七a七エonis a11owed， and 

consider wha七 canbe said about this resonance. 

From七heLegendre expansェonof七heda七a， the angular momen-

tum s七a七esof J三2are found七o subs七an七ia11ycon七ribute七0 七he

differen七ia1cross sec七ions， but it is difficu1七七o de七ermine

which of七hesesta七esis responsible for七hisresonance. 工n 七he

momen七umdependence of the Legendre expansion coefficien七s，
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there are small bumps ^n ^2^
ao a r o u n d 5 0 0 MeV/c for both pp •* 

TT TT~ and K K~. However, it is not very conclusive. Then, the 
G PC following combinations of I and J are possible: 

(IG,JPC) = (0+,0++), (1+,1~~), or (0+,2++), 

where G=+ is determined because the structure exists in the TT TT 

channel. 

The mass and width of this resonance cannot be determined 

very precisely, because there are only five measured beam momen

ta. We therefore quote for this resonance 

Mass = 1940 + 20 MeV 

T (width) < 40 MeV. 

However, the width cannot be very narrow. Otherwise, the reso

nance cross section would be very large. No such structure has 

been observed in the pp total-cross-section measurements [8]. 

The width is too narrow for this resonance to be an ordinary 

meson, unless certain mechanism such as the OZI rule suppresses 

the decay, which seems unlikely. 

The mass of this resonance coincides with that of the S 

resonance, which was a candidate for a baryonium state but has 

not been confirmed in recent pp total-cross-section measurements 

[8,9]. From the results of the search for wide pp resonances 

in total cross section, an upper limit of about 1 mb has been 

set for a width of 10 - 40 MeV [9]. Using a simple Breit-Wigner 

formula, the resonance total cross section o. is given as 

„ 2J+1 *rrpp . K 

t - (2s1+l)(2s2+l) k* t ( E_ E o ) 2 + ( r / 2 ) 2 ] $
 l n i b' 

where J is the angular momentum and EQ is the total energy at 

the peak of the formed resonance, r- is the elastic width, k is 

the cm. momentum, and s. = s„ = 1/2 is the incident-particle 

spins. For the 194 0 MeV resonance, we have 

Fpp k2*lmb 0.046 
T * TT(2J+1) " 2J+1 

Therefore, the decay branching ratio of this resonance to the pp 

channel is of order 1 % or less. Considering the fact that a 

high-mass ordinary meson such as J/ty has a branching ratio of 
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七here are sma11 bumps :.n a2/aO around 500 MeV/c for 
申司 申『

π・πandK'K. However， it is no七 veryconc1usive. 
G _ ~ _PC 

fo110wing combina七ionsof工 and J.~ are possib1e: 
G _PC， ，~+ ~++， .~+ ーー + -++ (工， J~ ~} = ( 0' ， 0' ， )， (1'， 1 )， or (0'， 2 . . ) ， 
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where G=+ is determined because the s七ruc七ureexists in the π.訂

channe1. 

The mass and wid七h of this resonance cannot be determined 

veryρrecisely， because七hereare only five measured bearn momen-

ta. We therefore quo七e for this resonance 

Mass = 1940 + 20 MeV 

r (width) < 40 HeV. 

However， the wid七h canno七 bevery narrow. 0七hervvise ，七~e reso-

nance cross sec七ionwou1d be very 1arge. No such s七ruc七urehas 

been observed in the pp七0七al-cross-sectionmeasurements [8]. 

The width is七00narrow for this resonance 七obe an ordinary 

meson， un1ess cer七ainmechanisrn such as 七he OZ工どule suppresses 

the decay， which seems un1ike1y. 
The mass of 七hi5 resonance coincides wi七h tha七 of七he S 

ェ.'esonance， which was a candida七e for a baryonium s七atebu七 has

no七 beenconfirmed in recen七 pptotal-cross-section measurements 

[8， 9 J・ From七heres叫七sof七hesearch for wide pp resonances 

エn total cross sec七ion，an upper 1imi七 ofabout 1 mb has been 

se七 fora wid七h of 10 - 40 HeV [9]. Using a simp1e Brei七-Wigner

formu1a，七heresonance七0七al cross sec七ionσ七 is given as 

πrr-σ=  2J+1 1111 pp 
t {2s+1){25+1) 〈 lmb ， 

2K2[(E-Eo)2+(i'/2121 ぺ，

where J is七heangular mornentum and EO is 七he 七O七a1energy a七

七hepeak of the formed resonance， r=_ is the elastic wid七h，k is 
pp 

七hec.m. momentum， and sl = s2 =工/2is 七he inciden七-partic1e

spins. For七he 1940 MeV resonance， we have 

5E〈 K2x1拍竺と旦豆
r ，.，.; π(2J+工 2J+1

Therefore，七hedecay branching どa七ioof this resonance七0 七heEp 

channel is of order 1 老 0ど 1ess. Considering the fact that a 

high-mass ordinary meson such as J/~ has a branching ra七ioof 
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order 1 % to the pp channel, it is unlikely that this reso

nance is a baryonium which must strongly couple to the baryon-

antibaryon channel. 

Then, what could this resonance be? One of the character

istic properties of this resonance is large and nearly the same 

branching ratios into the IT IT and K K channels, 

r/?-/r = o(7r
+Tr")/at a, rK+R-/r = a(K

+K~)/0t > 0.15 . 

This fact suggests that a hybrid meson is a possible candidate 

for this resonance (see Fig. 9a), since the gluon is "flavor-

blind" . Also, considering the large coupling constant a ^1-0 

in the low energy region, a glue ball is another possibility for 

this resonance (see Figs. 9b - 9c). The width of glue balls and 

hybrid mesons are strongly model-dependent. We only mention 

that the predicted widths for these gluonic states distribute 

between 0(10 - 30 MeV) and 0(200 MeV). 

5. Conclusions 

— + - + -
Structures have been observed in both pp -» it IT and K K 

reactions at around 500 MeV/c. If these structures are inter

preted as due to a meson resonance, its properties are: 

Mass = 1940 ± 20 MeV 

Width < 40 MeV 

a(ir+Tr~) % a(K+K~) ^ 150 ub 

(IG,JPC) = (0+,0++), (l+,l"~), or (0+,2++) . 

These properties suggest that a hybrid meson or a glue ball is 

a possible candidate for this resonance. 

If this resonance is confirmed and proved to be an exotic 

meson, a new possibility will be opened up for meson spectro

scopy to be investigated at KEK PS. A KEK experiment E131 aims 

at confirming this resonance in pp -*• TT I\ and K K with higher 

statistics than the present experiment, and is scheduled to 

start in 19 85. 
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order 1 も tothe pp channe1， i七 isun1ike1y七hatthis reso-

nance is a baryonium which rnus七 strong1ycoup1e七0 七hebaryon-

an七ibaryonchanne 1. 

Then， wha七 couldthis resonance be? One of the character-

is七icpどoper七ies of this resonance is 1arge and near1y七he sarne 
+ー+-bどanchingra七ios in七0 七he官官 and K'K channe1s， 

ーー ー-r +ー/r=:σ(官 .π)/σ 'u r __ +ー;1'=σ(K 'K );σ? 0.15 
宵1T七 K'K

This fac七 sugges七5 tha七 ahybrid rneson is a possib1e candidate 

for七hisresonance (see Fig. 9a)， since 七hegluon is "f1avor-

b1ind"・ Also， considering 七helaどgecoupling cons七an七代s'¥.， 1・O

in 七he10w energy region， a glue ba11 is another possibi1i七y for 

七his resonance (see Figs. 9b - 9c). The width of glue ba11s and 

hybrid rnesons are s七rong1yrnode1-dependent. We on1y rnen七ion

七ha七 thepredic七ed¥vidths for七hesegluonic s七a七esdistどibu七e

be七ween0(10 - 30 MeV) and 0(200 MeV). 

5. Conc1usions 

ー-
Structures have been observed in both pp→π 1T and K'K 

reac七ions a七 around500 MeV/c. 工王七heses七ruc七ures are in七er-

preted as due七o a rneson resonance， its proper七iesare: 

Mass = 1940 :t 20 MeV 

width < 40 MeV 
申』 申司

σ(1T'官) '¥.， σ(K'K ) '" 150ぃb
G ~PC\ ，~+ ~++\ " + ーー(工，J-....) (0 ' ， 0 ' ' )， (1'， 1 )， + -++ or (0'，2") 

These proper七ies suggest tha七 ahybrid rneson or a glue ba11 is 

a possib1e candidate foど七hisresonance. 

工 f 七~is resonance is confirmed and proved to be an exotic 

meson， a new possibi1i七ywi11 be opened up for meson spectro-

scopy to be inves七iga七edat KEK PS. A KEK experirnen七 E工31 airns 
ー+ー+---a t confirrning this resonance in pp-l-ππand K'K with higher 

statistics than七hepresent expeどirnen七， and is schedu1ed七0

star七 in 1985. 
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A pp Experiment and K4 Beam Line at KEK 

Fujio TAKEUTCHI 
Kyoto Sangyo Universi ty 

An experiment on pp reaction at r e s t has been carr ied out at KEK. 

Although the data taking finished more than half a year ago, the data 

analysis is still in p r o g r e s s . Therefore the final r e su l t s and the 

physics involved cannot be extensively discussed ye t . This r epo r t is 

mainly devoted to the descript ion of the experimental p rocedure as an 

example of experiments most adapted to the use of the new beam line 

K4. The pr incipal objective of writing this paper is to make a 

propaganda about the quality of this beam line to the r eader and 

encourage the nuclear phys ic i s t s to use the beam line and eventually 

the spectrometer used for th is experiment in the fu ture . The au thor ' s 

intension is to convince the reader that some good experiments can still 

be done even LEAR is in operation at the other end of the world. 

I Which Experiments ? 

The new KEK beam line called K4 is conceived mainly for low 

momentum an t i -p ro tons , and it shares the first half with K3 exist ing 

a l ready. It is one of what Klapisch calls "pre-LEAR'' beam l ines, 

however i t is a ve ry good example. The principal character is t ics of the 

line is listed in t a b . 1 in comparison with those of LEAR. 

LEAR has a much b e t t e r defined incident momentum. There are of 

course measurements which absolutely requi re i t . However very often 
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An experiment on pp reaction at rest has been carried out at KEK. 

A1though the data taking finishcd more than half a year ago， the data 

analysis is still in progress. Therefore the final results and the 

physics involved cannot be extensively discussed yet. This report is 

mainly devoted to the description of the experimcntal procedure as an 

exampIe of experiments most adapted to the use of the new bcam line 

K4. The principal objective of writing this paper is to make a 

propaganda about the quality of this beam line to the reader and 

encourage the nuclear physicists to use the beam line and eventual1y 

the spectrometer used for this expcrimcnt in the future. Thc author's 

intension is to convince the reader that some good experiments can still 

be done even LEAR is in operation at the other end of the world. 

I Which Experiments ? 

The new KEK beam line caI1ed K4 is conccived mainly [or low 

momentum anti-protons， and it shares the first half with K3 existing 

already. It is one of what Klapisch calls "pre-LEAR" beam lines， 

however it is a very good example. The principal characteristics of the 

line is 1isted in tab. 1 in comparison with those of LEAR. 

LEAR has a much better defined incident momentum. There are of 

course measurements which absolutely require it. Howcvcr very oftcn 
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the Fermi averaging effect plays a i-ole and for those experiments a few 

percent Ap/p suffices. Other measurements necessi tate the knowledge 

of the difference between the energy of the incoming and that of the 

outgoing par t i c les . Many experiments belong to this group and to do 

those experiments at one of the "pre-LEAR" lines, we have to inse r t 

MWPC's in the l ine. As these chambers have upper limits in counting 

r a l e s , the design of the beam must be such that the number of 

unwanted part icles should be kept as low as possible. This means that 

in the case of p beam, a small Wp rat io is absolutely necessa ry . 

The number of ant i -protons is also an important factor. By no 

means "pre-LEAR" lines can compete with LEAR in the absolute number . 

However it is not t r ue ei ther that an 1 year run at =K4 is equivalent to 

a 4 hour run at LEAR. Generally a large intensity is in te rp re ted as 

clean even ts and good s ta t i s t i cs , so it has a great v i r t ue . There are 

experiments which became feasible only by vir tue of the b i r th of LEAR. 

But the data acquisition speed has its limit and this reduces the 

absolute privilege of LEAR. The more the detection system is 

complicated, the longer becomes the data words . The key numbers are 

therefore the ra t ios : 

number of t r igge r s , 
beam flux ' 

number of data words 
t r igge r 

When these quant i t ies are small, then LEAR is the only 

solution. Otherwise, we might have possibility to make a good use of a 

well designed "pre-LEAR" line with a small TI to p ra t io . Later we will 
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show that the pp experiment doc a fairly well in terms of the quant i ty of 

the data acquired . 

II K4 Beam Line 

This new beam line, at tached to the C extraction line at KEK is 

designed mainly by Dr Kurokawa (KEK) and was built about a year 

ago. Special feature of thi<; line is n largr* arrepfnnrc together \u th a 

two-stage separa tor . The la t ter is not jus t a separator repeated , but 

r a t h e r , t he two separators have different roles (fig. 1) . By s tudying 

the LESBI line at BNL, we have found that many of the contaminant 

pions in the beam at the physics target come, by tracing them back not 

from the product ion ta rge t bu t from the vicinity of i t . In this a rea , a 

lot of short lived particles are formed and they decay into pions. 

Those pions a re thrown into the line, as a resul t of which, a source of 

pions su r round ing the production target is formed like a halo of the 

t a r g e t . The aim of the first s tage separator is to cut the most par t of 

the pions coming from the halo. The first mass slit se rves as a good 

image of the second s tage . 

The schematic layout as well as the principal parameters of the K4 

line is shown in fig. 2 and in t ab . 2 respect ively . The performance of 

the beam line was s tudied just before the s tar t ing of the pp 

experiment . The resu l t s are shown in f igs. 3-5. The w/p separation 

curve shown in fig. 3 justifies the design concept of the two-stage 

separa tor explained above. The final ir/p ratio at 580 MeV/c, where the 

pp experiment was executed was about 8, quite a good number, and the 

12 p yield was 500/10 primary p ro tons . 
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the data acquired. 
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experiment. The results are shown in figs. 3-5. The 官Ipscparation 

curve shown in fig. 3 justifics the clcsign concept of the two-stage 
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Ill The pp Experiment 

The aim of the experiment E-68 is to s tudy the baryonium states 

as well as the mechanism of p -p annihilation. It was approved in 1980 

and ran 1 year ago for 5 months. Physicists participated in it are 

listed in t a b . 3 . The ant i -protons from K4 are degraded in a carbon 

graphite degrader and then stopped in a liquid hydrogen ta rge t . They 

are t rapped in the hydrogen atomic orbit and then either fall into a 

baryonium state by emitting monoenergetic y or ir , or annihilate 

together with the ta rge t hydrogen nucleus by emitting a few pions. 

Even if baryonium sta tes exist , the life of them is very shor t and they 

decay again by emitting a few pions. This measurement therefore 

requires detection of a lot of pions. The t r igger rate is as high as 

-150 t r iggers /500 p . The low baryonium formation ra te requires a large 

acceptance for the detector system. This , together with the above 

mentioned high multiplicity implies t ransfer of a large number of data 

words to the magnetic tape per event , tyr ically a few hundred words. 

The data acquisition system almost limits the data taking speed. In this 

sense this is a very beam economical experiment. 

The experimental set-up is presented schematically in figs. 6-8. 

Fig. 6 shows the chambers and hodoscopes for charged pions . Most of 

chambers have 4 mm wire spacing which resul ts in the vertex 

reconstruction precision of -0.5 cm in radial and 1 cm in the beam 

direction. The charged particle t racks reconstruction efficiency is 

about 93%. Fig. 7 shows the Y detection system. 96 Nal and 48 glass 

scintillator modules, each covering 10° azimuthal angle and 9.5 cm in 

the beam direction consti tute a half cylinder, of which the outer radius 
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Fig. 6 shows the charnbers and hodoscopes [or charged pions. Most of 

chambers have 4 mm wire spacing which rcsults in the vertcx 

reconstruction precision of -0.5 cm in radial and 1 cm in the beam 
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about 93も Fig. 7 shows the y detection system. 96 NaI and 48 glass 

scinti11ator modules， each covering 100 azimuthal angle and 9.5 cm in 

the beam direction constitute a half cylinder， of which the outer radius 
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is about 86 cm. The thickness of Nal modules is 14.5 radiation 

lengths . 

For a par t of the time, the target liquid hydrogen was replaced by 

liquid deuterium. This se rves as a check of the detection system, and 

at the same time we have detected the neutrons from the reaction: 

p + d "*• Baryonium + n , 

with a neutron counter consisting of 36 NE110 plastic scintillator 

modules (each 1.5 m x 12 cm x 1.5 cm). 

Fig. 8 shows the total s e t - u p . The most critical quant i ty; the y 

detector gain, was monitored frequently by using the method listed in 

tab . 4. As a r e su l t , the gain stability has been kept within + 0.5% in 

terms of fluctuation and + 1 - 2% of systematic e r ro r . 

The data analysis is on-going. Some 40% of the data acquired with 

hydrogen ta rge t has been so far analyzed. Therefore the resul ts 

presented here are all preliminary. 

Speaking about the data quant i ty , 36 million (M) events are 

written on magnetic tapes (hydrogen) and about 10M events are 

expected to survive all the cuts and appear in the final y energy 

spect ra . This is much more than 0.6M events in the data by 

Karlsruhe-Basel collaboration in 1976, 1.9M by the same group in 1979, 

1980. PS182 at LEAR acquired 8M events (preliminary). Despite the 

weak intensi ty of the K4 beam, one can see that the resul ts are quite 

competitive. 

Fig. 9 shows the total y energy spectrum and in fig. 10 a smooth 

back ground has been subt rac ted . The Panovsky y, coming from the 

radiative capture of -n by the target pro ton , can be clearly seen at 

about 130 MeV. Fig . 11-13 show y from t h e events associated with the 
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at the same time we have detected the neutrons from the rC'elction: 

品+d ~ Baryonium + n， 

with a neutron counter consisting of 36 NE110 p]astic scint.illator 

modules (each 1.5 m x 12 cm x 1.5 cm). 

Fig. 8 shows the tota1 set-up. The most crit.ical quantity; the y 

detector gain， was monitored frequent1y by using the method 1isted in 

tab. 4. As a resu1t， the gain stabilit.y has been kept within ~ 0.5% in 

terms of f1uctuation and士1-2% oi systematic error. 

The data ana1ysis is on-going. Some 40もofthe data acquired with 

hydrogen target has been 50 far analyzed. Therefore the resu1ts 

presented here are a11 preliminary. 

Speaking about the data quantity， 36 mi11ion (M) cvents are 

written on magnetic tapes (hydl"ogen) and about 10M evcnts are 

expected to sUTvive a11 the cuts and appear in the fina1 y energy 

spectra. This is much more than O. 6M events in the data by 

Karlsruhe-Base1 collaboration in 1976， 1. 91¥1 by thc same group in 1979， 

1980. PS182 at LEAR acquired 8M even ts (preliminary). Dcspite the 

weak intensity of the K4 beam， one can see that thc results are quite 

competitive. 

Fig. 9 shows the tota1 y energy spectrum and in fig. 10 a smooth 

back ground has been subtracted. The Panovsky y， coming from the 

radiative capture of 71 by the target proton， can be clearly scen at 

about 130 Me V. Fig. 11-13 show y from the events associated with the 
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emission of 2, 4, and more than 6 charged pions. Any pair of y ' s a r e 

checked if they are from one TT . From the opening angle between 

those "y's and their energies , possible it invariant mass has been 

reconstructed and displayed in fig. 14. A sharp peak is observed 

corresponding to the real IT . In fig. 15 is displayed the energy of the 

IT obtained with a window applied on the invariant mass spectrum. 

Current ly a maximum effort i= made for the data analysis. V!c 

hope to report the final resu l t s in the near future. 
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K4 LEAR 

Momentum (GeV/c) 0.4-0.8 0.6-3.5 

p intensity / 10 1 2 p 500 106 

Ti/p 8.4 0 

Ap/p 3% 0.1% 

2 
Spot size (mm ) 36 x 26 1.5 x 0.75 

Table 1. Comparison between K4 and LEAR 

Momentum 0.4 - 0.8 
3 

Production target (mm ) 5x10x60 Pt 

Production Angle 0° 

Length 28.51 m 

A c c e p t a n c e Afi 7 rasr 

A9 ± 200 mrad 

Aij> ± 1 1 mrad 

Ap/p ± 3% 

A c c e p t a n c e (Af2xAp/p) 3 4 . 1 msr% 

T a b l e 2 . K4 Beam L i n e P a r a m e t e r s 
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K4 LEAR 

Momentum (GeV/c) 0.4 - 0.8 0.6 - 3.5 

/ 1012 P U1七0nsJ.七y / lU P 500 106 

π/p 8.4 O 

t-.p/p 3も 0.1% 

2 Spo七 size (nlJn~) 36 x 26 1.5 x 0.75 

Table 1. Comparison between K4 and LEAR 

Momentum 0.4 - 0.8 

production七arge七 (mm3) 5x10x60 pt 

produc七ionAngle 00 

Length 28.51 m 

Accep七ancedn 7 msr 

de :t 200 mrad 

A中 :!: 11 mrad 

dp/p :t 3も

Acceptance (t-.nxt-.p/p) 34.1 msrも

Table 2. K4 Beam Line Parameters 
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M. Chiba 

T. Fujitani 

J. Iwahori 

T. Kamitani 

M. Kobayashi 

M. Koike 

S. Kurokawa 

Y. Nagashima 

T. Ohmori 

S. Sugimoto 

M. Takasaki 

F. Takeutchi 

Y. Yamaguchi 

H. Yoshida 

Tokyo Metropolitan 

Osaka 

Fukui 

Osaka 

KEK spokesman 

INS Tokyo 

KEK 

Osaka 

Osaka 

Osaka 

KEK 

Kyoto Sangyo 

Os£ika 

Fukui 

Table 3. E-68 Physicists 

PM HV check every spill 

ADC pedestal every 12 hours 

Xe lamp monitoring every 12 hours 

Am pulsar monitoring every 12 hours 

Panovsky gamma every 2 weeks 

Table 4. Monitoring 
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M. Chiba Tokyo Me七ropolitan

T. Fuji七ani Osaka 

J. 工wahori Fukui 

T. Kamitani Osaka 

M. Kobayashi KEK spokesman 

M. Koike 工NSTokyo 

S. Kuroka¥'la KEK 

Y. Nagashima Osaka 

T. Ohmori Osaka 

S. Sugimo七o Osaka 

M. Takasaki KEK 

F. Takeutchi Kyoto Sangyo 

Y. Yamaguchi Os心ka.

H. Yoshida Fukui 

Table 3. E-68 Physicists 

PM HV check every spill 

ADC pedes七al every 12 hours 

Xe lamp moni七oring every 12 houどS

Am pulsar monitoring every 12 hours 

panovsky garnma every 2 weeks 

Table 4. Monitoring 
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Figure 1. Principle schematically shown 
of the two-stape separator 
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primary prolons 

production larq*?t 

-4E 

.«l*7c.v-K3-07 

final focus in K3-S mode < $ . v K 3 - Q 8 

final focus in K 3 - L mode 
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Figure 2. Schematic layout of K4 
n K 4 — - S 5 * 
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2 :3 45m  

Figure 2. Schema七ic layou七 ofK4 
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Cross fie'.J or SEP1 (arbitral/ unit/ 

Separation curve of SEP! at 580 MeV/cj 
SEP2 is tuned for antiprotons. 

Figure 3-

0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Currents of correction magnets 

for SEP2 (arbitrary unit) 

Separation curve of the two-
stage separator. Top: 1st 
stage, Bottom: 2nd stage. 
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9cm 
Glass Scintillator 

Figure 7- Gamma detectors and neutron counter 
for the E-68 experiment 
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Figure 8. Total set-up for the E-68 experiment 
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Figure 9. Gamma energy spectrum (MeV) 
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Figure 10. Gamma energy spectrum (MeV) 
Smooth back ground sub t r ac t ed . 
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Meson Spectroscopy Experiment at KEK E/i puzzle 

T.TSURU (KEK) 

1. Physics Interest 

Our physics intersts are as follow. 

1) search for exotic mesons such as gluehalls (gg). meiktons 

(qqg) and multiquark states (qzq*2). 

2) search for missing ordinary mesons (qq*) and confirmation 

of unestablished mesons. 

3) new informations of quark contents of mesons, mixing angles 

of SU(3) singlet—octet and tests of conservations law. 

We are especially interested in search for exotics such as 

glueballs and meiktons. 2) is a so—called meson spectroscopy 

experiment. This is important not only in itself but also in 

identifying newly discovered states as exotics, because 

exotics have often same quantum numbers as ordinary mesons. 

2. Glueballs and E/t puzzles 

Search for glueballs is one of the most interesting physics 

at present. Numerous theoretical and experimental works have 

been done for the recent several years. Many models have been 
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Yeson Spectroscopy Experimen七 a七 KEK一一 E/ιpuzzle一一一

T.TSURU (KEK) 

1. Physics Interest 

Our physics inters七s are a.s fol10w. 

1) search ror exotic mesons such as gluebal1s (gg). meik七ons

(qqg) and mul七iquark s七a七日 (q2q2). 

2) search roど missing ordinary mesons (明) and conrirmation 

or unestablished mesons. 

3) new inrormations or quark co凶 ents or mesons. mixing angles 

of SU(3) single七ーoc七e七 and 七es七s of conserva七ions law. 

We are especially in七eres七edin search ror exo七ics such as 

glueballs and meik七on8. 2) is a so-called meson spec七roscopy

eまper:iment. This is impor・t:an・t:no七。nly in i七selfbu七 a1so in 

iden七ifying newly discovered s七a七es as exotics. because 

eXo七icshave of七en same quan七umnumbers as 0どdinarymesons. 

2. Glueballs and E/t puzzles 

Search for glueba11s is one or the most in七eres七ing physics 

a七 presen七 Numeどous 七heore七ical and experimen七a1woどks have 

been done for七herecen七 severalyears. Yany models have'been 
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proposed. Glueball masses are calculated by using a lattice 

gauge theory, a bag model, a potential model and others. The 

summary is shown in Table 1. Some glueball candidates are 

reported. They are i(1440.JpC=0_+), 0(1700,2++) , G(1590.0++) 

and 3gT(2120.2220.2360,2
++). 

I concentrate on the E/i puzzles related to a 0 *" glueball. 

The E/i has been studied in three reactions, J/*—>yE/i, 

TT~p—>E/in and p p —> E/tTrrr. A decay mode of E/t—>Kl?7r has 

been mainly studied. E/t—>TJTTTT is another important decay 

mode. E/i—>KK is an associated one but is not so important 

for a study of glueballs. The summary for KRrr mode before the 

'84 High Energy Conference at Leipzig is shown in Table 2. The 

points are as follow. 

1) E(1420) in 7r~"p reactions and t(1440) in J/* radiative 

decay are different states, because their spin—parities are 

not same. 

2) E is an isoscalar partner of D(12B0.1++). 

3) i is a 0 *" glueball candidate. 

4) i decays predominantly to KKn via an intermediate state of 

6TT . 

5) No large peak could be found in rjnn mode, though it was 

expected. 

6) E in pp—at—rest reaction will be same state as t . 
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proposed. Glueball masses are calcula七edby using a 1a七tice

gauge 七heory， a bag made1， 8 poten七ie.1 lnoó~1 e.nd 0七heど s. The 

summe.ry is shown in Tab1e 1. SOlne g1ueball candida七es are 

repor七ed. They are L(1440，JPc=0-+). 9(1700，2+十). G(1590.0++) 

and 3gT(2120.2220.2360.2++)・

1 concen七日七e on七he E/L puzzles re1ated to a 0→ glueba11. 

The E/ιhe.s been s七udied in three ree.c七ions. J/をーー〉γE/L.

TT-Pー >E/ιn and ppー>E/げ TT. A decay mode or E/ιー >KK1r has 

been mainly s七udied. E/'-->~"1r is ano七her impor七回七 decay 

I _ ..，.，y，:f 
mode. E/'-ー>KK~ is an associa七ed one bu七 is not so impoどtant

ror a s七udy or glueballs. The summary ror KK1r mode berore 七he

'84 High Energy Conrerence a七 Leipzig is shown in Table 2. The 

pain七s are as ro110w. 

1} E(1420} in 1r-P reac七ions and ι(1440) in J/を radiative

decay are dirrerent s ・t:a七es. because their spin-paどi七ies are 

nat same. 

2) E is an isoscalar par七ner or D( 1280.1++). 

3} L is e. 0-+ glueba11 candida七e.

4}ιdecays predominan七1y七oKまπvia an intermedia七e sta七e o:f 

OTT. 

5) No large peak could be :faund in ηππlnode， though i七 was

expected. 

6) E in予p-at-res七 reac七ionwill be same s七a七e as ι. 
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5) contradicts with 4). (S(980.0++) has a more copious decay 

mode of rjn than KK, because 6 mass is below KK threshold. 

Then t should be found as a large peak in J/* —>7777T7r 

reaction, but no large peak could be found. Very few 

experiments in TJHTT mode have been reported. No definite 

experiment for TJ-TTTT mode exists in hadron reactions yet. Only 

our experiment will be able to contribute to this mode at 

present. 

A situation for the E/t puzzles is changed after the 

Leipzig conference. It is reported that E/t may be same state, 

because E has same spin—parity of 0 •" as t. This will be 

described in detail later. 

3. Spectrometer System 

We constructed a unique spectrometer to perform the above 

physics. The setup is shown in Fig.l. Both charged pions and 

7's are detected and measured in the charged and gamma 

spectrometer, at the KEK proton synchrotron. Momenta of both 

charged pions are measured with the magnetic spectrometer 

consisting of 24 layers of MWPC's and drift chambers (W1-W4) 

which are set around a large aperture spectrometer magnet 

.called 'Super Benkei'. Energies of 7's are measured with lead 

glass Cherenkov counters and positions of them are measured 

with MWPC's of 2-dimensional readout (W5). The use of active 
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5) con七radic七s wi七h 4). d(980.0++) has a more copious decay 

mode 0ま η7f七han KK. because d mass is below KK 七hreshold.

Tben L sbould be round as a large peak in J/金 一一〉γη材育

reac七ion. bu七 no large peak could be round. Very 去ew

cxpcどimen七s in ηπ~ mode bave been repor七ed. No dc云ini七e

experimen七 roど ηππmode exis七s in hadron reac七ions ye七 On1y

our experimen七 will be able to con七ribu七e 七o 七hismode at 

pどesen七.

A situa七ion :for 七he E/ιpuzz1es is changed arter 七he

Leipzig conreどence. It is repor七ed 七ha七 E/L may be same sta七e.

because E has same spin-pari七y 0壬 0-+ as L. 

described in de七ai1 1a七er.

3. Spec七rome七er Sys七em

This will be 

We cons七ruc七ed a unique spectrome七er七o perform tbe above 

physics. The se七up is shown in Fig.l. Bo七h charged pions and 

γ's are detected and measured in 七he charged and gamma 

spectrome七er. a七 the KEK pro七on synchど0七1:on. Momen七a or bo七h

charged pions are measured wi七h 七he magnetic spec七rome七er

consisting or 24 layers of MWPC's and drirt chambers (Wl-W4) 

which are se七 around a 1aど ge aperture spec七rome七er magne七

.ca工led 'Super Benkei'. Energies ofγ's are measured wi七h lead 

glass Cherenkov counters and posi七ions or七hemaどe measured 

wi七h MWPC's or 2-dimensioI叫 readou七 (W5). The use of active 
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converters of 2.36 Xo letid glass gives a high conversion 

efficiency -without sacrificing an energy resolution. 

Our spectrometer can detect both charged particles and 

photons. Very few spectrometers of this type have been 

constructed till now. Photons were missing in older bubble 

chamber experiments for a meson spectroscopy. Only our 

spectrometer at KEK exists as an effective charged and gamma 

one at present. The BNL has a plan to construct a new 

spectrometer with photon detection option. 

Therefore new channels such as ^̂ +TT-•̂ •', and TT+7T—77 were 

opened. It is expected that new informations about exotics and 

ordinary mesons.will be obtained. Furthermore many states can 

be studied owing • the spectrometer with photon detection 

option. VTe can study mesons of almost all spin—parities with 

C=±l 

Other features of the spectrometer are as follow. 

1) It has a large acceptance and good mass resolutions for charged 

particles and photons. 

2) It can detect exclusive reactions by using a tight veto system 

for charged particles and photons. Only neutrons are missing. 

3) It can separate low momenta 7T and K with time of flight method 

Performances of the spectrometer will be described in detail later. 

4. Experiments 
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co~~erters or 2.36 Xo le~d glass gives a high conversion 

erficiency withou七 s恥Cどificing an energy reso1u七ion.

Our spec七rome七er can de七ec七 bo七h charged par七icles and 

pl;.o七ons. Very few spec七rometers or this 七ype have been 

cons七ruc七ed 七i11 n01'r. Pho七ons wcrc missing in older bubble 

chamber experimen七s ror a meson spec七roscopy. Only our 

spec七rome七er at KEK e玄 ists as an erfec七ive chaどged and gamma 

one a七 presen七 The BNL has a p1an 七o cons七どuc七 a new 

spec七rometerwith pho七on de七ec七ion option. 

Thererore new channe1s such as 官+π-1iT and 1i+1T-ηwere 

opened. It is expec七ed 七ha七 newinrorma七ions about exotics and 

Oどdinarymesons.wit1 be ob七ained. Fur七hermoremany s七ates can 

be s七udied owing 七he spec七rome七er wi七h pho七on detection 

op七ion. We can s七udymesons or almos七 a11 spin-pari七ies with 

C~土 1

Otheど rea七ures or七he spec七rometer are as rollow. 

1) 1七 has a large accep七ance and good mass resolu七ions for charged 

par七icles and pho七ons.

2) 1七 can de七ec七 exclusive reac七ions by using a 七ightve七o sys七em

for chaど ged par七icles and photons. Only neu七rons are missing. 

3) 1七 can sepaどa七e low momenta 1i and K wi七h 七ime o:f r1ight me七hod

Performances o:f七he spec七rome七eど will be described in de七ai1 1a七er.

4. Experimen七s
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T h e r e a c t i o n o f IT~p—> M°n h a s b e e n s t u d i e d u s i n g i n c i d e n t 

TT~ b e a m o f 8 G e V / c a t 12 GeV pro-fcon s y n c h r o t r o n a t KEK, w h e r e 

11° i s a n y n e u t r a l m e s o n . N e u t r o n s ( n ) a r e m i s s i n g . 

We s t u d i e d d e c a y s of i l°—>ir+ j r~ir x : , W—>TT+7T~77(E64 

e x p e r i m e n t ) a n d a n d K B K ^ T T ^ C E I S I ) . E 6 4 w a s p e r f o r m e d f o r f i n a l 

s t a t e s o f 3TT a n d 777177 i n f r o m N o v e m b e r i n 1 9 8 2 t o J u l y i n 1 9 8 3 

a n d E 1 2 1 f o r KKTT i n f r o m O c t o b e r i n 1 9 8 3 t o F e b r u a r y i n 1 9 8 4 . 

We p e r f o r m e d a d a t a r e d u c t i o n o f 7r+rr_7r° a n d 7T+7T—77 a n d 

o b t a i n e d 3 t o 4 t i m e s many e v e n t s f o r <v> a n d 77' a s t h e p r e v i o u s 

e x p e r i m e n t . A p r e l i m i n a r y da"ta r e d u c t i o n o f Ks°K^TT* w a s d o n e . 

The e f f e c t i v e m a s s s p e c t r a of r a w d a t a a r e s h o w n i n F i g . 2 - 4 . 

5 . P e r f o r m a n c e s o f t h e S p e c t r o m e t e r 

P e r f o r m a n c e s o f o u r s p e c t r o m e t e r a r e a s f o l l o w . 

1) Good mass r e s o l u t i o n s w e r e o b t a i n e d . 

C h a r g e p a r t i c l e s : 3 MeV(tr) f o r K°—>7T+7T~" 

P h o t o n s : 10 MeV(tr) f o r rr"—>2y 

23 MeV(o-) f o r 77—>2y 

C h a r g e d p a r t i c l e s and p h o t o n s : 

5 MeV(o-) f o r 77—>7r+7r~7T° 

5 MeV(o-) f o r 77'—>7T+7r""77 

2) Background is low in a mass distribution of 77—>Zy decay. 

It is better than the previous one15, as is shown in Fig.5. 

3) Background is low in a missing-mass—square distibution (Fig.6 
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The ど eaction orπ-p-一> MOn h~s been s七udied using inciden七

宵- beam 0壬 B GeV/c a七 12GeV troセon synchro七ron a七 KEK. where 

MO is any neutr~l meson. Neutrons(n) are missing. 

We studied decays of 迎。-->1T+1T一行" MO一一〉π十π一η(E64

experiment) and and K~KX~(EI21). E64 was peどformed ror rinal 

s七a七es of 3rr and mTηin from Noyembeど in 1982 七o July in 1983 

and E121 走。r KKn in :f'どomOctober in 1983 to February in 1984. 

We perroどmed a da七a どeduc七ion or 1T+n-rro and 1T+TT一ηand

ob七ained 3 七o 4 七imes many e1{ en七s i:。ど ωandηas七he previous 

experimen七 A preliminary da七areduc七ion or K;K士7内 was done. 

The effec七iveD1ass spec七ra o:fどaWdata are shown in Fig.2-4. 

5. Perrormances 0走七he Spectどome七eど

Perrormances of our spectro~e七er ~re as follow. 

1) Good mass resolutions wcre ob七ained.

Charge par七icles: 3 MeV(σ) 圭orKO__>官十πー

Pho七ons 10 MeV(σ) まorπ"ーー>2γ

23 MeV(σ) まorη一ー>2γ

Charged particles and photODS: 

5 MeV(σ) ror ηーー〉宵+πーπ・

5 MeV(σ) ror 71'ーー〉打+宵ーη

2) Backgどound is low in a mass dis七どibu七ion of ηーー>2γ decay. 

I七 is be七七eど・than七he pre~ious one1
). as is shown in Fig.5. 

3) Background is low in a missing-mass-square dis七ibu七ion (Fig.6 
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4) A TT/K separation is good in a low momentum region (Fig. 7). 

3) and 3) are important and favorable for a partial wave 

analysis. 

6. Physics Outputs 

Vfe expect to get many physics outputs as follow. 

1) E/t puzzles related to a 0~ glueball 

2) rj'ft) ratio of cross sections8' 

3) confirmation of unestablished mesons such as H(1190,01++) 

TT'(1300.10_+). f(1280.00-+) etc.. 

4) search for missing mesons such as H'^.Ol"1 ), D'(?,01++) 

. f' (7.00-4") etc. . 

5) search for exotics such as glueballs of spin—parities of 0 

and others. 

6) test of conservation laws such as G-parity. 

7) nuclear physics— behavior of resonances of 7j and a inside 

nuclei in TT_A—>7}A'.oA' reactions. 

I concentrate only on the subject 1), E/t puzzles, as I 

don't have so much time. 

7. E/t puzzles and irl experiment 

The situation for the E/t puzzles before the Leipzig 

conference was described previously. 
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4) Aπ/K separa七ion is good in a low momentum region (Fig.7). 

:3) and 3) aどe importan七 Bnd まBVOど able :for B par七ial WBve 

Bne.lysis. 

6. Physics Ou七pu七s

We e:lCpec七七o ge七 many physics ou七pu七s as :follow. 

1) E/L puzzles related 七o e. 0- gl山 ball

2)η，/ηra七io o:f cross sec七ions2)

3) con:firma七ion 0云 unes七e.blishedmesons such as H(1190，Ol++) 

計 '(1300.10一十)， <"(1280，00一+) e七c.. 

4) search :for missing mesons such e.s H' (?， Ol+ー). D'(?Ol++) 

• <"' (?OO→)  e七c.. 

5) see.どch :for eXo七ics such as g1ueballs or spin-pari七ies o:f 0+ 

and 0七hers.

6) 七es七 o:f conserva七ion laws such BS G-pBri七y.

7) nucleaど physics一一 behBvior o:f どesonances o:f η and ω inside 

nuclci in rr-A-ー>TJA'• ωA' reactions. 

1 concentra七e only on 七he subj ec七 1} • 

don'七 have so much 七ime.

7. E/ιpuzzles and rrI experimen七

E/ιpuzzles. as 1 

The si七ua七ion :for 七he E/' puzzles be:fore the Leipzig 

conre~ence was descrユhed previously. 
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Some new- data were submitted to the Leipzig conference. The 

MPS group at BNL showed new data of Tr~p—>Ks°K
+7T~n reaction at 

8 Gev/c3) (Fig.8.a). A large peak was found in the E/i 

region. A preliminary partial wave analysis was performed 

(Fig.a.b). The results3' are as follow. 

1) No 1 + + peak could be found. This contradicts with the 

result of Ref.14. 

2) A sharp peak of 0 - + ( STT+KK* ) state was found at 1430 

MeV. 

3) A broad peak of 0-+(<5TT) exists near 1470 MeV. 

The 7rl group at KEK submitted new high statistics data of 

7r~p—> 7r+7r—7)TL reaction at 8 GeV/c4 * (Fig.3.b). The point is 

that no large peak could be found in the E/i region of rjirn 

mass distribution. This forms a contrast to the MPS result, 

where a large peak exists in raw data spectrum of KKTT mass 

distribution. It was expected from 2) and 3) of the MPS 

results that same peaks would be found in the E/i region of 

the reaction rt~p—>Tr+Tr— 77n, because 6 has a more prominent 

decay mode of rjn than KK, as described previously. But the 

situation is not so. After the Confernce we obtained a 

preliminary mass spectrum of K°K TT+ (Fig.4). It shows a clear 

peak in the E/t region, which is consistent with the MPS data. 
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A Pどeliminaどy par七ialwave analysis was per:formed 

(Fig.8.b). The resul七S3) are as :follow. 

1) No 1++ peak could be :found. This con七どadictswi七h 七he

どesultor Rer.14. 

2} A sharp peak o:f 0-+(δπ+KK本) s七a七ewas round a七 1430

MeV. 

3) A broad peak o:f 0一+(δπ) exis七snear 1470 MeV. 

The 7T" 1 group a七 KEK submi七七ednew high s七a七is七ics data or 

宵-p-一〉 計十π一ηnreac七ion a七 B GeV/c4
) (Fig.3.b). The poin七 is 

七hat no large peak could be round in 七he E/' region or ηππ 

mass dis七ribution. This roどms a con七ras七七o the MPS resul七.

where a large peak exis七s in raw da七a spec七rum or KK7T" mass 

dis七ribu七ion. I七 was expec七ed圭工om2) and 3) or 七he MPS 

resul七s 七ha七 same peaks would be round in 七he E/L region or 

七he どeac七ion1T-P-ー>rr十π一ηn. because O has a more prominen七

decay mode orηπ 七hanKK. as described previously. Bu七七he

si七ua七ion is no七 50. Ar七er 七he Conrernce we ob七ained a 

preliminary mass spec七どumof k?K士官芋 (Fig.4). 七 shows a clear 

peak in the E/ιregion. which is consis七entwith the MPS da七a.
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A partial wave analysis is going on now. More detailed 

informations will be obtained soon. We expect that we could 

find a small contribution of E/i, if it should exist. 

Evidence that t may be an admixture of a glueball(gg) and 

(tl^)/(<5qs) vas reported at the Conference6 * . 

We have many problems still now. They are as follow. 

1) Are E and i same states or not? 

2) Are spin—parities of E and i 0 *" or 1++? 

3) Does E/i decay to 6n and/or KK*? 

4) If E/i decays to 6n. it should be found not only in KKTT mode 

but also in TITTIT mode. But why cannot we find an E/i peak in 

777T7T mode? 

5) Is E/t really a glueball state or not? If so. is it a pure 

state or an admixture? 

We need more data in relevant channels. more analyses and 

more theoretical works now. The nl group at KEK contributed 

till now and will contibute much in the future. 

8. Future Plan 

Our present experiment can study mesons up to about 1.5 GeV 

in an rjinr final state and those of a little higher mass in a 

3*r state. A main limit comes from geometrical acceptances of 
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A tartial wave analysis is going on now. More de七ailed

inrorma七ions wi11 be ob七ained soon. We expec七七hat we could 

rind a small con七ribution of E/ι ， if it should exist. 

Evidence 七ha七 ιmay be nn admix七ure or a glueball(gg) and 

(q電)/(q司g)was repor七ed a七七heConrerence6
). 

We have many problems s七illnow. They are as follow. 

1} Are E and ， same sta七es or n.ot? 

2) Are spin-parities of E and ， 0-+ or 1十+?

3) Does E/L decay 七oδπand/orKK;!:? 

4)Ir E/L decays toδπi七 shou1d be found no七 only in KK1T mode 

bu七 a1so in ηππmode. Bu七 why canno七 we rind an E/L peak in 

ηππmode? 

5) Is E/L real1y a glueball s七a七e or no七? Ir 80， is i七 a pure 

sta七e or an admix七ure?

We need more data in relevan七 channels， more analyses and 

more 七heore七icalworks now. The π1 gどoup a七 KEK con七どibu七ed

七ill now and will con七ibu七e much in 七he ruture. 

B. Future Plan 

Our presen七 experimentcan s七udymesons up 七o abou七1.5 GeV 

in an η7l"1T rinal 8七ate and 七hooe of a li七七lehigher mass in a 

3πsta七e. A main limi七 comes from geome七rical accep七ances o:f 
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27 detection in 77—>Zy. We plan to study higher mass mesons in 

the T/TTTT mode by increasing geometrical acceptances. No data 

above 1.5 GeV have been reported in TJTTTT mode. We have a plan 

•to challenge new channels of 7777 and 7777 with one of 

77's—>TT+7T—7r° . No data have been reported yet. We expect that 

we shall be able to get new physics as follow. 

1} search for glueballs and meiktons whose spin—parities are 

exotic, for example 0 , 0+~, 1 *" and 2"1 . 

An isovector 1 *" state in 777r mode, called a meikton, is 

promissing. Its^mass is estimated as 1300 MeV by the QCD sum 
I 

rules8^ and as 1400 to 1800 MeV by the bag model7'. This state 

can be studied not only in 777r° mode but also in charge 

states of 777T+ and 7777". in our spectrometer. 

An 1=0 1 *" state, which is an oddball, is also interesting. 

These states are expected to be narrow. 

2) study of a broad structure in the region of 1200 to 1800 MeV 

found in J/^—> yqir-n by the Mark-3 at SlacB>. 

It is expected to include f'(0~+) and other unknown impor

tant states. The similar structure had been observed by the 

Crystal Ball group9). 

3) search for G(1590,0++) in 7777 mode, which is a scalar 

glueball candidate1°J. 

4) search for 9(1700,2"1"*") in an 7777 mode, which is a tensor 

glueball candidate11*. 

5) study of ($(980) in T77r, which may be a multiquark state of 

q2q2. Evidence was submitted to the Leipzig conference5J. 

6) search for missing ordinary mesons and others. 
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2γ de七ec七ion in η一一>2γ. We plan 七o s七udy higheど mass mesons in 

七heηππmode by increasing geometrica1 accep七ances. No data 

above 1.5 GeV have been repor七ed in ηππmode. We have a ρlan 

七o cha11enge new channe1s o:f ηπand ηηwith one of: 

η， s-ー〉π+TT-π。 No da七a have been repor七ed ye七 We expec七七ha七

we sha11 be able 七o ge七 newphysics as follow. 

1) search ror glueballs and meik七ons whose spin-pari七ies are 

exo七ic. f:or example 0一一.。十一. 1-+ and 2+ー.

An isovec七or 1-+ s七a七e in η11" mode. called a meik七on. is 

promissing. 1 七!lY~mass is e s七ima七ed as 1300 MeV by 七he QCD sum 

rulesB) and as i400 to 1800 MeV by 七he bag modelηThis s七a七e

can be s七udiedno七 on1y in η11'0 mode bu七e.1so in charge 

s七a七es of: η71・+and η宵ー in our spec七どome七er.

An 1=0 1一十 s七a七e. which is an oddba11. is a1so in七eres七ing.

These s七a・ces are expec七ed七o be narrow. 

2) study of a broad s七ruc七ure in七he region of: 1200 to 1800 MeV 

f:ound in J/ψ一一〉 γηππ by 七he Mark-3 a七 SlacB
) 

I七 is expected to include t'(O→ }  and 0七herunknown impor-

七an七 s七a七es. The similar s七ruc七ure had been observed by 七he

Crystal Ball gどOUp9). 

3) search for G(1590.0++) in ηηmode. which is a scalar 

glueball candida七e10)

4) search for 8(1700.2++) in anηηmode. which is a tensor 

g1ueba11 candida七e1 1 ) 

5) study o:f δ(980) in η打. which may be a mul七iquark s七a七e o:f 

q2q2. Evidence was submi七七ed七o 七he Leipzig con:ference6
). 

6) seaど ch for missing ordinary mesons and 0七hers.
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Where is D'(?.l + +), which is a partner of D(1280). if E is 

not a 1 + + state? 

KEK will be able to contribute much to such reactions that 

include n" and/or 77 mesons in a final state, for the coming 

several years. 
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阻むe is D'(?l++). which is a paど七neror D(1280}. ir E is 

no七 a 1++s七a七e?
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several years. 
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Table 1 Predictions for glueball masses from Ref.5 

Table 2 Parameters for the E/t decaying in KK n 

Experiment 

13) 
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13) -
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Search for H dibaryon 

Y.Sugimoto 

Department of Phisics, Kyoto University 

ID troduction 

An experiment to search for a diboryon with the strangeness 

-2 called II is planned at KEK (E-127). In this article I will 

present the out—line of our plan. 

The It dibaryon was first predicted by Jaffe [1]. It 

consists of { u,u,d,d,s,s } quarks, all in S state. It has the 
P + strangeness S=-2, iso-spin 1=0, spin-parity J =0 . Among the 

6 quark states, this configuration ( SU(3) iinglet with spin 
0) causes the maximum attraction due to the color-magnetic 

force of QCI). Therefore, II might be light and stable against 

strong interaction. There are several model calculations for 

its mass which give M =2.15-2.23 Gev. There are also some 
H 

models that predict M greater than 2.23 Gev,the mass of two 
H 

A s , and hence H is not stable against strong interaction. 

There are several possible ways to produce the II dibaryon 

(fig.l). In process (a), the double strangeness exchange 

reaction and the fusion reaction occur in the same nucleus. On 

the other hand, in process (b), a real 3 particle produced 

in n nucleus stops in material and then makes an atom with 

another nucleus. The 3 particle in the atom immediately 

reacts with a proton in the nucleus to form the H dibaryon. In 

process (c) two virtual A fuse into II. The search for II 

through process (c) has been done at AGS [2] and they give the 

upper limit of 40-130 nb. The production cross section etc. of 

process (a) were calculated by Dover and Aerts [3] using He 

as the target nucleus. They showed that the amplitude of the 

fusion vertex T can be written as 

r = const Xexp{-R /12(lf-'k* ) } 
H P 3 

-> -* 
where R is the bag radius of II and k -k is the relative 

H p 3 -» 
momentum of two baryons. Note that the relative momentum k -
-» P 
k ̂  must '. • is small as possible to efficiently produce H and 
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1. Introduction 

An expcrimcnt to search for a dibnryon with the slrangeness 

-2 callcd Il is planned at KEI< (E-127). ln lhis artic1e 1 wi11 

prescnl the ont-¥inc of our plnn. 

'rhe ([ dibaryon was first predicted by Jaffe [1J. Il 

conststs of { u，u，d，d，s，s } quarks， 011 in S state. 工t hus lhe 
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strnngeness s=一2， iso-spin 1=0， spin-pari ty J' =0. Among the 

6 quork stales， this configuralion ( SU(3) ~inglct with spin 

0) causes the maximum attrnction due to the co1or-mngnctic 

force of OCII. Thercfore， II mlghl be light and stnble agalnst 

strong interaction. There are severa1 mode1 ca1cu1alions for 
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H 

mode 1 s lhn l. predi ct M-- grea ter thnn 2.23 Gev， thc mnss of two 
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A's， and hence 11 is not stab1e agninst strong internction. 

2. Pl'oduction of H 

Therc nrc several possible ways to produce thc II diboryon 

(fig.l). ln process (a)， the double strangeness cxchonge 

rcaclion nnd lhc fusion reaction occur in the same nuclcus. On 

the other hand， in process (b)， a rea1 B particle produced 

in n nucleus slops in mnterial und then makes nn alom wilh 

anoLhur nucleus. The 8 particle in the atom immediately 

reucls with a proton in the nuc1eus lo form the H dibaryon. ln 

process (c) two virtual A fl.lse into 11. The senrch for 11 

through process (c) has been done at AGS [2] and they give the 

uppcr limtl of 40-130 nb. The production cross section elc. of 

proCC5s (a) were calcu1ated by Dover and Aerts [3] using He 

as thc largct nucleus. They showed that the amplilude of the 

fus ion ver tex r can be wri t ten as 

r=const×exp{-R2/12(17-tJ2} 
11 . p 口

問為 ?争

where R is the bag radius of 11 and K -){ is the relative 

rIlomntuIfof two baryons. Note that thepmFative momentum ずー
→ 
l<ロ must 人. ~s small as possible to efficientlv produce H aゐ
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that the process (a) is much more favourable than the process 

(c). 11 in turn means that the result of the experiment at AGS 

[2] is too crude to rule out the existense of II because the 

relative momentum of two A's is quite large. So we are going 

to produce H dibaryon through process (a) using the K2 beam-

line at KEK which can provide a 1-2 Gev K beam. 

The momentum dependence of the II production cross sect-ion 

is nearly same as that of the 3 production cross section, 

and the cross section becomes maximum at 1.5-2.0 Gev. In this 

respect K2 beam-line is suitable for the II production. 

The production rate of H is about 0.5™ of the 3 (qunsi-

free)production. Then using an appropriate apparatus ( 50 cm 

long liquid He target, 15k/spill K beam, acceptance 100 msr) 

we can expect 40,000 3 's and 200 IPs during 100 shifts (800 

hours) assuming that the calculation by Dover and Aerts is 

correct. 

3. Detection of H 
__ 3 + + 

In the K He -»• K n H reaction, when K is detected only 

in the forward direction, its momentum spectrum makes a 

distinct peak corresponding to the II production, even if the 

spectator neutron is not detected. Fig.3 shows a result of a 
Monte-Carlo simulation for spectrum of momentum transfer q = k _ 

-k +assuming the mass of H M =2.175 Gev. Because we assumed a 
K H 

finite acceptance (~100 msr) in this simulation, the separa

tion of II peak from the quasi-free background is severer than 

the calculation in ref.[3] in which only the case $ »=0° was 

considered. The separation of the peak becomes more difficult 

as H becomes heavier. If the mass of II is more than 2.2 Gev, 

it seems impossible in practice to separate the H peak from 

the quasi-free background. 

In addition to the quasi-free reaction, there are some 

other backgrounds which smear out the II peak. The most irapor-
+ + 

tant background arises from K / K miss-identification. Pions 
are produced in the reaction 

K P -v n X 
where X includes a S = -l baryon. The momentum spectrum of ic 
produced in the reaction 

K V •* n 2 

makes a peak near the II peak ( for example, these two peaks 

coincide for M ~ 2.08 Gev ). To make this background 
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negligible, pion rejection factor must be more than 10 . 
Another background comes from a two-step charge-exchange 

reaction 
—0 

K P -* K n 

K P 
+ 
K n 

It is not possible to reject this background without a vertex 

detector, which we discuss later. 

We now turn into the experimental methods to reduce the 

backgrounds discussed above. We can reject the quasi-free 

background by observing the decay products. S and II decay as 

follows: 

7T 

% n / % 

2 
u 

2° 

p 

n 

n 
U y A 

u % n /ic P 

A n 
U 7t n / n P 

We find that there are two pions in the S decay products 

while there is only one pion in the II decay products. We also 

find that the number of charged particles is one or three in 

the 5 decay and zero or two in the II decay. By surrounding 

the target by dE/dx counters and y counters, wo count the 

number of pions and charged particles, and then we can 

identify the quasi-free reaction. We expect that the quasi-

free background can be reduced to 1/5 ~ 1/10 assuming a 

reasonable detector configuration. 

If we detect the decay vertex of H directly, it is a strong 

evidence for the existence of the H dibaryon (fig.3). By 

observing the production and decay vertex, almost all the 

background can be rejected, and so we can use the heavier 
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11 i~ not possiblc to reJect this hockg1'ound without n vcrtex 

detec1or， wh¥ch we discuss later. 

We now turn in10 the expe1'imentnl methods to reduce the 

backgrounds discussed above. We cnn 1'eject the qunsi-free 

bnckground by observing the decay products. 8 and U decay as 

follO¥'I's: 

{ 伽・‘ → π A 
O 

L-π n Iπ P 

1I → z 
」 π n 

。
→~ n 

」 γ A 
O 

」 π n Iπ P 

→ A n 0 

」 πn/π P 

'~e filld thal there are lwo pions in the 8 decay products 

whilc 1hc1'e is only one pion in thc 11 decay products. We nlso 

find that the numbe1' of charged particles i5 one or three in 

the B decay and zero 01' two in thc H decoy. By 5ur・E・ounding

the targe1 by dE/dx counters and γcountecs， wo count the 

number of pions and charged particles， and then we can 

identify the quasi-f1'ee reaction. We expect that the quasi-

free bnckground can be reduced to 1/5 - 1/10 assuming a 

1'ea5onable detector configu1'ation・

If we detect the decay vcrtex of H di1'ectly， it is a st1'ong 

evidence for the existence of the H dibaryon (fig.3). By 

obse1'ving the production and decay vertex， almost al1 the 

background can be rejected， and so we can use the heavier 
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nucleus as the target. If we can observe the decay of the H 

dibaryon (in this case, the decay length of H must be long 

enough to be detected, about cm or longer), we need only a 

small number of II events to establish the existence of 11. 

We are currently examining the feasibility of vertex 

detectors. There are two candidates as the vertex detector, 

TPC (Time Projection Chamber) and FST (Fiber Scintillator 

Target). FST is an assembly of fiber scintillator ( a few 

hundred //m in diameter ) read by an image intensifier and a 

CCP camera. II is still under development but seems vory 

promissing. 

Fig. 4 shows a tentative layout of the experimental set up. 

The incident K is identified by aerogel Cerenkov counters and 

a pair of TOF counters. The target and the vertex detector are 

surrounded by dE/dx counters and y counters to detect the 
+ 

decay products. The scattered K is identified by aerogel 
Cerenkov counters and TOF counters and its mometum is analysed 

by a set of chambers. 

4. Conclusion 
3 

If we use He as the target it is possible to find the II 
+ 

dibaryon by observing the K momentum spectrum, provided that 
the 7t/K separation capability is excellent, which may be not 

easy to achieve. The more promissing way to search for II 

dibaryon is to use the vertex detector with carbon (or 

scintillator) target. If the decay vertex of II is detected, it 

will be an unambiguous evidence for the existence of the H 

dibaryon. 
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enough to be detected， about cm or !onger)， we need only a 

sma!l number of H events to establi.sh the exisLence of 11. 

We are currently examining the feasibility of vertex 

detectors. There nre two candidnles ns lhe verlex detector， 
TPC (Time Projection Chamber) and FST (Fi.ber Scintillator 

Target). FST is nn assembly of fibcr scintillator (a  fcw 

hundredμm in diameter ) read by an image intensifier and a 

CCD camcrn. IL i5 sLill under developmcnl bul sepms v0ry 

prom1ss1ng. 

Fig. 4 shows a tentative layout of the cxperimental sel up. 

The incident K is identified by nerogel Cerenkov counters nnd 

a pair of TOF counters. The target and the vertex detector nre 

surrounded by dE/dx counters nndγcounters to delect 1he 
+ 

decay products. The scattered K is idenlified by aerogel 

Cerenkov counters and TOF counters and its mometum is analysed 

by a set of chnmbers. 

Conc!us ion 
3 

If We U5e He as the target it is possible to find the II 
+ 

dibaryon by observing the K momentum spectrum， provided thal 

the π/K separation capability is excellent， which may be not 

easy to achieve. The more promissing way to search for IJ 

dibaryon is to use the vertex detector with carbon (or 

scintillator) target. lf the decay vertex of II i5 detcclcd， il 
will be an unambiguous evidence for the existence of the H 

dibaryon. 
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Fig. 3 An example of H (production and) decay vertex. 
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presented by W.Bruckner 

Max Planck Institute f.Kernphysik 
Heidelberg, West Germany 

Abstract 

This contribution is a review of (K,7r) strangeness 
exchange experiments done at CERN during the past 7 years. 
Both A and £ hypernuclear states have been observed. They are 
interpreted as the recoilless production of Hyperons in shell 
model states. The analysis of measurements on carbon and 
oxygen reveals information about the spin orbit splitting in 
Hypernuclei. 

I. Selectivity of the (K,7r) reaction 

The reaction we exploited is now widely known as the (K,7T) 

strangeness exchange reaction on nuclear targets (ref.l). Take 

12 for example C. A Kaon hits the nucleus, transforms the 

nucleon into a hyperon (A or S), the pion leaves the nucleus 

and the remainder we call hypernucleus. A schematic plot of 

the reaction is shown in figure 1. 

0. 

X 

Fig. 1 
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The most important parameter in this reaction is the recoil 

momentum (the momentum transferred to the hyperon). If it is 

kept small then we populate only very few states whose 

configuration we can easily assign. In particular if the 

hyperon is in the same configuration as the nucleon it 

substitutes we call this state a substitutional one. The 

hyperon then behaves the same as a nucleon, just labelled by 

the extra quantum number strangeness, the rest of the nucleus 

remains undisturbed. By doing this spectroscopy we learn 

something about parameters like potential depth and level 

spacing of this new hypernucleus and the hope is to deduce 

information about nuclear interaction in general. 

Important for the selectivity and the unique assignement 

of hypernuclear levels is a small recoil momentum (ref.2). In 

order to achieve this we have to choose the momentum of the K 

according to the kinematics. Figure 2 shows the recoil 

momentum as a function of the kaon momentum. That means if we 

•want to produce A hypernuclei we should stay below 800 MeV/c, 

for E hypernuclei we should stay below 500 MeV/c. And we 

should do the spectroscopy at 0 degree. 
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The mos七 importan七 parame七erin七hisreac七ionis七herecoil 

momen七um (七hemomen七umtransferred七o 七hehyperon). 工f i七 is

kep七 sma11七henwe popu1a七eonly very few sta七eswhose 

configura七ionwe can easily assign. 工n par七icu1arif七he

hyperon is in七hesame configura七ionas七henucleon i七

subs七i七u七eswe ca11 七hiss七a七e a subs七i七utiona1one. The 

hyperon七henbehaves七hesame as a nuc1eon， jus七 labe11edby 

七heextra quan七umnumber s七rangeness，七herest of the nucleus 

remains undis七urbed. By doing this spec七roscopywe 1earn 

some七hingabou七 parame七erslike po七en七ial depth and leve1 

spacing of七hisnew hypernucleus and七hehope is七o deduce 

informa七ionabou七 nuclearin七eractionin general. 

工mpor七an七 for七heselec七ivi七y and七heunique assignemen七

of hypernuclear工evelsis a small recoil momen七um (ref. 2). 工n

order to achieve七hiswe have七o choose七hemomen七umof七heK 

according to七hekinema七ics. Figure 2 shows七herecoil 

momen七umas a func七ionof七hekaon momen七um. Tha七 meansif we 

wan七七oproduce A hypernuclei we should s七aybelow 800 MeV/c， 

for E hypernuclei we should s七aybelow 500 MeV/c. And we 

should do七hespectroscopy a七 odegree. 
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But at such low momenta the kaon decays rapidly and in. 

order to have a reasonable intensity our group spent quite some 

effort in the past to make the beam lines shorter and shorter, 

from the first experiment in 1974 which used only standard beam 

transport elements down to the K26 of 1981 which is only 11.5 m 

long from the production of the kaons to the experimental 

target (fig.3). 

vcs n 
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II. Experimental setup and analysis 

The experimental setup is shown in figure 4. The dipoles 

both of the separator stage and of the K spectrometer stage 

have second order corrections built in. The separator has 

12 crossed fields and is only 1 m long. This gives us per 3x10 

incident protons 4500 Kaons at 450 MeV/c together with 200000 

pions at ±1.5% momentum byte at the experimental target. The 

kaon momentum is measured by a hodoscope of plastic 

scintillators at the focal plane where the mass separation and 

the momentum byte is determined and a set of 2 multiwire 

proportional chambers (MWPCs) in front of the target. The pion 

momentum in the SPESII spectrometer is determined by two sets 

of MWPCs, one after the target and one after the spectrometer. 

The background consists of beam pions and K decays in 

flight (K2rr,K3;u,K3e,K37r). In each case a charged particle goes 

into the spectrometer and simulates a reaction pion. This 

background is reduced by 

a) measuring the time of flight of K and TT, 

b) measuring the energyloss of K and IT in the scintillators, 

c) a liquid hydrogen Cerenkov detector (0=0.9) which triggers 

on pions but not on Kaons and is used as a pion veto, 

d) a gas Cerenkov detector after the target to veto 

electrons, 

e) measuring the reaction angle by a fast microprocessor and 

rejecting beam events. 

This still leaves us with 10 times more events than real 

hypernuclei so later-on off-line we perform a complete vertex 

reconstruction of every event calculating the track back 
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工工. Experimen七a1se七upand ana1ysis 
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through the spectrometer and compare with the measured 

coordinates. This gets rid of most of the background. 

III. A Hypernuclei 

12, 
A typical hypernuclear spectrum in the case of C as the 

target is shown in figure 5. 

M H Y -M A (MeV) 
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The most prominent peak is the one at 0 MeV in the scale of the 

A binding energy. It is accompanied by a smaller peak 10 MeV 

below. The spectrum was taken at 800 MeV/c Kaon momentum where 

the recoil is small enough for A hypernuclei but produces too 

much recoil for E hypernuclei. So the S region was remeasured 

afterwards at 400 and 450 MeV/c. 

So what kind of states are these here. How can we assign 

quantum numbers to them? Two things help us in that: 
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a) the samll recoil momentum (and the 0 degree spectroscopy) 

produces a high selectivity and limits the possible states to 

only 2 per nuclear level. If the reaction takes place on a 

p 3 / 2 nucleon there is only the configuration (p 3/0'^3/2^ anc* 

lower (p q/T̂ s-i /?)/ where the first index describes the 

nucleon hole and the second the hyperon. 

b) the strong absorption of K and 7T in the nucleus will 

12 favor the reaction on nucleons of the outer shells, so for C 

the configurations based on a s./2 nucleon are much weaker. 

And only the two strong states based on a P3/0 nucleon should 

be seen. Figure 6 describes this picture schematically. 

r +
 12 C — 1*C + n-

r~i~~ 

IMy 

-lev 

- P V j - -

- p 3 / 2 

_ s 1 / 2 

r 4 - > i - P 

3i 

(id5/2.ip5)2)Anr ^ 

Fia. 6 

In 0 however another pair based on the P1/2 nucleons 

should be seen additionally. To compare C and 0 we use as 

an energy scale 

MHY"MA = <MA-1+MH-BH>-(MA-1+MN-V = C O n S t' + ^ N ^ H ^ 

(Where M , NL, M -1 are the masses of the target nucleus, the 
rii A A 

hypernucleus and the core nucleus, B and BN the binding 

energies of hyperon and nucleon). This scale is just the 

difference of the nuclear and hypernuclear binding energies. 
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In this scale the pair of states based on the p 3 / nucleon . 

shows up at the same energy both for 12C and 1 60. To further 

prove that the assignement of these states is correct we 

slightly increase the recoil momentum by slightly increasing 

the reaction angle. Then the intensity of the substitutional 

states decreases compared to the nonsubstitutional 61 = 1 

states. We can see this in more detail by plotting the 

relative intensities of the peaks as a function of q2. Here 

the substitutional states fall off with increasing q2 whereas 

the others increase (fig.7). The imposed curve is a DWIA 

calculation (ref.3). 
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whereas 
2 

q increasing off with S七a七esfall subs七え七U七ional七he

a DWIA J..s curve irnposed The (fig.7). increase 
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12 16 What can we learn from the comparison of C and 0? We 

measure the distance between the states based on the p„,„ and 

the Pi/2 nucleon. We find 6 MeV. But this distance is the 

difference of the nuclear p-shell splitting and the A p-shell 

splitting. Since the nuclear splitting is just 6 MeV we 

conclude the A splitting is zero i.e. the A Po/2
 anca Pi/o 

levels are degenerate (ref.4). And that applies not only for 

the p-shell but also for the d-shell where we used S and Ca 

as targets (ref.5). 

IV. S Hypernuclei 

The result of a small spin orbit interaction in A 

hypernuclei was completely unexpected at that time and lead to 

the question how would it be for S hypernuclei? But the 

spectroscopy of S hypernuclei is more difficult for 3 reasons: 

1) The S can decay strongly in the nucleus. An estimated 

width for this process would be 25 MeV (ref.6) and if that was 

true no spectroscopy would be possible. 

2) We have to produce E hypernuclei at the same low recoil 

momentum as the A hypernuclei in order to compare the two. But 

that means Kaon momenta below 500 MeV/c and therefore shorter 

beam lines and lower intensities. 

3) The 2 comes in three kinds with different masses (1189, 

1192 and 1197 MeV for the E+, the E° and S~). 

Figure 8 shows the results of our spectroscopy: On top is 

the A hypernuclear spectrum in the scale of A binding energy/' 
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12_ • 16 Wha七 canwe learn from七hecomparison of --C and --O? We 

measure七hedis七ancebe七ween七hes七a七esbased on七heP3/2 and 

七heP， I~ nucleon. We find 6 MeV. Bu七七hisdis七anceis七he1/2 

difference of the nuc1ear p-she11 splitting and七heA p-shell 

spli七ting. Since七henuclear spli七tingis jus七 6MeV we 

conclude the A sp1i七ting is zero i.e. 七heA P3/2 and P1/2 

1evels are degenerate (ref.4). And七ha七 appliesno七 onlyfor 

32_ . 40 
七hep-shell but a180 fo工七hed-shell wheどe we used ~-s and ~-Ca 

as七arge七s (ref. 5). 

工V. E Hypernuclei 

The resu工七 ofa smal工 spin orbi七 in七erac七ionin A 

hypernuclei was comple七elyunexpected a七七hattime and lead七O

七hequestion how would i七 befor E hypernuclei? Bu七七he

spec七roscopyof ~ hypernuclei is more difficult for 3 reasons: 

1) The E can decay s七ronglyin七henucleus. An es七ima七ed

wid七h for七hisprocess would be 25 MeV (ref.6) and if七ha七 was

七rueno spec七roscopywould be possible. 

2) We have七o produce E hypernuclei a七七hesame low recoi工

momentum as七heA hypernuclei in order七o compare七he七wo. Bu七

七ha七 meansKaon momenta below 500 MeV/c and七hereforeshor七er

beam lines and 10wer intensi七ies.

3) The ~ comes in七hreekinds wi七h differen七 masses (1189， 

+ _U  
1192 and 1197 MeV for七heE" I 七heE-and E ). 

Figure 8 shows the resul七sof our spec七roscopy: On七opis 

七heA hypernuclear spec七rumin七hescale of A binding energy，' 
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below E hypernuclear spectra in the scale of E binding energy. 
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Fig . 8 

We make two observations: 

a) The E hypernuclear states are much narrower than 

expected, they are about 5 MeV wide. And that is a very 

interesting result by itself. 
12 

b) The E hypernuclear spectra (at least for C) look much 

the same as the A hypernuclear ones (at the same kinematical 

conditions) so we can hope to apply the same rules of 

identification and assignment of the states. So the most 

prominent E peak would be again the substitutional state based 

on the Po/o nucleon and we see it is slightly above threshold 

whereas the A one is at threshold. This indicates that the 

cential potential the E sees is even shallower than that for 

the A. 
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We make七woobserva七ions:

a) The E hypernuclear s七a七esare much narrower than 

expec七ed，七heyare abou七 5MeV wide. And七ha七 isa very 

in七eres七ingresul七 byi七self.

12 
b) The E hypernuclear spec七ra (at leas七 for--C) look much 

七he same as七heA hypernuclear ones (a七七hesame kinema七ical

condi七ions) so we can hope七o apply七hesame rules of 

iden七ifica七ionand assignmen七 of七hes七a七es. So七hemos七

prominen七 E peak would be again七hesubs七i七U七ional s七a七e based 

on七heP3/2 nucleon and we see i七 issligh七lyabove七hreshold

whereas七heA one is a七七hreshold. This indica七es七ha七七he

cen七1a1po七en七ial七heE sees is even sha110wer七han七ha七 for

七heA. 
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In the (K ,7T ) reaction there is a Coulomb energy to be 

taken into account because the nuclear charge is changed in the 

reaction. 

So far we did not consider that in the (K~,7r) reaction 

both S+ and 2 are produced (ref.7). The ouestion then is, 

will they keep their identity or is there a charge exchange 

between them- In different words: Should we expect 2 states 

+ 0 based on 2 and 2 or two states of different isospin? To test 

this we made use of the fact the elementary cross section for 

producing 2 + and 2 varies differently with the Kaon momentum, 

even in the small range between 400 and 450 MeV/c which is 

accessible to us. At 400 MeV/c dominantly 2 + is produced 

whereas at 450 MeV/c both are produced with the same cross 

section. And our data seem to follow that line as indicated in 

figure 9: At 400 MeV/c one distinct peak, at 450 MeV/c a more 

complicated structure which might be two peaks. To settle this 
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reac七ion(K ，π〉七hein no七 consider七ha七did far we s。
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matter a third momentum point would be helpful, for example at 

a low momentum in a K stop experiment. 

Let us now turn to the spin orbit splitting in S 

hypernuclei. Again we compare carbon and oxygen (fig.10 and 

f i g . 1 1 ) : 
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1) we assign the (p3/2'p3/2^ t o t h e dominarvt P®ak in carbon, 

2) we plot the spectra in the mass scale of difference in 

binding energies which shows the same configuration always at 

the same energy regardless of the target, 

3) we now know where to locate the P3/0 contribution in oxygen 

and deduce that a second peak must be the p. ,~ contribution. 

This is justified because of the high selectivity of the 

experiment which excludes all other possibilities. 

Here now this assignment is rather qualitative. Because 

of the limited statistics we should not talk about 2 peaks but 

rather about a broad distribution where we locate the P3/2 
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ma七七era七hirdmomen七umpoin七 wou1dbe he1pfu1， for example a七

a low momen七umin a K s七opexperimen七.

Let us now turn 七o the spin orbi七 sp1i七七ingin E 

hypernuclei. Again we compare carbon and oxygen (fig.10 and 

fig.工1): 
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1) we assign七he (P':!/"，P':l/") 七O 七hedominan七 peakin carbon， 3/2'i:'3/2 

2) we plo七七he3pec七rain七hemass sca1e of difference in 

binding energies which shows the same configura七ionalways a七

七hesame energy regard1ess of七he七arge七，

3) we now know where七o 10ca七e 七heP':l'''> con七ribu七ionin oxygen 
3/2 

and deduce七ha七 a second peak mus七 be七heP. ，，.， con七ribu七ion.
1/2 

This is jus七ifiedbecause of七hehigh selec七ivi七y of七he

experimen七 whichexc1udes a11 0七herpossibili七ies.

Here now七hisassignmen七 isra七herquali七a七ive. Because 

of七helimited s七a七is七icswe should no七七alkabou七 2peaks bu七

ra七herabou七 abroad dis七ribu七ionwhere we 10ca七e the P3/2 
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contribution to the lower energy side and the p.. .- contribution 

to the higher energy side. But this does not change the 

argument. Now we do the same calculation as for the A's. The 

difference between the two contributions is -4 MeV (the minus 

sign turns in because the P3/2 contribution is lower in energy, 

unlike in the A case) and should be +6 MeV (nuclear splitting) 

- the unknown E splitting in the p-shell. This equation can be 

solved easily: we get 10 MeV for the splitting of the E 

p-shell, larger than the nuclear splitting. 

But this is an oversimplified calculation because I 

neglected the residual interaction completely. We know that 

for the A's the residual interaction is very small but that 

does not mean it is also small for the E's. So a strong 

residual interaction could in fact account for what we see and 

the spin orbit splitting might be small after all. Such a 

large residual interaction would however be very surprising 

since all elementary E nucleon amplitudes are smaller than the 

nucleon-nucleon amplitudes, only the spin 1, isospin 1/2 

amplitude is comparable in strength. Nevertheless there is no 

final answer yet. 

V. Prospectives 

1) So far we dealt only with E substitutions in the 

p-shell. Are p-shell E hypernuclear states the only narrow 

ones? We have to look into the s-shell with Li or Be targets. 

We did a first (K~~,-n ) measurement on Li as shown in fig. 12. 

Whereas in the A hypernuclear spectrum we can clearly identify 

both the p-shell and the s-shell peaks there seems to be only 
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con七ribu七ion七0 七helower energy side and七hePl/2 con七ribution

to七hehigher energy side. Bu七七hisdoes no七 change七he

argumen七 Nowwe do the same calculation as for七heA's. The 

difference be七ween七he七wocon七ribu七ionsis -4 MeV (七heminus 

sign turns in because the P':I/'l con七ribu七ionis lower in energy， 
3/2 

unlike in七heA case) and should be +6 MeV (nuclear split七ing)

ー七heunknown ~ sp1i七tingin七hep-she11. This equa七ioncan be 

solved easily: we get 10 MeV for七heSpli七七i・19of 七he1: 

p-she11， 1arger 七han七henuclear sp1i七七ing.

Bu七 thisis an oversimp1ified calcula七ionbecause工

neg1ec七ed七heresidua1 interac七ioncomple七ely. We know七ha七

for七heA's七heresidua1 in七erac七ionis very sma11 bu七七ha七

does no七 meani七 isa1so small for七he~'s. So a s七rong

residua1 interac七ioncould in fac七 accoun七 forwha七 wesee and 

七hespin orbit sp1i七七ingmigh七 besmall af七era11. Such a 

1arge residua1 interac七ionwou1d however be very surprising 

since a11 e1emen七aryE nuc1eon amp1i七udesare sma11er七han七he

nuc1eon-nuc1eon amp1i七udes，on1y the spin 1， isospin 1/2 

amp1i七udeis comparab1e in s七reng七h. Never七heless七hereis no 

fina1 answer ye七.

v . Prospec七ives

1) So far we dea1七 on1ywi七h E substi七U七ionsin the 
.・

p-she11. Are p-she11 ~ hypernuclear s七atesthe on1y narrow 

ones? We have七o look in七o 七hes-she工1wi七h Li or Be七arge七s.

6 We did a firs七 (K，n ) measuremen七 on ~Li as shown in fig.12. 

Whereas in七heA hypernuclear spec七rumwe can clearly identify 

bo七h 七hep-shell and七hes-shell peaks七hereseems七obe on1y 
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one in the S hypernuclear spectrum. If this is the p-shell. 

state then the s-shell state is either at the same energy or 

too broad to be observed. 
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2) We have to continue the investigation what role isospin 

plays in the (K ,7T ) reaction. 

3) We need more statistics to learn about the spin orbit 

splitting. 

There is now a proposal at KEK which has been accepted to 

continue 2 hypernuclear spectroscopy with the (K,TT) reaction in 

flight. I am sure that we can take a major step forward if we 

succeed to increase the solid angle of spectrometer and to 

improve our background reduction technics. 

Meanwhile a different approach has been started at KEK, 

that is to use stopped Kaons (x-ef.8). This method has the 

advantage of high yields and was used many years ago at CERN to 

produce A hypernuclei but was then given up because the lack of 

selectivity made it difficult to uniquely assign the states. 
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But perhaps if both methods are used in parallel and their 

results compared we can take profit both of the high 

selectivity of K in flight and the high yield of K stop. 
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Formation of 2 Hypernuclei from K Absorption at Rest 

Present and Future 

M. Iwasaki 

Department of Physics, University of Tokyo 

7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113 

JAPAN 

Abstract 

We report a successful result of 2-hypernuclear formation 

experiment performed at KEK PS. A stopped-K method with an 

effective tagging was proven to be very efficient for the 

study of 2 hypernuclei. This method reveals the two 

hypernuclear peaks which correspond to the spin-orbit 

doublet of (p3/2)s- and (pl/2)„-. A preparation of new 

experiments with various targets for 2 and A hypernuclei is 

discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

2-hypernuclei were first found at CERN [1]. We were 

astonished by the existence and narrow widths (4 MeV) of the 

states, because the strong conversion via 2N -> AN in the 

nucleus was thought to make a 2-hypernuclear state as broad 

as 30 MeV. Another surprising point is that the observed 

states lie in the unbound energy region for the 2. This 

fact means that the escaping widths are also small. These 

narrow widths are currently explained in different ways. 
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Abs七rac七

We repor七 asuccessful resul七 of:E-hypernuc工earforma七ion

experimen七 performeda七 KEKPS. A s七opped-K me七hodwi"th an 

effec七ive七aggingwas proven七o be very efficien七 for 七he

s十udy of :E hypernuclei. This me七hod reveals 七he 七wo

hypernuc1ear peaks which correspond 七o 七he spin-orbi七

doub1e七 of (p3/2):E- and (p1/2):E-. A prepara七ionof new 

experimen七swith various七arge七s for ~ and A hypernuclei is 

discussed. 

1. 工NTRODUCT工ON

:E-hypernuc1ei were firs七 found a七 CERN (1]. We were 

as七onishedby the existence and narrow wid七hs (4 MeV) of七he

s七a七es，because the s七rongconversion via ~N → AN in 七he

nucleus was though七七omake a :E-hypernuclear s七a七e as broad 

as 30 MeV. Ano七hersurprising poin七 is 七ha七七he observed 

s七a七es lie in 七he unbound energy region for七he:E. This 

fac七 means七ha七七heescaping wid七hsare a1so smal1. These 

narrow wid七hs are curren七ly explained in differen七 ways.
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The most interesting test for these explanations is the 

width of low-lying (sl/2)s~ state. The (sl/2)^,- state 

should be broader, if the narrow width is due to the 

spin-isospin selection [2] or due to the small overlap with 

nucleons [3]. On the other hand, the width should be 

narrower, if it is due to the Pauli blocking [4] or due to 

the nuclear spin-isospin excitation [5]. 

The spin-orbit splitting of the 2 in the nucleus is also 

important question. The spin-orbit splitting observed in A 

hypernucleus was found to be almost zero [6] while that of 

nucleon is 6 MeV. Many theories have been proposed for the 

explanation of the small spin-orbit splitting of the A. 

They predict different values for the ratio of the 

spin-orbit splitting of 2 and that of nucleon, R = eo/6M. 

The predictions are R=1.3 in the additive-quark model [7], 

R=0.7 in the quark-cluster model [8], R=0.3~0.4 in the 

one-boson exchange model[9], and R=0.5 in the meson 

mean-field theories [10,11]. Therefore, the strength of the 

E hypernuclear spin-orbit splitting provide a test for the 

theories. These two reasons illustrate the necessity of the 

systematic study of the S hypernuclei and the study would 

lead us a global understanding of the nuclear structure in 

the quark level. 

2. STOPPED K~ METHOD 

To approach these questions, we employed a revived 
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The mos七 in七eres七ing七es七 for these explana七ions is 七he

wid七h of low-lying (sl/2)~- s七ate. The (sl/2)~- s七a七e

should be broader， if the narrow wid七h is due 七o 七he

spin-isospin selec七ion [2] or due七o 七hesmall overlap wi七h

nucleons [3]. On 七he 0七her hand，七he wid七h should be 

narrower， if i七 is due七o 七hePauli blocking [4] or due七o

the nuclear spin-isospin exci七a七ion [5]. 

The spin目 orbi七 Spli七tingof the E in the nucleus is a1so 

impor七an七 ques七ion. The spin-orbi七 spli七七ingobserved in ̂  
hypernucleus was found七o be almos七 zero [6] while 七ha七 of

nucleon is 6 MeV. Many七heorieshave been proposed for七he

explana七ionof七hesmall spin-orbit spli七ting of 七he A. 

They predic七 differen七 values for 七he ra七io of 七he

spin-orbi七 spli七七ingof !! and七ha七 of nucleon， R f. ~/εN ・

The predic七ions are R=1.3 in七headdi七ive-quarkmodel [フ]， 

R=O.7 in七he quark-cluster model [8]， R=0.3~0.4 in 七he

one-boson exchange model[9]， and R=0.5 in 七he meson 

mean-field七heories [10，11]. Therefore，七hes七reng七h of七he

E hypernuclear spin-orbi七 spli七七ingprovide a 七es七 for 七he

七heories. These七woreasons illus七ra七e 七henecessi七y of七he

sys七ema七ic s七udy of the E hypernuclei and七hes七udywould 

lead us a global unders七andingof七henuclear s七ruc七ure in 

七hequark level. 

2. STOPPED K METHOD 

To approach 七hese ques七ions， we ernployed a revived 
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method; the hypernuclear formation from the stopped-K 

absorption. We stopped negative kaons in a target material 

and introduced strangeness into the nucleus by the KN -> S7T 

reaction. The pion momentum uniquely corresponds to a 

hypernuclear energy level. This method has advantages for 

the study of 2 hypernuclei [12]. Various hypernuclear 
_2 

states are populated in the same order of magnitude (~10 ), 

because the S produced in the stopped-K~ method has medium 

momentum transfer (~180 MeV/c, a little bit larger than the 

Fermi momentum). We can also expect an event rate hundred 

times higher than that of the recoilless formation for the 

low-lying state, because most of the stopped K are absorbed 

by a target nucleus. Therefore we can easily find low-lying 

hypernuclear states, by using the stopped-K method. 

Moreover, if we use a closed-shell nucleus as a target and 

ignore the core excitation, we can select a unique nucleon 

hole state because the large fraction (~80%) of the kaon at 

rest reacts with a nucleon on the outermost shell [13]. 

Then we can get a simple peak structure in the pion momentum 

spectrum and the energy of the peak corresponds to the 

single-particle energy level of the 2 in the nuclear 

potential. 

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

This experiment was performed as a parasite of a heavy 

neutrino search [14]. Present data were taken in a very 
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me七hodi 七he hypernuclear forma七ion from 七hestopped-K 

absorp七ion. We s七oppednega七ivekaons in a七arge七 ma七erial

and in七roduced s七rangenessin七o 七henuc1eus by the KN→ 2π 

reac七ion. The pion momen七um unique1y corresponds to a 

hypernuclear energy 1evel. This me七hodhas advan七agesfor 

七hes七udy of ~ hypernuc1ei [12]. Various hypernuc1ear 

s七a七esare popula七edin the same order of magni七ude (rv10-
2
)， 

because the ~ produced in七hes七opped由 K method has medium 

momen七um transfer (~180 MeV/c， a li七七1ebi七 1arger 七han七he

Fermi momen七um). We can a1so expec七 aneven七 ra七e hundred 

七imes higher 七han七ha七 of七herecoil1ess forma七ionfor七he

low-1ying s七a七e，because mos七 of七hes七oppedK are absorbed 

by a七arge七 nucleus. Therefore we can easi1y find 1ow-1ying 

hypernuclear states， by using 七he k
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me七hod.

Moreover， if we use a c1osed-she11 nucleus as a七arge七 and

ignore七hecore exci七a七ion，we can selec七 a unique nucleon 

hole s七a七ebecause七he1arge frac七ion (~80%) of the kaon at 

res七 reac七s ¥'li七h a nuc1eon on 七he ou七ermos七 she11 [13] . 

Then we can ge七 asimp1e peak s七ruc七urein七hepion momen七um

spec七rumand七heenergy of the peak corresponds 七o 七he

sing1e-par七icle energy leve1 of 七he ~ in 七he nuc1ear 

po七en七ia工.

3. EXPER工MENTAND RESULTS 

This experiment was performed as a parasite of a heavy 

neu七rino search [14]. Presen七 da七awere七akenin a very 
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short period of 80 hours. This fact indicates the 

effectiveness of our stopped K method. 

Our setup for the hypernuclear spectroscopy is shown in 

Fig. 1, which is the same as for the host experiment. A set 

of plastic scintillators was used as a carbon target. The 

target was surrounded by Nal(Tl) counters which detect 

various emitted particles associated with K absorption. We 

used the Nal's as a n counter. The invariant mass of the 

n was reconstructed from the energy deposit in the Nal's. 

The momentum of the positive~charged particles were 

analyzed by a C-type magnetic spectrometer, and IT was 

identified by the time-of-flight and the range measurements. 

The intrinsic momentum resolution of this spectrometer was 

1.8 MeV/c and absolute value of the momentum was calibrated 

by two well-known 7T peaks: 7T from 2 decay at rest 
+ — — + 

(185 MeV/c) and of 7T from the reaction K p -> S -n 

(173 MeV/c) due to the hydrogen in the plastic scintillator 

target. 

The observed n spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The 

corresponding mass difference M -M. and the binding energy 

of the S are scaled in the upper part of the figure. A very 

interesting structure was found at around 160 MeV/c. 

The 2 -hypernuclear events can be tagged by n 

effectively. Only the following process is allowed to 

produce 7T in coincidence with TX , among many -n emission 

mechanisms. When S is trapped by a nucleus its main decay 
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short period of 80 hours. This fac七 indicates 七he

effec七ivenessof our s七oppedK me七hod.

Our 5e七upfor七hehypernuc1ear spec七roscopyi5 5hown in 

Fig. 1， which is七hesame as :for七heh05七 experimen七 A se七

of plas七icscin七i11a七orswa5 used a5 a carbon 七arge七 The

七arge七 was surrounded by Na工(T工) coun七ers which de七ec七

various emi七七edpartic1es associa七edwi七hK absorp七ion. We 

O 
used 七he NaI'5 as a πcoun七er. The invarian七 massof七he

πo was recons七ructedfrom七heenergy deposi七 inthe Na工'5.

The momen七um of 七he positive-charged par七ic1es were 

analyzed by a C-七ype magne七ic spec七rome七er， and 7T+was 

iden七ifiedby七he七ime-of-f1igh七 and七herange measuremen七S.

The in七rinsic momen七umreso1u七ionof七hisspec七rome七erwas 

1.8 MeV/c and absolu七eva1ue of七hemomen七umwas calibra七ed

by 七wo we工工-known 7T+ peaks: + 
7T from 2+decay a七 res七

(185 MeV/c) and of7T+ from the reac七ion K-p ~ r:π+ 

(173 MeV/c) due七o 七hehydrogen in七hep1as七icscin七i11a七or

七arge七.

The observed π+ spec七rum is shown 2
 

αd 
・エF
 

n
 

-l 
The 

corresponding mass difference MHy -MA 
and七hebinding energy 

of七he ~ are sca1ed in七heupper par七 of七hefigure. A very 

in七eres七ings七ructurewas found a七 around160 MeV/c. 

The ~ -hypernuclear even七s can be 七agged by 
。

π 

effec七ive1y. Only 七he following process is a110wed七。

+ produce πo in coincidence wi七h π ， among many πo emission 

mechanisms. When ~ i8 trapped by a nucleus i七smain decay 
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process is a strong conversion EN -+ AN. Then a A is 

produced and the free decay A-*n7T produces a n . The TT 

counter, which was mentioned above, was utilized to detect 

this 7T . The 7T momentum spectrum tagged by n is shown in 

Fig. 3. Two peaks at 158 MeV/c and at 164 MeV/c are seen 

more clearly. They should correspond to the E-hypernuclear 

states because they remain after the 7r° tagging. The 

continuous background and two trivial peaks were 

substantially suppressed by the 7T° tagging. The 

incompleteness of the suppression came presumably from the 

impurity of TT tagging which was caused by energetic charged 

particles, because we had no veto counters in front of the 

Nal block. 

In the case of our K absorption at rest, each 

particle-hole configuration (j ~ ,jv-) appears as a 
P 2J 

multiplet of states (I =|jD - Jy,| , - - -, j + jy.) *-n * n e pion 

momentum spectrum, while the recoilless method dominantly 

populates the 1 = 0 component. Each formation probability 

was predicted by Yazaki and Matsuyama [13]. This value is 

shown in Fig. 4 (the configuration mixing is not taken into 

account in this stage). The peak at 164 MeV/c corresponds 

to M -M = (277.2 ±0.3) MeV and is consistent with the 

mass difference (278 MeV) of the substitutional state of 

(p3/2) ~ (p3/2)„-, which has been observed at CERN in the 
P ** 

- + 12 
experiment of (K ,7r ) reaction on C [1]. This formation 
probability of 0.8% per total stopped K is in good 
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process is a strong conversion EN → AN. Then a A is 

。。。
produced and 七he free decay A→n1T- produces a πV The πu 

coun七er，which was men七ionedabove， was u七i1ized 七o detec七

七his 0 
1T The π+Inomen七umspec七rum七aggedby πo is shown in 

Fig. 3. Two peaks a七 158MeV/c and a七 164MeV/c are seen 

more c1ear1y. They shou1d correspond七o七heE-hypernuc1ear 

S七a七esbecause they remain af七er 七he
0 

1T 七agging. The 

con七inuous background and 七wo 七rivial peaks ¥1ere 

o subs七an七1a11y suppressed by 七heπ 七agg1ng. The 

incomp1e七eness of 七hesuppression came presumab1y from七he

irnpurity ofπ。七aggingwhich was caused by energe七iccharged 

par七ic1es， because we had no ve七o coun七ersin fron七 of七he

NaI block. 

工n 七he case of our K absorp七ion a七 res七， each 

par七ic1e-hole configura七ion 、.a'z
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J，，.、 appears as a 

rnul七iple七 ofs七a七es (工 =Ijp j E! ， . • . ， j p + j E) in 七he pion 

rnornen七urn spec七rum， whi1e the recoilless rne七hoddominan七工Y

popu1a七es七he工 =0+componen七. Each forma七ion probabi1i七y

was predic七ed by Yazaki and Ma七suyama [13]. This value is 

shown in Fig. 4 (the configura七ionmixing is no七七aken in七。

accoun七 in 七hisstage). The peak a七 164MeV/c corresponds 

七oMHy-M
A 

= (277.2土 0.3) MeV and is consis七en七 wi七h the 

mass difference (278 MeV) of 七hesubs七i七U七iona1 s七ateof 

(P3/2)p-1(P3/2)Eー， which has been observed a七

ー+. 12 experimen七 of (K，π)  reac七ionon --C [1]. 

CERN in the 

This forma七ion

probabili七Y of 0.8% per 七o七a1 s七opped K is in good 
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agreement with the prediction. 

The other peak at 158 MeV/c corresponds to MHy-M = 

(281.8 ±0.5) MeV and is 5 MeV above the (p3/2)„- level. 

Intensity of the peak was estimated to be ~40% of that of 

the (p3/2)s~ level. This is consistent with the prediction 

of the formation probability of (pl/2)^- [13]. Therefore 

the peak was assigned as (pl/2)„- state in a 

"single-particle" picture. 

Now the configuration-mixing effect to the p-states 

should be taken into account, because the residual 

interaction causes a configuration mixing with the other 

particle-hole state and also causes a energy splitting 

between the states such as I = ICORE*-'S- = ^ anc^ ^ state. 

The configuration mixing of p-shell hypernuclei has been 

studied by Auerbach et al. [15] and by Majling et al. [16]. 

The core excitation by the reaction can be estimated by the 

12 data of the proton-pickup reaction. In the case of C -> 

B + p, 70% of the proton-pickup strength goes to the 
P 

ground state ^CORR =(3/2 ),, 10% goes to the 2.1 MeV 

l/2~state, and 20% goes to the 5.0 MeV (3/2~)2 state. Then 

we expect two major peaks for 2 states, lower state has a 

main configuration of (3/2 )-,(p3/2)„, and the upper state 

has a mixed configuration of (3/2 )1(pl/2)„ and 

(3/2~)2(p3/2)s. 

The theoretical result of Majling et al. [16] indicates 

that the energy difference between the upper peak and the 
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lower one is proportional to the spin-orbit splitting energy 

and the splitting is almost equal to e„, though the upper 

state has the mixing of the core excitation. We can assign 

MHY~MA = 281.8 MeV peak to the upper state. Then the 

^3/2^1/2 sPi-n orbit splitting of S is e^- = 

(5.0 ± 0.5) MeV. We obtain a ratio R = es/eN = 0.8 ± 0.1 

which seems in favor of the quark-cluster model. However we 

may not directly deduce the spin-orbit splitting term in the 

single particle potential, since both of the states lde 

above the threshold. 

The peak at M y-M = 277.2 MeV is slightly lower than the 

energy of the state measured by the CERN recoilless 

experiment. This is due to the energy splitting of the 0 

and 2+ member of the (3/2~)1(p3/2)„- by the EN residual 

interaction, while the recoilless method selectively 

populate 0 state only. Therefore, the coefficient V of the 

2N residual interaction VaNcrs has a negative sign and its 

absolute value is small. 

The observed width of the peak at MHY" MA = 277.2 MeV 

was about 4 MeV. This is consistent with the CERN data 

(< 4 MeV) for (p3/2)s~ state. A narrower width of 3 MeV for 

M„Y-MA = 281.8 MeV peak is more astonishing when we consider 

that the peak lies 6.7 MeV above the threshold of the S 

binding energy. Unfortunately we were unable to identify 

the low-lying 0s state. The possible reasons can be 

mentioned here. One is that the formation probability of 0s 
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We ob七ain a ra七ioR ε/  E.. == 1: f~N 0.8土 0.1

which seems in favor of七hequark-clus七ermodel. However we 

may no七 di工e:::tニ1.y deduce the spin-orbi七 sp1i七七ing七ermin the 

sing1e par七ic1.epo七en七ia1， since b0rh of 七he s七a七es lje 

above七he七hreshold.

The peak a七 MHy-MA = 277.2 MeV is sligh七1.y 10wer七hanthe 

energy of 七he state measured by 七he CERN recoi11ess 

experimen七 Thisis due七0 七heenergy spli七tingof the 0+ 

and 2+member ofthe(3/2)1(P3/2)z-by七heEN residua1 
-

in七erac七ion， whi1e 七he recoi11ess me七hod se1ec七ively

popu1a七e o+s七a七e on1y. Therefore，七hecoefficien七 V of七he

EN residua1 in七erac七ionVσNσ:E has a nega七ive sign and its 

abso1u七eva1ue is sma11. 

The observed wid七h of七he peak a七 MHy
田 M

A
::: 277.2 MeV 

was abou七 4MeV. This is consis七en七 with七heCERN da七a

(< 4 MeV) for (p3/2)E-s七a七e. A narrower wid七hof 3 MeV for 

M..~.-M. ::: 28工.8MeV peak is more as七onishingwhen we consider 
HY "A 

七ha七七hepeak 1ies 6.7 MeV above七he 七hresho1d of 七he 1: 

binding energy. Unfor七una七ely we were unable to iden七ify

七he 1ow-1ying Os s七a七e. The possible reasons can be 

men七ionedhere. One is七ha七七heforma七ionprobabi1i七Y of Os 
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state is smaller than the expected and/or predicted 

value[13]. Another is that the width of the state is too 

broad to be observed. The other is that if we expect the 

energy difference between Os and Op state of the 2 is 

approximately equal to that of A then we can expect Os state 

of the £ at around M ~M
A
= 2 6 0 M e V' b u t this very 

interesting region is obscured by the hydrogen peak in this 

experiment. 

4. FUTURE EXPERIMENT 

We have demonstrated that the stopped-K method is 

powerful tool to clarify the S -hypernuclear structure. We 

found the spin-orbit splitting of S~ is slightly smaller 

than that of nucleons. 

As an extension, we are preparing a setup shown in Fig 5. 

An efficient 7T°-tagging detector will be used. Namely, the 

target region will be covered by Nals and lead glasses with 

plastic scintillator in front of them. A pair of beam-line 

chambers for the determination of the reaction point of the 

K~ will be prepared to estimate the energy loss of the IT in 

the target material. We also extend this program to 

A-hypernuclei. The large drift chambers enable us to take 

data from 130 MeV/c to 300 MeV/c, then the energy region of 

S and A hypernuclei was covered simultaneously. 

We are planning a systematic study of hypernuclear states 

with various target materials. First of all, an experiment 
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sta七e is smaller 七han 七he expec七ed and/or predic七ed
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energy difference be七ween Os and Op s七a七e of七he~ is 

approximate1y equal七o 七ha七 ofA 七henwe can expec七 Ossta七e

of the ~ a七 around M.... -M， = 260 MeV. bu七七his very HY ""A --- .._.， 

in七eres七ingregion is obscured by the hydrogen peak in 七his

experiment. 

4. FUTURE EXPER工MENT

We have demonstrated 七ha七七he s七opped-K me七hod is 

powerful tool to c1arify七heE -hypernuclear s七ruc七ure. We 

found七hespin-orbi七 spli七七ingof E is sligh七1y sma11er 

七han七hatof nucleons. 

AS an extension， we are preparing a se七upshown in Fig 5. 

O An efficien七 π ー七agging de七ec七orwill be used. Name1y， the 

七arge七 regionwill be covered by Na工s and lead g1asses wi七h

plas七ic scin七i1工a七orin fron七 of七hem. A pair of beam-1ine 

chambers for the de七ermina七ionof七hereac七ionpoin七 of the 

K-wi11 be prepared to es七ima七e七heenergy 10ss of七heπ+ in 

七he 七arge七 ma七erial. We a1so ex七end 七his program 七o

A-hypernuclei. The large drif七 chambersenab1e us七o 七ake

da七a from 130 MeV/c七o 300 MeV/c，七hen七heenergy region of 

~ and ̂  hypernuc1ei was covered simu工七aneous1y.

We are p1anning a sys七ema七ics七udyof hypernuclear s七a七es

wi七h various 七arge七 materi~1s. Firs七 ofa11， an experimen七
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with pure carbon target is indispensable to confirm the peak 

at M
H Y ~

M A
 = 2 8 2 M e V a n d t o s e a r c h for (sl/2)2 state. 

Another target which we are planning is oxygen for the study 
4 

of spin-orbit splitting, and He for the s-state and the 
4 

zero charged nucleus „- n. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. l Schematic figure of the experimental setup. 

The same spectrometer was used for heavy 

neutrino search. Negative kaons were stopped 

in the target and positive-charged particles 

were momentum-analyzed by a magnebic 

spectrometer. 

+ 12 - + 

Fig. 2 7r momentum spectrum from C( stopped-K , TT ). 

Hypernuclear mass difference and binding energy 

of the 2 are scaled in the upper part of the 

figure. 

Fig. 3 7T momentum spectrum after TT tagging. 

The peaks which correspond to the hypernuclear 

states were strongly enhanced. 

Fig. 4 The formation probability of the 2 -hypernuclear 

states formed by K absorption at rest is 

plotted. This value has been predicted by 

K. Yazaki and A. Matsuyama [13]. 

Fig. 5 Schematic figure of the planned experimental 

setup. Pure target is surrounded by Nal's 

and Lead glasses. Trajectory of the K is 

observed by a set of beam-line chambers. 

The reaction point will be estimated by the 

kaon and pion trajectories. 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Schema七ic figure of七heexperimen七a1 se七up.

The same spec七rome七erwas used for heavy 

neu七rinosearch. Nega七ivekaons were stopped 

in七he七arge七 andposi七ive-chargedpar七icles

were momen七um-ana1yzedby a magnetic 

spectrome七er.

12__ . 
πmomen七umspec七rumfrom ~~C(s七opped-K ，π)  . 

Hypernuc1ear mass difference and binding energy 

of七he ~ are sca1ed in七heupper par七 of七he

figure. 

π+Inomen七umspec七rumaf七er1[0 tagging. 

The peaks which correspond to七hehypernuclear 

s七a七eswere s七rong1yenhanced. 

The forma七ionprobabili七Y of七he~ -hypernuclear 

s七a七es formed by K absorp七iona七 res七 is

plo七七ed. This value has been predic七edby 

K. Yazaki and A. Ma七suyama [13]. 

Schema七ic figure of七heplanned experimental 

se七up. Pure七arge七 issurrounded by Na工's

and Lead glasses. Trajec七oryof the K is 

observed by a se七 ofbeam-line chambers. 

The reac七ionpoin七 willbe es七ima七edby the 

kaon and pion七rajec七ories.
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Hypernuclear Physics Program 

with 

High-Resolution 7r"*~-Beam 

K. H. Tanaka 

National Laboratory for High-Energy Physics (KEK) 

1-1 Uehara, Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305 JAPAN 

1. Mehr hyperkernen! 

In the past several years, hypernuclear research was 

performed almost exclusively by using recoil—less (K— , n~) 

reactions [1]. Basic information about the hypernuclear 

structure was obtained with this method. The potential depth of 

A in a hypernucleus was determined to be approximately two thirds 

of nucleon's depth and the single-particle spin—orbit splitting 

of A to be almost zero [2]. These knowledges are, however, for 

the excited hypernuclei with a nucleon hole. Since the recoil 

momentum of hyperon produced by the recoil—less method is very 

small, only the substitutional states, (I Jy)(I^ N)
- 1, can be 

produced. This strong selectivity in populating state was 

essential for the development of hypernuclear spectroscopy with 

the simple spectra. On the other hand, however, it was a strong 

limitation in our understanding of the hypernuclei. 

For the advanced study of hypernuclear structure, it should 

be essential to produce various states of hypernuclei, especially 

the ground state. For this purpose recently a new trial of 
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or nucleon's dep七h and 七he single-par七icle spin-orbi七 spli七七ing

or A 七o be almos七 zeど o [2]. These knowledges are. however. ror 

七he excited hypernuclei wi七h a nucleon hole. Since 七he recoil 

rnomen七umor hyperon produced by 七he recoil-less me七hod is very 

sma11. only 七he subs七i七utional s七a七es.(Ij y)(I jN)-1.can be 

produced. This s七rong selec七ivi七y in popu1a七ing s七a七ewas 

essen七ia1 ror 七he developmen七 orhypernuc1ear spec七roscopywi七h

七he simple spec七ra. On七he other hand. however. i七 was a s七rong

limi七a七ion in our unders七anding of 七he hypernuclei. 

For the advanced s七udy of hypernuc1ear s七ruc七ure. i七 should
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producing hypernuclei via stopped—K— absorption was performed at 

KEK. We measured the momentum spectrum of positive pions emitted 

from the stopped—K— absorption by the plastic scintillator 

target, (CH2)n, and succeeded to observe peaks which corresponded 

to the E~-hypernuclear states [3]. The recoil momentum of 

hyperon in the stopped-K~ absorption is approximately 180 MeV/c. 

We found the (P 1^-) (P 3 / 2
P ) ~ 1 state of ^ B e hypernuclei in 

addition to the substitutional state (P 3 /|_)(P 3 / 2
P)

- 1. The 

ground-state of hypernuc leus , (S * / 2 _) (P a / 2
P )

- 1 , was also 

considered to be produced, but was hindered by the large peak 

coming from the p + K~ -* E"~ + n+ process on hydrogens in the 

target. From our success to produce non—substitutional state of 

hypernuclei by the stopped-K- method, it is suggested that the 

recoil momentum of about two or three hundreds MeV/c may not be 

serious obstacle to bind hyperons in nuclei. Suitable amount of 

recoil momentum may be favorable to produce various states of 

hypernuclei. This result encourages us to consider other 

production method such as (ir+,KJr). Through the (TT +,K +) reaction 

a neutron in a nucleus can be converted to A with the recoil 

momentum of approximately 350 MeV/c. We can thus expect the 

strong population of non—substitutional states of A hypernuclei 

by the (TT +.K +) reaction. A great advantage of the (7T+,K+) 

production is that we can use intense pion beams and can detect 

kaons under very low back-ground kaon source. The available pion 

flux is approximately a factor of thousand more than the kaon 

flux. If hypernuclei can be produced by pions. the hypernuclear 

experiments will be more efficient and economic. 
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2. (Tr+,Kt") vs. K induced reactions 

Let us compare the production methods with the (Tr+,K+) 

reaction with the (K~ ,rr~) reaction and with the stopped—K~~ 

absorption. Result of the test experiment performed at BNI. is 

one of the most important reference in this comparison [4]. 

R. Chrien and his co-workers measured the production cross 

sections of the substitutional state ( p 3 / 2
A ) (P

3 / / 2
n)

 — * and of the 

ground state ( S 1 / 2
A ) ( P

3 / 2 n ) ~ 1 of 1%C by the (n +,K +) reaction. 

They also measured the recoil—less production cross sections for 

the same states by the (K—,TT—) reaction by using the same 

spectrometer-beamline system [5]. Both measurements are 

performed at several reaction angles as shown in Fig.l. Although 

the ground-state production was strongly suppressed in the 

(K~,7T~) reaction, the (TT +,K +) reaction populated the ground state 

with the same intensity as the substitutional state. However, 

the ground state can be populated also by the (K~ ,TT~) reaction by 

measureing pions at large scattering angle. The maximum 

production cross sections for the ground—state 1%C are 

approximately 10 /ib/sr for the (7r"*",K+) reaction and about 300 

/xb/sr for the (K~,7T~) reaction. 

The production rate of ground-state 1^C by the stopped-K~~ 

method can be estimated from the result of old experiment at CERN 

[6]. B. Povh and his co-workers measured the momentum spectrum 

of TT" emitted from the K — absorption at rest in a 

plastic—scintillator active target and observed both 
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2. (π+.Kト) vs. K- induced reac七ions

Le七 us compare 七he produc七ionmethods wi七h 七he (打+.K+)

reaction wi七h 七he (K-.πー)どeac七ion and wi七h 七he s七opped-K-

absorption. R~sult of 七hc 七es七 cxprrimcnt pr.rrormed a七 BNJ. is 

onc of the mos七 impor七llntrcfeど encc in this comparison [4]. 

日 Chrien and his co-workers measured 七he produc七ion cross 

sec七ions or七he subs七i七U七ional s七a七e (p3/2A)(p3/2n)-1 and of七he

ground sta七e (Sl/2A)(p3/2n)-1 of 1えC by 七he (打十.K十) reac七ion.

They a1so measured 七he recoi1-1ess produc七ion cross sec七ions for 

七he same s七a七es by 七he (K-.π一) reac七ion by using 七he same 

spec七rome七er-beam1ine sys七em [5]. Bo七h measuremen七s are 

performed &七 several reac七ion ang1es as shown in Fig.l. A1七hough

七he gI:ound-s七a七e produc七ionwas s七どong1y suppressed in 七he

(K-.πー)どeaction. 七he (π+.K十) reac七ion popula七ed七he ground s七a七e

wi七h 七he same in七ensi七y as the subs七i七U七iona1 s七a七e. However. 

七he ground s七a七e can be popu1a七ed a1so by 七he (K-.π一)どeac七ion by 

measureing pions a七 1aどge sca七七ering angle. The maximum 

Pどoduc七ion cross sec七ions ror 七he ground-s七a七e 1 ~C are 

apf.!oxima七ely 10μb/sr :for 七he (1T+.K+) reac七ion and abou七 300

μb/sr :for 七he (K-.π一) reac七ion.

The produc七ion ra七e o:f gどound-s七a七e 矢C by 七he s七opped-K一

me七hod can be es七ima七ed rrom七he resul七 or old experimen七 a七 CERN

[6]. B. Povh and his co-workers measuどed 七hemomen七um spec七rum

o:f πemi七七ed :fどomthe K- absoどp七ion a七どes七 in a 

plas七ic-scinti11ator ac七ive 七arge七 and observed bo七h
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( P 3 / 2 A ) ( P 3 / a n ) ~ 1 and ( S l / 2
A ) ( P

3 / a n ) ~ 1 states in a huge continuum 

background. Production rate of each state was approximately 

equal and was about 1 0 — 4 per stopped K~. The momentum spectrum 

of 7r~ measured at CERN is shown in Pig. 2. 

From these experimental results described above, the yield 

of ground—state hypernuclei is estimated. The solid angle of the 

spectrometer was assumed to be 20 msr for the in-flight 

experiments and was 100 msr for the stopped K~. Intensity of 

kaons and pions are set to be about 10 and about 10 7 per 

beam-spill, which are realistic values at KEK. Results of the 

estimation are summarized in Table 1. The yield of the 

ground-state hypernuclei we can get in one hour will be 25, 3 and 

3 for (n+,K+), (K~ ,TT~) and stopped-K~, respectively. Thus it can 

be concluded that the (TT + , K + ) reaction is the most efficient way 

to produce A-hypernuclei with various configurations. 

3. Possible program at KEK-PS 

I have submitted a letter of intent to the KEK PS—PAC to 

propose the ( T T + , K + ) spectroscopy. To realize the hypernuclear 

study by using (TT ,K+) reactions, what we need are (1) the high 

intensity 7T+ beam with good momentum resolution, (2) the pure 7r+ 

beam without any contaminations of protons, kaons. muons and 

positrons and (3) a magnetic spectrometer with high 

momentum-resolution of Ap/p < 10 _ a. The suitable incident 

momentum of TT+ is slightly above 1 GeV/c, where the elementary 

process n + 7T+ -» A + K + has the maximum cross section, and the 
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(p3/2A}(p3/2n)-1 and (Sl/2 A }(p3/2 n )ー~七ates in a huge con七inuum

background. Produc七ion どa七e of: each s七a七e was approxima七ely

eqllal and was abou七 10-4 per s七opped K一 The momen七um spec七rum

orπ-measured a七 CERN is shown in Fig.2. 

From七hese experimen七a1 results described above， the yield 

or ground-s七a七e hypeどlluclei is es七ユma七ed. The solid angle of 七he

spec七どometerwas assumed 七o be 20 mSr for 七he in-fligh七

experiments and was 100 msr for七he s七opped K-. In七ensity of 

kaons and pions are se七七o be abou七 104 and abou七 107 peど

beam-spill. which are どealis七ic values a七 KEK. Rcsul七s of七he

es七ima七ion are summarized in Tab1e 1. The yie1d of 七he

ground-s七a七e hypeどnucLei we can ge七 in one hour will be 25， 3 and 

3 roど (π+.K+). (K一， π一) and stopped-K-. respec七ively. Thus i七 can

be concluded 七ha七七he (π十 .K+) どeac七ion is 七he mos七 erficien七 W!ly

七o pどoduce A-hypeどnuclci wi七h vaどious configura七ions.

3. Possible progどa.m a.七 KEK-PS

1 have submi七ted a 1e七七eど or in七en七七o 七he KEK PS-PAC 七o

propose 七he (π+.K+)spec七roscopy. To rea1ize 七he hyperlluclear 

s七udy by using (π+.K+) reac七ions. wha七 we need are (1) 七he high 

in七ensityπ+ beam wi七h good momentum resolution. (2) 七he puど eπ+

beam wi七hou七 any con七amina七ions of pro七ons. kaons. muons and 

posi七rons and (3) a magne七ic spectrometer wi七h high 

momen七umーどesolu七ion of apjp < 10-3. The sui七able inciden七

momen七um orπ十 is s1igh七ly above 1 GeVjc， where 七he elemen七ary

process n +π+ → A + K十 has the maximum cross sec七ion. and 七he
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produced kaons distributes from 0.6 GeV/c to 0.7 GeV/c. 

Therefore momentum resolution of 0.1 % enable us to determine the 

energy of hypernuclear states better than 1.5 MeV. The K2 

beamline at the KEK-PS provides us with the best opportunity with 

a small modification by replacing the last dipole magnet to one 

with a larger bending angle for the higher-momentum resolution 

and by constructing a general purpose spectrometer such as the 

SPESII [7], In addition, the electrostatic separator of KEK [B] 

realizes the highest field gradient in the world and very pure 

pions can be obtained at K2. The layout of the modified K2 and 

the SPESII—type spectrometer is given in Fig.3. The estimation 

of cost and man—power for the (7r+,K+) project are summarized in 

Table 2. It will take 10 man-year and 4 Oku—Yen ( about 4 

million SP ). One might say; 'It's very expensive and hard!!'. 

However, the high—resolution beamline—spectrometer system is 

anyway required for more general use to bring the KEK—PS 

experimental program more fruitful, especially for the pion 

physics such as (7T,TT') and (7T*,7r+) in the energy region above the 

existing meson factories. The feasibility of this plan will be 

studied further before the submission of a proposal to the KEK 

PS-PAC. It should be noticed that KEK-PS has no disadvantage 

compared to BNL—AGS in studying (n+ .K"*~) reaction, since the data 

taking rate at the very high-flux experiment is mainly limited by 

the maximum value of the acceptable counting rate of detectors 

and is not limited by the intrinsic intensity of incident 

particles. A part of this letter is based on the discussion with 

Dr. R. Chrien at BNL. 
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produced kaons distribu七es from 0.6 GeV/c to O.7 GeV/c. 

Thererore momentumどesol"u七ion or 0.1 % enable us 七o de七eどmine七he

energy or hypernuclear s七a七es be七七erthan 1.5 MeV. The K2 

beamline a七 the KEK-PS provides us with七he bes七 oppor七unity with 

a sma1l modification by replacing七he las七 dipole magne七七o one 

wi七h a 1arger bending angle ror 七he higheど-momen七umresolution 

and by cons七ruc七ing a general purpose spec七rome七er such as七he

SPESII [7]. In addi七ion，七he elec七ros七a七ic separa七or of KEK [8] 

realizes the highes七 rield gradェen七 in七heworld and very pure 

pions can be ob七ained a七 K2， The layou七 of 七hemodified K2 and 

the SPES 11-七ype spec七どometer i5 given in Fig.3. The estima七ion

of cos七 andman-power for the (π+，K+) projec七 are summarized in 

Table 2. 1七 will七ake 10 man-year and 4 Oku-Yen ( abou七 4

million SF). One migh七 say; ， 1七's veどy expensive and hard!!'， 

However， the high-resolu七ion beam1ine-spectrome七er sys七em is 

anyway required for moどe general use to bring the KEK-PS 

expeどimental pどogどammore rどuitful， especia11y ror the pion 

physics such as (甘.π，) and (π:!::，1T芋) in the energy region above 七he

exis七ingmeson ractories. The feasibility of七his plan will be 

s七udied :fur七her be:fore the submission of a proposal to 七heKEK 

PS-PAC. 1七 should be no七iced七ha七 KEK-PS has no disadvan七age

compared七o BNL-AGS in s七udying (π十， K十) reac七ion， since七he da七a

七aking ra七e a七七he very high-:flux experimen七 ismainly limi七ed by 

七he maximum value or七he acceptable coun七ing ra七e or de七ec七ors

and is no七 limi七ed by the in七rinsic in七ensi七Y o:f inciden七

par七icles. A par七 or 七his le七七er is based on 七he discussion wi七h

Dど. R. Chrien a七 BNL.
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Table 1 

Comparison of the (TT+,K+) spectroscopy 

with traditional methods using K-

Nuclear 

reaction (7r'f,K+) (K~.7T~) Stopped K~" 

Incident 

momentum 1050 MeV/c 750 MeV/c 750 MeV/c (?) 

Intensity 

at KEK-PS 107/spill 104/spill 104/spill 

(The beam spill at KEK-PS is about 300 ms in every 2 . 5 s ) 

Production 

cross section 10 fih/sr 300 /xb/sr 10~4/stopped K— 

or C g. s. 

Spectrometer 20 msr 20 msr 100 msr 

solid angle (SPESII) (SPESII) (K/u Magnet) 

Target 2 g/cm2 2 g/en3 0.3 

thickness (stopping efficiency) 

Yield/1 hour 25 3 3 
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Table 1 

Comparison of the (π+.K+) spectroscopy 

wi七h 七どadi七ionalme七hods using K-

Nuclear 

ど eac七ion (π'. • K十) (K-.π一) S七opped K-

Inciden七

rnomen七um 1050 MeV/c 750 MeV/c 750 MeV/c (?) 

y

s

 

七

p

-

L

-

s

k

 

n

E

 

e

k

 

七n

七

I

a

 
10マ/spill 104/spill 10"/spill 

(The beam spill a七 KEK-PS is abou七 300 ms in every 2.5 s ) 

Pどoduc七ion

cross sec七ion 10μb/sr 

12 o:f '~Cg ， S ， 

300μb/sr 10-4/stopped K-

Spectrome七er 20 msr 

solid angle (SPESII) 

20 msr 

(SPESII) 

100 msr 

(KμMagne七)

Targe七

七hickness

2 g/cm2 2 g/ω2 0.3 

(stopping efficiency) 

Yield/l hour 25 8 3 
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TabLe 2 

C o s t E s t i m a t i o n 

Ktodif i c a t i o n of K2 b e a m l i n e 

,'Coui ::ru<~tion of 1 D i p o l e ) 

1 Oku-Yen 

Construction of spectrometer 2 Oku-Yen 

(SPESII typo) 

Additional charge 

(Power Supply etc.) 

1 Oku-Yen 

Total cost 4 Oku-Yen 

= 4 x 10B SF 

= 2 x 10B U.S.Doller 

Man power & Schedule 

1985 2 persons Design & order 

1986 3 persors Field measurement & construction 

1987 5 persons Tune up & test experiment 
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Table 2 

Cos七 Es七imation

}，~(， d i f i C!l むion or K2 beamline 

、CCtu..::rur七ion ("，f 1 Di{:ule) 

しons七rnc七ion or spec七どome七er

(SPESII 七YPfJ)

Addi七iona1 charg e 

(Power Supply e七c.) 

To七al cos七

1 Oku-Yen 

2 Oku-Yen 

1 Oku-Yen 

4 Oku-Yen 

::: 4 x 106 SF 

::: 2 x 10日 U.S. Doller 

Man power & Schedule 

1985 2 persons Design & order 

1986 3 persoJ'1.3 Field measuremen七 &cons七どuc七ion

1987 5 persons Tune up &七es七 experimen七

-ーーー旬・ーー--ー----_.. ー-----ー---_.. ー-----ー，ー・ー司ー・ーーー・----ーー--・『司-~ーーー-ー・ー・』・--・ー・・ーー'司・ー-ー帽ーーー--ー・..--ーー帽闇
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Hypernucleus Production in Kelativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions 

M. SANO 

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 18R 

Abstract: A coalescence model is used to estimate the 

hypernucleus production probability in hocivy-ion collisions. The 

production cross section is calculated for the Ne+Mar system at 

2. iGeV/nucleon. We conclude that hypernuclei could be lorraed 

with fairly large cross sections. 
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Abstract: A coalescencc model iR used to O~ 仁 iItle1 tt::: t h c' 

hypernucleus production prcbability in h仁"dvy-ioncGllisions. ヤhし

produc七ion cross section i8 calculated fので thE' Ne+l'lA.f' sysヒem el t 

2 .1GcV /nucleon. v7e concl ur1c that hypernllr 1 ei cou 1 t~ t:e iormed 

with fairly large crosS sections. 
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Hypernuclei are usually produced by collisions of proton, 

electron, kaon beams, etc. on a target nucleus. High-energy 

heavy-ion collisions may also offer the possibility of producing 

various exotic nuclear species such as multi-A hypernuclei. The 

possibility of forming hypernuclei in high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions was recently studied by Asai, BandS and present 

author.1) The essence of the work will be presented in this 

talk. 

Kaons and A-particles have been measured in high-energy 

heavy-ion collisions2'3) and we have learned from the experiments 

that their production cross sections are fairly large even at 2.1 

GeV/nucleon. Therefore, experiments of high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions may admit to the production of hypernucleus with 

fairly large cross section-. u.nd also to the observation of exotic 
4) 

hypernucleus with multi-A particles. Kerman and Weiss estx-

mated production cross sections of hypernuclei and obtained a 

rather large amount of production cross section. However, their 

prediction seems to be unrealistic, because they did not take 

into account the momentum distribution of A-particles produced by 

collisions. The formation 
ft(GeVfc) 

probability of hypernuclei T ^ N+N-7WN+K 

depends strongly on the C 
C 

momenta of A-particles, since c 

. , « ' 2 3 A 5 EJGeV) 
the produced A-particle have Ml ', ', ', ', ^ M 

3 l* 5 6 p(GeV/c) 
to stay in a nucleus. (Lab.) N 

l5> 

r e c o i l momentum o f A - p a r t i c l e 

5) u 
F i g u r e 1 d i s p l a y s t h e F i g . l . The r e c o i l momentum of A 

in the N+N -> A+N+K reac t ion . 
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lIypernuclei are usually produced by collisions of proton， 

electron， kaon beams， e七c. on a 七arge七 nucleus. High-energy 

heavy-ion collisions may also offer 七hepossibili七y of producing 

vurious exo七ic nuclear species such as mul七i-A hypernuclei. The 

possibility of 王orming hypernuclei in high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions was recently studied by Asai， Bando and present 

1 ) 
elutニhor....' The essence of the work will be presented in 七his

talk. 

Kaons and A-pdr七icles have been measulごed in high-energy 

2，3 ) heavy-ion collisions~ ， J' and we have learned from the experiments 

七ha七七heirproduc七joncross sections are fairly large even at 2.1 

GeV/nucleon. Therefore， experimen七5 of high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions may admit to 七he produc七ion of hypernucleus with 

fairly large cross sec七ion'・"，，:ldalso七o the observa七ionof exo七ic

4) 
hypernucleus wi七h multi-A particles. Kerman and Weiss~1 es七1.-

ma七ed production cross sections of hypernuclei and ob七ained a 

ra七her large arnoun七 ofproduction cross sec七ion. However，七heiど

predic七ion seems 七o be unrealis七ic， because 七hey did no七七ake

in七o accoun七七hemomen七umdistribution of A-particles pどoducedby 

collisions. The forma七ion

probabili七Y of hypernuclei 

depends s七rongly on the 

momen七a of A-par七icles，since 

七he produced ^ -paど七icle have 

七o s七ayin a nucleus. 

5) Figure lJI displays 七he

recoil momentum of A-particle 
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日(GfN/c)

~:1.58 

3 

N+N..̂+N+K 

3 4 

ーム一一ー...J.
4 5 

(Lαb.) 

L主Ed1

6WG副1c}

Fig.l. The recoil momentum of ^ 
in the N+N -+ +̂N+K reaction. 



in the elementary reaction of 

N+N -• N+A+K plotted as a 

function of incident energy. 

Prom the kinematical condi

tion, it is well known that 

the lowest momentum of the 

A-particle produced by a 

nucleon-nucleon collision is 

fairly larger than the Fermi 

momentum of the nucleon inside 

the nucleus at an incident 

Rapidity p 

Fig.2. A schematic picture of 
nuclear fragment F and A-particle 
distributions plotted as a 
function of rapidity y. 

energy of about 2GeV/nuc.leon, but it becomes comparable at an 

energy around 5GeV/nucleon. Therefore the produced A-particle in 

high-energy heavy-ion collisions may stay in the nucleus with a 

rather larger probability than in low energy collisions, because 

of the momentum matching condition. 

We have learned from the Bevalac experiments that nuclear 

fragments are mainly produced from fragmentation processes in 

peripheral reactions. Some of A-particles may be captured into 

the nuclear fragments. Figure 2 is a schematic picture of 

nuclear fragment and A-particle distributions plotted as a 

function of rapidity y. Kaons and A-particles may be produced in 

the early stage of collisions. We expect that there is a chance 

of coalescence of A-particle and nuclear fragment F as shown in 

Fig.2. Our present purpose is to apply the coalescence model 

to a description of the hypernucleus formation and to estimate 

the production cross sections by incorporating the various 
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in the element~ry reac七ion of 

N+N ->- N+λ+K plot七ed as a 

王unctニion of incidentニ energy.

Frorn the kinematica1 condi-

七ion， it is we11 knm"n 七ha七

七he lowest rnomen七umof the 

A-par七ic1e produced by a 

nucleon-nucleon co1]isioo j8 

fairly larger than the Fermi 

momen七urnof the nucleon inside 

the nucleus d七 aninciden七

3!や斗¥
YT Ropidity Yp 

Fig.2. 尽̂chematicpiぞtl1re0 f 
nucleaて fragmentF and -̂particle 
distributions plotted as a 
function of rapidity y. 

energy of abou七 2GeV/nuc] eon， but 1 t becomes comparable a t an 

energy around 5GeV/nuc1eon. Therefore the produced A-particle in 

high-energy heavy-ion co11i5ion5 rnay 5七ay in the nuc1eus with a 

どa七he工 1arge工 probabi.工i七y than in low energy collisions， bCr:.'i'l¥lse 

of the rnomentum ma七chingcondi七ion.

He have 1earned from 七he Beva1ac experiments ヒl1a七 nuclear

fragrnen七5 are mainly produced from fragmenta七ion p工ocesses in 

periphera1 reac七ions. Some of A-par七ic1es may be captur~d into 

七he nuc1ear fragments. Figure 2 i5 a scherna七ic pic七uどe of 

nuc1ear fragment ana A-par七ic1e dis七ributions p10七七ca as a 

function of rapidi七yy. Kaons and A-partic1es may be pどoduced in 

七he early s七age of c011isions. We expect 七ha七七here js a chancG 

of coalescence of A-particle and nuclcar fragment F as shown io 

6) 
Fig.2. Our presen七 purpose i5 七o apply the coa1escence rnodel 

七o a description of 七he hypernucleus formution and 七o estjma七e

七he produc七ion cross sec七ions by incorporating ニhe varic.ur-
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experimental and theoretical information on high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions. 

According to the coalescence model, the cross section is 

expressed by the product of two single-particle A and F cross 

sections, and is given by using the momentum k, per particle as 

follows: 

Y_dVAF) ( V » 3
q ,y a\^i | J LdV

F ) 

'r dkl 

where nu = MA/M , m„ = M_/M , T = [l+(k /M ) ] ' and a is A A n F F n e n r 

the reaction cross section. The coalescence factor S._ is given 
Ar 

by 

SAF dlk F 2 ( !k)g A F ( lk) . (2) 

H e r e F _ ( k ) i s d e f i n e d by 

F2(3<) = w ( A F ) | d q D ( A ) ( y ) D ( F ) ( - q ) ^ * ( k + | q ) ^ ( k - | q ) , (3) 

where ^ and D are Fourier transforms of the relative wave 

function, i|)(r), between the A-particle and the nuclear fragment 

F, and the spatial distribution function of the source matter, 

D(r), respectively, and w(AF) is a statistical weight factor due 

to spins. In the derivation of Eg. (1) we assumed that the 

product of one particle emission probability P*A (p1+lk) and 

(F) P.: ' (p_-lk) is approximately given by 

P^A) (p1+k)p|
F) (p2-lk) * gAp(k)p{

A) (p1)P][
F) (p2) , (4) 
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experimenta1 <<ne七heore七ica1inforrnation on high-energy heavy-ion 

co11isions. 

According 七0 七he coa1escenC'e mode 1，七he cどoss section is 

1) 
m:pres5ed-' by 七he product of 七wo sing1e-particle 1¥ and F cross 

只Dctions，and is given by nsing the rnornen七umkσper particle as 

fo11ows: 

3_ (1¥P) 
Y d σ 

ワrベ
-fmA+mF13P1Y d3σ(i¥)l.JY d3，σ(p) 
-l---iii;¥rrc:J ~ /'，f' 1 o~' ~~3 I -10瓦3"
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七he rea~tion cross sec七ion. The coale5cence factor Si¥F is given 

by 
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Hcre F
2
(k) i5 defined by 

I _， _.:: (1¥ )ー (F)， _¥ _~. * ，"_.1_¥ 
F2(k)=w{AF)|dqD{q)D(-q) 中(Ik+~q) 中(1k-~q) (3) 

where ~ and D are Fourier 七ransforms of 七he re1a七ive wave 

function，中(](')， between the 1¥目particle ana 七he nuc1ear fragrnent 

F， and 七he spatial dis七ribu七ion function of 七he source ma七七er，

D(](")， respec七ive1y， and w(i¥F) is a s七atisticalweigh七 factordue 

to spins. 工n 七he deriva七ion of Eq.(l) we assurned that the 

( A) 
produc七 of one par七ic1e emission probabi1i七y pl(lPl+k)and 

(F) 
Pì~ / (P2-~) i5 approxima七elygiven by 

(A) 1_  .n.¥ T¥ (F) pl(pl+k)Pl(P2-k} 己

(i¥) 1_  ¥..， (F) 9i¥p(!k)Pi'" (1P1)P(' (1P2) ， (4 ) 
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where P-J1* (p) = (Y^O^J d3o (l)/dp3. When p|A*P^F* varies slowly 

within the extension of F_ (flc) , Eq. (4) is given in a good approxi

mation. 

If sufficient data of the F-fragment and A-particle produc

tion cross sections become available, we will be able to use them 

for the right-hand side of Eq. (1) . In this report, we estimate 

those values using models which can reproduce existing data quite 

well. 

7 8) According to the statistical phase space model, ' the 

inclusive cross section for kaon and A-particle production is 

written as 

Here A and B denote the projectile and target, and oAR(M,N) 

specifies the cross section for a subprocess in which M projec

tile nucleons interact with N target nucleons. The cross section 

°»-D(M,N) is described by using the Glauber picture of straight-

line motion for calculating partial reaction cross sections. 

9r N(p) denotes the momentum distribution of the observed 

particles emitted in the subprocess (M,N), in which an exact 

multiparticle phase space consideration and the assumption of the 

random occupation limit for describing spectral distributions are 

taken. At 2.lGeV/nucleon beam energy, the possible types of 

production processes are 

N + N - * N + N+air / 

\ * N + A + K 

N + z + K , (6) 
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(i) 1_' 1" Irt \~3 1'T (i) 1~~3 r.7\...~_ n(l¥)n(F) where Pi"" (p) ー (Yi/σど)dσ/dp" . When Pi" I Pi" I varies slowly 

wi七hin七heextension of F
2
(k) ， Eq. (4) is given in a good approxi-

mation. 

If sufficien七 da七a of 七heF-fragrnent ana I¥-particle produc-

七ioncross sections become available， we wil1 be able to use them 

for七he righ七-hand side of Eq. (l) .工n this repor七， we estirnate 

those values using models which can reproduce existing da七aguitc 

well. 

7，8) 
According to 七he statis七ical phasf! space model，七he

inclusive c工oss sec七ionfor kaon and h-par七icle produc七ionis 

wr~七七en as 

P
 

N
 

凡
ハ
YJ

N
 

M
 

R
U
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σ
 N

 

T
L
M
 

(5) 

Here A and B deno七e the projec七i工e and 七arge七 andσAB(M，N)

specifies the cross sec七ion for a subprocess in Wh1Ch M projec-

tile nucleons in七eractwith N targe七 nucleons. The cross sec七ion

。(M，N) is described by using the Glauber pic七ure of straigh七-
AB 

line mo七ion for calcula七ing partエal reaction cross sec七ion5.

九N(/p) deno七es 七he rno附比urn dis凶 b出 on of thc observed 

particles erni七七ed in 七he subprocess (M，N)， in which an exac七

mul七iparticlephase space considera七ionand七heassumption of the 

どandornoccupation lirnit for describing spec七raldis七ributions are 

taken. A七 2.1GeV/nucleon beam energy，七hepossible types of 

production processes are 

N+N  -'l- N+N+α7f 

ミN+I¥ +K  

N + E + K (6 ) 
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In the numerical calculations, we took the cross sections of the 

elementary processes (6) used in refs. 8 and 9 . The calculat

ed K+ cross sections in the case of 2.lGeV/nucleon Ne+NaF are 
2) 

shown in Pig.3a and compared with experiment. Figure 3b gives 

the calculated A cross sections. 

o 10 

-i 1 1 r 

(a) 
2.1 GeV/A 
Ne • NaF— K* + X 

• T T ^ — . | 5 ' 

*£ IO2 

t Iff 
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T 1 - i — i — 

2.1GeV/A 

N e * NaF— 
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• 
(b) 
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T — : 

. 
• 

- o " 
^ 0 -

-so*; 
• 

• 

0.3 04 05 0.6 0.7 0B 

PL(GeV/c) 

0.2 0.A 0.6 0B 
PL(6eV/c) 

Fig .3 . (a) Kaon energy spect ra and (b) lambda energy spec t ra 
in Ne+NaF c o l l i s i o n s a t 2.1GeV/nucleon. The ca lcula ted 
r e s u l t s are shown by the so l id l i n e s and compared with 
the experiment. 

The main p r o d u c t i o n of n u c l e a r f ragments comes from p e r i p h 

e r a l h e a v y - i o n c o l l i s i o n s . A c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f e a t u r e of t h e 

per iphera .1 c o l l i s i o n s a p p e a r s in t he f a c t o r i z a t i o n i n t o a t a r g e t 

and p r o j e c t i l e r e l a t e d p a r t , momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n s of f ragments 

and i s o t o p e p r o d u c t i o n r a t i o s . 1 0 * In t h e p r o j e c t i l e r e s t frame 

f o r p r o j e c t i l e f r a g m e n t a t i o n s (or in t h e t a r g e t r e s t frame f o r 

t a r g e t f r a g m e n t a t i o n s ) , a fragment has t h e form of a g a u s s i a n 
2 2 2 . 

d i s t r i b u t i o n i n momentum s p a c e , e x p ( - p / 2 a ) where a i s t h e 
2 

dispersion about the mean and is given by aQAF(Ap-Ap)/(Ap-1) with 
the projectile and fragment mass number Ap and Ap. The value of 

2 2 
a is related to the Fermi momentum of nucleons as o Q = pf/5. An 
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工n the nurnerical calculations， we took the cross sec七ionsof the 

elernentury processos (6) used in refs. 8 and 9. The calcula七-

ed K+ cross sec七ions エn 七he case of 2 .1GeV /nucleon Ne+NaF are 

2) 
shown in Fig. 3a and compared wi七h experiment.~1 Figure 3b gives 

the calcula七ed^ cross ::;ec七ions.
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Fig.3. (a) Kaon energy spectra and (b) lambda energy spectra 
in Ne+NaF co11isions at 2.1GeV/nucleon. The ca1cu1ated 
rcsults are shown by the solid lines and compared with 
the experiment. 

'l'hc rnain p!・oeuc七ion of nuclear fどagrnents cornes from periph-

eral heavy-io~ collisiuns. A characteristic feature of 七he

peripheraJ collisions appears in the factorization in七o a target 

and projectile rela七ed part.， momenヒumdis七ributionsof fragments 

10) 
and isoヒopc production ra七ios. 工n 七he projec七i1e rest frame 

for projecti1o fragmen七a七ions (or in 七he 七arge七 res七 frame for 

七arge七 fragmen七a七ions)，a fragmen七 has the form of a gaussian 

2 ，~ 2 
dis七ribu七ion in momentum space， exp (-/p'" / 2σwhere σis 七he

2 
dispersion about二七hemean and i5 given by σOAp(Ap-Ap)/(Ap-l) wi七h

七he projectile and fragment mass number Ap and Ap ・ Thevalue of 

2 2 
σo is rela七ed七0 七he Fcrmi mornentum of nucleons as σo = Pf/S. An 
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10' 

£jl 

10 

„._ 2.1 GeV/A 

alternative interpretation for the 

limiting value of o comes from the 

antithetical statistical model, in 

which the fragments are emitted from 

a source at an excitation energy 

determined by a temperature T and 

o 2 is given by MnTAp(Ap-Ap)/Ap. 

Additional support for the thermal 

interpretation of a limiting 

temperature comes from the observa

tion that isotope production cross 

sections are explained by the 

statistical formula 

where Q are the threshold Q 
gg 

values of the various break-up channels of the projectile into 

the observed fragments. The agreements between the values of T 

deduced from the momentum and isotope distributions could be 

regarded as strong evidence in favor of the thermal 

interpretation. Ir. the rest frame of the projectile (oi the 

target), the cross section is given in the non-relativistic 

approximation by 
,(F) 

(7) 

exptQ^/T) 

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 

Qgg(MeV) 

Fig.4. The relative isotope 
yield in le0+Target 
peripheral collisions at 
2.1GeV/nucleon as a 
function of Qgg. The 
solid line shows the 
result calculated with 
T=8MeV. 

a. a c 
TT = 4? p exp 
dp 

V-^l^P^i^^/T)] 2PFT 
-1 

where yp = MnAp(Ap-Ap)/Ap and o c = Trr2, (Ap
/3+A;J/3-S ) 2 with 6=1.6. 

The calculated results of the isotope yield in the reaction 

O+Target at 2.lGeV/nucleon are shown in Fig.4. It is seen that 
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al七ernative interpretation for the 

lirni七ing value of σcornes from the 
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Fig.4. Theτ~lative isotope 
yield in 160+Target 
peripheral collisions at 
2.1GeV/nucleon as a 
fu~~~i~~ of ~gg' The 
solid line shows the 
result calculated with 
T=8MeV. 

values of 七he various break-up channe15 of the projectile into 

the observed fragments. The agreemen七s between 七he values of T 

deduced from the momen七urn and isotope distribu七ions could be 

regarded as s七rong evidence in favor of the 七hermal

in七erpre七ation. 工l". the res七 frame of the proj ec七ile (0工七he

approximation by 
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(7 ) 

2hl/3，..1/3 ~， 2 where μ=  M_A~(An-AM)/An and σ=πr~(A~'~+A~' J_o)~ wi七h 0==1.6. F -~ ~'n"F ¥.'p "F' I '~p ~U... V C ""'0 ".p . ~.T 

The calculated resul七s of 七he isotope yield in 七he reac七ion

16 O+Targe七 a七 2.1GeV/nucleonare shown in Fig.4. It i5 seen七ha七
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the behaviour of relative yield as a function of Q is well 
gq 

reproduced with the temperature T=8 MeV. 

Finally, we have to show how to estimate the coalescence 

factor S,. The function g,p in Eq.(2) can be taken as g(k) = 1 

for the case of weak p dependence of P.. Then we have 

SAP = w(AF) (2w)
3Jdr|iMr)|2CAF(r) , (8) 

where 

CAp(r) = [dr'D
(A) (r-r*)D(F) (r*) . (9) 

It is instructive to have their forms for some simplified choice 

of the wave function ty and the function D. Assuming the harmonic 

oscillator wave function Ui (r) for the A -particle in the 
^n£ms 

hypernucleus- F .Z and a gaussian form for the spatial extent D, 

i.e. 

D(l) (r) - (/?B )~3exp[-(r/B.)2] , (i = A or F) , (9) 

the expression (8) becomes 

S = (2v)
3l (2Z+l)^hF(nz). (10) 
n£ 

The sum runs over bound states of A-particle moving in a poten

tial well with depth of about 30MeV. £>/. (n&) is given by 

CL(n 
AF I) = 

(/Fa)"3 for the (0s) state, 

(/?a)"3(6AF/a)
2 for the (Op) state, 

(ID 
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the behaviour of rela七ive yield as i'i function of Q~~ is well 
gg 

reproduced with the tempera七ure'I=8 MeV. 

Finally， we have 七o show how 七o estょirna七e 七he coalescence 

factor ShF・ The function奇AF in Eq. (2) can be 七akenas g{k) = 1 

for the case of weak p dependence of P
1・ Thenwe have 

8AF = w(̂F) (訂 )3f判中{川~AF (Jf) (8 ) 

where 

1.:>_......(/1..) 1_  _'¥n(F) SAF(Jf) = Idr'D'''' (r-:r')D'.' (Jf') (9 ) 

工iニ is ins七どuc七ive to have their forrns for some sirnp1ified choice 

。f 七hewave function W and七hefunc七ionD. Assuming七heharmonic 

o5cillator wave func七ion 中 (r) for 七he A -particle in the 
n，e，ms 

A1<'+l hypernucleus tlFTAZ and a gaussian form for 七he spa七ial extent D， 

1..e. 

( i) 
(Jf) = (ITT s ) -.Jexp [ー (r/Bi}] (i = ̂  or F) ， (9) 

七heexpression (8) becomes 
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The sum runs over bound s七a七es of ^ -par七icle moving in a po七en-

七ialwell with depth of abou七 30MeV. YÌ^F(n~) i5 given by 

川
町

{品)-3 for七he (05) 5七ate，

(11 ) 

for the (Op) 5七ate，
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where a = (h2+$\F)1/2
t 3 AF 

2 2 1/2 

(0.+3F) and b. is the harmonic 

oscillator size parameter given by 

In the numerical 

calculations, we took a parameter 

to" 

E 
~1<52 

[ ( • f i 2 /M A ) / J hi2 A ] 1 / 2 . 

v a l u e of b . a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e 

- 1 / 3 
f r e q u e n c y -fi^. = 30A MeV. The 

c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e s of y) „(r\t ) ar t . 

(OS) 
/ " , (S§ )»«4BJ( 

(OS) , 

(OS) < 0 P ' 
(0P1 

' ' ' ' • • • • • r 

2 « 6 8 10 12 K 16 18 20 
MASS NUMBER A 

Fig .5 . Coalescence fac to r j^ . (nl) plotted as a function of the 

hyperfragment mass number in Fig.5. 

Figure 6 shows the hypernucleus production cross sections 

obtained by using Eqs. (5) , (7) and (10) for the right-hand side 

of Eq. (1) . Here we took the parameter value of 3»p = 5.39fm 

which comes from the choice 3^ = 3F (= 3.81fm). This value 

corresponds to the extent of the normal nucleus consisting of the 

projectile and target nucleons. In the case of 3«p = 7.0fm, the 

calculated cross sections reduce to about half of the magnitudes 

shown in Fig.6. The results predict fairly large cross sections, 

although these are smaller than the values predicted by Kerman 

4) 
and Weiss. The production cross sections of multi-A hyper-
nuclei depend strongly on the number of constituent A- An 

increase of one A-particle in hypernucleus reduces the cross 
3 

section by a factor of about 10 . 

The explicit relationship between the coalescence radius pQ 

and the coalescence factor S.p is given by the equation 

mA + mF] 3 ™ 3 - flA_Zl (12) 
'AF 
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日AF = 111' 

2，，，2，1/2 ( s";;+自)...，.. and b. is the harrnonic 
八 F' -11. 

oscillator size pararneter given by 

[{T12/MA)/色白八]1/2 工n 七henurnerical 

calculations， we took a pararneter 
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hyperfragment rnass nurnber in Fig.5. 

F igure 6 shows 七he hypernucleus produc七ion cross sections 

obtained by using Eqs. (5)， (7) and (10) for the righ七-hand side 

of Eq. (1) . Hore we 七ook 七he pararneter value of s
AF 

= 5.39fm 

which comes frorn the choice βA = sF (= 3. 81fm) • This value 

corresponds七o 七hee:x:七en七 ofthe normal nucleus consis七ingof七he

projectile and targe七 nucleons. In the case of s AF = 7. Ofm，七he

calcula七edcross sec七ions reduce 七o abou七 half of七hemagni七udes

shown in Fig.6. The resul七5 predic七 fairlylarge cross sections， 

al七hough these are smaller 七han the values predicted by Kerman 

4) 
and Weiss. ~， The produc七ion cross sec七ions of mul七i-A hyper-

nuclei depend 5七rongly on 七l1e number of cons七i七uen七11.. An 

incroase of one A-par七icle in hypernucleus reduces 七he cross 

section by a fac七orof abou七 10 3 •

The explici七 rela七ionshipbe七ween 七hecoalescence radius pO 

and the coalescence fac七orSAF is given by七heequa七ion
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The p 0 values are shown in Table 

1 for a few nuclei and are 10 

generally smaller than those of 

JOS 

6) 

3 4 composite nuclei d, t, He, He 

etc. 

Table 1. Coalescence radius in 
the momentum space. 

XI 

"u. 10° 

to* 

10 

Hypernucelus p 0 (MeV/c) 

2 1 GeV/A 

Ne+Ne—^F + X 

i i i i i if I r 

He 

1 3 
AC 

17c 

8 4 . 2 

1 0 8 . 1 

1 0 4 . 5 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
MASS NUMBER A 

Fig.6. The hypernucleus 
production cross sections 
in Ne+Ne collisions at 
2.lGeV/nucleon. 

The density of produced particles is related to space-time 

quantities. However we did not take into account the effect of 

the difference between temporal distributions of the fragment and 

the A-particle which coalesce with each other. The difference of 

the temporal distribution may reduce the magnitude of the 

formation probability of the hypernucleus. This problem should 

be made clear in the near future. We conclude that hypernuclei 

could be formed with fairly large cross sections even for near-

threshold energy such as the energy of 2.lGeV/nucleon considered 

here. In higher heavy-ion collisions, we can expect larger 

formation cross sections of the hypernucleus because of the 

increasing elementary A production rates and the better momentum 

matching. In addition, we can also expect additional formation 

mechanism of the hypernucleus, such as the coalescence of the A 

and nucleus produced in the central collision, secondary A 

production processes like (K,TT) and (IT ,K) , and so forth. 
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The Po values are shown in Table 

1 for a few nuclei and are 

composi七e nuclei d，七，

6) e七c.

3.. 4 He， "He ( 

D 
ユ
11σ 
b< 

21GeV/A 

Ne +Ne-?F+ X 

generally smallerthanthoseofTd 

Table 1. Coalescence radius in 
七hemomentum space. ~ 
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Fig.6. The hypernucleus 
production cross sections 
in Ne+Ne collisions at 
2.1GeV/nucleon. 

The densi七Y of produced particles is re1ated 七o space-七ime

quan七土七ies. However we did no七 take into account 七he effect of 

七hedifference between temporal dis七ribu七ionsof the fragment and 

七heA-paど七iclewhich coalesce wi七heach 0七her. The difference of 

七he temporal distribution may reduce 七he magni七ude of the 

forma七ion p工obabi1i七Y of the hypernuc工eus. This problem should 

be made clear in 七he near fu七ure. We conclude 七ha七 hypernuclei

could be formed wi七h fairly large cross sections even for near-

七hresholdenergy such as 七heenergy of 2.1GeV/nucleon considered 

here. In higher heavy-ion collisions， we can expect larger 

formation cross sec七ions of 七he hypernucleus because of the 

increasing elementary A produc七ionra七es and 七hebetter momentum 

ma七ching. 工n addi七ion，we can also expect additional formation 

mechanism of 七he hypernucleus， such as 七he coalescence of the A 

and nucleus produced in the cen七ral collision， secondary A 

produc七ionprocesses like (K，π) and (π ，K)， and so for七h.
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DECAY OF HYPERNUCLEI 

H. BANDO 

Division of Mathematical Physics/ Fukui University/ Fukui/ Japan 

Abstract 

The pionic and nonmesonic decays of hypernuclei are discussed. 

1. Various decay processes of hypernuclei 

Figure 1 is an illustration of possible decay processes which 

could be useful to obtain information of hypernuclear s t r u c t u r e . 

Let us start from a target nucleus and produce a hypernucleus 

through (K~/7D or (7t/K) or some other r e a c t i o n s . Suppose we get 

low -lying states of the hypernucleus where a hyperonCY) is sitting 

in the s state/- they will decay by if transitions/ E2 or Ml. If we 

reach high-lying hypernuclear states where Y occupies/ say/ the P 

state/ then there are several possibilities: One may have El 

transitions/ where Y goes down from the p to s state by emitting 

^f. They may go to low-lying states of a different hypernucleus by 

emitting p or n or (X particle ( s ) . Then again we may be able to 

observe JT rays there. Such two step processes can be very useful 

to populate the hypernuclear states which are difficult to be r e 

ached by the one step process. Instead/ we could catch the emitted 

particle Cp/ ^ <» "->/ which will also give us important information. 

If the state is above the Y escaping threshold/ the Y comes out 

and finally makes "7t - m e s°rn c decay. 
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DECAY OF HYPERNUCLEI 

H. BANDO 

Divis'Ion of Mathematical Phys;cs" Fukui Un;versity， Fukui， Japan 

Ab s t r a c1. 

The pionic and nonmesonic decay~ of hypernucLe; are d;scussed. 

1. Various decay processes of hypernuclei 

F;gure 1 is an iLLustration of possibLe decay processes which 

couLd be useful to obtain information of hypernuclear structure. 

Let us start from a target nucleus and produce a hypernucLeus 

t h r 0 u 9 h (K-，冗) or (7t"K) or some other reactions. Suppose we get 

Low-Ly;ng states of the hypernucLeus where a hyperon(Y) is sittin9 

in the s st.at.e， theyωill decay by 0 trans;tions" E2 or Ml. If we 

reach high-lying hypernuclear states where Y occupie~ ， say， the p 

state， then there are severaL possibilities: One may have E1 

transi1.;ons， where Y goes down from t.he p to s state by emittin9 

Y仁 They may go to low-Ly;ng states of a different hypernucleus by 

emitting p or n orαparticle(s). Then again we may be able to 

observe. 0 rays the.e. Such two st.ep processes can be very useful 

to populate the hypernuclear states which are difficuLt to be re-

ached by the one step process. Instead， we could catch the emitted 

p a r t i c l e C p I v，ハ')， which will also give us important information. 

I干 the stat~ is above the Y escaping threshold， the Y comes out 

a n d f i n a l l y I~ a k e s 7c -m e s 0 n i c d e c a y • 
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The g r o u n d s t a t e of t h e h y p e r n u c L e u s u l t i m a t e l y d e c a y s by wea k 

i n t e r a c t i o n s / p i o n i c d e c a y or n o n - m e s o n i c d e c a y . 

K-i. 1 

r.n,cf CK>Tca),Oc,Kci) 
..f> — /' 

(K,nr)M) 

7C- decay 

HN \ 
vn.w.<Jcc<xy (y\iK-*N-«w> 

In this talk I c o n f i n e my d i s c u s s i o n to the w e a k d e c a y of 

h y p e r n u c l e i . 

2 . P i o n i c and n o n - m e s o n i c d e c a y s 

Pioni'c d e c a y 

A »• p + 7C" + 3 7 . 8 MeV 

S- n + 7C° + 4 1 . 1 MeV 

e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a — 

( 6 4 . 2 %) 2 

( 3 5 . 8 %> 1 
+ I 

q a 100 MeV/c LI = 1 /2 

r . = 2 . 6 » 1 0 - , ° s e c = i . kp i 280 MeV/c 
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The ground state of the hypernucLeus uLtimateLy decays by weak 

interactions， p， 0 n司C decay or non-meson;c decay. 

f-~j ・ 1

N 

/一一一------→t'，勿，α

J主工二二3二
HN¥N  

、

(K，πα)， (丸附)
¥.p:... l' 

CK，冗4)(7r，Kt) 

冗-deco.y 

.:.1 l'¥.)t1.. J ~c o.y ，，^1 t4~ H叫〉

1n this talk 1 confine my discuss;on to the weak decay of 

hypernucL ei • 

2. Pionic and non-mesonic decays 

P ;on;c deca γ 

八一ー→ p +冗- + 37.8 Me V 

一ー今 n + "]CO + 41. 1 f.te V 

+ 

ー- experimentaL data 

(64.2 %) 2 

(35.8 うo 1 

+ 
q 企 100 MeV/c 61 = 1/2 

-¥0 ~ 
て̂ = 2.6バo.. s e c =去

'̂ 
kF-!:: 280 MeV/c 
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Non—mesom*c(n.m.) decay 

l\ 
+ n 

+ P 

-?• n + n 

n + p 
+ 176 MeV/c 

q ~ 400 MeV/c 

1 

41 = 1/2 

The free /\ particle decays almost exclusively to N and 7C with 

-10 
an energy release of about 40 Me V. The life time is 2.6x10 sec. 

The ft." to 7L° decay ratio is close to 2/ indicating that the 41=1/2 

rule holds quite nicely. The energy release corresponds to the 

momentum q-100 MeV/c carried by N and J[ / which is smaller than the 

Fermi momentum kp of nucleons. Therefore/ thio picnic mode should 

be strongly suppressed in nuclei by the Pauli exclusion principle. 

We have another decay mode which takes place only inside 

hypernucleus: A+N goes to N+N. The energy release in this case is 

large enough and should not be suppressed so seriously by the 

Pauli principle. If 41=1/2 rule is applied to this mode/ the A+n 

decay is twice stronger than the 7\+p decay. 

Now/ what are the experimental data ? There are only few 

1)~ 7) 
lifetime data (Fig.2). The lifetimes seem to become shorter 

16 
by a factor of 2 or 3 with increasing mass number A / though the 0 

A 

data may not be so reliable. 
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No n -m e S 0 n i c (n • m .) d e c a y 

+ n ーーテ n + n 
八

+ p -一令 n + P 
十 1守6門eVIι

↓ 
q ~ 400 Me V Ic 

2 

t.A1 = 1/2 

The 1ree ^ part;cle decays almost exclus;vely to N and ~ w;th 

ー10
an energy release 01 about 40 MeV. The l;1e t;me ;s 2.6，， 10'- sec. 

ihe iC to 7(0 decay ratio is close to 2， indicating that the .111=1/2 

rule holds quite nicely. The energy release corresponds to the 

momentum q~100 MeV/c carried by N andJ(， wh;ch ;s smaller than the 

F e r m ; m 0 m e n t u m k"， 0 1 n u c l e 0 n s. Th e r e 10 r e， t h ;.3 p i 0 n; c m 0 d e s h 0 u l d F ・

be strongly suppressed ;n nucle; by the Pauli exclus;on princ;ple. 

We have another decay mode which takes place only ;ns;de 

h y p e r n u c l e u s : ̂  + N 9 0 e s t 0 N + N • Th e e n e r 9 y r e l e a s e ; n t h ; s c a s e ; s 

large enough and should not be suppressed s~ ser;ously by the 

Pa u l; p r i n c i p L e • 11 d 1 = 112 r u l e ; s a p p L ; e d t 0 t h ; s m 0 d e ， t h e 八+n

uecay ;s tw;ce stronger than the ~+p decay. 

Now， ωhat are the exper;mental data? There are only few 

L;fet;me data 
1)-マ)( F i 9 • 2) • . . Th e L; f e t ; m e s s e e m t 0 b e C 0 m e shorter 

16 
by a factor of 2 or 3 w;th ;ncreas;ng mass number A， though the 'AO 

data may not be so rel;able. 
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There are also some crude data on the n.m. to 7C~ decay ratio 

(rig.3a) This ratio increases with A and is a couples of 

hundreds for A ~ 1 0 0 . Such an increase should be due to the 

suppression of the J[_~ decay. He is at the critical point where ft.-

and n.m. modes compete. In the A~-16 region the n.m. decay already 

dominates/ so the lifetime data indicate the A-dependence of n.m. 

decay rates shown in Fig.3b. For heavier hypernucleiy A~100y 

however/ we don't really know how l~̂ m (and therefore (tot or T ) 

goes. If f^m saturates and tends to (2-3) f̂  ' the fnm/ ("u- data 

indicates that [~L- is the order of 10 |"̂  for A~100. On the other 

hand, if f ^ decreases again in heavy hypernuclei by some reason/ 

then stronger suppression of f̂ . / s a y / ~ 10 I". ' is indicated. 

(Fig.3c) It is thus interesting to make a realistic- estimate of 

the I _ - in heavy hypernuclei . 

3. Pi on i c decay 

The 7 l - d e c a y H a m i l t o n ! an i s k n o w n e m p i r i c a l l y : 

K = 9w % " + X V ' C £ A ^ ' £ A = < ^ > : s P « r i o n 

non-rel. 
g = 0 . 2 4 x 1 0 / A = - 6 . 9 

\v 

a* nfK<r ) [ s + p (afq ) / q Q ] e"*"* f ( r ) dir , 

7C."-d e c a y k 9w = 0 . 9 6 X 1 0 " 7 , 

P = 

r(A> = 

2/Fyt 

2 r0 , 2 . i 

\ s _ = - 0 . 3 2 « 1 0 , p / s 1 i l / 9 

( S Z
+ P M , rA = rx- + r* = H / T A 
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There are also some crude data on the n.m. to π-decay rat;o 

.n.別、 14・1
CFig.3a) This rat;o increases w;th A and ;s a couples of 

hundred5 for A .....100. Such an increase should be due to the 

J~~_.. s" 5 U P P r e s 5 ; 0 n 0 f t h e 7t -d e c a y. .JAH e i 5 a t t h e c r i t ; c a l p 0 i n t w h e r e 7t -
A 

and n.lO. modes compete. In the Aov16 reg;on the n.m. decay aLready 

dom;nates， 50 the l;fetime data ;ndicate the A-dependence of n.m. 

d告ca'l rates shown in Fig.3b. For heavier hypernucle;.， A"，，100.， 

however， we don't really know how ~m. Cand therefore rtot 0:'" て〉

goes. 1f ~r>t 5aturates and tends to (2・3)凡.， t h e 日m./ rjt- d a t a 

-2 
indicates that 日-is the order of 10_~~ for Â'100. On the other 

han d， ; f ~胤 decreases again in heavy hypernuclei by some rea50n.， 
-3 

stro円 er suppress;on of r~ ， say…10 -~， ;s ;nd;cated. t he n 

(Fig.3c) It ;5 thus ;nteresting to make a reaListi~ estimate 01 

the r.，c in heavy hypernucLei. 

3. Pionic decay 

The ]t-decay Hamiltonian ;s known emp;ricaLly 

凡=gw九(1 +ス九〉 τ丸t' まよ=(fL): spurion 

'" lil--中
.，aE匂

nv
、ャ・・

柄
Hnv 

納
H ，

 

pu nU 
4

・a
v
p
 

'
峠

「
ζハu

--w
 

qM 
入= -6.9 

~w = f t
fi 
(r) [s + p (dI' q ) / qo] e.i.. ~ t'九(8") drr ， 

7ピーdecay にかw = 0.961110-ワ
・7

p =士-tとご九s_= ー0.32普 10
L. yM"HM 

pZ /52:::1/9 

日仏) = ζム
1 -+ωも。/刊N

(S2+p2)， r̂ = r，γ+  rJtD =明/でA
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To evaluate the total 7t decay rate/ we make a closure ap 

proximation. Then we have the following expressions! 

Q_ = [25 t sz+C-|-)2 p ^ / C l + uj/MA>]-fS(q)]. 

t I' t 
average q of n. q of free ^ ̂  eta: 1 s u p p r e s s i o n f a c t o r 

S ( q ) = 1 - < $ < A / l / 2 . . , N ) i f e 1 " A P l § < A / l / . . /N>> 

3> : i n d e p e n d e n t p a r t i c l e w f . ^excka.*$e oj»«h*f«k-

p i o n d i s t o r t i o n ^» ruunber <*f occupied n.«.cu>on$ 

ij«> = K ^ V ^ > ' T V ] 2 

a« = <ts ' ^ ' O • ^sorption 

We have carried out the DDHF 

calculation for /\ and N systems by 

using Skyrme type AN and NN effec

tive interactions to obtain the s.p. 

wf. 4> and <?*.<>• - The calculated re-Tfls 'M!J 

suits are shown in Fig.4 by black 

dots and also given in Table 1. We 

obtain the suppression of the order 
-3 is) 

of 10 for A~100. If this 

calculation is right/ the combina

tion with |"̂,w / Hr data might imply 
1 7 ^ - 1 0 " H f o r A - 1 0 0 . 'tim 

•&J.4-

SUPPRESSION FACTOR 
S^-fCALC.) 

tf 
o 

• o 

10' 

10' 

k. = 0 

o 

If L-»-
10 20 30 40 S0 9 0 A 
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To evaluate the total χdecay rate， ωe make a closure ap-

proximation. Then we have the following expressions 

凡=(守【 s'+ <ま)'2.p'l..J /<1 +吋 /M̂ )]・[5ω].

r;.o t 
average q of冗.、、q 0 f f r e e ̂  6tC.り suppress;on factor 

!i .i. g， . (IY. -J~ ) 
S(百) = 1由〈受〈八，1，2.."N) J I，e ハ P̂" を<̂，l，..，N))

否;ndependent part i cl e ωf・ -t.exι九日je マ~t-ø.-t"t-

→い掃やj7 hJ J (q)，九tjd〉 =14lflW2
p;on d;stort;on¥'t'¥.u""bet 01' 0':ιu.piQa nu..ιls.o吋

ーーーラ
____ pil1h dJstD似畑此

a 
0 iZJNntj 

Zり〈百〉 =lJ411rぷ)I叫>1
2

a。=ぐえ:ltに凡l仁〉 absorption 

We have carried out the DDHF 1 

calcuLation 千or 八and N systems by SUPPRεSSlON FACTOR 

uSlng Skyrme type 八N a nd NN effec-
S7t-( cALc.l 

。
t;ve interactions to obtain the S.p. 。
ωf • も:and やら . The calcuLated re- 。

o 。
s u l t s are shown ;n Fi 9 .4 by bLack • 。
dots and aLso given in Table 1. We 

}c.= 0.1 

obta;n the suppress;on of the order 
10
、21 ‘. 

10-3 /5) 
of for A岬 100. If th;s 

}c. =0 

caLculation ;s r;ght， the combina- • • t 1 0 n w ith に向 Ir71- d a t a m ; 9 h t ;mply 

' -1 

下乙d.4日.".'" 10 ら for A，..100. 103 
To 20 30 40 

5t 
0 
11 4 

90 A 
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I have assumed that hypernuclear wf's are given by i n d e p e n d 

ent particle t y p e . However/ this is not quite r i g h t . We know that 

strong NN correlations due to the short range repulsion and also 

the strong tensor force is very i m p o r t a n t . The correlation effect 

can be i n c o r p o r a t e d into the present formalism for the suppression 

factor in the following w a y : 

<£ (A/1/ 2/ . . / N) : strong NN and AN correlations 

> correlation probability )C - (0 # 1 - 0.15) 

-" -^ > 

-¥ depletion of occupancy in hole orbits 

+ ( 4 A * 2: (1-icV — 
- ( 

S,(q) = a„ - (1 - >t) S NMI 
7C ni} ht.l V 

- afl K ~ 0.5*0.1 CA-100) 

ru.(A-100) s 2vlO _ Z f̂  . 

•ft<X„ fr/i»l 

The calculated suppression factors with the correlation 

effect are shown in Fig.4 by open circles and also in Table 1. 

We have a dramatic e n h a n c e m e n t . Because of the strong c o r r e l a 

t i o n s / nuclear hole orbits are not fully occupied and / t h e r e f o r e / 

the 7t-decay is not perfectly forbidden even in very heavy 

h y p e r n u c l e i . There is a lower limit for f^ determined by the 

c o r r e l a t i o n probabflity K and the pi on absorption a . Now/ my f i 

nal result of njc-(A~100) combined with the |"̂ ,w /1"^- data implies 

r h l H<A~100> or (2 - 3) fA . 
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T a b l e 1 . C a l c u l a t e d 7c" d e c a y r a t e s C - ( A ) 

H 
A 

4-1 
A 

24? 

0 

Ca 

Zr 

Pb 

w i t h c o r r e l 

1 . 1 * 1 0 

7 . 0 * 1 0 

- 1 

3 . 9 * 1 0 

2 . 6 x 1 0 
- 2 

1 . 9 * 1 0 
- 2 

no c o r r e l 

6 . 9 * 1 0 

2 . 4 * 1 0 

1 . 5 * 1 0 

i . i » i o " s 

A.O- IO" 4 crA> 

I n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h P r o f . P o v h ' s i n t e r e s t i n g i d e a on 

s p e c t r o s c o p y o f h e a v y l i y p e r n u c l e i l i k e .Pb / my r e s u l t seems t o be 
A 

e n c o u r a g i n g but /of c o u r s e / has to be tested e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . A n y 

w a y / it is u n d o u b t e d that a c c u r a t e m e a s u r e m e n t s of decay rates are 

c r u c i a l l y important for h y p e r n u c l e a r p h y s i c s . 

Let me re m i n d you here the f a n t a s t i c idea of Salam and 

S t r a t h d e e . They p o i n t e d out a p o s s i b i l i t y that the Cabbibo a n 

gle could v a n i s h in h y p e r n u c l e u s b e c a u s e of str o n g m a g n e t i c or 

e l e c t r i c f i e l d . If the r e s t o r a t i o n of sy m m e t r y is due to the 

m a g n e t i c f i e l d / t h e s i t u a t i o n seems to be very d e l i c a t e . Even at 

the center of the n u c l e u s / the m a g n e t i c field p r o d u c e d by a last 

odd proton is quite m a r g i n a l for the n e c e s s a r y s t r e n g t h . On the 

other h a n d / if the t r a n s i t i o n is caused by the e l e c t r i c f i e l d / it 

s h o u l d be i r r e l e v a n t to even or odd n u c l e i / and the field is 

- 1 8 3 -

Ta b l e 1. Ca l c u L a t e d rc-d e c a y r a t e.;; 凡・(A)

w;th correl. no correL. 

1j3v -
-1 -2 

1.1...10 6.9..10 

4吋。 司 Z -2 
A 

7.0望 10 2.4...10 

41Ca -'2 世 3

A 
3.9t10 1.5曽 10

q.{ Z -2 -~ 
，..Lr 2.6r10 1.1，， 10 

~"'r'pb 
A 

1.9-10 
-2 -"与

4.0ぜ 10 (r̂ ) 

In connection with Prof. PO v h 's ; n t e r e s t i n 9 ; d e a on 

s p e c t r 0 S C 0 P Y 0 1 h e a v y ; ¥ Y P e r n u c l e i l i k. e 1 Pb ， m y r e s u l t s e e m s t 0 b e 
A 

encouraging but ，of course， has to be tested experimentally. Any-

way， ;t is undoubted that accurate measurements of decay rates are 

cruciaLly important for hypernuclear physics. 

しet me remind you here the fantast;c idea of Salam and 

t'1 ) 
St r a t h d e e • • . J Th e y p 0; n t e d 0 u t a p 0 55; b il i t Y t h a t t h e Ca b b ; b 0 an -

gle couLd vanish;n hypernucLeus because of strong magnetic or 

electric field. If the restorat;on of symm弓try is due to the 

magnetic 1ield， the situation seems to be very delicate. Even at 

the center 01 the nucleus， the magnetic fieLd produced by a Last 

odd proton is qu;te marginal for the necessary strength. On the 

other hand， ;f the transit;on is caused by the eLectric f;eLd， ;t 
c¥ 

should be irrelevant to even or odd nucLe;， and the fieLd ;s 
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strongest at the nuclear surface. Anyhow/- this extremely interest

ing possibility render the measurement of weak decay of A in 

hypernuclei the more important. 

4. Non-mesonic decay 

Now/ the next task we should do is the evaluation of the n.m. 

decay rates. Let's look at the data for H and .He shown in Tabic 

2. The 'nh<( AH) and I hlB( .He) obtained by using the calculated 

l\- turn out to be of the ratio 2 : 1. This indicates more than 

IS-) 
Al=l/2 rule. 

Table 2. Experimental data on ,H 
A 

Him / Hi- r r r r A * : 

0.26 ± 0.13 

:He 0.52 ± 0.10 2.2 ± 0.8 

f^M(AH) = (0.29 ± 0.14) T^ 2 

rhM(*He> = ( o . i 4 ± o .o3) rA i 

The n.m. decay goes through the following 6 channels and the 

f. if. 
hypernuclei .H and ,He include the following numbers of bonds. 

A A 
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strongest at the nuclear surface. A円yhow，this extremely interest-

;n9 poss;bility render the measurement of weak decay of 八 in

hypernuclei the more important. 

4. Non-mesonic decay 

Now， the next task we should do is the evaluation of the n.m. 

decay rates. Let 's Loolr. at the data for ~H and ~He shown in Tablc 

2・ Th e 九回〈 :H〉 and 日(~He) obtained by 川 ng the caLcuLated 

r~turn out to be of the ratio 2 1. This indicates more than 

1官}
sI=1/2 rule."-' 

Ta b l e 2. Ex p e r i…taL data on 〉

日開/r7t- n

M

 
n
 

r』，J 

b
'
同

「い
1

b
'
m
 

+
 

A

ハ

h
H
 

同

H

hF
M
 

，，、 〉

4ル
"H 0.26土 0.13

:He 0.52士0.10 2.2士0.8

にm(;H〉=〈0・29ま 0・14)弓 2

凡ぷ :He〉 =〈0・14土 0・03)日 1 

The n.m. decay goes through the following 6 channels and the 

hypernucLei ~H and ~He incL山 the foLlowi吋 numbers of bonds. 
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AN NN ,H He 

1 = 1 

1=0 

(not allowed for \n ) 

AP ( S 0) 

An ( fS 0 ) 

A P C 3S, ) 

An C3S, ) 

1 1/2 

1/2 1 

0 3/2 

3/2 0 

3P, ) 1=1 

Naive c o n s i d e r a t i o n leads to the one % ( + f) exchange 

mechanism for the n .m . decay i n t e r a c t i o n / where ^ for the -ft-decay 

and the standard iK,,^ (strong i n t e r a c t i o n ) e n t e r . H o w e v e r , because 

-̂  IIN( 3S 1 +
 3D, ) of its tensor d o m i n a t i n g c h a r a c t e r / the AN ( S. ) — 

If. 3 

channel becomes the most i m p o r t a n t / while H does not ha"e A P ( S.) 

bonds where this channel decay can take p l a c e . Thus get 

1 v_( .H) « , r?_( ,He) in disagreement with d a t a . The analysis of data 

by Block and Dalitz indicates the dominance of the channel 

AN< 3S, ) — ) • NN( 3P, ) . 

In spite of such a serious p r o b l e m / both of the K (.+f) ex-

change model and the simple e x t r a p o l a t i o n from the A = 4 data 

predict 

r ^ m < A » l ) = (1 - 2) FA , (prediction) 

More theoretical and e x p e r i m e n t a l works are necessary in 

order to clarify the physics underlying the n.m. decay of 

hypernuclei . 
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AN NN ~H 
h 

A 年He

1S 。ーーャ p̂('So) 1 1/2 

一ー争
3~ l 1 = 1 
Po n̂ ( I So ) 1/2 1 

3
5 -→ .3，... a_  ，3 o 3/2 

S11 … 
一→ 3n， T_" A_'.，3 3/2 O D， ~ 1=0 n̂ 【 S，) 
ーー-i・ t p1 〈no t a L t o ωed for八n)

一ー令 3p， ~ 1=1 

Na i v e consideration leads to the one ス (+ .f') exchange 

m e c h a n i s m f 0 r t h e n. m. d e c a y i n t e r a c t i 0 n， w h e r e df...， f 0 r t h e 7t -d e c a '1 

and the standard 止e...._(s t r 0 n 9 i n t e r a c t i 0 n) e n t e r. H白wever，because 
u 、Nflt

~~ ••.• ， 3~ . 3 of its tensor dom;nating character， the 八N(-S. ) ーー~ /IN("'S，+"'D，) 1 ' "" . VI 

If 
channeL becomes the most important， while ~H does not ha リ e p̂ ( -S， ) 

ハ
bonds where this channel decay can take pLace. Thus ~~ get 

トnHcfH〉《に(~He) ; n d i s a 9…町lent 川 th data. The anaLysis of data . l'I......品 、.、')，同人

1宮3
by Block and DaLitz'" indicates the dominance of the channeL 

AN〈BS1〉 -4F N N〈3pi〉.

1nspite of such a serious probLem， both of the 穴(+f) ex -

1 q) I~) 
change modeL '" and the simpLe extrapolation from the A=4 data 'V/  

predict 

にWI(A >>1) = (1 - 2)凡， (predict;on). 

More theoreticaL and exper;mental works are necessary in 

order to clar;f'l the physics underlying the n.m. decay of 

hypernucLei. 
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5 . S u m m a r y 

T h e w e a k d e c a y o f h y p e r n u c l e i i s j u s t i n t e r e s t i n g a n d i m p o r 

t a n t i n : 

1) P o s s i b i l i t y of d r a m a t i c change ( 6^ —^ 0) 

2 ) N o n - m e s o n i c d e c a y t w o - b o d y w e a k i n t e r a c t i o n 

( p a r i t y c o n s , a n d n o n - c o n s . ) 

3 ) P i o n i c d e c a y c o r r e l . e f f e c t ( r e a l o c c u p . p r o b . ) 

A ) S p e c t r o s c o p i c t o o l w i d e l y a p p l i c a b l e . 

R e f e r e n c e s 

1) 

2 ) 
3 ) 

4 ) 

5) 
6) 

7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

18) 
19) 

L e t t . 20 ( 1 9 6 8 ) , 8 1 9 ; 

B16 ( 1 9 7 0 ) / 4 6 . 
o n H y p e r n u c l e a r P h y s i c s , 

M . M . B l o c k e t a l . / Pr o c . I n t . C o n f 
S t . C e r g u e , 1 9 6 3 , CERN R e p o r t 6 4 - 1 
R . J . P r e m a n d P . H . S t e i n b e r g , P h y s 
R . E . P h y l l i p s a n d J . S c h n e p s , P h y s 
1 3 8 3 . 

G . K e y e s e t a l . , P h y s . Rev . 
N u c l . P h y s . 6 7 B ( 1 9 7 3 ) , 2 6 9 
G . Bohm e t a l . , N u c l . P h y s . 
T . M u r p h y , Pr o c . I n t . C o n f . 
A r g o n n e ( 1 9 6 9 ) , p . 4 3 8 . 
K . J . N i e l d e t a l . , P h y s . R e v . C 1 3 ( 1 9 7 6 ) , 1 2 6 3 
J . P . L a g n a u x e t a l . , N u c l . P h y s . 6 0 ( 1 9 6 4 ) , 9 7 

H o l l a n d , N u o v o C i r a . 3 2 ( 1 9 6 4 ) , 4 8 . 
M i l l e r e t a I 

e t 
a l 
a l 

E . W a l k e r , P h y s . Rep 
Ta k a k i , Pr o g . Th e o r 
T a k a k i , P h y s . L e t t . 

J . S t r a t h d e e , P r o c . o f 
P h y s i c s , B N L , 1 9 7 6 . 

M . M . B l o c k a n d R . J . D a l t z , P h y s . R e v . L e t t 
B . H . J . M c K e l l a r a n d B . F . G i b s o n , P h y s . Rev 

o n H y p e r f r a g m e n t s , 
( 1 9 6 4 ) , p . 6 3 . 

Rev . 136 ( 1 9 6 4 ) , 1803 
• Rev . L e t t . 29 ( 1 9 6 8 ) , 

.W. 
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. N . Chaudhari 

. Co remans et 
Montwill et 

.B. Dover and 

. Bando and H 

. Bando and H 

. Sa I a m and 

, Phys. Rev. 167 C1968), 922. 
al., Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. 69A 
, Nucl. Phys. B16 (1970), 209. 
, Nucl. Phys. A234 (1974), 413. 

8 9 ( 1 9 8 2 ) , No 

( 1 9 6 9 ) ^ 7 8 

1 . 
P h y s . 7 2 ( 1 9 8 4 ) , 1 0 6 . 

t o b e p u b l i s h e d . 
C o n f . o n K - M e s o n 

11 ( 1 9 6 3 ) , 9 6 . 
C30 ( 1 9 8 4 ) , 3 2 2 . 
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5. Summa ry 

The weak decay of hypernucLei is just interesting and impor-

tant in: 

1) PO s s ; b川 ty of dramatic change 叫→ 0)

2) Non-meson;c decay two-body weak interaction 

(par ;ty cons. and non-cons.) 

3) Pionic decay 一一 C0 r r e l. e f f e c t (r e a l 0 C C U p. p r 0 b • ) 

4) Spectroscop;c tooL widely applicable. 
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Nuclear Spectroscopy with Strangeness 

H. Ejiri 

Dept. of Physics, Osaka University, 

Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan 

1. Kyper Nuclear Deexcitation Spectroscopy for Electromagnetic, 

Weak and Strong Interactions 

The 12 Gev KEK-PS is one of a few unique accelerators for 

studying nuclear physics with strangeness. It provides high 

quality K and TI mesons in the low momentum region of 0.5 - 2 GeV. 

Thus one can explore hyper nuclear structures and hyperon inter

actions in nuclei. Kyperons with a strange quark have spin 

isospin and quark configurations which are entirely different 

from those of nucleons. The hyperon in the hypernucleus is 

located in a definite quantum state. Thus hypernuclear physics 

is quite interesting to learn hyperon nucleon interactions and 

motions of the hyperon and the strangeness quark in nuclei. 

Comparison of the hyperon probe with nuclear probes elucidates 

roles of the strange quark as well as the U-d quarks. 

Hyper nuclei have so far been much studied by means of the 

hyper nuclear excitation spectroscopy. The (K,u) reaction has 

extensively used to excite hyper nuclear levels . Quite impor

tant are fine spectroscopic studies of hyper nuclear deexcitation2'. 

Spectroscopic studies of the electromagnetic, weak and strong 

decays of hyper nuclei may cast a light on hyperon and s-quark 

interactions in nuclei. Spin isospin modes in electromagnetic 

decays of hyper nuclei may be quite different from those of 
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Nuc1ear Spectroscopy with S七rangeness

日. EJ irエ

Dep七. of Physics， Osaka University， 

Toyonaka， Osaka 560， Japan 

1. Hyper Nuclear Dccxcita七ionSpec七工OSCOl-Y [or Elec仁工omagnet1c，

Weak and S七rong 工nteractions

The 12 Gev KEK-PS is one of a few unique accelerators for 

studying nuc1ear physics wi七h s七rangeness. 工七 provides high 

quali七Y K and 宵 mesons in七helow momen七um region of 0.5 - 2 GeV. 

Thus one can explore hyper nuclear s七どuctures and hyperon in七er-

ac七ions in nuclei. Hyperons wi七h a strange quark have spin 

isospin and quark configurations which are en七irely e.ifferen七

fどom七hoseof nuc1eons. The hyperon in the hypernucleus i5 

10ca七edin a definite guan七um5七a七e. Thus hypernuc1ear physic5 

is qui七e in七eres七ing七o 1earn hyperon nucleon in七eractions and 

motions of 七hehyperon and七he strangeness quark in nuclei. 

Comparison of the hyperon probe wi七hnuclear probes elucida七es

roles of七hestrange quark as we11 as 七heU-a quarks. 

Hyper nuclei have so far been much s七udiedby means of 七he

hyper nuclear exci七ationspec七どoscopy. The (K，甘) reaction has 

1) extensive1y used to exci七e hyper nuc1ear 1evels Quite impor-

七antare fine spec七roscopic s七udiesof hyper nuc1ear oeexci七ation2). 

Spectroscopic studies of七he elec七romagnetic，weak and strong 

eecays of hyper nuc1ei rnay cas七 alight on hyperon and s-guark 

inヒerac七ionsin nuc1ei. Spin isospin rnodes in elec七romagne七ic

decays of hypeど nucleirnay be gui七e different frorn七hoseof 
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nuclei because of different spin isospin configuration of the u, 

d and s quarks in hyper nuclei. Non-mesic weak decays are sen

sitive to the boson exchange interaction, the p meson contribu

tion, the short range correlation, the six quark configuration 

and the electromagnetic field in nuclei. 

2. Statistical Production of Hyper Nuclei 

Hyper nuclei for the hyper nuclear deexcitation spectroscopy 

can be produced by a statistical process, where various kinds of 

bound hyper nuclei are produced after statistical nucleon decays 

of highly excited hyper nuclei. Highly excited hyper nuclei are 
+ + - - - -

excited by ( IT ,K ) and (K , u ) reactions. The (K , T, ) reaction 

with small momentum transfer excites substitutional states, while 

the (K ,TT ) reaction excites various kinds of hyper nuclear 

states with J = 2 - 6 . The initial doorway of the hyper nuclear 

production is the A.N. for the A hyper nucleus. Then it decays 

either by emitting A or by spreading into the next AN exciton 
+ 

state. The former corresponds to the escape width r while the 
latter to the spreading width r . It is remarked that the r 

I 
may be smaller than the r even for unbound A states because of 

the large level density for the spreading process. Then the 

highly excited hyper nuclei deexcite by emitting a number of 

nucleons or nuclear clusters, still keeping the hyperon inside 

the nucleus. Thus one may expect various kinds of bound hyper 

nuclei. The genuine hyper nuclear levels can be populated by 

this process. This process just correspond to the inbeam e-y 

spectroscopy for bound nuclei produced by (i,xnypy) reactions. 

Unique features of the hyper nuclear spectroscopy are the 
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1. J 

ei七herby emit七ing A or by spreading into 七henex七 ANexci七on

state. The former corresponds七0 七heescape wid七h r+ whi1e 七he

+ la七tGrto 七he spreao.ing wid七h r". 工七 is remaどked七ha七七he r
t 

+ may be srna11er than七he r" even for unbound ^ sta七es because of 

七he 1arge 1evel densi七y for the spreading process. Then七he

high1y exci七edhyper nuc1ei deexci七eby emi七七ing a nurnber of 

nucleons or nuclear c1us七ers，s七i1lkeepir.g 七hehyperon inside 

七he nuc1eus. Thus one may expect various kinds of bound hyper 

3 ) 
nuclei. The genuine hyper nuc1ear 1eve1s-' can be populated by 

七hisprocess. This process jus七 correspond七o 七heinbearn e-y 

spectroscopy for bouna nuclei produced by (i，xnypy) reac七ions.

Unique fea七uresof 七hehyper nuclear spectroscopy are 七he
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spectroscopy for spin aligned and spin polarized hyper nuclei. 

Since the statistically emitted nucleon does not carry with them 

large angular momenta, one may expect spin alignment as first 

4) 
found by us for the (a , xny ) reaction : Spin polarization is ex
pected because of the polarization dependence of the (K-,it~) 

5) _ 

reaction and the strongly absorptive K mesons . The (K ,TT ) re

action for a polarized target nucleus is also quite powerful 

process. 

3. Experimental Approach 

Important for spectroscopic studies of hyper nuclei are not 

only the beam energy and the beam intensity, but rather the 

detector and spectrometer system. Bearing in mind that the BNL 

has a low energy (-0.8 GeV) K beam channel with 10 kaons/pulse, 

and definite plans of increasing the kaon intensity and building 

a higher (~2 GeV) beam channel, we have to improve the K-beam 

channel further. Improvements to be considered are a broad 

momentum-range K beam analyzer, a super conducting short beam 

channel, multi-use of the K-beam and a good 1.1 GeV n beam 

channel. 

4. The KEK-PS for a Future Project 

Primary and secondary particles in a medium low energy 

region are quite useful probes to search for the nuclear and 

particle physics, the solid state physics, the nuclear chemistry, 

and many other fundamental and applied science. An accelerator 

laboratory for such particles are very attractive in a broad 

scope of science all over the world. The present KEK-PS can be a 

important step for the further progress of this field in the 

world. 
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reaction and the s七rong1yabsorp七iveK mesons-: The (K ，甘) re-

ac七ionfor a polarized target nuc1eus is a1so quite powerfu1 

process. 

3. Experimenta1 Approach 

Important for spec七roscopic studies of hyper nuc1ei are no七

on1y the beam energy and七hebeam in七ensi七y， bu七 ra七her七he

detector and spectrome七ersystem. Bearing in mind that the BNL 

has a 10w energy (ー 0.8GeV) K beam channe1 with 105 kaonsjpu1se， 

and defini七ep1ans of increasing the kaon intensi七y ana building 

a higher (-2 GeV) beam channe1， we have七o improve the K-beam 

channel fur七her. Improvements七o be consideどedaどe a broad 

momen七um-rangeK beam ana1yzer， a super conaucting short beam 

channe1， mu1ti由 useof七he K-beam and a gooo. 1.1 GeV 11 beam 

channe1. 

4. The KEK-PS for a Fu七ureproject 

primary and seconaaどy par七ic1es in a medium 10w energy 

region are qui七e usefu1 probes 七o search for the nuc1ear and 

par七ic1ephysics，七he solid state physics， the nuc1ear chemis七ry，

and many 0七herfnndamen七a1 and app1ied science. An acce1era七or

1aboratory for such partic1es are very a七七ractivein a broad 

scope of science a11 over 七hewor1d. The present KEK-PS can be a 
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Low Energy Electromagnetic and Weak Interactions and the A Isobar 

H. Ejiri 

Dept. of Physics, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 

We have been studying electromagnetic and weak interactions 

in nuclei. Some of them are relevant directly or indirectly to 

the A isobar. In what follows discribed briefly are some features 

of the electromagnetic and weak interactions which show more or 

less effects of the A isobar in nuclei. Unique points of the A 

isobar are the strong spin isospin mode and the isospin 3/2 

property. The spin isospin flip of one of quarks in a nucleon 

gives rise to the A, which is free from the Pauli blocking. Thus 

a coherent excitation of the N A affects strongly the spin iso

spin interaction in the low energy 6 and Y modes. The A has the 

isospin 3/2 and thus can contribute directly to the AT = A T ? = 2 

mode such as the double 6 decay and the double charge exchange of 

the pion scattering. These require at least two step process for 

the isospin 1/2 nucleon. Brief comments are given on some of our 

present research subjects which bear these features of the A iso

bar. 

1. Spin Isospin Mode B and y Transitions and the Isobar 

Spin isospin mode 8-y transitions with M = 1 in medium 

heavy nuclei have been shown by Ejiri et al. to be uniformly 

quenched by factors g /g a 0.2 - 0.25 . The major origin of 

the quenching is the destractive interference with the NN spin 

isospin mode giant resonance*,* GR (xoy ). The GR (roy. ) was long 

1 2) ago predicted by Ejiri and Fujita ' , and has recently been 
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LOW Energy E1ec七romagne七ic and Weak工nterac七ionsand七hed. Isobar 

H. Ej iri 

Dep七. of Physics， Osaka Universi七y，Toyonaka， Osaka 

We have been studying e1ectromagne七icand weak in七erac七ions

in nuc1ei. Some of七hemaどe relevan七 direct1yor indirectly七。

七ho f::" isobal.-.工n whaヒ follows aisc工ibeabriefly are some features 

of七heelectromagne七icand weak interac七ionswhich show more or 

less effe~ts of 七hed. isobar in nuc1ei. Unique poin七sof 七he d. 

isobar are七he strong spin isospin mode and七he isospin 3/2 

proper七y. The spin isospin f1ip of one of quarks in a nuc1eon 

gives rise to the d.， which is free from七hePau1i-blocking・ Thus

-1 
a coheren七 exci七a七ionof七heN 企 affec七s s七ronglythe spin iso-

spin in七erac七ionin the 10w energy s and y modes. The a has 七he

isospin 3/2 and thus can contribute airec七1y七o 七heaT == d.T 
Z 
= 2 

mode such as 七hedoub1e s decay and七he doub1e charge exchange of 

七hepion scat七ering・ These require a七 1easttwo step process for 

七he isospin 1/2 nuc1eon. Brief comments are given on some of our 

presen七 research subjects which bear七hesefeatures of 七he s iso-

bar. 

1. Spin Isospin Mode βand y Transitions and the 工sobar

Spin isospin mode s-r 七ransi七ionswi七h ð.~ = 1 in meeium 

heavy nuc1ei have been shown by Ejiri e七 al.七o be uniform1y 

eff ，_ n ~ n ~~1) quenched by fac七ors g~~./g ~ 0.2 - 0.25~/. The major origin of 

七hequenching is 七hedes七rac七ivein七erferencewi七htheNN1SP in 

isospin mode giant resonance下 GR (τaYl)' The GR (τσy1) was long 

1，2) 
ago predic七edby Ejiri and Fujita~'~/ ， and has recent1y been 
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Fig. 1-
Schematic picture of the f i r s t forbidden g~ 
transi t ion scheme, showing absorption of 
t ransi t ion strength from the single par t ic le 
s ta te E1 and the E " energy shifts due to the 
NN-1 and XN_1 modes. 

3 2) - 1 

found by (p ,n ) and ( H e , t ) r e a c t i o n s . In a d d i t i o n t o t h e NN 

GR t h e r e may be some t ° s t r e n g t h in t h e h i g h e r e x c i t a t i o n r e g i o n 

as shown in F i g . 1 . The N A i s one of such TO s t r e n g t h s . There 

a r e tv/o k i n d s of e x p e r i m e n t a l q u a n t i t i e s a v a i l a b l e , one i s t h e T a 

s u s c e p t i b i l i t y <T 0 d e f i n e d by g /g = 1/1+K
T 0 , and a no the r i s 

2) 
t h e e x c i t a t i o n energy EG f o r t h e GR ( T O y i ) . Then t h e s e two 

3) 
d a t a can be ana lyzed i n t e rms of t h e GR "f*7 s t r e n g t h f fo r t h e 

NN GR mode and t h e h i g h e r e x c i t a t i o n TO s t r e n g t h h . They a r e 

de f ined as f = xNGH
2/hw and h = 2 x h G n

2 / E h . Here X i s t h e i n t e r -
2 2 

action strength and XG = XEG^ is the sum of the squares of T0 

particle-hole interaction matrix elements. Then the dispersion 

equation for the GR energy and the susceptibility are given, as 

C(EG)-f - h = 1, (1) 

C'(E1).f + h = K T O, (2) 

where C(E ) and the C'(E-,) are coefficients depending on the E_ 

and the low-lying p or y transition energy E,. The eqs. (1) and 

(2) are plotted as functions of f and h in Fig. 2. Each line 

represents each observed value. It is clear that there are a 
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GR there may be some τσs七reng七h in七hehigher exci七a七ionregion 

-1 
as shown in Fig. 1. The N -d is one of such τσs七reng七hs. There 

are七1・10kinds of experimen七al quanti七iesavai1ab1e， one is七heτc

1) eff 
suscep七ibility-' Kτo defined by 9 /g = 1/1+にτ0' and ano七her is 

2 ) 
七heexci七a七ionenergy . EG for七heGR (τoY1)' Then 七hesetwo 

3 ) 
da七acan be analyzed-' in七errnsof the GR tO  s七rengthf for七he

NN l GR mode and七hehigher exci七a七ionτo S七reng七h h. They are 

defined as f 三 XNGH
2/hw and h = 2XhGh2/Eh ・ HereX is七he in七er-

2 2 
ac七ions七reng七h and XG = XEG~-..; is the sum of七he squares of TO 

1.J 
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where C(E
G
) and七heC' (E

1
) are coefficients depending on七heEG 

and the low-lying s or y 七ransitionenergy E
1 ・ Theeqs. (1) and 

(2) aどep10七七edas func七ionsof f and h in Fig. 2. Each 1ine 

represen七5 each observed value. 工七 isc1ear七ha七七hereare a 
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Renormalization factors for iso
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Fig.3. 
Higher excitation spin isospin contribution h 
shown in terms of the isobar (A) nucleon hole 
mode contribution h^ and the spin isospin NN~ 
contribution due to the tensor interaction. 
The fT/f is the ratio of the spin isospin 
strength pushed up by the tensor interaction 
to the total NN~ strength. 
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Fig. 3. 
Higher exci七a七ion5pin i505pin contribu七ionh 
shown in七ermsof七heisobar (s) nucleon hole. 
mode con七ribu七ionh，d.国d七he5pin isospin NN九
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finite TO strength of h ~ 0.4 in order to reproduce both the 

observed E„ 0 and the * . The f is about 1.15. The higher ex-GR TO
 J 

citation to strength may be due to the N A mode strength hA and 

the TO strength h T shifted up by the tensor interaction. Then 

2 

one can write down h = hA + hT, where hA = 2x^GA /E A and h T = 

2fTTiai/E. This relation is illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus if one 

assumes f„/f = 0.3, one gets f. - 6 and hA - 0.3. This is the 

same order of magnitude as the value derived for the magnetic 

moment '. 

The coherent N~ A excitation gives rise to the N A giant 

resonance as discussed long ago by J.I. Fujita. The present 

analysis of the TO mode B and y transition rates suggests such 

spin isospin mode A resonance. Experimental identification of 

the resonance is not straight forward because of a quasi-free 

process underlying the resonance. A similar situation is the 

case of the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) excited by inelas

tic scatterings. There are a huge quasi-free scattering com

ponent in addition to the GQR. We have recently showed that 

detection of fast neutrons decaying from the GQR at the anti-

recoil direction can select the GQR from the underlying quasi-

free process . Note that the fast neutrons following the quasi-

free scattering are emitted predominantly to the recoil and 

forward directions. This method may be applied for the A reso

nance. 

2 . Neutrino-less Double Beta Decay and the A isobar 

Interest of the neutrino-less double beta decay has recently 

been sharpened in view of the Majorana neutrino. The neutri.no-
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detection of fas七 neu七ronsdecaying from the GQR a七七he an七i-
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free process~J. ~ote 乞hat the fas七 neutrons fo11owing七hequasi-

free scat七ering are emitted predominan七1y七o the recoi1 and 

forware directions. This me七hodmay be app1ieo for the d reso-

nance. 

2. Neu七rino-1essDoub1e Be七aDecay and七he d Isobar 

Interes七 of 七heneu七rino-1essdoub1e be七a decay has recen七1y

been sharpened in view of ~he Majorana neu七rino. The neutrLno-
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less process violates the lepton number conservation, and requires 

at least either the finite neutrino mass or the right-handed 

coupling (V+A) of the weak process. Since the double beta decay 

changes the two units of the charge, namely AT = 2, two nucleons 

with T = 1/2 have to be involved as shown in Fig. 4. Thus this 

is a two step process. On the other hand the isospin with T - 3/2 

can contribute to the double beta decay by one step process as 

shown in Fig. 4. They are written as 

2n p r o c e s s : n + p + v + e , (3 ) 

and n + v + p + e . (4 ) 

A p r o c e s s : A - p + e + e , (5 ) 

o r n - A H + e"~ + e ~ . * ( 6 ) 

The one barion (step) process of the A is written as a two step 

quark process, which may be compared with the two step nucleon 

process as shown in Fig. 5. The beta decay matrix elements for 

the A process is inversely proportional to the square of the two 

quark distance <r q q
>, while that for the 2n process is to the 
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F i g . 4 . N e u t r i n o - l e s s double b e t a decay . + + 
A : n + n + p + p + e + e , B : n + e + e + A 
C: A~ + e + e + p 
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less process violates 七he lepton numb~r conservation， and requires 

at leas七 e~七her 七he fini七e neutrino mass or七herigh七-handea

coupling (V+A) of七heweak process. since the double beta aecay 

changes七he七wouni七S of七hecharge， namely dTz = 2， two nuc1eons 

with T = 1/2 have to be involved as shown in Fig. 4. Thus this 

is a 七wo step process. On七heother hand the isospin wi七h T - 3/2 

can contribute to the double be七a decay by one step process as 

shown in Fig. 4. They are written as 
dコ

2n process: n ... p + ¥) + e ， 

or n ... 一-d+  e + e 

(3 ) 

( 4 ) 

( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

and n + " ... p + e 
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The one barion (s七ep) process of七he d is written as a two s七ep

quark process， which may be compared with七hetwo s七epnucleon 

process as shown in Fig. 5. The be七a decay ma七どixelernents for 

七he d process is inversely propoど七ional七othe square of the two 

quark oistance <rqq>， while七hat for七he2n process is七o the 
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A B C 

Fig・4. Neu七rino-1ess double be七a decay. .++ 
A: n + n ... p + P + e + e， B: n ... e + e + d. 
C: d- 中 e+ e + p 
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Fig. 5- Neutrino-less double beta decay. 
A: Two nucleon process. B: Two quark process. 

scuare of the two nucleon distance <r >. Thus the A process is 
nn r 

e n h a n c e d by a f a c t o r <^nn
> / < r r i r t > - 4 / 0 . 7 = 3 0 o v e r t h e 2n p r o -2 ,. . .2 .2 ,„ ..2 

:qq' 
cess- The overlap integral for the two quark process (one step A) 

in the same one baryon is much larger than that for the two 

nucleon process. consequently one may expect an enhancement 

factor of about 10 . Since the probability of A in a nucleus is 

-2 + + 

an order of 10 , the A contribution to the neutrino-less 0 •* 2 

double beta decay is as large as the 2n contribution. 

Theoretical calculations for the A contribution to the 
7) 

neutrmo-less process have been carried out by Kotani et al. 
They derived the half-life 

1 2 2 

Tl/2(0+ - 2+)
 = D 1 Y + D 2 Y Z + D 3 Z ' ( 7 ) 

0 v 
where y = MZU_.V_.| , z = n|£U -V -| . As for the A term the co-

2 * 2 
efficient D, is written as D, = G2l'

Y2l' + G N ' X A ' " T h e c o e f~ 
* 

ficient G N is typically about three order of magnitude larger 

than the G21- Then XA = P ( M I <<t> I <t>A> I
 2 |X2£ |

 2 is evaluated' to be 

about 10~2-10~15: 10"
3 by assuming the A probability of P U ) « 10~2 

and the overlap integral of | <* | <t> > | ~ 10 . 
R A 

A similar case is the double charge exchange scattering of 

pions. The A(TT ,TT~)B process with ATZ = 2 demands the two step 

nucleon process, while it demands only the one step isobar pro

cess 
- 198 -
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P1g. 5. Neutr1no-less doub1c bc七adccay. 
A: Two nucleon process， B: Two quark process. 

5quare of七he 七wonucleon distance <r__> Thus the d process is 
nn 

2 ， _ _ 2 .2 ，_ _2 
enhancea by a fac七or <rnn>-;<ど〉ー 4-;0.7- ~ 30 over七he 2n pro-nn -qq ・向

cess. The over1ap in七egra1 forヒhe 七woquark process (one step d) 

in the same one baryon i5 much 1arger七han七ha七 forthe two 

nucleon process. con5equent1y one may expect an enhancemen七

3 factor of abou七工0..... Since 七hepどobabi1ityof ~ in a nuc1eu5 is 

-2 ~+ ~+ 
an order of 10 ~七he ~ contribution 七o 七he neu七rino-1ess 0' .... 2 

double beta decay is as 1arge as 七he 2n con七ribu七ion.

Theore七icalcalcula七ions for the 6 con七ributionto七he

7) 
neu七rino-1essprocess have been carried out by Kotani e七 al.
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+ D2yz + DJz ， ( 7 ) 

I E U_-:V _-:1. As for theλ 七erm七heco-
eコeJ

2 _ t 
efficien七 01 i5 wri七七enas D， = G~ ， IY~ ， I~ + G~lx.I~. The coef-1 ~21'~21' '~N'''6 

合

ficien七 G
N

is七ypica11yabou七七hreeorder of magni七ude 1arger 

2，.. 6，2 
than -the G'l l'  Then X ̂  == p ( 6) Iく中 |中 >1~lx~~14 i5 eva1ua七ed七o be 21' ...-....6 .'-/'-'t'R''t'A-' "'21 

-2 ，̂ -1 ，̂ -J about 10 ・10 ~~ 10 .... by assuming 七he ~ pどobabilityof p(~) = 10-2 

2._ ， ....-1 
and七heoverlap in七egralof 1<中|中 >1':::: 10 

R' 'A 

A simi1ar case is 七he oouble charge exchange sca七七eringof 

p1ons. The A(7I+，πー)Bprocess with 6Tz = 2 demands the七wostep 

nucleon process， while it demanas only七heone 5七ep isobar pro-

8) 
cess 
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The A-excitation versus Nuclear correlations 

K. Shimizu 

Dept. of Physics, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

1. Introduction 

Since I am supposed to talk about a A-resonance at low energy 

region, I wish to discuss the relative importance of the role of 

A excitation versus nuclear correlations. For this purpose I will 

take the following subjects to see the role of A-resonance. 

1) Gamow-Teller type g-decay and transitions 

2) Pion absorption in nuclei and pionic disintegration of the 

deuteron. 

First I summarize the chart eristics of the nucleon-A 

interaction. Since A has spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2, the transition 

from N to A is caused by the isovector and magnetic operator 0". 

H'= f*sf-& 
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The .0.-exci七a七ionveどsusNuclear coどどela七ions

K. Shimizu 

Dep七. of Physics， Universi七Y of Tokyo， Bunkyo-ku， Tokyo， Japan 

1. 工ntどoduc七ion

Since 工 amsupposed七ota1k abou七 a f，-resonance a七 lowenergy 

どegion， 工 ¥.;ish 七o discuss 七herelative impoど七anceof the ro工eof 

f， exci七a七ionversus nuc1ear corre1a七ions. For七hispurpose工 wil1

七ake 七he fo1lowing subjec七s七o see七herole of f，-resonance. 

1) Gamow四 Te11er七ype s-decay and七ransitions

2) Pion absorpヒionin nuclei and pionic disintegどationof七he

deu七eron.

Firs七工 summarizethe cha工" 2どic:;ticsof 七henucleon-f， 

in七erac七ion. Since βhas spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2，七he七ransi七ion

from N 七o .0. is caused by七heisovec七orand magne七icoperator (J-. 

N -J下
H'=ず5ヂ-σ

A 
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The transition operator is given by H1. Here the S and T are 

transition spin and isospin operators. The relative strength 

between N-N and A-N can he £i*ed by,for example, the static quark 

model. This value is f*/f ^ 1-7- Using this form we can derive 

the static one pion exchange potential. 

/ ff* S,-lZ-1f% 

It is known that IT and p rneson exchange play the most important 

role in the NN-NA transion potential. 

Now let us find out What Kind of channels or interactions 

are important for the transition potential. Because 

of the isospin invariance, the total isospin must be 1. Due to 

the antisymmetrization, we have I + S + T = odd. Then we can deduce 

the following important points. 

a) if the interaction is Central, the total spin S must be 1. 

Because of the antisymitiet^ization of the two nucleon system, 

the relative orbital angular momentum I must be odd. Thus the 

short range central interaction is ineffective in the 

transition potential. 

b) it is known that the one Pion exchange potential has a strong 

tensor force. if the interaction is tensor, there are two 

cases for the S and S'• The first one is S = 1 and S' = 1 or 2 

In this case, the relative angular momentum A should be odd. 

t"~ 
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..... ......，・

'1'he 七どansi七ionopera七oris given by H'・ Here 七he5 and T are 

七ransi七ionspin and isospin opeどators. The rela七ive5七reng七h

be七weenN-N and s-N can be fiメedby，for example，七he 5七a七icquark 

rr 

七hesta七icone pion exchange po七en七ial.

z 
」」と」S・6Ó2 • 2 で.三
色汁? fι< g2千 r"J.

工t is known 七ha七 πandp ~esan exchange play the mos七 impor七an七

どolein 七heNN-NlI七ransionpa七en七ia1.

Now 1e七 us f ind out 'Wha 七 ~ind of channels or interactions 

are impor七antfor七hetransi七ionpo七en七ial. Because 

of 七heisospin invariance，七11e七o七a1isospin must be 1. Due to 

七hean七isyrnme七どiza七ion，we have i + S + T = odd. Then we can deduce 

七he fOllowing impoど七an七 poin七S，

a) 工f the in七eractionis Cen七どal， the 七O七alspin S mus七 be 1. 

Because of the antisymmetriza七ionof七he七wonucleon sys七em，

七herela七ive0どbitalangular momen七um;.V.. mus七 beodd. Thus七he

shoど七どangecen七ral in七eractionis incffec七ivein the 

七ransi七ionpo七en七ia工.

b) 工七 is kno¥'m 七hatthe one pion exchange poten七ialhas a 5七rong

七ensorfoどce. 工fthe in七eどac七ionis 七ensor，七hereare two 

cases for 七he S and 5'・ Thefirs七 one is S = 1 and S' = 1 or 2. 

1n this case，七herela七ive angular momen七um丸 shouldbe odd. 
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Therefore the p-wave is the lowest partial wave. The second 

case is S = 0 to s = 2 transition. In this case there are two 

channel which play the most important role at the low energy 

1 5 1 5 region, namely, SQ -»- DQ and D to S transition. 

DD 

S 

5S. 

D= 

2. Gamow-Teller 8 decay and transitions 

Now let us investigate the effect of the A-hole excitation 

on the GT-operator, IT.S.. Using the lowest order perturbation 

theory, we express the renormalization of the operator due to 

the A-hole excitation in terms of the effective g-factors. 

+ 
# 

\) + ( Exchange -terms) 

0> $<^sy-^<n>-t^s<^s>-^ssr<[YCz\sT) 
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Therefore the p-wave is the lowes七 paど七ialwave. The second 

case is s = 0 七o S = 2七ransi七ion. 工n this case七heどe are七¥-10

channe工 whichp1ay七hemos七 impoど七an七 rolea七七he1m.， energy 

1_ 5_ _ ~ 1 
region， namely， ~so + ~DO and ~D2 七052transi七ion.

o
 

hν E
 

SS2 

'1s 之ハν
A
I
 

2. Gamow-Teller s decay and七どansi七ions

Nm-1 1e七 usinves七iga七e 七hee王fec七 of七he o-hole exci七ation

on七heGT-opera七0ど， rT~S~. Using七helowest order per七urba七ion
工 l

theory， we express 七herenoどmaliza七工onof 七heopera七ordue to 

七heLl-hole exci七a七ionin七ermsof七heeffec七iveg-factors. 

一札 + __vx 
+ (Exch.飢 3ιTerms) 

→S<?の==d為(71)寸ogsぐ?S)十 Jdfぐfγ乃sJ(J)) 
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This effect looks very similar to the first order configuration 

mixing, the so called Arima-Horie effects!) There is, however, 

a large difference between these two effects due to the central 

interaction. As I already explained before, the short range 

central interaction is ineffective for the A-hole excitation, 

while the short range central repulsion (which was often approximated 

by the 6 function) is the most important part for the Arima-Horie 

effects. Therefore v/e can not expect the large change of g due 

to the A-excitation. The tensor force contributes mainly to <5g . 
P 

As I explained before, the tensor force is very important in 

the transition potential, so we expect a sizable contribution 

to 6g from the A-hole excitation. I show you the typical example 

of the A-hole excitation for the GT operator for the of-orbit of 
t h e 

40 
Ca co re 

2 , 3 ) 

A=4/ 

Sh 

-o.o^ 

*h 
0.1 

<&T> 

<CrT> 

Using these results, we obtain the quenching of the GT type 

41 B 41 
6-decay between the of? ._ orbits, i.e., Sc -*• Ca to be about 

3 %. This small number is due to the cancellation between Sq and 
^s 

6g contributions. On the other hand, the GT transition from 
P 

f_ .„, to fc/-> is quenched more than 10 % because of the additive 

contribution of both central and tensor parts. 
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This effec七 looksvery similar七o the fir3七 orderconfigura七ion

mixing，七heso called Arima-Hoどie effects~) There is， however， 

a 1arge difference be七ween七hese tt'JO e王fectsdue七o 七hecen七ral

~n七erac七~on. As 工 a1readyexplained be王ore，七heshor七 range

cen七どalin七eどactionis ineffec七ive for 七hefI-hole exci七a七ion，

whi1e the short range centra1 repu1sion (which was of七en approxima七ed

by七he o func七ion) is the mos七 impor七an七 par七 for七heArima-Horie 

effects. Therefore we can not expec七七helarqechanqeof gs due 

七0 七hefI-excita七ion. The七ensor force con七ribu七esmainly七o dg
p
' 

As 工 exp1ainedbefore， the七ensorforce is very impor七ant in 

the 七ransi七ionpo七en七ial， so we expec七 a sizab1e contribution 

七06gpfrom七he fI-hole exci七a七ion. 工 showyou七he七ypicalexamp1e 

of七hefI-ho1e exci七at工onfor七heGT opeどa七orfor七heof-orbi七 of

七he 40Ca core~ ， 3) 
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Using七hese工esul七s， we obtain the quenching of七heGT七ype

41_ s 41 
s-decay between the Of

7
/
2 

orbi七s，i.e.， ~~Sc + --Ca to be about 

3 も. This sma11 number is due七0 七hecancella七ionbe七weent3qsand 

og
p 

con七ribu七ions. On the 0七herhand， the GT七ransi七ionfrom 

f
7
/
2

七o fS/2 is quenched more than 10 毛 becauseof七headdi七ive

con七ributionof both cen七ra1 and七ensorpar七s.
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Here I just v/ant to make a comment on the different method 

how co estimate eg , which uses the so called "Landau-Migdal 

type interaction". In this method we only calculate the direct 

term and incltide the exchange term in the effective interaction. 

f\ 
/ ' •' • Direct Bxck anqe v 

hi :• prccoc:ur«i has no problem. The problem is that the effective 

I'.c'-actior. is often determined by comparing the effective p-h 

V 
"^VV^-

\ 

/ \ 

T' 
r 

T 

? 

- 2u& -

Hcごこ I j ust ¥氾n七七omake a commen七 on 七hedifferent 脱出od

ho，_こo es之imate óg~ ， which U5es the 50 called "Landau-Migdal 
s 

type inヒer.3.ction". 工n 七hisme七hodwe only calculate七hedirec七

tニerrr.and i ncluc1e the exchange term in the effcc七ivein七eraction.

j 人
一 f一一¥

乙f!プitlt ])irect ExcAah3ε 

'fi1i :・ t-了ζcc:c:ur.:: Il3S れo problem. The problem i5七ha七七heeffec七ive

:・二ι、.ZJ.ctl()三 1.S o[iニ'2n c1~七ernined by comparing the effec七ivep-h 

・.'~ . 
会戸一 .岳、・."- .・
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ア × ? 
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4) 
This assumption is called "Universality". It is obvious that 

the "Universality" is all right for the TTNN and :rN<l vertex but 
3) 

"Universality" breaks down when we include the exchange term. 

3. Pion absorption and TT + d -> p + p 

Now let's come to the second example, pion absorption in 

nuclei and the pionic disintegration of the deuteron. According to 

several calculations v/e know that the following process is the 

most important one for the p-wave pion absorption. For both 

1D2 

3 S , 

nD, 

?S: 

s, 

3D, 

3S, 

1 S, 

3D, 

D0 

T=o p cur T=1 P a. \\-

CU sm-w-^rw CO 
1 

&fri-ftu 

r 
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4 ) 
This assumption is called "Universali七y". 工七 is obvious 七ha七

七he "Universali七y" is all righ七 fortheπNN and :rN二 ver七exbu七

3) 
"Universality" b工:eaksdown when we inc1ude the exchange七errn.

3. pion absorpヒionand η++d+p+p 

Now 1e七'scome七o the second examp1e， pion absorp七ionin 

nuc1ei and七hepionic disintegra七ionof七hedeuteron. Accoどding七o

several calculaヒ10ns vle kno¥v仁haヒ thefollO¥YIng pどocess is the 

5) mos七 importan七 one for七hep-wave pion absorp七ion-:' For bo七h

1D
2 

1D2， 3D1 3D1 

//1~~1 
S-S2. 351 

J 
〆

〆 r 
/ 

3S
1 

J 

3S
1 

/ ， 
15。r ， ， 

'---v一一/

寸ミ o pωr 丁=1 po.. i r-

w ~hì-ωー λf(.長) μJ dm十 ω

ω=、/〆チ，k"l.

Jm = IVJs -fVJN ~ 2f-
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nucleon-nucleon corelation and the A-excitation, the tensor 

correlation gives the dominant contribution. In order to see 

the relative importance, the energy denominator for each process 

is given. Other parts are almost the same for all processes. 

Nov/ I show you the relative importance between these processes. 

At threshould, i.e., w = y, we obtain the following probabilities. 

"7"=. O pcxiir "T= 1 PCXir 

v r r / r v 

R _ W(ftp+Tf'-» nn) 
W(PP+TT-> np) ' 

This tells that the ratio of nn to np emission by the p-wave 

~ absorption in nuclei is roughly 9. This is consistent v/ith 

the experiment. Actually the large observed ratio was explained 

by this mechanism. The absolute value of the absorption probability 

can be obtained by the pion-nucleus optical potential. The p-wave 

6) 
absorptive part is written as 

(!« C.)e ~ 0.1 i+ - ( 
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nuc1eon-nuc1eon core1a七ionand七hell.-exci七a七ion，七he七ensor
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This 七el15 七ha七七hera七ioof nn七o np emi5sion by七hep-wave 

τabsorp七ion in nuc1ei is rough1y 9. This is consis七enヒ"li七h

七he e:-:perimen七 Actually七he large observed ratio was explained 

by this mechanism. The absolu七evalue of the absorp七ionprobabi1i七y

can be obtained by七hepion-nuc1eus op七icalpo七en七ial. The p-wave 

6) 
absorp七ivepar七 is wri七七enas 
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Experimentally this Im Co is 0.1. According to the above argument, 

the p-wave pion absorption occurs in the T = 0 pair, where 

nucleon-nucleon correlation and A--hole excitation contributes 

coherently. Without one of these two contributions, the calculated 

Im Co is much smaller than the experimental one. This situation 

can be also confirmed by looking at the p-wave part of the pionic 

disintegration cross section B near threshold. 
5) 

^ = A r 
A + B M. 

r 
i ( f <i) 

B 

Obs. 

^.O2±0.72 

4.16*0.27 

NN 

/ . / 

A 

/. 0 

A+NN 

£ .2 

i 

When we only include the nucleon-nucleon correlation, the 

calculated B is too small. A excitation cannot explain the 

observed data either without the nucleon-nucleon tensor correlation. 

Since these two effects contribute coherently, the combined effect 

can explain the observed value quite nicely. When we increase 

the energy, which is out of my talk although, the A-resonance 

becomes more important. We should keep in mind, however, that 

the width of A around the resonance energy region is r ̂  110 MeV. 
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Experimen七ally七his 工rnCo is 0.1. According 七o 七heabove argumen七，

the p-wave pion absorp七ionoccuどs in七heT = 0 pair， where 

nucleon-nucleon ‘correlation and 6-ho1e exci七a七ioncon七ribu七es

coheren七ly. Wi七hou七 oneof七hesetwo con七ribu七ions，七heca1cu1ated 

Im Co is much smaller than七heexperimen七a1one. This si七ua七ion

can be also confirrned by looking a七七hep-wave par七 of七hepionic 

5) 
disintegra七ioncross sec七ionB near 七hresho1d.

6ノ Af+ Bネー (手くつ

Obs. NN ム ム+NN 
. 

B 
Lf.ρ3土0.72

/. 1 /. 0 Lf-.2 
4I6士ω7i

ー

When we only inc1ude the nuc1eon-nucleon correla七io口，七he

ca1cula七ed B is 七00 sma1l. 6 exci七a七ioncanno七 explain七he

observed data ei七herwi七hou七 thenuc1eon-nucleon 七ensorcorrelation. 

Since these 七woeffects con七どibu七e coheren七1y， 七hecombined effect 

can exp1ain the observed va1ue quite nice1y. When we incどease

七he energy， which is out of my 七a1ka1七hough，七he6-resonance 

becomes rnore impor七an七 We should keep in mind， however，七ha七

七hewidth of d around七he resonance energy region i5 rヒ110NeV. 
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Thus the nucleon nucleon correlation's (mainly tensor) amplitude 

is still 110/280, which is more than 1/3. Therefore for the 

quantitative discussion, we should include both initial and 

final state correlation even around the A-resonance region. 

When we decrease the energy to smaller than u, the role of nucleon-

nucleon correlation becomes dimonant. Now let us consider the 

case where w = 0. This is the GT transition already discussed 

before. The nucleon-nucleon correlations in this case causes 

the two particle-two hole excitation. 

-f 

7) 
This type of the calculation was carried out by Bertsch & Hamamoto 

using the perturbation theory, and also recently by Takayanagi et al§) 

using the Green's function. They found a large amount of the GT 

strenghts distributed to the higher energy region. The importance 

of this kind of correlation was actually realized more than ten 

9) 
years ago by us when we consider the quenching of the GT-8 decay. 

In this case we are interested in the quenching of the GT 8 decay 

strength, this effect appears in the second order process. 
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Thus七henuc1eon nuc1eon corre1ation's (muin1y七ensor) amp1i七ude

is 5七i11 110(280， which is more 七han 1/3. Therefore for七he

quan七i七a七ivediscussion， we shou1d inc1ude both ini七ia1and 

final sta七e coどre1ationeven around the ~-どesonance region. 

When we decrease the energyωsma11er七hanυ ，七hero1e of nuc1eon-

nucleon correlation becomes dimonan七 Nowlet us consider七he

case wheどeω=o. This is七heG'l'七ransi七iona1ready discussed 

befoどe. The nucleon-nucleon correla七ionsin七hiscase causes 

七he七wopar七icle-七wohole 匂xci七a七ion.
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7) 
This type of七heca1cu1ation was carried ou七 byBer七sch & Hamamo七o

using 七heper七urba七ion七heory， and a1so recen七lyby Takayanagi e七 ale>

using 七heGreen's func七ion. They found a large amount of七heGT 

strenghts dis七ribu七ed七o 七hehigher energy region. The importance 

of七hiskind of correla七ionwas ac七ual1yrea1ized more七han七en

9) 
years ago by us when we consider七hequenching of七heGT-S decay. 

工n 七hiscase we are in七eres七edin七hequenching of七heGT s decay 

streng七h，七his effec七 appearsin七he second order process. 
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In order to see the relative importance between this second 

order tensor correlation and other process like A-hole excitation, 

I show you the typical example of these effects in the A =• 41 nuclei.' ,• 2) 

Of .„ orbit 

Tensor Correlations 

^-hole Excitations 

O t h e r s 

Sum 

<S<TS> 

- 1 2 . 1 I 

- 2 . 7 I 

- 1 .8 % 

- 1 6 . 6 Z 
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ユn order to see七he どe1a七iveimpor七ancebe七'¥veen七his second 

。どder tensor corre1a七ionand other process 1ike ~-ho1e exci七ation，

: 2) 
工 shO¥vyou 七he 七ypica1 examp1e of 七hese effects in七heA ::- 41 nuc1eェ.

n~ __~~L Sぐ7S)

し土ごとどIrl士一一一一…ー- ぐ=(~>._--‘
レ竺竺士士竺三句一-でと l
I Ll-ho1e Exci ta七ions - 2.7 c;， 

0七hers - 1.8 毛

Sum -16.6 % 
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4. Summary 

I have shown the relative importance between A-excitation 

and nucleon-nucleon correlations in the lov; energy region, taking 

two examples, namely Gamow-Teller transition and pion absorption. 

Because of the spin and isospin structures, the A-hole excitation 

is mainly caused by the tensor interaction at low energy region 

where the relative S-state is dominant. It is shown that the 

A-excitation and nuclear correlation are both important for the 

pion absorption. T h e l a t t e r 

becomes dominant for lower energy phenomena like the G-T type 

0-decay. The explanation of the quenching of the G-T type 3-decay 

in terms of the A-hole excitation depends on the assumption for 

the phenomenological interaction. The microscopic calcualtion 

shows that the tensor correlation is dominant to explain the 

quenching of the G-T type transitions. 
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4. Su即 nary

I have shown七here1ative impor七ancebe七ween ll-exci七a七ion

and nuc工eon-nucleoncorrela七ions in七he10w energy region，七aking

two examples， narnely， Garnow-Te11er transi七ionand pion absorp七ion.

Because of the spin and isospin struc七ures，七he d，-ho1e exci七a七ion

i5 mainly caused by七heten50r interac七iona七 10wenergy region 

"lhere七herelatiγe S-s七a七e is dominan七. 工七 is shovln七ha仁七he

d-excitation and nuclear cor工e1a七ionare bo七h impor七antfoど tte

pion absorp七ion. The 1a七七er

becornes dominan七 forlower energy phenornena 1ike七heG-T七ype

s-decay. The exp1anation of七hequenching of七heG-T type s-decay 

in 七erm5 of七he d-hole exci七ationdepends on the assump七ionfor 

the phenomen01ogica1 in七erac七ion. The microscopic ca1cua1七ion

sho，.;s 七ha七七he七ensorcor工e1a七ionis dominan七七o exp1ain七he

quenching of七he G-T 七ype 七rans~七~ons.
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Excitation of Delta-Hole States 

M. Hirata 

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, 

Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 7 30, Japan 

It is discussed very qualitatively whether the A-nucleus 

Hamiltonian made in connection with the description of the pion 

nucleus scattering is effective to explain the shift of the 

3 3 peak position of resonance in the A( He, H) anything reaction. 

Starting point of this talk is a presentation of our effec

tive A-nucleus Hamiltonian. Next, the explanation about the 

door way state's expansion is given. Finally, the shift of the 

peak position of resonance is discussed. 

I. Effective A-nuclear Hamiltonian 

We made an ef. ":tive A-nuclear Hamiltonian to reproduce 

the pion-nucleus forward amplitude based on the Watson multiple 

1) scattering theory and the phenomenology for pion absorption. 

In our formalism the pion-nucleus scattering matrix T is written 

as follows; 

T(k',k;E) = I F+ , (k')<A'N» 1| ^ |AN1>F.N(k), 
AN A N E-H. . (E) fiN 

A'N' ° n 

where k .and k1 are the initial and final pion momenta, respec

tively, and the TNA vertex function FAN(
k) i s given by 
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工七 is discussed very qualita七ivelywhether the δーnucleus

Hamiltonian rnade in connection wi七h the descrip七ionof the pion 

nucleus sca七七ering is effective 七o explain 七he shif七 of the 

3.. 3 peak position of resonance in七he A(~He ， ~H) any七hing reaction. 

S七ar七ingpoin七 ofthis talk 1s a presen七a七ionof our effec-

七ive t，-nucleus Hamiltonian. Nex七，七heexplana七ionabout 七he

door way s七a七e'sexpansion is given・ Finally， the shift of 七he

peak posi七ionof どesonance i5 discussed. 

1. Effective o-nuclear Hamiltonian 

We made an ef. c:tive t，-nuclear Hamil七onian七o reproduce 

七hepion-nucleus forward ampli七udebased on 七heWa七sonmul七iple

1 ) 
scat七ering七heoryand the phenomenology for pion absorp七ion.

In our formalism 七hepion-nucleus 5ca七七eringmatrix T is wri七七en

as follow5i 

T(主'，LE} ¥' T:1+ 1~'\"'^' ""，，"f， -1 ， 1̂¥'T = ) F : 1.. I (k ' ) < t， 'N ' . I -一一一一一一一一IoN '> F A " (k) ， " ~ t， ， N I ，.. ，..， ¥ I~" ~ O N ，..， ， 
ON w u  E-Ĥ ，_(E) 

o-h 
b.'N' 

where R .and E 'are七he initial and final pion mor問 n七a，respec-

-+ 
tively， and七heηNb.ver七exfunc七ionFdN(k) is given by 
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F A N ( * > = 

-*• M + E 
d K -*• A — 1 ->• N -*•+-»• + •> E->- 1 ->• 

-££— *.(K+Y k> g — N — T+s+-(k-|K) ! <j> (K) 
(2TT) 3 A A M M

 V 2 ,M+E ,2 N 

k ( i r a ) 

T(S) is the transition isospin (spin) from 1/2 to 3/2. <j>. and 

<}> are the A and hole state wave functions, respectively. We 

now note the effective A-nuclear Hamiltonian H. , (E). This 
A-n 

Hamiltonian HA_, (E) is given as follows; 

H A-h ( E ) = E R < E > - | r R ( E , + Y ( E M W H A - 1 ) + 6 W + V W s p ' 

where E (E)=M~ (E)-M, FR is the energy dependent free c?"lta 

width and y (E) = 1 - -̂ g- + =• -~|r . T is the kinetic operator 

of a delta. W is the binding potential as shown in Fig.1 a) 

and is same as the shell model potential for a nucleon. This 

1 2 potential is given for C as follows; 

w = -55 £j£f . 
A p (0) 

H , is the Hamiltonian of (A-1) system. <$W is called the Fock 

term as shown in Fig.1 b) and represents the Pauli quenching 

effect for the decay of a delta to a pion and a nucleon. W is 

the A-hole interaction as shown in Fig.1 c) and comes out from 

the pion rescattering. W represents the spreading effects of 

A-hole state to more complicated states like Fig.1 d). The one 

body potential form is assumed for this W 
r sp 

The complex strength parameters W_ and W are determined from 

2) 
fits to pion-nucleus elastic data. Their values are 

WQ % (22-i45)MeV and W L g % (-10-i4)MeV for ""2C. 
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子{5)is 七he七ransitionisospin (spin) from 1/2 七o 3/2・九 and

φN are theβand hole state wave func七ions，respec七ively. We 

now no七e 七heeffective d.-nuclear Hamil七onianH， L (E). This 
f).-h 

Hamiltonian H. ~(E) is given as follows: 
ハ-h

l 
H. ，_ (E) = E~ (E) ーー r~(E)+y(E) (T.+W.+日 }+6W+W +W -

ð. -h'~' ~R'~' 2'Rδd  ..A -1' . v ，. . .， 7T sp 

てree
where ERlE)=Mi {日)-M，F

R 
is 七heenergy depe吋 en七 free c>~ 二 ta

liE_ .， ， ::lr_ 
t< ~ t< 

w~d 七h and y (E) 三 1ーすす+芝すず・ Td. is 七hekine七icopera七or

of a del七a. Wd， is七hebinding poten七ialas shown in Fig.1 a) 

and is same as 七heshell model poten七ialfor a nucleon. This 

12 
po七ential is given for '~C as followSi 
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is the Hamil七onianof (A-l) sysヒem. 占W is called the FocJ王

七ermas shown in Fig.l b) and represen七S 七he Pauli quenching 

effect for the decay of a del七a 七o a pion and a nLIC1eon.W11i S 

七he 6-ho1e in七eraction as shown in Fig.l c) and comes ou七 from

七hepion rescattering. W~~ represen七s 七he spreading effec七sof 
so 

d-hole s七a七e to more complicated s七a七es 1ike Fig.1 d). The one 

body po七ential form is assumed for 七his W
sp 

s ・o.，. ¥ _ .•. p (r) :t → 2-ur2 
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2) 

fi七s 七o pion-nucleus elas七icda七a. Their values are 

Wo % (22-i45)MeV and 
12 

W_~ % (ー10-i4)MeV for '-C. 
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II. Door way state expansion. 

To calculate the T matrix we define such starting vector as 

i 1 lc +F±£ a)z 

M 
= N^|AN-1>FAN(k) 

where J represents the pion angular momentum and |0> is the 

ground state of nucleus. The other orthogonal vectors are 

constructed by repeated application of A-hole Hamiltonian. 

|DJ> = NJ{HA J D
J > - "y |DJ> HJ „} 1 n n A-h1 n-1 L

 0' m m,n-1 m=n = 2 

where H"? n 1 = <D^|H. . |D^ ,> m,n-l m' A-h' m-1 

Then, the matrix is expressed as 

A-h 

_ ,^J . . J , -1 1 
0 0 H J H J 

E _ H
J - 01 10 
A " h 0 ° p „ H A-h12 H A-h21 

E _ H A - h 1 1 - — 
E HA-h22 

This expansion converges very rapidly. The one-doorway state 

V JDln> approximation is already with 15% of the full result for 

the T matrix 3) 
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This expansion converges very rapidly. The one-doorway s七a七e

ID~> approxima七ionis already wi七h 15% of七he full re叫七 for

七heT roa七rix.3) 
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3 3 
III. A( He, Hjanything reaction. 

3 3 In the p{ He, Hjanything reaction the triton kinetic energy 

at which the delta (1232 MeV) is excited, should be 1613 MeV at 

3 3 zero degree if He and H are treated as point particles. The 

observed resonance energy is 16 80 110 MeV as shown in Fig.2 a). ' 

There is about 70 MeV shift. In the C( He, Hjanything reac

tion the resonance energy at which a free delta is excited, 

corresponds tc 1680 MeV. The observed resonance energy is 

about 1730 MeV as shown in Fig.2 b ) . Also, there is about 50 

MeV shift. 

How can these shifts be explained? One of sources for the 
4) 

shift is pointed out by Dmitriev. Inclusion of the form factor 

for the projectile makes the peak position of resonance shift to 

3 3 the right direction. In the p( He, Hjanything reaction the shift 

is completely explained by the inclusion of the form factor. It, 

however, explains only about half of the observed shift in the 

12 3 3 
C( He, Hjanything reaction. It is expected that the remained 

shift comes from the change of delta mass in matter. 

3 3 

By using plane wave approximation for He and H, assuming 

that the reaction proceeds via a pion-exchange, omitting the 

exchange process between a nucleon in the projectile and a nucleon 

in the target, and taking into account only the first door way 
3 o 

state IDQ5"/ the cross section of the A( He, Hjanything reaction 
is expressed as 

da«.-̂ 2i<D0irf;s;.̂ g(5-g j vei5 '?j -rin |0> 

3 q 2 M ^ a J 2 
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where | q^ | = Au - y . We discuss H^_h^ul^oo = <[^0 ' HA-h *10' ' D0 ' ' 

The average single particle separation energy is about 22 

1 2 Mev in C and a free delta mass is 1232 MeV. So, an invariant 

mass is 11490 MeV when the free delta state is excited. Then, 

the final triton kinetic energy is T =1680 MeV. The peak posi^' 

tion due to the Dmitriev calculation is about T =1700 MeV. The 

invariant mass corresponding to this value is 11470 MeV. The 

pion momentum q in the pion-nucleus center of mass system at 

this invariant mass is 255 Mev/c. The value of H._, ( w ) _ Q at 

this momentum has been already evaluated in Ref.3. 

J 

= E* - r|r* = <298-i1l5)MeV, 
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On the other hand the excitation energy and width of the free 

delta excited state is 

ER ~ f p f = (316-i55> MeV-

There is 18 MeV downward shift. So, it is cxpctcd to obtain 

further the downward shift of ten several MeV from the peak 

position given by Dmitriev, although we have to wait the calcu

lation of the response function to have the definite conclusion. 
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Pion Absorption in the Resonance Region 

Hiroshi TOKI 
Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University 

Setagaya, Tokyo 158, JAPAN 

Pions with the resonance energy (E^ ~ 300 MeV) appear in the 

nuclear environments very often, once large energy is brought in 

to nuclear system, for example, in high energy heavy ion 

collisions and antiproton annihilation in nuclei. Therefore, it 

is very important to understand how pions with the resonance 

energy behave, when they are injected into a nucleus. In 

particular, we discuss here how pions are absorbed by nucleons. 

Since a pion is hardly absorbed by one nucleon process (Fig. 

1) due to the kinematical reason (energy-momentum conservation), 

it is believed to occur by two nucleon process. At the resonance 

energy, the intermediate delta isobar formation process should 

dominate (Fig. 2). We mention here that this is a very short 

range process, since the momentum transfer is very large (q "v 3 

fm ) and the uncertainty argument leads to the range of the 

interaction of ra ~ 0.3 fm. Hence, the nucleon pair in the 

initial state should come very close each other for pion 

absorption and therefore the pair should be in the relative S-

state. In addition, we know that the two nucleon process depends 
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Pions with the resonance energy (En ~ 300 MeV) appear in the 

nuclear environments very often， once large energy is brought in 

to nuclear system， for example， in high energy heavy ion 

collisions and antiproton ann土hilationin nuclei. Therefore， it 

is very important to understand how pions with the resonance 

energy behave， when they are injected into a nucleus. 1n 

particular， we discuss here how pions are absorbed by nucleons. 

Since a pion is hardly absorbed by one nucleon process (Fig. 

1) due to the kinematical reason (energy-momentum conservation)， 

it is believed to occur by two nucleon process. Aヒヒheresonance 

energy， the intermediate delta isobar formation process should 

dominate (Fig. 2). We mention here that th1s 1s a very short 

range process， since the momentum transfer 1s very large (q ~ 3 

fm-1) and the uncertainty argument leads to the range of the 

interaction of ra - 0.3 fm. Hence， the nucleon pair in the 

initial state should come very close each other for pion 

absorption and therefore the pair should be in the relative s-

state. 工n addition， we know that the two nucleon process depends 
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largely on the isospion of the initial nucleon pair. The 

experiments by Ashery et al. ' and Moinester et al. ' in light 

nuclei demonstrate that the ratio is R = 0*(T = 0)/ CT(T = 1) ~ 20. 

From the simple argument with the use of the Pauli principle, 

the suppression of pion absorption by T = 1 nucleon pair is 

understood ' . The quanLitative analysis is under way. 

The question we are asking now is if this two nucleon 

process is the mechanism for pion absorption in heavy nuclei, 

where many nucleons are present with the mean inter distance of d 

2.5 fm. There might be other mechanisms which utilize the 

existence of many nucleons. To answer the question, let us learn 

what experimental data tell us. 

Systematic data on pion absorption cross sections by various 

nuclei were taken by Ashery et al. ' and Nakai et al. ' in 1980. 

The absorption creoss sections are close to the geometrical 

values ( 0abs "
 v- ̂  > ̂  ^ s t n e nuclear radius) for pions with the 

resonance energy. This fact implies that nuclei are strongly 

absorptive for resonance energy pions and pions are absorbed 

right at the surface which faces to the pion beam. 

Suppore now that pion absorption is caused by the two 

nucleon mechanism (Fig. 2) and the final state interactions (FSI) 

for outgoing nucleons are not present. Then, the proton energy 

spectrum in the (IT, p) process should have a peak at a half of 

the incoming pion energy as indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 

3. The (7T, p) experiments by McKeown et al. ^, however, result 

in a spectrum with completely different feature as sketched by 

solid line in Fig. 3. The angular distributions for protons are 
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found almost spherical '. From the centers of the spherical 

distributions for protons, they extract the effective numbers of 

nucleons participate to pion absorption. The effective numbers 

are close to 4 (N efj« 4) and increase slightly with the mass 

number. 

Arguing then that the mean free path of nucleons in the 

relevant energy range is large ( i\ ~ 5 fm) from both the 

theoretical ' and the experimental0' studies, Schiffer claimed 

the existence of many body mechanisms for pion absorption '. 

This claim was further supported by the (n, 2p) experiments of 

Altman et al. ' The coincidence experiments of outgoing protons 

provide the fraction of the ("Tf, 2p) process, where the outgoing 

protons escape from the final state interaction. Even after the 

FSI corrections with the use of A = 5 fm are made, the (7T, 2p) 

is less than about 10% of the total absorption cross section: 

©(•n, 2p)/<Tbs < lOZ
1 1). The large fraction (the rest) has to be 

caused by many body mechanisms! 

The above argument motivated a theoretical study on four 

nucleon process '(Fig. 4). This four nucleon process called 

also double delta process utilizes the long range nature of the 

transition interaction of the delta after pion absorption and a 

nucleon, since the momentum transfer by the interaction does not 

have to be large due to the existence of further interactions. 

Assuming the quark model for the TT<34 and f-a-a coupling vertices 

and the decay width of deltas due to 2p-lh decays from the pion 

131 optical potential analysis ', the four nucleon process was 

estimated to be larger than the two nucleon process (°^ > ^ ^ 

If this theoretical estimate is true, it is a very interesting 
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process for quick therraalization, for example, in high energy 

heavy ion collisions and antiproton annihilation in nuclei. 

The development of the four nucleon process was led by the 

argument of a long mean free path of nucleons through nuclear 

medium. Here, we would like to turn around the discussion and 

ask how far can one explain the data with the standard mechanism 

(two nucleon process) and, if one pushes it further, what should 

be the mean free path of nucleons to reproduce the (7T, 2p) cross 

sections. 

Frankel et al. ' made cascade model calculations, where the 

free space nucleon-nucleon cross sections and pion-nucleon cross 

sections were used. In addition, the isospin selection rule of 

the two nucleon process was also taken into account in the 

cascade calculations. To connect with the previous discussion of 

the nucleon mean free path, we mention that the use of the free 

space nucleon-nucleon cross sections corresponds to the mean free 

paths oC ^"2 fm. The calculated results agree almost 

quantitatively with the (TV, p) and (TT, 2p) data. On the other 

hand, the total absorption cross section is underestimated by 

about 20%; (^^(calc) ~ 3/4 Q^bs(exp). We shall mention later 

that the total absorption cross section is insensitive to the 

matrix elements of pion absorption kernel. Therefore, the 

underestimate of about 1/4 for absorption cross section indicates 

the necessity of other mechanisms with the similar order to the 

two body process. 

Oset et al. ', on the other hand, took a different 

approach, where the standard two body mechanism (Fig. 2) and the 
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successive three body mechamisms (Fig. 5) were calculated 

microscopically. In this approach, one can not compare the 

numerical results with the (77, p) and (7T, 2p) experiments, since 

the final state interactions have to be treated for comparison. 

Rather, one can obtain the total absorption cross sections and 

the amount of the contributions from the two body and the three 

body mechanisms. 

First of all, shown in Fig. 6 are the total absorption cross 

sections as a function of the pion energy with the standard two 

body mechanism alone (Fig. 2). The three curves are, from the 

top, the result of the two body mechanism with bare pion and 

delta propagators, that with medium corrected pion propagator and 

that with both medium corrected pion and delta propagators. The 

absorption cross sections seem to be reproduced by the two 

nucleon mechanism alone except for those at higher pion energy (Tr 

> 240 MeV). Note here that the total absorption cross section 

changes only by ^ 15%, when the matrix element of the pion 

absorption kernel is changed by a factor two at the resonance 

energy. Hence, there is a room for the contribution of other 

mechanisms to pion absorption even at the place where the 

agreement is found in Fig. 6. 

The three body successive delta process (Fig. 5) is 

calculated also in the same line as the two body process. The 

calculated results are compared with experiment for total 

absorption cross sections in Fig. 7. Now, we see almost perfect 

agreement between experiment and calculation. The mass 

dependence of the total absorption cross sections is shown also 

in Fig. 8. The interesting quantity to observe now is the 
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contributions of the two body and the three body mechanisms for 

pion absorption. The ratio of the two body contribution against 

the total amount is depicted in Fig. 9 as a function of the pion 

energy. The two body contribution drops monotonically and around 

the resonance energy, the ratio is about 60%. This result 

indicates that about the same amount of the final interactions is 

needed for explaining the (T, 2p) data as the one of the above 

cascade model calculation; ^ ~ 2 fm. 

In conclusion, we have discussed the experimental status of 

pion absorption in the resonance energy region and the calculated 

results of various models. At this moment, it is not conclusive 

whether the many body mechanisms as the one suggested by Brown 

et al. ' (24 mechanism) are large in comparison with the 

standard two body mechanism. Our knowledge on the mean free path 

of nucleous in a nucleus at the intermediate energy (E /^ 100 -

200 MeV) is needed for the definite conclusion. If the mean free 

path /\ ~ 2 fm, the standard model with further natural extention 

is the one for pion absorption. If \̂ *•» 5 - 6 fm, them the 2^ 

mechanism is the strong condidate for pion absorption in the 

resonance region. 
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contributions of the two body and the three body mechanisms for 

pion absorption. The ratio of the two body contribution against 

the tota1 amount is depicted in Fig. 9 as a function of the pion 

energy. The two body contribution drops monotonica11y and around 

the resonance energy， the ratio is about 60%. This resu1t 

indicates that about the same amount of the final interactions is 

needed for exp1aining the (~， 2p) data as the one of the above 

cascade mode1 calculation; ~ ~ 2 fm. 

1n conc1usion， we have discussed the experimenta1 status of 

pion absorption in the resonance energy region and the ca1culated 

resu1ts of various mode1s. At this moment， it is not conclusive 

whether the many body mechanisms as the one suggested by Brown 

12) r 、et al.~~J (2~ mechanism) are 1arge io comparison with the 

standard two body mechanism. Our knowledge 00 the rnean free path 

of ouc1eous in a nuc1eus at the intermediate energy (Ep"̂" 100-

200 MeV) is needed for the definite conclusion. 工f the mean free 

path ~ N2 fm， the standard model with further natura1 extention 

is the one for pion absorption. If ~ ̂' 5 - 6 fm， them the 2L1 

mechanism is the strong condidate for pion absorption in the 

resonance region. 
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Fig. 3 (TT, p) energy spectrum 
The one with shaded area is 
expected if there is no FSI. 
Actual spectrum looks like 
the one of the solid line 
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EVIDENCE FOR A NARROW STRUCTURE IN THE REACTION 

P + p v d + ir+ at 350.A MeV proton energy 

J. SAUDINOS, 15. BONIN, J-Cl DUCHAZEAU15ENEIX, J-Cl FAIVRE 

M. GARCON, D. LEGRAND, M. ROUGER - DPh-N/ME CEN SACLAY France 

L. ANTONUK, A. BOUDARD - L N S CEN SACLAY France 

J. ARVIEUX, G. GAILLARD - I S N GRENOBLE France 

After the observation of an anomalous pion production by 

350 MeV protons interacting on copper, it was interesting to look if some 

anomalous production appears also in the elementary 2-body process : 

p + p — > d + IT +. 

The experiment was done at SATURNE with the Nuclear Scattering 

Radiography (N.S.R.) set-up which allows to localize the incident proton 

and, with a big solid angle ( OJ 1 Sr) the out going deuteron and pion. 

By intersection of the proton and pion trajectories, one 

measures the interaction vertex position with a longitudinal precision of 

10 to 15 mm. So the target is made of ten CH„ elements (size 5 x 5 cm^ -

Thickness 2 mm) separated each other by 20 mm. 

In our energy range, the proton energy loss per element being 

650 KeV and the longitudinal resolution being precise enough to localize the 

element where the reaction takes place, for one SATURNE energy, one may 

measure the variations of the pion production over a field of 6.5 MeV. This 

minimizes the monitoring errors which is very imnortant in this type of 

experiment. 

During the run, the SATURNE energy was changed twelve times 

with steps narrow enought to obtain a continuous dependance between 328 and 

358 MeV. The energy resolution is estimated to 1,5 MeV, combining the. energy 

loss per element (650 KeV) the straggling due to the matter on the beam 

(1000 KeV) and the energy dispersion from the extracted beam (400 KeV). 

The target being made of CH2, one has to separate the 

p + p _->. d + Tf reaction from other process on hydrogen or carbon. So the 

N.S.R. trigger was modified t'j detect preferentially deuterons (useful 

detection angle W to 7°, dE/dX measurement, time of flight). This pre-selection 

is completed by geometrical criteria (coplanarity of the proton, deutcron 

and pion trajectories, angular relation between the deuteron and the pion) 

specific of the two body reaction p + p —£d + If 
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EVIDENCE FOR A NARROl¥f STRUCTURE IN THE REACTION 

p + P 込 d+π+ at 350.4 McV proton encrgy 

J. SAUDINOS. 8. BONIN. J-じ1DUCHAZEAUBENEIX， J-Cl FAIVRE 
H. GARCON. D. LEGRAND， H. ROUGER -DPh-N/HE CEN SACLAY France 

L. ANTONUK. A. BOUDARO 

J. ARVIEUX， G. GA1LLARO 
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CEN SACLAY France 

GRENOBLE France 

(1) 
After the observation ，.， of an anomalous pion production by 

350 MeV protons interacting on copper， it was interesting to look if some 

anoma10us production appears a1so in the e1ementary 2-body process 

p + P ー>d + 1了+

The experiment was done at SATURNE with the Nuclear Scattering 

Radiography (N.S.R.) set-up which a110ws to 10calize the incident proton 

and， with a big solid ang1e ((¥J 1 Sr) the out going deuteron and pion. 

By intersection of the proton and pion trajectories， one 
measures the interaction vertex position with a 10ngitudinal precision of 

10 to 15 mm. Soヒhetarget is made of ten CH
2 

e1ements (size 5 x 5 cm2 -

Thickness 2 mm) separated each other by 20 mm. 

1n our energy range， the proton energy 10ss per e1ement being 

650 KeV and the longitudina1 reso1ution being precise enough to 10caJize the 

e1ement where the reaction takes p1ace， for one SATURNE energy， one may 

measure the variations of the pion production over a fie1d of 6.5 ~cV. This 

minimizes the monitoring errors which is very imnortant in this typc of 

experiment. 

During the run， the SATURNE energy was changed twe1ve times 

with steps narrow enought to obtain a continuous dependance between 328 and 

358 MeV. The energy reso1ution is cstimated to 1.5 HeV， combining the. energy 

10ss per e1ement (650 KeV) the stragg1ing due to the matter on the beam 

(1000 KeV) and the energy dispersion from the extracted beam (400 KeV). 

The target being made of CHZ' one has to separate the 

p + p -今 d+ 1i' reaction from other process on hydrogen or carbon. So the 

N.S.R. trigger was modified tu detect preferential1y deuterons (useful 

detection ang1e 40 to 70， dE/dX measurement， time of flight).τhis pre-selection 

is comp1eted by geometrical criteria (coplanarity of the proton， deut~ron 

and pion trajectories， angular relation between the deutcron and the pion) 

specific of the two body reaction p + P一歩d+ 1γ+ 
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Tho quality of the separation lias been demonstrated by Irradiating 

a pure carbon target in the same- selectivity conditions. AT 152 MeV, we found 

a production rate equal to 3,4/, of the one eoi respond in}', to Cll ( iv'uiel. is 

sat Lstyi ng. 

The observed dependnnco of the p + p —>d + Tf reaction rate N 

in function of the incident proton energy E is shown on figure 1. The 120 

measurements at different energies reduce to 46 points by summing the values 

obtained at energies wich differ by less than 1 150 KeV. N, expressed in 
9 

arbitrary unit, corresponds to 10 incident protons and to a pion production 

angle in the laboratory between 18 and 40°. Error bars are statistical. From 

328 to 358 MeV, N shows a linear dependance except in the region 348-352 MeV 

where a structure appears. The 3 or 4 measurements done at different incident 

energies in this region present individually the same behavior. 

A least square fit over 38 points between 328-348 MeV and 

352-358 MeV allows to define a straight line Y = 6.136 Ep - 1887.1 to fit 

the data. The total chisquared is 32,2 corresponding to a chisquared per 

point of 0.90. For the eight points between 348 and 352 MeV, one obtains a 

total chisquared of 22 which corresponds to 4.69 standard deviations. This 
J. . + 

structure is centered at Ep = 350.4 I 0.3 MeV, its width is 3.2 - 0.2 MeV 

and its amplitude is - 7% _ 3% of the unperturbed pion production rate. 

The experiment was done with very short beam time (two days) 

and we could not get high statistical precision. We plan to redo it with 

much better conditions in order to establish firmly the existence of this 

very narrow structure. 

REFERENCE 

1) J. JULIEN et al., Phys. Lett 142 B, 5-6, 340, 1984 

FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 1 : Energy dependance of the reaction p + p — > d + If rate N 

(arbitrary units). Error bars of the 46 experimental points are 

statistical. The straight line is obtained by a least square fit over 
2 

36 points between 328-348 MeV and 352-358 MeV (X /point = 0.9). 

The structure at 350.4 - 0.3 MeV corresponds to 4.69 standard 

deviation. Its width is 3.2 ± 0.2 MeV. 
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measurcments at diffcrent energies rcducl' to 46 points by summing thι・v.llucs

obtained at energies wich differ by less than ~ 150 KeV. N， expressed in 
9 

arbitrary unit， corresponds to 10~ incident protons and to a pion production 

angle in the laboratory between 18 and 40 0
• Error bars arc statistical. From 

328 to 358 MeV， N shows a 1 bear dcpcndancc cxccpt in thc rcgion 348-352 H己V

where a structure appears. The 3 or 4 measurements done at different incident 

energies in this region present individua11y the same behavior. 

A least square fit over 38 points between 328・348MeV and 

352-358 MeV allows to define a straight line Y = 6.136 Ep -1887.1 to fit 

the data.ロ1etotal chisquared is 32，2 corresponding to a chisquared per 

point of 0.90. For the eight points between 348 and 352 MeV， one obtains a 

total chisquared of 22 which corresponds to 4.69 standard deviations. This 

structure is centered at Ep = 350.4土 0.3MeV，iEswidth is 3.22O .2MeV 

+ and its arnplitude is - 7% 3% of the unperturbed pion production rate. 

官1eexperiment was done with very short beam time Ctwo days) 

and we could not get high statistical precision・:・'!eplan to redo it ¥-1ith 

much better conditions in order to establish firmly the existence of this 

very narrow structure. 
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Fig. 1 

FIGURE CAPTION 

Energy dependance of the reaction p + P→d +γ+rate N 

(arbitrary units). Error bars of the 46 experimental points are 

sヒatistical. τhestraight line is obtained by a least square fit over 

36 points between 328-348 MeV and 352-358 MeV (X
2
/point = 0.9). 

+ 
The structure at 350.4 ~ 0.3 MeV corresponds to 4.69 standard 

deviation. Its width is 3.2土0.2MeV. 
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BARYONIC EXCITATIONS 

IN HIGH-ENERGY PROTON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS. 

Junsei Chiba 

Department of Physics, 

University of Tokyo, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 

[ABSTRACT] 

Using a large acceptance spectromenter, we have 

measured multi-particle productions from collsions of 4 

GeV/c protons on target nuclei- Baryonic resonances have 

been studied through analyses of invariant mass 

distributions. A narrow peak (T ~ 30 MeV) at a mass around 

1200 MeV was observed in p7T invariant mass spectra for 

events with a leading particle in the reaction of 4 GeV/c p 

+ Al. Some possible explanations related to this 

observation are discussed. 

$1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two distinct ways in studies of 

hadron-nucleus reactions in GeV region; (a) investigation 

of global features of the reaction mechanism and (b) search 

for exotic phenomena. In hadron-nucleus collisions at these 

energies, an incident hadron dissipates its energy in a 

target nucleus through multiple inelastic scatterings with 

nucleons in the nucleus, thus a highly-excited nuclear 

matter would be formed in the target nucleus. It is obvious 
* 

that excited states of nucleons such as A and N play an 

important role in the reaction process and in the excitation 

of nuclear matter. However, our knowlegde about their 

behaviours in nuclear matter is very poor even for the 
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[ABSTRACT] 

Using a large accep七ancespec七romen七er，we have 

measured mul七i-par七ic1eproduc七ionsfrom co11s10n5 of 4 

GeVjc pro七onson七arge七 nuc工ei. Baryonic resonances have 

been s七udied七hroughanalyses of invarian七 mass

dis七ribu七ions. A narrow peak (r ~ 30 MeV) at a mass around 

1200 MeV was observed in pπinvariant mass spec七ra for 

events wi七h a 1eading par七icle in七hereac七ionof 4 GeVjc p 

+ Al. Some possib1e explanations rela七ed七0 七his

observa七ionare discussed. 

$1.工NTRODUCT工ON

There are七wodis七inc七 waysin studies of 

hadron-nucleus reac七ions in GeV region; (a) inves七iga七ion

of global features of七he reaction mechanism and (b) search 

for exo七icphenomena. 工n hadron-nucleus collisions a七七hese

energies， an inciden七 hadrondissipa七es i七s energy in a 

七argetnucleus through mul七iple inelastic sca七七eringswi七h

nucleons in七henucleus，七husa highly-exci七ednuclear 

ma七七erwould be formed in the 七arge七 nucleus. 工七 is obvious 

大

七ha七 exci七edsta七esof nucleons such as s and N play an 

impor七antrole in七hereac七ionprocess and in七heexci七a七ion

of nuclear ma七ter. However， our knowlegde abou七七heir

behaviours in nuclear ma七七eris very poor even for 七he
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lowest excited state A(1232). The role and feature of the A 

can be revealed through analyses of pn invariant mass 

spectra in which a bump of the resonance should be seen. 

The invariant mass spectroscopy is a powerful tool also 

in searching for exotic states such as multi-quark states. 

Those phenomena will be indicated by unexpected peaks in the 

mass distribution. Since the multi-quark states, if exist, 

are expected at the excitation energy of the order of 

several hundreds MeV according to a calculation based on the 

MIT bag model [1], hadron-nucleus collisions at a few GeV/c 

are considered to be best suited for productions of such 

exotic states. 

For the invariant mass spectroscopy, a large-acceptance 

detection system is essentially important, and electronic 

detectors are preferable in order to obtain high statistics. 

We have built a spectrometer system, FANCY, consisting of a 

large acceptance cylindrical spectrometer and a double-armed 

forward spectrometer. Using the spectrometer, we have 

measured particles emitted from reactions of hadrons on 

nuclei at 2-4 GeV/c. This is the first attempt to measure 

multi-particle productions in high-energy hadron-nucleus 

collisions with an electronic detector. 

In this paper we report on results deduced from events 

in which a high momentum proton is emitted in the forward 

direction in the reaction of p + Al at 4 GeV/c. Advantages 

of selecting such events are two-fold; (1) since the 

momentum transfer of an incident proton to a target nucleus 

is small, the cascading effect is likely to be small and 

therefore information on excited states could be extracted 
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10wes七 exci七eds七a七e ~(1232). The ro1e and feature of七he ~ 

can be revea1ed七hroughana1yses of pπinvarian七 mass

spec七rain which a bump of七heresonance shou工dbe seen. 

The invarian七 massspectroscopy is a powerfu工七001 a1so 

in searching for exo七ics七a七essuch as mu1七i-quarks七a七es.

Those phenomena wi11 be indica七edby unexpec七edpeaks in七he

mass dis七ribu七ion. Since七hemu1七i-quarks七a七es， if exis七，

are expected a七七heexci七a七ionenergy of七hoorder of 

several hundreds MeV according七o a ca1cula七ionbased on七he

MIT bag model [1]， hadron-nuc1eus co11isions a七 afew GeV/c 

are considered七obe bes七 sui七edfor produc七ionsof such 

exo七ics七a七es.

For七heinvariant mass spec七roscopy，a 1arge-acceptance 

detection sys七emis essen七iallyimpor七an七， and e1ec七工onic

de七ec七ors are preferable in order七oob七ainhigh s七a七is七ics.

We have bui1七 a spec七rome七ersys七em， FANCY， consis七ingof a 

large accep七ancecy1indrica1 spec七rome七erand a double-armed 

forward spec七rome七er. Using七hespec七rome七er， we have 

measured par七iclesemi七七edfrom reac七ionsof hadrons on 

nuc1ei a七 2-4GeV/c. This is七hefirs七 a七七emp七七omeasure 

mu1七i-par七ic1eproduc七ionsin high-energy hadron司 nuc1eus

co11isions wi七h an e1ec七ronicde七ector.

工n 七hispaper we repo工七 on resu1七sdeduced from even七s

in which a high momen七umpro七onis emi七七edin 七heforward 

direc七ionin七hereac七ionof p + A1 a七 4Gev/c. Advan七ages

of se1ec七ingsuch even七s are七wo-fold; (1) since七he

momen七um七ransferof an inciden七 pro七on七o a七arge七 nucleus

is sma11， the cascading effec七 islikely七o be sma11 and 

七hereforeinforma七ionon exci七eds七atescould be ex七rac七ed
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rather clearly, and (2) by detecting leading particles which 

usually share a large fraction of total available energy, 

certain kinematical constraints can be applied in event 

analyses. 

$2. THE EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was carried out at the 7T-2 beam line of 

the 12-GeV proton synchrotron (PS) at the National 

Laboratory for High-Energy Physics (KEK) with the FANCY 

spectrometer system which consists of a cylindrical and a 

forward spectrometers (Fig. 1). 

The cylindrical spectrometer, consisting of a 

cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) and a hodoscope of 24 

elements in a 3-kG solenoidal magnetic field, covered full 

2TT azimuth at 0=35-105 . Three-dimensional coordinates of 

space points along particle trajectories were obtained with 

the drift time measurement and the charge division method. 

The CDC also provided the energy loss (dE/dx) information to 

identify particles. Position resolutions were 200 fxm in the 

drift direction and 12 mm in z direction (along the sense 

wire). Momentum resolution estimated from the position 

resolutions was Ap/p=10% p (GeV/c) above 0.3 GeV/c. At 

lower momenta, resolution becomes worse due to the multiple 

scattering effect. The hodoscope was used for the 

triggering purpose and the time-of-flight (TOF) 

measurements. Protons were well separated from pions for 

momenta up to 0.8 GeV/c by a combination of the dE/dx and 

the TOF mesurements. Figure 2 shows how particles were 

identified by the dE/dx and TOF measurements. More detailed 
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ra七herclearly， and (2) by de七ecting1eading par七ic1eswhich 

usua11y share a large frac七ionof to七a工 avai工ableenergy， 

cer七ainkinema七ica1cons七rain七s can be applied in even七

ana1yses. 

$2. THE EXPER工MENT

The experimen七 wascarried ou七 a七七hen-2 beam line of 

七he12-GeV proton synchro七ron (PS) a七七heNa七ional

Labora七oryfor High-Energy Physics (KEK) l'lith七heFANCY 

spec七rome七ersys七emwhich consis七sof a cy1indrical and a 

forward spec七rome七ers (Fig. 工). 

The cy工indrica1spec七rome七er，consis七ingof a 

cylindrical drif七 chamber (CDC) and a hodoscope of 24 

elemen七s in a 3-kG so1enoida1 magnetic field， covered fu11 

o 
2πazimu七h a七 8=35目105~. Three-dimensiona工 coordina七esof 

space poin七s a10ng par七icletrajec七orieswere ob七ainedwi七h

七hedrif七七imemeasuremen七 andthe charge division me七hod.

The CDC a1so provided七heenergy 10ss (dE/dx) informa七ion七o

iden七ifypar七icles. Posi七ionresolu七ionswere 200μm in the 

drif七 direc七ionand 12 mm in z direc七ion(a10ng七hesense 

wire). Momen七umreso1u七iones七ima七edfrom七heposi七ion

res01u七ionswas sp/p=10老 p (GeV/c) above 0.3 GeV/c. A七

lower momen七a，res01u七ionbecomes worse due七o 七hemu1七ip1e

sca七七eringeffec七 Thehodoscope was used for 七he

七riggeringpurpose and七he七ime-of-fligh七 (TOF)

measuremen七s. Pro七onswere we11 separa七edfrom pions for 

momen七aup七o 0.8 GeV/c by a combina七ionof七hedE/dx and 

七heTOF mesuremen七s. Figure 2 shows how par七icleswere 

iden七ifiedby七hedE/dx and TOF measuremen七s. More de七ailed
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description of the cylindrical detector system will be 

published elsewhere [2]. 

The forward spectrometer consists of four multiwire 

proportional chambers (MWPC), two planar drift chambers 

(PDC), four sets of hodoscopes and a large-aperture dipole 

magnet. The MWPC gave two-dimensional coordinates of each 

hit by means of cathode readout technique. Position 

resolution achieved was 400 /an in horizontal (x) axis with 

12-mm cathode strips. Resolution in vertical (y) axis was 

limited to the anode spacing which was 3 mm. The PDC also 

provided two-dimensional coordinates by the drift time 

measurements and the charge division method. Position 

resolution were 400 fxm in x (drift direction) and 15 mm in y 

(along the sense wire). The hodoscopes were used for 

triggering purpose and the TOF measurements. The dipole 

magnet with aperture of 2200 mm (width) x 750 mm (depth) x 

500 mm (gap) provided a magnetic field of maximum 12 kG. 

Solid-angle acceptance of the forward spectrometer was about 

8 msr almost independent of particle momenta down to 500 

MeV/c with a magnetic field of 5 kG. Momentum resolution 

with the magnetic field strength of 5 kG was 4% at 4 GeV/c. 

An unseparated beam with a momentum of 4 GeV/c was 

bombarded on a nuclear target inside the CDC at 16 cm from 

the backward endplate. The beam was composed of 65% of 

protons and 20% of pions with a small fraction of other 

particles. Beam particles were identified by two gas 

Cherenkov counters and TOF measurement with a 13-m flight 

path. 

Data were taken with different combinations of trigger 
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descrip七ionof七hecylindrica工 de七ec七orsystem will be 

published e工sewhere [2]. 

The forward spec七rome七erconsis七sof four mul七iwire

propor七ionalcharnbers (MWPC)，七woplanar drif七 charnbers

(PDC)， four se七s of hodoscopes and a large-aper七uredipo1e 

rnagne七 TheMWPC gave七wo-dimensiona1coordina七esof each 

hi七 bymeans of ca七hodereadout technique. Posi七ion

reso1ution achieved was 400 Itm in horizon七a1 (x) axis ¥'1i七h

12-rnrn ca七hodes七rips. Reso1u七ionin ver七ica1 (y) axis was 

工1mi七edto七heanode spacing which was 3 mm. The PDC a1so 

prov1ded七wo-dirnensiona1coord1na七esby七hedrif七七irne

rneasurernen七s and the charge division me七hod. Posi七ion

res01u七ionwere 400μ.rn in x (drif七 direc七ion) and 15 mm in y 

(a10ng七hesense wire). The hodoscopes were used for 

七riggeringpurpose and七heTOF rneasuremen七s. The dipo1e 

rnagne七 wi七h aper七ureof 2200 mrn (wid七h) x 750 mm (dep七h) x 

500 mm (gap) provided a magne七icfie1d of maximurn 12 kG. 

Solid-ang1e accep七anceof the forward spec七rome七erwas abou七

8 msr almos七 independen七 ofpar七ic1emomenta down七o 500 

MeV/c wi七h a magne七icfield of 5 kG. Momen七umreso1u七ion

with七hemagne七ic fie1d s七reng七h of 5 kG was 4% a七 4GeV/c. 

An unsepara七edbeam with a momentum of 4 GeV/c was 

bombarded on a nuc1ear七arge七 insidethe CDC a七 16cm from 

七hebackward endpla七e. The beam was composed of 65% of 

pro七onsand 20% of pions wi七h a sma1l frac七ionof 0七her

par七ic1es. Beam par七iC1eswere iden七ifiedby七wogas 

Cherenkov coun七ersand TOF measuremen七 wi七h a 13-m f工igh七

pa七h.

Da"七awere七akenwi七h differen七 cornbina七ionsof七rigger
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modes and target: nuclei, but in this paper we report on 

results deduced from events taken with an aluminum target 

and a trigger mode called "C1F1". In the "C1F1" trigger 

mode we required at least one charged particle both in the 

cylindrical spectrometer and in the forward spectrometer. 

An example of events obtained in the experiment is shown in 

Fig- 3. 

$3. RESULTS 

Invariant mass was calculated for all combinations of a 

proton and a pion detected in the CDC (25°<0<11O°, p.>100 

MeV/c) in events of the reaction, 

p + Al -> p (forward) + p + n + X. 
_ + 

Figure 4 shows pn and prr invariant mass spectra for events 

containing a leading proton with a momentum in a certain 

range (2.5-3.0 and 3.3-3.7 GeV/c). Entries in the spectra 

were made only when the summed transverse momentum of a pw 

pair was opposite to that of a leading proton (A0>9O°). A 

peak was observed at a mass around 1200 MeV with a width of 

about 30 MeV (FWHM) in the p7r invariant mass spectrum. No 

such a peak was seen in the PTT invariant mass spectrum nor 

in p7T~ mass spectra when p-rc pairs were selected such that 

its transverse momentum was the same azimuthal direction of 

a leading proton (A0<9O°). The appearance of the peak was 

correlated with the momentum of leading protons. Figure 5 

shows prr" spectra for events containing a leading proton 

with a momentum in different ranges. The peak disappeared 

when the momentum of the forward proton was between 3.0 and 

3.3 GeV/c. The correlation is shown more clearly in Fig. 6 
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modes and七arge七 nuclei，bu七 in七hispaper we repor七 on

resu1七sdeduced from even七s 七akenwi七h an aluminum七arge七

and a七riggermode called "C1F1". 工n七he "CIFl" 七rigger

rnode we required a七 leas七 onecharged par七iclebo七h in七he

cylindrical spec七rome七erand in七heforward spec七rometer.

An example of even七sob七ainedin七heexperimen七 isshown in 

Fig. 3. 

$3. RESULTS 

工nvarian七 masswas calcula七edfor a11 combina七ionsof a 

o 
pro七onand a pion de七ectedin七heCDC (25 く e<110~ ， pt>100 

MeVjc) in even七sof七hereac七ion，

p + Al→ p (forward) + p +π+  x. 
ー+Figure 4 shows pπ and pn invariant mass spec七どa for even七s

containing a 1eading pro七onwi七h a momen七umin a cer七ain

range (2.5-3.0 and 3.3-3.7 GeVjc). En七riesin七hespec七ra

were made only when七hesummed transverse rnomen七umof a pπ 

pair was opposi七e 七O 七ha七 ofa leading pro七on (sφ>900
). A 

peak was observed a七 amass around 1200 MeV wi七h a wid七h of 

abou七 30MeV (FWHM) in七hepπinvarian七 massspectrum. No 

+ such a peak was seen in七hepπinvarian七 massspec七rumnor 

in pπmass spec七rawhen pπpairs ¥oJere selec七edsuch七ha七

i七s七ransversemomen七umwas th6 same azimu七haldirec七ionof 

o a leading pro七on (Llゆく90V
). The appearance of七hepeak was 

correla七edwi七h 七hemomen七umof leading pro七ons. Figure 5 

shows pll' spec七rafor even七s containing a leading pro七on

wi七h a momentum in differen七 ranges. The peak disappeared 

when七hemomen七umof七heforward pro七onwas be七ween3.0 and 

3.3 GeVjc. The correla七ionis shown more clearly in Fig. 6 
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where momentum distributions of leading protons are shown 

with different gates on the p7t invariant mass. When a mass 

gate was set at the peak position (1.19-1.23 GeV), two broad 

peaks, around 2.7 GeV/c and 3.5 GeV/c, were observed in the 

momentum distribution, while no clear structure appeared in 

the distribution with other mass gates. 

In the following we summarized the observation on the 

narrow peak. 

1. The position of the peak (1205 MeV) was close to the 

A(1232). Its width (~30 MeV) was, however, much 

narrower than that of free A (~115 MeV). 

2. The peak was seen in the pn invariant mass 
+ 

distribution, but not in the p7r mass distribution. 

3. The peak became clearer when we selected pn pairs 

whose azimuthal directions were opposite to that of 

leading protons. 

4. Appearance of the peak was correlated with the 

momentum of leading protons. For the incident 

momentum of 4 GeV/c, the peak appeared clearly when 

the momentum of leading protons was around 2.7 GeV/c 

and around 3.5 GeV/c. 

$4. DISCUSSION 

A peak at the position near the A(1232) was observed' in 

the pn invariant mass distributions. Its width (~30 MeV) 

was much narrower than that of free A (~115 MeV). 

First we consider the possibility whether the observed 

resonance is the A or not. The width of the A in nuclear 

matter is composed of the decay width and the spreading 
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where momen七umdis七ribu七ionsof 1eading pro七onsare shown 

with differen七 ga七eson the pπinvarian七 mass. When a mass 

gate was se七 a七七hepeak posi七ion (1.19目1.23 GeV)，七wobroad 

peaks， around 2.7 GeVjc and 3.5 GeVjc， were observed in七he

momen七umdis七ribution，whi1e no c1ear structure appeared in 

七hedis七ribu七ionwi七h (l七hermass ga七es.

工n 七hefo11owing we summarized七heobserva七ionon七he

narrON peak. 

1. The position of七hepeak (1205 MeV) was c10se七0 七he

d.(1232). 工七swid七h (~30 MeV) was， however， much 

narrower七han七ha七 offree A (~115 MeV). 

2. The peak was seen in七hepπinvarian七 mass

+ distribution， bu七 no七 in七hepπmass dis七ribu七ion.

3. The peak became c1earer when we se1ec七edpπpairs 

whose azimu七ha1direc七ionswere opposi七e 七o 七ha七 of

leading pro七ons.

4. Appearance of七hepeak was correla七edwi七h 七he

momen七umof 1eading pro七ons. For七heinciden七

momen七umof 4 GeVjc，七hepeak appeared c1ear1y when 

七hemomen七umof 1eading pro七onswas around 2.7 GeVjc 

and around 3.5 GeVjc. 

$4. D工scuss工ON

A peak a七七heposi七ionnear the d.(1232) was observed in 

七heprr invarian七 mass dis七ribu七ions. 工七swid七h ("'30 MeV) 

was much narrower七han七ha七 offree A (~115 MeV). 

Firs七 weconsider七hepossibili七y whe七her七heobserved 

resonance is七heA or no七 Thewid七hof七heA in nuclear 

ma七七eris composed of 七hedecay wid七h and 七hespreading 
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width which is related to the A absorption in nuclei through 

the reaction AN -* NN. It is commonly recognized that the 

decay width becomes narrower in nuclei due to the Pauli 

blocking effect, while the spreading width makes the total 

width broader. However, quantitative calculation of the 

widths is difficult. 

Experimental observations on the total width of A in 

nuclei are controversial. Numerious experiments of pion 

induced reactions suggested the width of A in nuclei is 

nearly equal to that of free A, decomposing the decay width 

be about 80% of its free decay witdh and the spreading width 

be about 20% [3]. A recent pion experiment by Ziock et 

al. also concluded that the width is not significantly 

narrowed but (probably) widened [4]. 

On the other hand, some other experiments indicated 

that the width of A becomes narrower in nuclei. Morris et 

al. reported the width to be 55 MeV from observations of the 

13 deuteron momentum distribution in the C(p,d2p) reaction 

[5]. Although Toki claimed that this observation is not 

necessarily related to the width of A but explainable rather 

straightforwardly considering 7rd -» pp processes in nuclei 

[6], the possibility of the narrowed width can not be 

excluded. Further experimental studies with different 

incident energies are needed to make a clear conclusion [7]. 

The missing mass spectra measured in the Li(p,A ) He 

reaction at 1.04 GeV showed the resonance with a width of 90 

MeV [8]. In the pn invariant mass distribution obtained 

from collisions of 4 GeV/c n with Al nuclei using the FANCY 

spectrometer, a peak was found at the position of A with a 
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wid七h which is re1a七ed七。七hed. absorp七ionin nuc1ei七hrough

七hereac七iondN -+ NN. 工七 iscommonly recognized七ha七七he

decay wid七h becomes narrower in nuclei due七o 七hePau1i 

blocking effec七， whi1e七hespreading wid七hmakes七he七o七a1

wid七h broader. However， quan七i七a七iveca1cu工ationof七he

wid七hsis difficu1七.

Experimen七a1observa七ionson七he七o七a1wid七h of d. in 

nuclei are con七roversiDl. Numerious expeどimen七S of pion 

induced reac七ionssuggested七hewid七h of d. in nuclei is 

near1y equa1七0 七ha七 offree d.， decomposing七hedecay wid七h

be abou七 80%of i七s free decay wi七dhand七hespreading wid七h

be abou七 20% [3]. A recen七 pionexperimen七 byZiock e七

a工. a1so conc1uded七ha七七hewidth is no七 significan七1y

narrowed bu七 (probably) widened [4]. 

On七he0七herhand， some 0七herexperimen七s indica七ed

七ha七七hewid七hof d. becomes narrower in nuc1ei. Morris e七

a1. repor七ed七hewid七h 七o be 55 MeV from observa七ionsof七he

13 
deu七eronmomen七umdis七ribu七ionin七he -~C(p ， d2p) reac七ion

[5] . Al七houghToki c1aimed七ha七七hisobserva七ionis no七

necessari1y rela七ed七o 七hewid七h of tl bu七 exp1ainab1era七her

s七raightforward1yconsidering rrd→ pp processes ln nuc1ei 

[6]，七hepossibi1i七Y of七henarrowed wid七h can no七 be

exc1uded. Fur七herexperimen七a1s七udieswi七h differen七

inciden七 energiesare needed七o make a c1ear conc1usion [7]. 

The missing mass spec七rameasured in七he 6Li(p，d.++)6He 

reac七iona七 1.04GeV showed七heresonance wi七h a wid七h of 90 

+ MeV [8]. 工n 七hepπinvarian七 massdis七ribu七ionob七ained

+ 
from co11isions of 4 GeVjcπwith Al nuclei using the FANCY 

spec七rometer， a peak was found a七七heposi七ionof A wi七h a 
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width of 64 MeV [9]. 

Coming back to our observation, there are two 

difficulties in assigning the observed peak as the A; (1) 

its width was too narrow and (2) no peak was seen in the pn 

mass distribution. Concerning the former, the width of the 

observed peak was nearly a half of the narrowest among those 

observed previously. No conclusions have been made on the 

width of A in nuclei so far. For the latter, it is true 

++ 
that no A is produced in the primary process pN -* pA with 

a leading proton being required. In a nucleus, however, the 

charge exchange process should occur so that the complete 

++ suppression of A is unlikely. 

Sometimes a resonance-like structure could be seen due 

to unknown reaction mechanisms. The ABC effect [10] is a 

good example of this kind. It has been concluded that the 

ABC effect is not a resonance but a phenomenon associated 

with a certain type of reaction mechanisms [11], although 

its mechanism is not revealed yet. Since the reaction 

mechanism of hadron-nucleus collisions is not completely 

understood, we could not discard the possibility that our 

observation could be such a kind of phenomena. Experiments 

with different beam momenta will give a conclusive answer on 

this possibility as was done for the ABC effect. 

There is another possibility that the production of 

multi-quark states reflects on the observed peak. This is 

the most fascinating explanation if confirmed. It is, 

however, very difficult to prove this hypothesis. 

Fundamental quantities of a multi-quark state such as mass, 

width and decay modes are totally unknown. Even its 
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wid七h of 64 MeV [9]. 

Coming back七o our observa七ion，七here are七wo

difficul七ies'inassigning七heobserved peak as七hell; (工)

i七swidth was too narrow and (2) no peak was seen in七hepπ+ 

mass dis七ribu七ion. Concerning七heformer，七hewid七h of七he

observed peak was nearly a half of七henarrowes七 among七hose

observed previously. No conclusions have been made on七he

wid七h of ~ in nuclei so far. For the 1a七七er， i七 is true 

七ha七 noth++isproduced in七heprimary process pN ~ ps with 

a leading pro七onbeing required. 工n a nuc1eus， however，七he

charge exchange process should occur so七ha七七hecomp1e七e

suppression of ll++ is un1ikely. 

Sometimes a resonance-1ike s七ruc七urecould be seen due 

七o unknown reac七ionmechanisms. The ABC effec七 [10] is a 

good examp1e of七hiskind. 工七 hasbeen conc1uded七ha七七he

ABC effec七 isno七 aresonance bu七 aphenomenon associa七ed

wi七h a cer七ain七ypeof reac七ionmechanisms [11]， a1七hough

i七smechanism is not revealed ye七 Since七hereac七ion

mechanism of hadron-nucleus collisions is no七 comp1e七ely

unders七ood， we could no七 discard七hepossibility七ha七 our

。bserva七ioncou1d be such a kind of phenomena. Experimen七s

wi七h differen七 beammomen七awill give a conclusive answer on 

七hispossibility as was done for七heABC effec七.

There is ano七herpossibili七y 七ha七七heproduc七ionof 

mu1七i-quarks七a七esref1ec七son the observed peak. This is 

七hemos七 fascina七ingexp1ana七ionif confirmed. 工七 is， 

however， very difficu1七七o prove七hishypo七hesis.

Fundamen七a1quanti七iesof a mu1七i-quarks七a七e such as mass， 

wid七h and decay modes are七o七a11yunknown. Even i七S
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existence is not clear yet, or in other words, we do not 

know how the multi-quark states can be distinguished from 

other multi-baryon states. It would be impossible to 

identify multi-quark states experimentally unless they have 

characteristics significantly different from other 

multi-baryon states. I think that multi-quark states would 

have longer lifetimes because the rearrangement of color 

field is required in the decay process to form color-singlet 

qqq and qq states. From this point of view, recent 

observations of dibaryon resonances with narrow widths of 

the order of 20 MeV [12,13] are very interesting and 

encouraging. Those resonances could possibly be six-quark 

states. 

I have discussed some possibilities to explain the 

observed peak. However, our data are statistically too poor 

(~50 events) to draw any firm conclusions. We will continue 

experimental studies on the subject. As soon as the PS 

comes back to accelerate beam in 1985, a new experiment is 

scheduled to study the resonance-like peak more 

systematically. 

I would like to thank all of my colleagues; the 

experiment was carried out by a collaboration of University 

of Tokyo and Tokyo Institute of Technology led by 

Prof. K. Nakai. We are grateful to the staff members of KEK 

for their support to the experiment. 
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exis七enceis no七 clearye七， or in 0七herwords， we do no七

know how 七hemu工七i-quarks七a七escan be dis七inguishedfrom 

o七hermu1七i-baryons七a七es. 工七 would be impossible 七o

iden七ifymu1七i-quarks七atesexperimen七a11yunless七heyhave 

charac七eris七icssignifican七工y differen七 from other 

mul七i-baryons七a七es. 工 think七ha七 mul七i-quarks七a七eswou1d 

have 10nger life七imesbecause七herearrangement of co10r 

fie工d is required in七hedecay process to form color-sing1e七

qqq and qq s七a七es. From七hispoin七 ofview， recen七

observa七ionsof dibaryon resonances wi七h narrow wid七hsof 

the order of 20 MeV [12，13] are very in七eres七ingand 

encouraging. Those resonances could possibly be six-quark 

s七a七es.

工 havediscussed some possibili七ies七o explain七he

observed peak. However， our da七a are s七a七is七ically七00poor 

("'50 events) 七o draw any firm conclusions. We l'lIll con七inue

experimenta1 s七udieson the subjec七 Assoon as七hePS 

comes back七o accelerate beam in 1985， a new experimen七 is

schedu1ed七o study the resonance-1ike peak more 

sys七ema七ica11y.

工 wou1d1ike七0 七hanka11 of my co11eagues; 七he

experimen七 wascarried ou七 bya collabora七ionof Universi七y

of Tokyo and Tokyo工ns七i七u七eof Techno10gy 1ed by 

Prof. K. Nakai. We are gra七efu1 七o the s七affmembers of KEK 

for七heirsupport七0 七heexperimen七.
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A Critical Appraisal of Bound Delta States 

P. C. Gugelot 

Department of Physics, University of Tokyo* 

Abstract 

Resonances attributed to A's bound in nuclei are analysed. 
The kinematics of the reactions can account for the 
enhancements of the observed cross sections. 

1. Introduction 

The study of hypernuclei produced much information on the 

interactions of hyperons with nuclei and on some properties of 

1—8 \ nuclei '. The hyperon being composed of two common quarks 

and one strange quark can occupy states which are forbidden for 

nucleons. One might ask whether other particles also could 

probe the nucleus. The A which consists of three ordinary 

quarks in a spin quartet could be such a candidate. Several 

experiments have been devised to study the A properties in 

, . 9-13) nuclei '. 

In this paper we will devote ourselves with the results of 

ref.12 and 13 to show that the observed "resonances" may be 

largely due to kinematical effect. 

12 + 
2. The C(7T ,p) Reaction 

The impulse approximation describes interactions in which 

the projectile interacts with a substructure of the target 

nucleus. In ref.14 a recoil correction has been described 

* On leave from the University of Virginia 
Department of Physics, University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, V.A. 22901, U.S.A. 
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Abstrac七

Resonances a七七ribu七ed七os's bound in nuclei are ana1ysed. 
The kinematics of七hereac七ionscan accoun七 for七he
enhancements of七heobserved cross sec七ions.

1.工n七roduction

The s七udyof hypernuclei produced much informa七ionon七he

in七erac七ionsof hyperons wi七h nuclei and on some proper七iesof 

1-8) 
nuc1ei ~ ~/ The hyperon being composed of七wocommon quarks 

and one s七rangequark can occupy s七a七eswhich are forbidden for 

nucleons. One migh七 askwhe七herother par七iclesa1so could 

probe七henucleus. The s which consis七sof七hreeordioary 

quarks io a spin quar七e七 couldbe such a candida七e. Severa1 

experimen七s have been devised七o s七udy七hes proper七iesin 

9-13) 
nuclei 

1n this paper we wil1 devo七eourse1ves with 七heresu工七sof 

ref.12 and 13七o show七ha七 theobserved "resonances" may be 

largely due七o kinema七ica1effec七.

12 2. The --C(π ，p) Reac七ion

The impulse approKima七iondescribes in七erac七ionsin which 

七heprojec七i1ein七erac七swi七h a subs-cruc七ureof七he七arge七

nucleus. 工n ref.14 a recoil correc七ionhas been described 

女 On1eave from七heUniversi七Y of Virginia 
Depar七mentof Physics， Universi七Yof Virginia， 
Char10七七esvi11e，V.A. 22901， U.S.A. 
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which will be applied to reactions of the type presented in 
12 + Fig.l. A typical reaction is C(7T ,p)x. The pion with 

4-momentum p 1 is scattered by a nuclear proton. The bubble in 

Fig.l represents the recoil correction as described in ref.14. 

The pion will be bound by the nuclear fragment of momentum k-

and together they produce the final state x with momentum p.. 

As a consequence of the recoil, energy and momentum are 

transferred from the projectile to the target and these 

quantities will remain conserved. Therefore, we have, 

pl + p2 = p0 + q + k ( 1 ) 

or (Pl + P2 - P 0 )
2 = (q + k 1 )

2 (2) 

Since the target is recoiling, the momenta q and k.. are not 

diametrically opposed in the laboratory frame. In the moving 

target frame, the primed frame, this must be the case, 

q' + k1' = 0 (3) 

A Lorentz transformation connects the two frames and we have, 

(q» + k ^ ) 2 = (q + k x )
2 (4) 

For a given Fermi momentum q' one can calculate from (1) and 

(2) the momenta p„ in the laboratory and p„' in the target 

frame. Consequently the velocity of the target frame is, 

B = (p0'/y> - ( y v (5) 
1 - (p0P0VE0E0') 

The momentum q and k- in the laboratory and then obtained 

by a Lorentz transformation from q' and k. '. 
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which will be applied七o reac七ionsof七he七ypepresen七edin 

12_， + 
Fig.l. A 七ypicalreac七ionis ~~C(n' ，p)x. The pion wi七h

4四 momen七umPl is sca七七eredby a nuclear pro七on. The bubble in 

Fig.l represents七herecoil correc七ionas described in ref.14. 

The pion will be bound by七henuclear fragmen七 ofmomentum k
1 

and七oge七her七heyproduce七hefinal s七a七e x wi七hmomen七umP4・

As a consequence of七herecoil， energy and momen七umare 

transferred from七heprojecti工e 七o 七hetarge七 andthese 

quan七itieswill remain conserved. Therefore， we have， 

Pl + P2 = Po + q + k (工)

or 
2 . . .2 

(p1 + P2 - Po)~ = (q + k1) (2) 

Since七he七arge七 isrecoiling，七hemomen七a.q 」.and，K.A 1are no七

diame七ricallyopposed in七he工abora七oryframe. 工n 七hemoving 

七arge七 frame，七heprimed frame，七hismus七 bethe case， 

q' + k
1
' = 0 (3) 

A Loren七z 七ransforma七ionconnec七s 七he七woframes and we have， 

(q?+kl')2=(q+kl)2 (4) 

.... 
For a given Fermi momen七umq' one can calcula七e from (1) and 

(2) 七hemomen七aPo in七helabora七oryand Po ・inthe七arge七

frame. Consequen七ly七heveloci七Y of七hetarge七 frameis， 

B = (PO' /EO ' >ー (pO/EO>
= 

エー (poPO'/EOEO')
(5) 

The momen七umq and k
1 

in the labora七oryand七henob七ained

by a Loren七z 七ransforma七ionfrom q' and k1'. 
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The cross section for the raction is, 

3 3 
1 , 2 -1 m 3 d P 3 m 4 d P 4 4 4 

a- = / 1 "* / o 4 ( 2 7 r ) 4 < 5 4 ( p 1 + p 2 - p 3 - p 4 ) ( 6 ) 
| v j 2 E 1 2 E 2 (2TxrE3 (27T)dE4 1 z J 4 

T2 = n W ( q 2 ) L ( q ' ^ q ) | < p 3 k 2 | M | p 0 q > | 2 P ( k ) ( 7 ) 

W(q') is the probability of finding a proton with Fermi 

momentum q'. This quantity will be the Fourier transform 

squared of the spatial wave function of the proton in the 

target. It is normalized to 1. The quantity n represents the 

number of protons with that particular wave function. The 

Fermi momentum is a variable in the calculation. The quantity 

L(q'->q) is the Jacobian for the transformation of the nuclear 
3 

frame into the laboratory frame. Since /W(q')d q' must be an 
3 

invariant and (d q/E) is invariant, the integral can be written 
3 

as, /E' W(q')(d q'/E' ), which determine the Jacobian, 
E 

L = — 3 - (8) 
E ' 
q 

The scattering amplitude for P0,q -* p«,k„ can be obtained 

from the experimental cross section for the scattering of these 

two particles if one expresses that cross section in terms of 

the invariant scattering amplitude. 

In this calculation no attention has been paid to the 

non-spin-flip and spin-flip amplitudes. Simply, the 

experimental cross sections were listed as a function of s and 

t and the invariant amplitude was calculated. 

Since the spectrometer angle for the detection of p3 was 

fixed a condition can be derived for the scattering such that 

the proton with p~ is detected by the spectrometer. This 
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σ=  

The cross sec七ionfor the rac七ionis， 

1p21m3d3P3m4d3P444  
JT 一一一一一一一言一一一一言一 (2π)~ð~(Pl+P2-P3-P4)

1 v 11 - 2E
1
2E

2 
(21T)民3 (21T)....E4 

T2 = nW(q2)L(q'→q)I<P3k2IMlpoq>12p(k) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

W(q') is七heprobabi1i七y of finding a proton wi七h Fermi 

ーー‘momen七umq '. This quan七i七Y will be七heFourier七ransform

squared of七hespa七ia1wave func七ionof七hepro七onin七he

七arget. It is norma1ized to 1. The quan七i七y n represen七s 七he

number of pro七onswi七h 七ha七 par七icu1arwave func七ion. The 

Fermi momen七umis a variab1e in七hecalculation. The quan七i七Y

L(q'→q) is七heJacobian for七he七ransforma七ionof七henuclear 

frame in七0 七helabora七oryframe. Since JW(ql)d3ql mus七 bean 

3 invarian七 and (d....q/E) is invarian七， 七hein七egralcan be wri七七en

rr;o' '.'/~' ¥/"，3_， J'r." as， JE'~W(q')(d""q'/E'_) ， which de七ermine七heJacobian， q . - .. q 

(8 ) 

The sca七七eringamp1itude for po，q → P3，k
2 

can be ob七ained

from 七heexperimen七a1cross sec七ionfor 七hesca七七eringof 七he5e

two par七ic1esif one expresses七ha七 crosssection in七ermsof 

七heinvarian七 sca七七eringamp1i七ude.

In七hiscalcu1a七ionno a七七en七ionhas been paid七o 七he

non-spin-flip and spin-f1ip amp1itudes. Simp1y，七he

experimen七a1cross sec七ionswere 1isted as a func七ionof 5 and 

七 and七heinvarian七 ampli七udewas calcu1a七ed.

Since七hespec七rome七erangle for七hede七ec七ionof P3 wa5 

fixed a condi七ioncan be derived for 七hesca七七eringsuch 七ha七

七hepro七onwi七h P3 i5 de七ectedby七hespec七rome七er. This 
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circumvents an integration over the scattering angle. The 

integration over the Fermi momentum q' and cos0' is effected by 

a variation of these two quantities- Each value will then 

yield a p3, k. , k~ and a cross section which is binned for p_. 

The cross sections are added in each bin and finally divided by 

the number of times each bin was entered. This procedure is 

similar to that used in Monte Carlo calculations. 

In formula (7) a quantity P(k) is used which presents the 

probability that a final nucleus with p^ is formed; 

k = | l̂ -kgl . 

13) The Heidelberg SIN collaboration ' devised an experiment 

in which 355, 375 and 405 MeV/c n were incident on a carbon 

target. One proton was observed in the SUSY-spectrometer. Two 

other protons were detected in scintillation counters on both 

sides of the target. The 3-fold coincidence made sure that the 

incident pion after scattering from one proton was captured by 

the spectator fragment of the nucleus. Of course, the 

spectrograph could not distinguish the primary scattered 

protons from the protons emitted after the pion absorption. 

These protons produced a background in the spectrograph which 

is shown on the low momentum side in the Fig.2 a,b,c. The high 

momentum side in these figures shows a resonance structure 

which becomes less pronounced as moves to higher momentum with 

increasing incident momentum. The histograms show the results 

of the calculations. The protons are supposed to be scattered 

from a p-state, 
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circumven七s an in七egra七ionover 七hesca七七eringang1e. The 

in七egra七ionover the Fermi momen七umq' and cosB' is effec七edby 

a varia七ionof七hese七woquan七1七ies. Each va1ue wi11七hen

ー司-'‘ ...... 
yie1d a P3' k1， kZ and a cross sec七ionwhich is binned for P3・

The cross sec七ionsare added in each bin and fina11y divided by 

七henumber of七imeseach bin was en七ered. This procedure is 

simi1ar七o tha七 usedin Mon七e Car10 ca1culations. 

工n formu1a (7) a quanti七y P(k) is used which presen七s 七he

.町ゐ

probabi1i七y 七hata fina1 nuc1eus wi七hP4 is formed; 

k=lk1-k21. 

13) 
The Heidel.berg S工N co11abora七ion -~r devised an experimen七

+ in which 355， 375 and 405 MeV/cπwere inciden七 ona carbon 

七arget. One pro七onwas observed in七heSUSY-spec七rome七er. Two 

。七herpro七onswere de七ec七edin scin七ill.ationcoun七erson bo七h

sides of七he七arget. The 3-fold coincidence made sure七ha七七he

inciden七 pion af七ersca七七eringfrom one pro七onwas cap七uredby 

七hespec七atorfragmen七 of七henuc1eus. Of course，七he

spec七rographcould no七 dis七inguish七heprimary sca七七ered

pro七onsfrom七heprotons emi七tedafter七hepion absorp七ion.

These pro七onsproduced a background in七hespec七rographwhich 

is shown on七he10w momen七umside in the Fig.2 a，b，c. The high 

momen七umside in七hesefigures shows a resonance s七ruc七ure

which becomes l.ess pronounced as moves七o higher momen七umwith 

increasing inciden七 momentum. The his七ogramsshow七heresu1七s

of 七heca1cu1a七ions. The pro七onsare supposed to be sca七七ered

from a p-s七ate，
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W - «* C , 2 [ 2,2 " ..2 [ 2,2 ^ (9) 
(a + q ) (/3 + q ) 

a = 0.14 GeV/c, 0 = 0.36 GeV/c 

The probability P(k) is assumed to be of the same form with, a 

=0.95 GeV/c, p = 0.65 GeV/c. The form of P(k) is shown in 

Fig.3. The results are not at all sensitive to P. Interesting 

is its peaking at about 300 MeV/c. The calculated curves are 

normalized at 355 MeV/c. The caculation represents the shift 

of the maximum in the cross section and the change of the width 

if one takes into consideration the background which is caused 

by the many body break up. 

The structure function P(k) may well depend on the wave 

function of the carbon target. The width of the peak is a 

function of the probability distribution W(q'). The peak 

position is essentially constant and independent of the 

parameters in the calculation. It is due to the scattering 

cross section of the upper vertex. 

Therefore, this process has to be interpreted as a 

quasifree scattering of the pion by a proton in the resonance 

11 region where upon the pion is absorbed by the residual B. 

The shift of the peak to fake a binding of the A is a 

consequence of the kinematics. 

3. Pion Exchange Reactions 

Reaction of the type given in Fig.4 in which the exchanged 

particle is emitted by the projectile can be treated by the 

same, however slightly modified model. 
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α =  0.14 GeV/c， s = 0.36 GeV/c 

The probabili七Y P(k) is assumed to be of七hesame form wi.七h，α

:: 0.95 GeV/c，β=  0.65 GeV/c. The form of P(k) is shown in 

Fig.3. The resul七s are no七 a七 a11sensi七ive七o P. 工n七eres七ing

is i七s peaking a七 abou七 300MeV/c. The calcu1a七edcurves are 

norma1ized a七 355MeV/c. The caculation represen七s七heshif七

of七hemaximum in七hecross sec七ionand七hechange of七hewid七h

if one takes in七o considera七ion七hebackground which is caused 

by七hemany body break up. 

The s七ruc七urefunc七ionP(k) may well depend on七hewave 

func七ionof the carbon七arge七 Thewid七h of七hepeak is a 

function of the probabili七Y dis七ribu七ionW(q'). The peak 

position is essen七ia11ycons七antand independen七 of七he

parame七ersin 七heca1cula七ion. 工七 is due 七o 七hesca七七ering

cross sec七ionof七heupper ver七ex.

Therefore， this process has七o be in七erpre七edas a 

quasifree 8ca七七eringof 七hepion by a pro七onin 七here80nance 

11 
region where upon the pion i5 absorbed by七heresidua1 --B. 

The shif七 ofthe peak七o fake a binding of七hed. i8 a 

con8equence of七hekinema七iC8.

3. Pion Exchange Reac七ions

Reac七ionof七he七ypegiven in Fig.4 in which七heexchanged 

par七ic1eis emi七七edby七heprojec七i1ecan be 七rea七edby七he

same， however 81igh七1ymodified mode1. 
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In analogy to the previously discussed model we assume 

that all quantities remain on shell, 

pl + p2 = P3 + q + P0 ( 1 0 ) 

or (p 1 +p 2-p 0)
2 = (p3+q)

2 = (p3'+q')
2 = f (ID 

in the projectile frame, p3' + q' = 0 . (12) 

f is the "Fermi energy" squared. In any calculation one will 

have to integrate over q' and therefore, we may assume f to be 

known. From the equation (11) we can solve for pQ, 

1 , £2 ~ , ,,„ 2 2, 
P0 = — (Apl ± Ein V A " 4 m2 s ) / ( Ein " pl > <13> 

A = s + m 2
2 - f, E Q = Vp^H- m2

2, j80 = — 5 - (14) 
E0 

The sign in p 0 is determined by energy and momentum 

conservation. Only one solution will result. As in ref.14 we 

express p 0 also in the moving, i.e. in the projectile frame. 

P0* or E0' can be calculated from, 

s = (q' + p3' + p Q ' )
2 (15) 

2 
s - f - m 

or E ' = ^3- and p ' = -VE '2 - m 2 (16) 

In this calculation p0' is in the negative z direction. The 

velocity of the projectile frame is, 

B = — y y _ (17) 
1 - (0VO> 

The laboratory momenta p« and q can be obtained from the 
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工n analogy to七heprevious1y discussed rnode1 we assurne 

七ha七 a11quan七itiesrernain on she11， 

P1 + P2 = P3 + q + Po (10) 

or 
2 ，2 . ，2 

(P1+P2-PO)ー= (P3+q)~ = (P3'+Q')“= f (11) 

.....ー‘in the projec七i1efrarne， P
3
' + q' = O. (12) 

f is the "Ferrni energy" squared. 工n any ca1cu1a七ionone ¥'lIll 

.... 
have七o in七egra七e over q' and七herefore，we may assume f 七o be 

known. Frorn七heequa七ion(11) we can s01ve for PO' 

1 
P
1

土 in、，L'p.2 - 4m
2
s)/(E

in 
2 2 

Po = 四 P1-) (13) 
2 

2 
EO = ";p・rOF+m22， sO = 

Po 
(14) A = s + m

2
- - f， 

EO 

The sign in Po is de七erminedby energy and momen七um

conserva七ion. Only one solu七ionwi11 resul七 Asin ref.14 we 

express pO a1so in七hemoving， i.e. in七heprojec七ileframe. 

Po' or EO' can be calcu1ated from， 

s = (q' + P~' + Pn，)2 3 ..1:'0 (15) 

s - f -m 
2 

or E~' = 
q 

and J 22  p'= ー E~'- -rn 。
2ゾ吉

o '~o "'q (16) 

工n 七hisca1cu1a七ionPO' is in七henega七ivez direc七ion. The 

ve10ci七y of七heprojec七ile frame is， 

B = 
戸'o-β0 

(17) 

1 ー (s'oso)

-"占

The laboratory momenta P3 and q can be ob七ainedfrom七he
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Lorentz transformation between the primed and unprimed 

quantities, 

7 
q = q' + 7B[ (B-q») - E ' ] (18) 

7+1 q 

The cross section is expressed in formula (6) and (7). 

4. Comparison with Experiment 

12) 3 3 
Radvanyi et al. observed the reaction A( He, H)x in 

which A was hydrogen, carbon and many heavier targets. The 
3 

incident He energy was 2 GeV. Only the triton was detected at 

0 and at 4 . The cross section showed a large bump with a 

maximum for hydrogen at 3.5 GeV/c as shown in Fig.5 and for all 

other targets at 3.58 GeV/c. The reaction proceeds by the 

+ 3 

exchange of a 7T emitted from the He projectile. This 

reaction was calculated by the model discussed in the last 

paragraph. The cross section is proportional to the 2-body 

phase space and the product of the structure functions of the 
3 

pion in the He and the absorption of the pion by the target. 
The second structure function was considered to be a constant. 

3 
The pion- He structure was required to have a maximum at small 

or zero q' and to drop off with larger q'. The function, 

-(q'/qn)
2 

W = e , qQ = 0.15 GeV/c 

was chosen. Again this function is not critical, because it 

changes the width of the bump but not its maximum. The 

experimental curve for carbon and the calculated histogram are 

presented in Fig.6. The agreement is very good. To save space 
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Loren七z 七ransforma七ionbe七weenthe primed and unprimed 

quan七え七ies，

->. -" ....γ...... -" 
q = q' +γB[一一一一(B . q') -E_'] (18) 

γ+1 可

The cross sec七ionis expressed in formu1a (6) and (7). 

4. Comparison wi七!!sxper担盟主

12) _'-______...:1 .L..'L._ ____.L..~__ ...，3.._ 3 Radvanyi e七 a1.--' observed七hereac七ionA(~He ， ~H)x 

which A was hydrogen， carbon and many heavier targe七s. The 

inciden七 3Heenergy was 2 GeV. Only七he七ri七onwas de七ec七eda七

0
0 

and a七 40 • The cross sec七ionshowed a large burnp with a 

maxirnum for hydrogen a七 3.5GeV/c as shown in Fig.5 and for a11 

。七her七arge七s a七 3.58Gev/c. The reac七ionproceeds by七he

+ 3 
exchange of a πemitted from七he-He projec七ile. This 

reac七ionwas calculated by七hemodel discussed in七he 1as七

paragraph. The cross sec七ionis propor七ional七o 七he2-body 

phase space and七heproduc七 of七hes七ruc七urefunc七ionsof七he

pion in七he3He and七heabsorp七ionof七hepion by七hetarge七.

The second s七ruc七urefunc七ionwas considered to be a cons七an七.

The pion-3He s七ruc七urewas required七o have a maximum a七 small

or zero q' and七o drop off wi七h larger q'. The func七ion，

司 (q'/q，..)2
W = e qo = 0.15 GeV/c 

was chosen. Again七hisfunc七ionis no七 cri七ical，because i七

changes七hewid七h of七hebump bu七 no七 i七s maximum. The 

experimen七a1curve for carbon and七hecalcula七edhis七ogramare 

presen七edin Fig.6. The agreemen七 isvery good. To save space 
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only the peak position for the hydrogen is marked by an arrow. 

The agreement is again very good. We have to amplify the fact 

that the peak position is only determined by the mass of the 

exchanged pion. No resonance conditions are used. Only the 
2 

width of the curves depend on the structure function W(q ) and 

P(k ), k = I q - pQ|. In this case we set P = 1. 

5. The KEK Experiment 

15) Nakai et al. observed the reaction Al(p,p')x in which x 

decayed in y + n + p. The incident momentum was 4 GeV/c, one 

proton was observed in a forward spectrometer the other proton 

and 7T were detected by counters. If one selected a missing 

mass for the pion and proton in the counters of about 1232 MeV, 

the spectrometer showed a spectrum with possible peaks at 3.5 

GeV/c and 2.7 GeV/c. The result is shown in Fig.7. Our 

calculation yielded a wide maximum at 3.5 GeV/c. Again the 

position of the maximum is determined only by the mass of the 

exchanged TT . The peak at 2.7 GeV/c cannot be explained. In 

that case the exchanged particle should have had a mass of 

about 450 MeV. Therefore, it is questionable whether the 

second peak is produced by a simple mechanisme as described 

above. One should fake into account the fact that both the 

experimental curve and the calculated one are relative. 

Because of the experimental trigger condition it will be 

difficult to make the theoritical result absolute. It is not 

excluded that the experimental curves contain a wide bump in 

agreement with the theoretical on which two sharper peaks are 

superimposed. Further experiments are planned. 
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only七hepeak posi七ionfor七hehydrogen is marked by an arrow. 

The agreemen七 isagain very good. We have七o amp1ify七hefac七

七ha七七hepeak posi七ionis only: de七erminedby七hemass of七he

exchanged pion. No resonance condi七ionsare used. Only七he

width of the curves depend on七hes七ruc七urefunc七ionW(q2) and 

P(k
2
)， k = I q -pol. 工n 七hiscase we se七 P = 1・

5. The KEK Experirnen七

15) 
Nakai e七 al.-~' observed七hereac七ionA1(p，p')x in which x 

decayed in y +π+  p. The inciden七 rnornen七urnwas 4 GeV/c， one 

pro七onwas observed in a forward spec七rome七er七he0七herpro七on

and πwere de七ec七edby coun七ers. 工fone selec七eda rnissing 

rnass for七hepion and pro七onin七hecoun七ersof abou七 1232MeV， 

七hespec七rorne七ershowed a spec七rumwi七hpossib1e peaks a七 3.5

GeV/c and 2.7 GeV/c. The resu1七 isshown in Fig.7. Our 

ca1cu1a七ionyie1ded a wide maxirnum a七 3.5GeV/c. Again七he

poSi七ionof七hemaximum is de七erminedon1y by七hemass of七he

exchanged rr
O
. The peak a七 2.7GeV/c canno七 beexplained. 工7・1

七ha七 case七heexchanged par七icleshould have had a mass of 

abou七 450MeV. Therefore， i七 isques七ionablewhe七herthe 

second peak is produced by a simple mechanisme as described 

above. One shou1d 十akeinto accoun七七hefac七七ha七 bo七h the 

experimen七a1 curve and七hecalcu1a七edone are rela七ive.

Because of七heexperirnen七a1七riggercondi七ioni七 willbe 

difficul七七o make七he七heori七ica1resu1七 ahsolu七e. 工七 isno七

exc1uded七ha七七heexperirnen七a1curves con七aina wide bump in 

agreemen七 wi七h 七he七heore七icalon which七wosharper peaks are 

superimposed. Fur七herexperirnen七s are p1anned. 
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6. Conclusion 

The experiments discussed here which have been believed to 

show that a A particle could be bound can be explained by pure 

kinematics. Unfortunately it is not possible to produce a A in 

a "replacement" reaction like the A or S . However, these 

reactions still contain much physics. Even though the peak 

position is determined the width of the peak and the cross 

section are dependent on several nuclear properties as the 

nuclear wave function and the capture probability of the pion 

in the nucleus. These finer details, however, will require a 

better theoretical treatment. 
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The experimen七sdiscussed here which have been believed七。

show七ha七 ad. par七iclecould be bound can be explained by pure 
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Fig.l A quasi free reaction. Particle 1 is 

incident and interacts with a fragment of the 

target. This fragment has the momentum q. The 

bubble represents the energy and momentum 

transferred to the recoiling target from the 

projectile. 
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P， P3 

P2 

P4 

Fig.l A quasi free reac七ion. Par七icle1 i5 

inciden七 andin七erac七5wi七ha fragmen七 of七he

七arge七 Thisfragmen七 ha5七hemomentum q. The 

bubble represen七s the energy and momen七um

七ransferred七o 七herecoiling七arge七 fromthe 

projec七ile.
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Fig.3 The structure function P(k) 
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Fig.4 The quasi-free reaction in which the 

projectile emits a fragment. 
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STUDY OF UNSTABLE NUCLEI VIA HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

— A General Introduction to INS-LBL Secondary Beam Experiments — 

Noriaki Takahashi 

College of General Education 

Osaka University 

Toyonaka 560 

Beams of stable and unstable nuclei have been produced via fragmen

tation processes in the high-energy heavy-ion reactions. Total interac

tion cross sections have been measured in transmission experiments. 

Nuclear radii of unstable nuclei are determined by assuming that these 

nuclei are black spheres. Secondary nuclear reactions initiated by 

unstable nuclei have been observed. Scopes and outlooks are presented 

for the utilization of such unstable nuclear beams. 

§1. Introduction 

Developments in the study of unstable nuclei has been specutacular 

in recent years. High energy protons produce a variety of unstable 

nuclei far off the stability line by the spallation processes. ' Much 

2) effort has been devoted to the spectroscopic studies of such nuclei. ' 

Heavy ion reactions belong to another versatile source for the 

production of unstable nuclei. ' Even at energies of approximately 10 

MeV/u a rich variety of unstable nuclei has been produced by transfer 

4) reactions and many new isotopes have been identified. ' It is expected 

that nuclei produced at low energy heavy-ion reactions are usually spin 

5) 
polarized, as systematic studies show. ' Isotope separators will be a 
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good means to obtain polarized unstable nuclei. The techniques of separa

tion seem to have still limitations in isolating a single species of 

isotopes abundantly and in making it possible to study these nuclei 

spectroscopically using full advantage of polarization. 

Heavy ion reactions at high energies above -200 MeV/u are specific 

for the production of unstable isotopes. The major reaction mechanism 

here is fragmentations of projectiles and targets , when the collision 

takes place at the peripheries of the two nuclei. Product nuclei of 

projectile fragmentation have a velocity distribution strongly concen

trated at the velocity of the incident beam and they are emitted in a 

narrow cone at the forward direction. There is a certain possibility to 

separate one speficie isotope electromagnetically. Better an advantage can 

be taken by collimating these unstable nuclei to be used as an incident 

beam for the secondary nuclear reactions. 

The project discussed here is the first trial to form beams of stable 

and unstable nuclei of He, Li, Be and B produced by the projectile frag

mentations in the bombardment of a Be target with 800 MeV/u B beams. 

The Bevalac at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory was used to obtain the 

primary beam and the beam transport system of the accelerator was used to 

collimate the beams of reaction products. 

Formation of unstable beam is discussed in §2 in connection with dis

cussions of measured physical quantities. The following section §3 is a 

short survey of physics experiments to be carried out by employing such 

beams. Here the outlook will be presented. The purpose of this article 

is to give briefly a general idea of peripheries around the experiment 

introduced by the next speaker. ' 
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§2. Beams of unstable nuclei 

An 800 MeV/u B beam was extracted from the Bevatron and was focus-

sed at a focal point Fl, where a production target Tl of Be was mounted. 

The thickness was 2.54 cm and this was selected to obtain optimal yields 

by balancing the momentum spreads of the product nuclei with the ioniza-

8 9 - 1 
tion loss of the beam. The beam intensity was 3* 10 - 1 * 10 s~ with 

on-beam time 1 s and repetition time 4 s. Reaction products in the pro

jectile fragmentation were stable and unstable isotopes of He, Li, Be and 

B. 

Specific isotopes sustaining the approximate beam velocity were 

selected in their magnetic rigidity by passing them through the beam 

transport system of the Bevalac facility. A slit system consisting of a 

pair of Cu jaws 17 cm in thickness and a clean-up slit were installed at 

focal points F2 and F3, respectively. Beams with a well-defined magnetic 

rigidity were collimated and were delivered onto a second reaction target 

T2. A schematic layout of the beam transport system is shown in Fig. 1. 

Velocity of the nuclear reaction products was selected by the time 

of flight (TOF) between a scintillation detector SF3 placed at F3 and one 

of scintillation detectors SBT immediately upstream from T2. SBT con

sisted of four layers of coincidence plastic detectors and one veto 

plastic detector. Signals from the veto detector imposed a limit on the 

size of the beam incident on the reaction target. Figure 2 shows an 

6 9 
example of the scatter plot in TOF and energy loss axes for He and Li 

for the setting of the beam transport system at A/Z =3. The diagram 

shows that the separation in the energy loss is clean. 

Beams of unstable nuclei 8B, 10Be, 7Be, 9Li, 8Li, 8He and 6He were 

obtained. Typical intensities were up to 10 s~ for He and 10 s" for 
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He. Also obtained were beams of stable nuclei Be, Li, Li, He and 

3 11 
He produced in the bombardment of Be target by B beam. The reaction 

2 
target T2 was Al, C or B of various thicknesses 5-20 g/cm . The trans
mission of the secondary beam was then measured and the total interaction 

cross sections Oj were obtained. 

The nuclear radii of stable and unstable isotopes of He, Li, Be, B 

9 12 
lso of target nuclei Be, C. 

that the nuclei are black spheres, 

9 12 27 
and also of target nuclei Be, C, Al were deduced from o assuming 

aj = *(Rp + R T )
2 , 

where Rp and RT are nuclear radii of the projectile and target, respec

tively. The detail will be presented by the next speaker. ' 

§3 Physics and the outlook 

Nuclear radii of unstable nuclei have been studied hitherto by 

mainly measuring isotopes shifts. ' Here the overlap of electrons and 

the nucleus produces a small change in the electron transition energies. 

Many isotopes have been studied; Ce, Ba, Cs, Xe, Rb, Ca, K, Na etc. 

Production of unstable isotopes have been realized by the reactions with 

high energy protons. Although this is a powerful method still it has its 

own limitations. Alkali metals are especially suited. The difficulties 

overcome has been the isolation of isotopes. The present method of 

isolating a specific isotope is general and is not limited by spaces of 

atoms. From this point, an outlook can be developed. 

This experiment has shown that the various beams of stable and 

unstable nuclei are actually obtained. The interaction cross sections 

have been measured by using unstable nuclear beams. This is to be 
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regarded as a first step toward a new domain of researches in which 

nuclear physics with secondary beams will be studied. Not only nuclear 

physics but also other fields will be benefitted by the use of such 

nuclear beams. Solid state physics, biophysics and biomedicines will be 

such examples in which beams of stable nuclei too are more or less 

eagerly needed. 

The measurements of nuclear radii for example here removed specific 

difficulties in obtaining unstable nuclei applicable of specific methods. 

With the method introduced here it is now becoming possible to study 

nuclei radius over the wider N-Z plane of isotope chart where nuclei are 

particle-stable. It is also hoped that the spectroscopic study of nuclei 

for off the stability line will make a progress by employing the methods 

as described here. It is interesting to see if the nuclear beam thus 

produced are spin-aligned. The spectroscopy of spin-aligned nuclear 

states when their spin alignment is controlled will surely open a new 

field of spectroscopy. 
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EXPERIMENTS USING BEAMS OF UNSTABLE NUCIJGAR ISOTOPES 

(Interaction Cross Sections and The Radii of He Isotopes) 

Isao TANIHATA 

Ins t i tu te for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, 

3-E-l Midori-cho. Tanashi. Tokyo 188. JAPAN, 

and 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720, USA 

Abstract 

Secondary beams of 3He,4He.eHe,and 8He were produced through the projectile 

f ragmenta t ion of BCO MeV/nucleon n B pr imary . In terac t ion cross sect ions( 07) of all He 

isotopes on Be, C, and Al t a rge t s were m e a s u r e d by a t ransmission-type exper iment . 

The in te rac t ion nuc lear radii of He isotopes ,/?(He)= v Oj/n-R(T!) where F(T) is of t he 

t a r g e t nucleus, have been deduced from the p re sen t Oj and the known 07 of 4He+ 4He 

reac t ions . 
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Abstract 

Secondary beams of 3He，4He，6He，and 8He were produced lhrough lhe projectile 

fragmenlalion of 8GG MeV /nucleon l1B primary. lnleraction cross seclions(σ/} of a11 He 

isotopes on Be. C， and Allargels were measured by a transmission-type experimenl. 

Thei 

target nucleus， have been deduced from lhe presentσ/ and the known σJ of4He+ 4He 

reactions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since high-energy heavy-ion beams became available, the projectile fragmentation 

process has been studied extensively.ltZ It was then realized that a wide variety of iso

topes can be produced through that process. The production cross section of unstable 

nuclei by the projectile fragmentation ranges from a few hundred mb to fib depending 

on the beam and target combination. Figure 1 shows an example of production cross 

sections with an 40Ar beam of 400 MeV/nucleon.3 A wide range of nuclei far from stabil

ity are produced with more than one/ib. These projectile fragments are emitted into a 

very narrow cone in the incident particle direction with velocity nearly equal to the 

incident beam: The momentum, spread of light nuclear fragments is typically a few per 

cent and the angular spread is of the order of a few degrees when the projectile energy 

is about 1 GeV/nucleon. Because of these characteristics of the projectile fragments, 

isotopes far from the stability line can be used as secondary beams for the studies of 

nuclear properties. In this talk I would like to report the first result of measurement of 

interaction cross sections using secondary beams of all known He isotopes. The nuclear 

mat ter radii of He isotopes , 3He,4He,8He, and 8He, have been deduced from the interac

tion cross sections. 

2. A SECONDARY BEAM LINE AT THE BEVALAC 

Secondary beams of He isotopes were produced through the projectile fragmenta

tion of 800 MeV/nucleon n B primary. A secondary beam line at the Bevalac of Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The primary UB beam was 

focused at F l where a production target of Be( 2.54 cm in thickness) was positioned. 

The thickness of the target was determined to optimize the yield under the condition 

tha t the momentum spread of the product nuclei, due to the difference of dE/dx of the 

incident and the produced nuclei, is comparable to the momentum spread due to the 

production reaction. The produced fragments were transported to F2, which is the 

second focus with momentum dispersion, by a bending magnet(X2M5) and a set of Q 

magnets(X2Q4). An isotope slit made by a pair of Cu blocks of 35 cm in thickness was 

located at F2, and other isotopes with rigidity different from the isotope of interest were 
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degraded in their energy. A clean-up slit was placed at an achromatic focus F3 after 

another bending magnet(X2M7) and a set of Q magnets(X2Q5). Rigidity separated iso

topes were then guided to the HISS(heavy-ion spectrometer system) experimental area. 

3 . MEASUREMENTS OF TIIE INTERACTION CROSS SECTIONS 

AND TIIE NUCLEAR RADII 

The interaction cross scction(ay), defined as the total cross section for the process 

of nucleon(proton and/or neutron) removal from the incident nucleus, was measured 

by a transmission-type experiment. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. 

Before the rigidity-separated beam incident on a reaction target, time-of-flight(TOF) 

between scintillation counters SF3 and SBT, and pulse heights of scintillation 

counters(SBT) were measured to identify the individual nuclear species. The counter 

SBT consisted of four layers of coincidence plartic scintillators and a veto plastic scin

tillator. The veto counter defined the maximum size of the incident beam. A typical 

particle separation before the reaction target is shown in Fig. 4. The beam line was 

adjusted in this case to A/Z=3 particles. Essentially no mixture of any secondaries with 

A/Z other than three was observed. Clear separation Df 6He and 9Li can be seen in the 

scatter plot(Fig. 4a) between the pulse height of SBT and the TOF between Sr3 and SBT. 

The pulse-height spectrum of SBT(Fig. 4b) shows the charge separation .which was> 

obtained from the average pulse height of the three SBT scintillators excluding the 

highest pulse of the four scintillators. Any mixture of other isotopes in 8He beam was 

then well less than 10~3. 

An incident particle was denned and selected by the following three criteria; ( l ) the 

pulse heights of all four SBT scintillators are in a proper range, (2) only a single-particle 

track is observed by the multi-wire proportional ouambers(MWPC's; PBT1 andPBT2), 

and '3) the TOF between SF3 and SBT is in a proper range. 

A large volume magnet(H!SS; the oole gap of 1 m and the pole diameter of 2 m), 

MWPC,s(PATl.PAT2,PAT3,PAT4), and ps scintillation counters(SAT), were used after 

the target to identify the nuclides bv the bending angle in the magnet, the TOF between 

SBT and SAT, and the pulse heights of SAT. The counter SAT consisted of six layers of 
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plastic scintillators, which were large enough to cover the angular spread due to multi

ple Coulomb scatterings and nuclear elastic scatterings. When the same nuclide was 

detected as observed before the target, the event was counted as non-interacting. To 

minimize the reaction rate other than the target, the magnet gap was kept in vacuum 

and a helium bag was placed between PAT2 and PAT4. The cross section was then calcu

lated by the equation, 

at = ^-log(/?0 / /?), (1) 

where R is the ratio of the number of ""f^oing nuclei to the number of incoming nuclei 

for a target-in run, and R0
 ls the same ratio for an empty-target run. The numbers of 

outgoing nuclei were counted of cause only for non-interacting events. The number of 

the target nuclei per cm2 is written as Nt. The values of R0 were larger than 0.95 in all 

the cases of measurements. By taking ratio Ro/R, uncertainties due to the counter 

inefficiencies and reactions occurred anywhere other than the target can be elim

inated. 

Interaction cross sections at 790 MeV/nucleon were measured by all the known He 

isotopes (3He, "He, flHe, and 8He) and 6-°Li,7-10Be, and 8B on Be, C, and Al targets. Various 

thicknesses with same target materials were used to examine and to correct possible 

effects due to the multiple Coulomb scatterings. No significant dependence on the 

thickness of the cross sections was observed. The interaction cross sections a1 thus 

determined are shown in Fig. 5. The present value of the oj for 4He+C agrees with Jaros's 

data4 well within quoted errors. 

It has been known that interaction cross sections oj between stable nuclei are 

essentially independent of the beam energy at above 200 MeV/nucleon.2-4 Also the 

nucleon-nucleon cross section reaches a saturated value at the present beam energy. 

It is therefore considered that Oj reflects a well defined nuclear size. We operationally 

define a nuclear radius by the equation, 

ff/ = »r(/?(p)+/f(0)z. (2) 
The nuclear radii calculated by this formula from the known data8 of 07 between stable 

isotopes are shown in Fig. 6. They are systematically larger by 0.2 fm in the whole mass 
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range than the half-density charge radii determined by the electron scattering5 . This 

indicates that the presently denned radius corresponds to a certain density point where 

the density is smaller than the half of the central density. 

Optical model calculations of the reaction cross sections were made by several 

authors6-7-0 -which lead to the equation 

*/ = n[r0B(p) + r..B(0 + ^ y ^ ^f?. (3) 

where rQ5(p) is the half-density radius of the projectile andr 0 5 ( f ) is of the target. The 

diffuseness of the nuclear density is parametrized by a. The equation shows that the 

projectile and the target parts are separable. Therefore, if (7"o.5"*"a/ro.5) is denned as 

the effective radius, eq.(3) reduces to eq.(2). It is thus shown that the present radius 

definition is also effective in the framework of the optical model including surface 

diffuseness. 

Under the definition of eq.(2), the difference of the radii between nHe and 3He was 

calculated as, 

E(nHe) - /?(3He) = Vt77(«He,T)/Tr - V<r7(3He.T)/7T. (4) 

where T denotes a target nuclei. The radius differences of He isotopes from. 3He thus 

obtained are shown in Fig. 7. It is noted that the differences of radii are almost indepen

dent of target nuclei to within ±0.02 fm , supporting that the target and the projectile 

parts are separable as defined in eq.(2). Only the exception to this is the 4He radius 

obtained from Be target. It is seen that the radii of QHe and 8He are much larger 

increase than A1/3 from 3He. The radius of 3He is also larger than that of 4He in agree

ment with the known electron-scattering data.9 

The absolute value of the *He radius was calculated from the existing data4 of the 

4He+4He, 12C+12C and 4He+12C cross sections4, as /?(4He)=1.40±0.05 fm. The scale of the 

absolute value thus derived is also shown on the right-hand side of Fig.7. The He radii 

thus obtained are J?(3He)=1.59±0.06, i?(4He)=1.40±0.0 , tf(0He)=2.21±O.O6, and 

i?(BHe)=2.52±0.06 in fm. 
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A solid line, in Fig.7, shows the A , / a dependence of nuclear radii, and the dashed 

lines show rms radii calculated by a Hartree-Fock method7, normalized at 4He. Several 

combinations of parameters in Skyrme potential were used in the calculation. The 

Skyrme II potential gives the best fit to the eHe radius, however the fitting to 10He is still 

poor. Results of the calculations for other Skyrme parameters lies somewhere between 

two dashed lines in the Figure. A dotted line in the figure shows rms radii of Hatree cal

culations based on relativistic field theory,11 which is also normalized at4I ie . Better 

agreements were obtained. The calculation shows6 that the symmetry energy takes 

very important role to get the radii of large Tz nuclei such as 8He and 8He. 

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the use of secondary beams of 

unstable isotopes produced by the projectile fragmentation in high-energy heavy-ion 

collisions. Interaction cross sections of He isotopes(3He,4He,aHe, and 0Hc) on Be, C, and 

Al targets were measured. The radii of He isotopes have been deduced from, the interac

tion cross sections. A larger increase in the nuclear radii than Al/3 was observed from 
sHe to 6He and BHe. We believe that the use of unstable nuclear beams will open many 

new possibilities to study nuclei far from the stability line. 

The present experiment have been performed by the 1NS-LBL collaboration group 

at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The author gratefully acknowledge the members of 

the collaboration; H. Hamagaki, 0. Hashimoto, T. Kobayashi, Y. Nojiri, Y. Shida, K. Sugi-

moto, N. Yoshikawa, S. Nagamiya, N. Takahashi, 0. Yamakawa, D. Greiner. Wr- would like 

to thank the members of the HISS group for their help at various stages in the experi

ment and Y. Matsuyama, T. Fujino, F. S. Bieser, R. Fuzesy, and J. Bistirlich for their 

technical assistance. The beam line described here has become available by a support 

and a nice work done by the Bevalac staff members. They are gratefully acknowledged. 

Thanks also go to Dr. Sato and Dr. Boguta for stimulating discussion. This work was sup

ported by the Director, Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and 

Nuclear Physics of the US Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-7BSF00098. 

the INS-LBL Collaboration Program, and by the Japan-U.S. Joint Program for High-
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A solid line， in Fig.7， shows lhe Al/3 dependence of nucLear radii， and the dashed 

lines show rms radii calculaled by a HaT廿 ee-Fockmethod7， normalized at. 4.He. Several 

combinalions of parameters in Skyrme polential were used in the calculation. The 
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the collaboration; H. Hamagaki， O. Hashimolo， T. Kobayashi， Y. Nojiri， Y. Shida， K. Sugi-

moto， N. Yoshikawa， S. Nagamiya， N. Takahashi， O. Yamakawa， D. Greiner. Wf' would like 

to thank the members of the HlSS group for their help at various stages in the experi-

ment and Y. Matsuyama， T. Fujino， F. S. Bieser， R. Fuzesy， and J. Bislirlich for their 

lechnica1 assistance. The beam line described here has become available by a support 

and a nice work done by the Bevalac slaff members. They are gralefully acknowledged. 

Thanks a190 go to Dr. Sato and Dr. Bogula for stimulating discussion. This work was sup-

ported by the Director， Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and 

Nuc1ear Physics of the US Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03・76SF00098，

the lNS-LBL Collaboration Program， and by the Japan-U.S. Joinl Program for High-
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Figure captions 

Fig.l Production cross sections of sd-shell nuclei from 40Ar beam. Diagonal hatches 

indicate the regions of production cross sections larger than 1 mb. Horizontal 

hatches show regions of cross sections larger than 1 fj.b. Arrows in the figure 

show the measured range of Z. 

Fig.2 A schematic view of the secondary beam line at the Bevalac. 

Fig.3 The experimental setup for measurements of interaction cross sections at the 

HISS facility. 

Fig.4 A scatter plot between the TOF from SF3 to SBT and the pulse height of SBT,(a), 

and the charge separation by the pulse height at SBT,(b). A mixture of the 

charged particles other than Z=2 was estimated to be well less than 10 -3 in the 

identified He isotope beams. 

Fig.5 The interaction cross sections( aj) of He isotopes on Be, C, and Al targets. 

Datum point indicated by x is taken from ref. 4 for 4He+C. 

fig.6 The half-density radii measured by electron scattering(small dots), and the 

effective nuclear radii given by Eq(2) (large circles). The figure is produced 

from Fig.2.0.1 of ref.5. 

Fig.7 Radius differences of the He isotopes from 4He are plotted. The scale of abso

lute value of the radius is also shown on the right-side axis. A solid curve shows 

the A1/3 dependence of nuclear radii and the dashed lines show results of 

Hartree-Fock calculations normalized at 4He.(ref. 10) A dotted line shows the 

Hartree calculation based on relativistic field theory.(ref. 11) See text for dis

cussions. 
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An Experimental Plan Using Heavy Ion Beams at AGS Synchrotron 

Shoji Nagamiya 

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science 
University of Tokyo, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113. Japan 

In this talk our experimental program using high-energy 
heavy ion beams at the AGS synchrotron at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory is described. In Sec. I. <.unent hope:; and <-M><TI.I-
tions for nuclear matter at high density and high temporal uro arc 
discussed. Then, our goals and set-ups for the 198G experiment 
using 15 GeV/nucleon S beams are described in Sec. 2. 

1. Nuclear Matter at High Density and High Temperature 

Normal nuclei on the earth have the following properties: 
q 

Density (p) is nearly equal to p n ~ 0.17 nucleons/firr and 

temperature CT) is almost zero. Recently, both nuclear and 

particle physicists started to study nuclear matter under extreme 

conditions. Shown in Fig. 1 is a familiar phase diagram of 

nuclear matter in the plane of density (p) and temperature (T). 

Various new phases are expected in this plane in the region Car 

beyond the normal nuclear matter, and among all, the most attrac

tive one is the quark-gluon plasma at extremely high density and 

high temperature1 . First, I would like to explain the mechanism 

why this new phase shows up. 

If nuclear matter is heated up along the line (B) in Fig. I 

without changing baryon density, then, pions start to be created, 

as shown in Fig. 2. Nuclear matter that contains nucleons, pions 

and other excited baryons is called the hadronic plasma. At 

sufficiently high temperatures, pions and nucleons would be over

lapped significantly, as shown in the middle of Fig. 2: the 

interquark distance is smaller here than the size of nucleon or 

pion itself (r ~ 0.8 fm). In this case, since a pion is made of 

two quarks (qq) and a nucleon of three quarks (qqq), it might be 

better to describe the system as an assembly of quarks and 

gluons. This is called the quark matter or the quark-gluon 
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plasma. 

Why do we expect a sharp phase transition from hadronic 

plasma to quark-gluon plasma? In Fig. 2 the quantity c/T^ is 

Plotted as a function of T for both hadronic plasma and quark-

gluon plasma, where e is the energy density per unit volume. In 

hadronic plasma both nucleons and pions are regarded as element

ary particles, and it is expected that this system has a limiting 

temperature Tc (which is called the Hagedorn limiting tempera-

ture^') because of the following reason. We know that the tem

perature of water never exceeds 100° C. At around 100° C, even 

heat is supplied more, most of the heat energies are used to 

forming bubbles and not to increasing kinetic energies of H20 

molecules. Similarly, at T ~ T̂ . in hadronic plasma most of the 

energies are used to forming pion bubbles, and the boiling tem

perature (Tc) in this case is on the order of pion mass of 140 

MeV. 

On the other hand, it is well known that quark-quark inter

actions become weaker as interquark distance becomes shorter. 

This is called the asymptotic freedom and it is one of the most 

important concepts in QCD. At sufficiently high quark density, 

therefore, if we describe the system in terms of quarks, the 

system would behave like a free gas of quarks and gluons. There, 

it is expected that the Stef f an-Bol tzmann law ( e «r T4) holds, as 

shown in the lower graph in Fig. 2; that is, there are no 

limiting temperatures. Thus, we expect a phase transition at T 

~ Tc. The corresponding energy density at the phase transition 

point is ~ 2 GeV/fm3. 

If baryon density is increased along the line (C) in Fig. 1, 

then nucleons start to be overlapped, as shown in Fig. 3. Again, 

at sufficiently high density, nucleons are expected to melt into 

quarks and gluons. 

Can we then create this quark-gluon plasma with high-energy 

heavy-ion beams? Currently, many theorists believe that there 

are two important energy regions that experimentalists should 

look into. The first one is 10-20 GeV/nucleon (lab) at which 

colliding nuclei stop each other so that both density and 
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temperature of nuclear matter increase sharply during the colli

sion. This is illustrated in the upper part in Fig. 4. The 

corresponding collision path in the (p,T) plane is drawn in Fig. 

1. The other energy region is ~ 1 TeV/nucleon (lab) or a few 10 

GeV/nucleon in a collider mode. In this case the projectile and 

target would pass through each other, and along their passages a 

hot baryon-free region is likely to be created, as shown in the 

lower part in Fig. 4. The energy density of this baryon-free 

region may go up high enough at ~ 1 TeV/nucleon (lab) so that 

it melts into quarks and gluons. The dynamical path for this 

case is drawn again in the (p,T) plane in Fig. 1. Of course, 

these expectations are mainly the theoretical hope based on the 

current knowledge of nuclear stopping power and thus have large 

ambiguities. Also, since nuclear collision is a time-dependent 

dynamical process, whereas a quark-gluon phase is predicted for 

the static nuclear matter, the creation of quark-gluon plasma is 

not at all guaranteed. Nevertheless, as experimentalists, let us 

have a hope and plan to search for this new phase with high-

energy nuclear beams, since this is one of the most exciting 

subjects in nuclear physics. 

2. Actual Experimental Plan 

Based on the hope described in the previous section, both 

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and CERN have recently pro-

Posed plans to accelerate heavy ions at higher beam energies than 

the Bevalac can do. At BNL the present Tandem is used as an 

injector to AGS. The transfer line from Tandem to AGS is cur-

rently under construction so that ° S beams at 15 GeV/nucleon can 

be accelerated in the summer of '86. At CERN 160 beams at much 

higher energies (225 GeV/nucleon and 50 GeV/nucleon) would be 

available at SPS in the fall of '86. 

The advantage of BNL is its anticipated plenty amount of 

beam time. At CERN only few weeks of running time per year are 

allocated for heavy ions for '86 and '87 (but not for '88). We 

therefore decided to perform an experiment at BNL. About 40-50 

physicists3* from BNL, MIT, LBL, and Japan gathered together last 
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summer to formulate an experimental proposal (Spokesmen: 0. 

Hansen and myself). In October, 1984, 1000 hours of beam time 

were approved. We therefore started construction of equipments 

for this experiment. 

We have three goals in this experiment. The first goal is 

to study a question of how nuclear matter is heated up during the 

course of the collision. Shown in Fig. 5 are proton and pion 

energy distributions, obtained at the Bevalac , which were mea

sured at cm. 90° as a function of the cm. energies E* of emit

ted particles. Ne + NaF collisions are selected here at three 

bombarding energies, 0.4, 0.8, and 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The spectrum 

shape is nearly exponential for all the cases. I call this slope 

parameter Eg the "temperature" with quotation marks attached, 

since it is hard to believe that thermal equilibrium is reached 

in such a collisions. No matter how this Eg is called, however, 

this quantity Eg is an important one, since it is closely related 

to the average kinetic energy carried by emitted particles, and 

therefore, would indicate how nuclear matter is heated up at the 

stage when these particles are emitted. 

If we plot the observed values of Eg as a function of the 

cm. beam energy per nucleon, then they increase monotonically as 

the beam energy increases, as shown in Fig. 6. This fact in

dicates that nuclear matter is heated up more at higher beam 

energies. Now, one interesting question to ask here is whether 

or not these EQ values converge to a certain value at much higher 

beam energies. 

There is a good reason to expect that these values of Eg may 

converge. In pp data at CERN the average transverse momentum 

approaches a constant at high energies (Fig. 7). For production 

of both pions and kaons the corresponding temperature values are 

close to the Hagedorn limiting value of 140 MeV. On the other 

hand, there is another good reason to expect that these values of 

Eg may not converge. As mentioned in Fig. 2, if the system stays 

in the hadronic phase, the temperature value should saturate at a 

value of Tc even if the beam energy is increased. However, if a 

quark-gluon plasma is created, the temperature value may go up 
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with beam energies because of the relation Toe e1''*. Perhaps, 

such an increase may be seen only for K+, because K+ has a long 

mean free path in hadronic matter, whereas n~ has a short mean 

free path so that it may reflect only the cold stage of the 

collision at which the system returned back to the original 

hadronic phase. Anyway, it is interesting to test it. 

The second goal is to measure production of strange mesons. 

In hadronic phase it has been known experimentally that the 

production rate- of ss is about 1/10 of the production rate of uu 

(or dil)° . If a quark-gluon plasma is created, however, the 

production of uu or dd may be suppressed' , because nucleons are 

made of u and d quarks, and thus, the PauJ i blocking effect, 

prohibits production of such pairs (see Fig. 8). Currently, many 

theorists predict that the production rate of ss is nearly equal 

to that of uu (or dd ) in the quark-gluon phase. We therefore 

plan to measure 0(ss) and K+(us) mesons to test if this predic

tion iT correct. These two mesons are particularly useful, since 

both of them have long mean free paths in hadronic matter. 

The third goal is to study how nuclear collision evolves in 

time in the plane of density and temperature. It we measure 

identical particle interferometry. called the Hanbury-Brown/Twiss 

effect81, then we can determine the interaction volume V. At the 

same time, if we measure nucleoli multiplicity mN< then we can 

experimentally determine the "effective density" from relation p 

= mN/V. I'ion and K+ may probe different density values, because 

K+ is likely to .sample an earlier hot and compressed stage of the 

collision, whereas pion to sample a later expanded stage. 

Since the value of "temperature" EQ can be determined from 

the spectrum shape, we would also have a hope to plot experi

mental points in the (p,T) plane for each type of emitted parti

cles. By connecting the experimental points we may further learn 

how nuclear collision evolves in time. Fig. 9 shows the experi

mental points obtained in this manner from the known Bevalac 

data9 . For K+, only the value of EQ is known but p is not, 

primarily because K+K+ interferometry is not feasible at the 

Bevalac. At BNL energies the K+K+ interferometry is possible. 
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We thus may be able to plot many experimental points in the 

<p,T) plane for K+, K", 7t+ and n~. 
In order to achieve these three goals we prepare a magnetic 

spectrometer with a solid angle of 25 msr, as shown in Fig. 10. 

Forward veto counters (of heavy fragments) combined with forward 

Cerenkov counters select relatively high-multiplicity events. A 

streamer-tube array of about 5000 elements further selects the 

highest multiplicity events. With such a multiplicity trigger we 

plan to measure p—. n -, K~, d~, u~. etc. with the magnetic 

spectrometer at angler; larger than 5° and with momenta up to 20 

GeV/'c Also, we measure n with 300 elements of Pb glass array. 

The spectrometer has about 100 segmentation (or more) so that 

about 10 particles that enter the spectrometer at the same time 

can be analyzed reasonably well. With this segmentation we also 

measure K+K~ pairs to detect </> mesons, K+K* pairs or n n pairs 
for two-par tide interferometry. 

Each element in this set up has to be designed carefully. 

For example, the timing is crucial. Recently we have achieved 

100 ps time resolution for 1 meter scintillation counter for 

m in 1 mum ionr/jiig pat tides. Anywii . we are moving ahead so that 

wo -an take beams in the summer of '86. 

3. Summary 

In tins talk I have described our plan at AGS at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory. Since the present meeting is dedicated 

mainly to the KEK PS, I would like to mention shortly future 

Table 1 Beam Energies from Possible Accelerators. 

Lab. cm. Ay 

Devalac (working) 2.1 GeV/n (0.42 GeV/n) 2 

AGS C8G) 15 GeV/n (1.88 GeV/n) 3.5 

RHIC (BNL, proposed) 20-100 GeV/n 7.5-11 

PS collider (KFK.if possible) 5.55 GeV/n 5 
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accelerator possibilities by looking at Table 1. Both the Beva-

lac and AGS are the fixed-target machines that cover the rapidity 

gap between the projectile and target up to 3.5. Relativistic 

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) proposed at BNL will cover the rapidity 

gap for about 7.5-11. KEK PS can, in principle, accelerate heavy 

ions up to 5.5 GeV/n if a proper injector is installed, and 

furthermore, if it is converted to a collider mode, the rapidity 

gap of about 5 can be covered. Then, this would be a unique 

machine even if RHIC is constructed. When we designed our 

spectrometer for our AGS experiment, we faced two difficulties; 

(a) concentration of high multi ipl ici ties of emitted, particles at 

forward angles and (b) complication of particle identification ol 

high-energy kaons and pions. Such experimental difficulties 

would be relaxed in a collider mode. Personally therefore, I 

really hope that, someday at KEK, a high-quality heavy ion beam 

facility (and if possible, PS collider) is constructed. 
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A nucleus composed of A-nucleons has a size (radius) that 

1/3 is proportional to A . This rule is essentially due to the 

nature of the Fermi statistics of the nucleons. On the other 

hand, the Fermi momentum kF becomes a constant as the number of 

1/3 nucleons increases. This is proportional to p where p is a 

central density of the nucleus. 

Concerning the density distribution, there is a good way to 

determine it. That is, the elastic electron scattering from 

nucleus. The elastic scattering cross section can be expressed 

in terms of the charge density p(r) 

H& = OMottle) I2 

where F(q) is directly related to P(r) 

F(q) = /eiq,rp(r)d3r . (1) 

Therefore, the density distribution can be determined through 

the measurement. 

On the other hand, the determination of the momentum distri

bution is much more involved and difficult than the density. 

There is no unique reaction that can directly determine the 
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The rnornenturn distribution inside nucleus 
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A nucleus composed of A-nucleons has a size (radius) that 

1/3 is proportional to AÁfJ
• This rule is essential1y due to the 

nature of the Fermi statistic5 of the nucleons. On the other 

hand， the Fermi momentum k~ becomes a constnnt as the number of 
F 

1/3 
nuc1eons increa5e5. This i5 proportional to p~fv where Pn is a 。。
central density of the nucleus. 

Concerning the density distribution， there is a good way to 

determine it. That is， the elastic electron scattering from 

nucleus. The elastic scattering cross section can be expressed 

in terms of the charge densityρ(r) 

dσ 10， I ~， ，1 2 
E百 =(E5〕MotuF〔q)|=

where F(q) is directly re1ated to P(r) 
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Therefore， the density distribution can be determined through 

the measurement. 

On the other hand， the determination of the rnomentum di5tri-

bution i5 much more involved and difficu1t than the density. 

There i5 no unique reaction that can directly determine the 
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momentum distribution. This is mainly because the inclusive 

reactions usually involve final state interactions which mask 

the determination of the momentum distribution. Therefore, we 

must look into various reactions so as to extract information on 

the momentum distribution. 

In order to describe the density and the momentum distribu

tion in a consistent fashion, it is most convenient to employ a 

density matrix method. The one body density matrix is defined as 

P1(?1, r1') = ft>*(rlt r2---rA)<5>(r1' , r2« • -rA)d
3r2 • • -d" r/X (2) 

where <J> (r, • • *r.) denotes a ground state wave function of a nucleus 

\idth A nucleons. In this case, the density p(r) can be described 

by the diagonal part of the density matrix 

p(r) = PlCr, r) . (3) 

On the other hand, the single particle momentum distribution 

W-i(P) inside nucleus can be written as 

, + -v ip(r1-r1') , , 

Nov\r, I want to discuss several reactions which can determine 

the momentum distribution. First, I take the high energy heavy 

ion collision. This reaction involves many nucleons which interact 

strongly. Therefore, one must be careful for any possible final 

state interactions. The argument taken in ref. [1] is that one 
3 

should look at simple reaction processes such as (a, He) or 
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momentum dist1'ibution. This is mainly hccause the inclusivc 

rcactions usual1}' involve fina1 statc interactions which m九sk

the dete1'mination of the momentum distribution. The1'cfo1'e， wc 

must look into va1'ious 1'cactions so as to cxtract information on 

the momentum distribution. 

In order to describe thc dcnsity and thc momcntum distribu-
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where φ(1'1・・・rA)denotes a ground statc wavc function of a nuclcus 

with A nucleons. In this case， the density p(r) can he dcscγibcd 

by the diagonal part of the dcnsity mntrix 
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On the other hand， the single partic1e momcntum distrihution 

W1Cp) inside nucleus can bc written a5 

r++iF(ZIJ1')33  
= Jp(y" r， ')e ... d γd  
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Now， 1 want to discU5S severa1 reactions which can determine 

the momentum distribution. First， 1 take the high energy heavy 

ion collision. This reaction inv01ves many nuc1cons which intcrnct 

strong1y. Thereforc， one must be carefu1 for any possible final 

state interactions. The argument taken in ref. [1] is that one 

shou1d 100k at simp1e reaction processes such as (α， 3I1e) or 
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( 0, N) where one nucleon is stripped off. Further, one 

should observe the fragment at 0 with its velocity which is 

higher than the projectile one. In this case, the effect of the 

final state interactions is very much suppressed since the final 

state interaction acts dominantly on the transverse direction 

and also tends to decelerate the fragment. The analysis in ref. 

fl] suggests that the single particle momentum distribution may 

be expressed as 2 2 

WJCP) - W0[e ° + z0o
 q° ] (5) 

where the values of the parameters e and q are found to be 
' o ^o 

e = 0.03 and q * /3 p o lo *o 

p is related to the Fermi momentum kp by p = J-F- kp . This 

momentum distribution eq. (5) has been applied to the description 

of energetic neutrons emitted from muon capture by heavy nucleus. 

In this reaction, it is found that the above momentum distribution 

can, in fact, describe the neutron spectra at high energy which 

can not be otherwise explained so easily. The treatment in ref. 

[2] is, however, only approximately done. In particular, the 

final state interactions are estimated by the WKB method. Therefore, 

one can say that the momentum distribution eq. (5) is consistent 

with the description of the energetic neutrons from muon capture 

by heavy nucleus. 

What would be the best way to determine the momentum 
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momentum distribution eq. (5) has been applied to the description 

of energetic neutrons emitted from muon capture by heavy nucleus. 

In this reac七ion，it is found that the above momentum distribution 

can， in fact， describe the neutron spcctra at high energy which 

can not be otherwise explained so easily. The treatment in ref. 

[2] is， however， only approximately done. In particular， the 

final state interactions are estimated by the WKB method. Therefore， 

one can say that the momentum distribution eq. (5) is consistent 

with the description of the energetic neutrons from muon capture 

by hcavy nucleus. 

What would be the best way to determine the momentum 
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distribution? I think that the best way must be, again, the 

lepton-nucleus scattering since it does not involve the strong 

interaction in the initial channel. Therefore, if we can suppress 

the final state interaction in the lepton-nucleus scattering, 

this must be obviously the best way. The most probable candidate 

for that must be a deep inelastic lepton-nucleus scattering at 

very high energy. In this case, we may not have to consider the 

final state interaction for the scattered quarks if they receive 

very high momentum transfer. This is because it is believed that 
2 

the quark with high Q may well be free from other spectator 

quarks because of the nature of asymptotic freedom. 

The experiment y + C -»• u + X which has been done by Dubna 

group at CERN covers the cross section up to very large x (x ~ 1.4). 

The deep inelastic cross section is scaled in terms of the Bjorken 
2 

variable x (x = Q /2Mv). If x is larger than unity, then the 

reaction can only take place with the help of Fermi motion for 

the target nucleon. This means that the structure function at 

large x can be very sensitive to the nuclear Fermi motion. In 

order to describe the experiment u + C -*• y + X, it is found that 

the momentum distribution eq. (5) determined from the high energy 

heavy ion reaction is only good up to x ~ 1.2. Beyond that, it 

fails to explain the data. In order to cure this discrepancy, 
r 3 "i 

the third component is added to eq. (5)L i 

Jl 2 2 

-!-7 -*-r "E 
Po %~ 1̂ 

W(P) » Wo[e ° + eoe ° + ^ e L ] (6) 
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where e, and a, are determined to be e, = 0.003 and q, = 0.5 GeV/c. 

It is interesting to note that the values of the parameters e1 and 

q, coincide with the ones which are found in the calculation of 
4 
He-nucleus by Akaishi. This term is generated from the nucleon-

nucleon short range correlation. Further, one expects that the 

l9 

short range characters may not change so much lrom a to "C and 

thus the third component in eq. (6) may be due to the direct short 

range correlation effect. 

Finally, I would like to discuss the backward proton production 

in connection to the momentum distribution. This reaction is 

governed by quite complicated reaction processes. Therefore, the 

determination of the momentum distribution is only indirect. 

Nevertheless, it is found that this reaction presents a very 

interesting and important information on the momentum distribution. 

The calculation of ref. (4) is based on the two nucleon 

cluster model. Thereby, evaluated T-matrices are checked by 

applying the model to the elementary process of the model, namely, 

p + d->p + Xat backward angles. In this model, therefore, the 

inclusive energy spectra of backward protons inp + A->p + X 

reaction are essentially governed by the momentum distribution of 

the two nucleon cluster center of mass. This momentum distribution 

is constructed by employing the density matrix method. The analysis 

of the backward proton data suggests that the first and the second 

terms in eq. (6) must be due to a Hartree-Fock type correlation 

while the third term must come from the direct nucleon-nucleon 
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whereε1 and ql are deterrnined to be ε1 ~ 0.003 and ql ~ 0.5 GeV/c. 

It is interesting to note that the values of the pararnetersε1 and 

ql coincide with the ones which are found in the calculation of 

4He-nucleus by Akaishi. This term is generated frorn the nucleon-

nucleon short range corrclation. Further， one expects that the 

shOl't ran日echaracters rnny not change so rnuch frornαto 12c and 

thus the third cornponent in eq. (6) rnay be due to the direct short 

range correlation effect. 

Finally， 1 would like to discuss the backward proton production 

in connection to the rnornentum distribution. This reaction is 

governed by quite cornplicated reaction processes. Therefore， the 

deterrnination of the rnomentum distribution is only indirect. 

Nevertheless， it is found that this reaction presents a very 

interesting and important inforrnation on the rnornenturn distribution. 

The calculation of ref. (4) is based on the two nucleon 

cluster rnodel. Thereby， evaluated T-matrices are checked by 

applying the rnodel to the elernentary process of the rnodel， narnely， 

p + d + p + X at backward angles. ln this model， therefore， the 

inclusive energy spectra of backward protons in p + A + P + X 

reaction are essential1y governed by the rnornentum distribution of 

the two nucleon cluster center of mass. This rnomenturn distribution 

is constructed by ernploying the density rnatrix method. The analysis 

of the backward proton data suggests that the first and the second 

terms in eq. (6) must be due to a Hartree-Fock type correlation 

while the third terrn rnust come from the direct nucleon-nucleon 
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correlation. This is quite consistent with the picture which was 

obtained from the deep inelastic lepton-nucleus scattering. 

In addition, the same values of the parameters in eq. (6) 

are taken in the analysis of the backward proton production. 

Particularly, the relation (q = /3 p ) is strongly connected to 

the mass number dependence of the inclusion energy spectra in the 

high energy regions. This relation supports the Hartree-Fock 

origin of the second term in eq. (6). 

In conclusion, I would like to stress that the momentum 

distribution inside nucleus is now determined up to quite high 

momentum regions and is consistent with several reaction processes. 

Acknowledgement: This report is based on the several works which 

have recently been done in collaboration with 

H. Araseki, Y. Haneishi and K. Kubodera. I would 

like to thank them for discussions. 
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correlation. This is quite consistent with the picture which was 

obtained from the deep illelastic lepton-nuclcus scattering. 

In addition， the same values of the parametcrs in eq. (6) 

are taken in the analysis of the backward proton production. 

Particularly， the relation (q̂ ~ I~ p̂) is strongly connected to o '0 

the mass number dependence of the inclu♂i on ene γgy spectr~ in the 

high energy region5. Thi5 relation supports the 1lartrec-Fock 

origin of the second term in eq. (6). 

In conclu5ion， 1 would like to stress that the momentum 

distribution inside nucleus i5 now determined up to quite high 

momentum regions and is consi5tent with several reaction processes. 
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Table 3 

Branching Ratio Sensitivity 

proton beam momentum (GeV/c 28.5 

Kl momentum range (GeV/c) 4.0 to 20.0 

/C£ production angle (mrad) Q.O 

target -48.35 cm Be 

protons/pulse on target 10 

beam solid angle [(isi) 100 

Kl'3 produced/pulse in above momentum range 4.60 X 10* 

beam repetition rate (pulses/sec) 1/2.5 

distance from target to decay region (m) 10.0 

length of vacuum decay region (m) 8.0 

fraction of /f£'s that decay in decay region (%) 3.07 

K" decays/pulse in above momentum range 1.44 X 107 

detector geometrical acceptance (%) 8.0 

event selection efficiency (analysis cuts) 0.85 

detected signal events/2000 hour run 2.12 X 1012 X B{Ki —• pe) 

branching ratio upper limit (90% C. L.) 1.00 X 10 - 1 2 

Note: The calculation of the sensitivity shown above assumes unit recon

struction efficiency, livetime, and trigger efficiency. A net loss of half the events 

due to these effects would leave us with one expected event if the branching ratio 

b 10"12. 
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Bra.nehing Ratio Sen~itivity 

2.12 X 1012 X B(KL -pt:) 

1.叩 X10-12 

.tS.35 em Be 

1013 

1.<< X 101 

proton be:llll momentum (GeV /e 

K'l. momel山田 range(GeV jc) 

K'l. production .a.ngle (mrad) 

target 

proton~/pulse on ta.rget 

beam solid angle (μs~ 1∞ 
KL's produced/pulse in above momentum range ，(.60 X 105 

beam repetition rate (puJs田/sec) 1/2.5 

dislance Crom target to decay region (m) 10.0 

len~h oC vacuum d~a.y region (m) 

fraction or K'i's tbat dei:3Y in dei:3Y regioD (%) 

KO decays/pulse in above momentum r:lDge 

delector geometrieaJ aceeptance (%) 

event selection e田deney(analysis cu~) 

detected 5討ig司alevents/2凹)()hour run 

branchiog ratio upper limit (gO% C. L.) 

-'.0 to 20.0 

6.0 

0.85 

3.67 

28.5 

8.0 

0.0 

Note: The calculation oC the sensitivity shown above assum鶴田it.r~on

struction efficiency， Iivetime， and trigger efficiency. A net 1伺 5oc haI.r the events 
uue to th田村長ctswould leave us with one e:xp~ted event iI the bra.nching ratio 

is 10-12• 
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SEARCH FOR RIGHT-HANDED CURRENTS 

IN THE KAON DECAY 

Taku Yamanaka 
University of Tokyo 

Abstract 

The longitudinal polarization of the muon emitted in 

the decay K ->/x v was measured to search for right-handed 

weak currents in the strangeness-changing process. The 

polarization was determined to be -0-970±0.047, which is 

consistent with the V-A hypothesis. 
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SEARCH FOR R工GHT-HANDED CURRENTS 

工N THE KAON DECAY 

Taku Yamanaka 
University of Tokyo 

Abs七rac七

The 10ngi七udinalpolariza七ionof the muon emi七七ed in 

+ + 
七he decay K→μνwas measured七o search for righ七-handed

weak curren七s in 七he s七rangeness-changing process. The 

polarization was de七ermined 七o be -0.970土0.047，which is 

consistent with七heV-A hypo七hesis.
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It has been generally believed that neutrinos are 

left-handed; that its spin is antiparallel to the 

direction. My talk will give a question about this 

assumption. 

Historically speaking, parity violation was found in 

weak interactions [1,2] in 1957. Assuming the neutrinos to 

be massless, two-component theory was proposed to admit V-A 

and V+A interactions, which result in left-handed and 

right-handed neutrinos, respectively. In 1958, the helicity 

of the neutrino was determined to be left-handed within an 

error of 20% [3]. After the experiment, the neutrinos were 

believed to be polarized as left-handed for 100%. In 

1960's, weak and electromagnetic interactions were unified 

by introducing a SU(2)xU(l) gauge group [4,5,6]. This 

theory was recently, confirmed by the discovery of weak 

gauge boson [7], and Carlo Rubia won a Nobel prize with the 

achivements. However, even in the SU(2)xU(l) model, the 

weak interaction is assumed to be only left-handed. Why 

should nature be so prejudiced? Why not symmetric between 

left and right? Isn't it because we have so far just missed 

right-handed weak interactions? 

Recently, there are some theories which include 

right-handed weak currents. For example, Mohapatra et al. 

have proposed a left-right symmetric SU(2)LxSU(2)Rxu(1) 

model [8], where suffixes L and R denote the left and right 

handed sectors, respectively. in this model, the present 
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left-handedness is provided if the spontaneous symmetry 

breaking gives a larger mass to the right-handed gauge boson 

(WR) than to the left-handed gauge boson (W-), thereby 

suppressing the effects due to the right-handed currents. 

The absence of right-handedness is indeed, only known 

to within an accuracy of 1-3 0%. For example, the 

longitudinal polarization of the muons in the decays TX-*IJ.V 

and K-»ju,y show the helicity of the neutrino directly, since 

the parent pions and kaons have zero spin (Fig. 1). 

Therefore, an admixture of right-handed currents (which 

results in right-handed neutrino emission) reduces the muon 

polarization, P . In the decay ju. ->e i/v, the e is emitted 

asymmetrically with respect to the muon spin depending on 

the neutrino helicity (Fig. 1). This asymmetry is 

represented by Michel parameter £, which is +(-)l for the 

left(right) -handed process. The above p and £ cannot be 

measured alone, since the P is determined by muon decay 

asymmetry, and the polarized muons are produced by pion or 

kaon decay. For pion decay, the currently available P f 

values are -0.972±0.013 [9] and <-0.9959 (90% C.L.)[10]. 

For kaon decay, the values are -0.96±0.l2 [11], -0.94±0.21 

[12] and -1.0±0.1 [13]. It should be noted that the 

left-handedness in kaon decay is only determined with an 

accuracy of 10%. 
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Therefore, we searched for right-handed currents in 

strangeness-changing process by measuring the longitudinal 

polarization of the rauon emitted in the decay K ->yu v. The 

principle of the experiment is as follows. First, we 

stopped kaons, and identified the muons emitted in the decay 
+ + 

K -»/z v with the unique muon momentum: 235.5 MeV/c. Next, 

we stopped the muons in Al target, and measured the muon 

+ + — polarization by using the asymmetry of the decay /u ->e vv. 

The experiment was performed at the K3 beam channel of 

the 12GeV proton synchrotron at the National Laboratory for 

High Energy Physics (KEK). Figure 2 shows a plan view of 

the experimetnal apparatus. Kaons around a momentum of 

550MeV/c were stopped in stopping counters through a copper 

+ + 
degrader. Muons emitted in the decay K -*fj, v were focused to 

a muon stopper (Al target) through a magnetic spectrometer. 

Four multiwere proportional chambers (MWPC1-4) were placed 

at the entrance and the exit of the spectrometer to 

determine the momentum of the muons. The muons were 

degraded by a carbon degrader, and stopped in the Al target. 

The carbon was chosen as the lightest possible degrader in 

order to minimize the depolarization of the relativistic 

muons. The muon stopper was made of high-purity aluminum 

(99.99%) to avoid muon spin relaxation before the muon 

decays. 
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Two counters (El and E2) were placed beside the muon 

stopper to trigger on the decay positron, and to measure the 

decay time of the muon. Two MWPC's (MWPC5 and MWPC6) were 

placed before El to determine the decay position and the 

emission angle of the e . In order to reduce a systematic 

error in measuring the polarization, we rotated the muon 

spin, and integrated over the positron energy. A magnetic 

field of about 220 G was applied in the vertical direction 

to make the muon spin precess. The energy threshold of the 

positron counters was set to 0.1 MeV. The systematic error 

due to fluctuation of the energy threshold of the positron 

counters (<0.1 MeV) will be minimized to below 0.01%. The 

target area was surrounded by anti counters to reject 

particles which were not emitted from the target. Also, in 

order to reduce the multiple scattering of muons and 

positrons, the gaps between the poles of the spectrometer 

and precession magnets were filled with helium gas. The 
4 

number of accumulated events was 5.5x10 . The number of 
4 

events after an event selection procedure was 1.1x10 . 

Figure 3 shows the asymmetry of positrons as a function 

of the precession angle of muons. This was obtained by 

normalizing the number of positrons by an exponential decay 

factor. The precession angle 6 is defined by 

6 = wt - 6, 

where o = angular velocity of precession, t = decay time of 

the muon, and 6 = phase between the initial muon spin 
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七he muon， and o = phase be七ween 七heini七ialmuon spin 
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direction and the direction of e projected to a plane 

normal to the magnetic field. The precession angle is 

independent of the magnetic field, since u was calculated 

for each event from the decay position. The precession 

amplitude is attenuated compared with the V-A value 1/3, 

because we are observing a projected angle, which is a 

convolution of various /̂ -e angles. 

In order to estimate the expected amplitude for the 
4 

pure left-handed model, we generated about 4x10 of Monte 

Carlo events, and applied the same cuts and analysis as the 

experimental data. The amplitude, a, of precession pattern 

was obtained by fitting the pattern by a function : 

f(0) = 1 + acos(00+7) 

The fit up to 50 radians yielded a = 0.292±0.013 with the 

experimental data, and aMC = 0.304±0.006 with the Monte 

Carlo data. Even the fit up to 25 radians showed a = 

0.292±0.011, and therefore, no depolarization effect was 

observed. After taking into account the following 

correction factors, a,.- was reduced to a'..„ = 0.301±0.006. 
MC MC 

i) Depolarization of the 236 MeV/c /x in the carbon degrader 

: 0.43% [14] 

ii) Multiple scattering of fj, in the kaon stopping counters 

: 0.06% 

iii) Background events which could not be rejected : 0.1% 

iv) Radiative correction to positron asymmetry in muon decay 
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direction and the direc七ion of 

norma1 七o the magne七ic field. 

+ e projected to a plane 

The precession angle is 

independen七 of七hemagne七icfie1d， since ωwas ca1cu1a七ed

for each even七 from 七he decay posi七ion. The precession 

ampli七udeis a七七enua七edcompared wi七h the V-A va1ue 1/3， 

because we are observing a 2rojec七ed 呈旦宣主旦， which is a 

convolution of various μ-e anglos. 

In order七o es七ima七e 七he expec七ed amp1i七ude for 七he

pure 1ef七-handed mode1， we generated abou七 4X10
4

of Mon七e

Car10 events， and app1ied七hesame cu七s and ana1ysis as 七he

experimen七a1 da七a. The amp1itude， α， of precession pa七七ern

was ob七ainedby fi七ting七hepa七ternby a func七ion

f( (}) = 1 +αcos(β()+γ) 

The fi七 upto 50 radians yie1dedα::: 0.292土0.013 wi七h 七he

experimen七a1 da七a， and αMC ー 0.304土0.006wi七h 七heMon七e

Car10 da七a. Even七hefi七 up to 25 radians showed α=  

0.292土0.011， and 七herefore， no depolariza七ioneffect was 

observed. Af七er 七aking in七。 accoun七 七he fo11owing 

correc七ionfac七orsαwasreduced七oα0.301土0.006.
~MC ------- ~ MC 

+ i) Depolariza七ionof七he236 MeV/cμin七hecarbon degrader 

O. 43~き [14]

+ ii) Mul七iplesca七七eringof μ in 七hekaon s七opping coun七ers

O. 06~き

iii) Background even七swhich cou1d no七 berejec七ed: 0.1% 

iv) Radia七ivecorrec七ion七o posi七ronasymme七ryin muon decay 
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0.3% [15] 

To the present level of precision, the muon decay 

parameter %6/p can safely be put to 1.00 from the experiment 

of Carr et al. [10]. Furthermore, since Carr et al. found 

no initial depolarization in a pure Al target even in their 

transverse-field precession experiment, we can safely say 

that there is no depolarization in the Al stopper. Then, 

from these two ot's, the /u polarization is obtained as : 

P = -a / a' = -0.970±0.047. (X exp ' MC 

The 90% confidence level limit of the muon polarization is 

|P I at £|P I > 0.902 . 

Although the result was consistent with the V-A 

hypothesis, we can set a new limit on the mass of the weak 

gauge boson and the Cabibbo angle in the right-handed 

sector. 

Generally, the overall coupling constant of the decay 

+ + 2 

K ->//. v is proportional to (g/m) sin0. Here, g is the weak 

coupling constant, m is the mass of the weak gauge boson, 

and 6 is a quark mixing (Cabibbo) angle. In the left-right 

symmetric model, the left and right handed sectors may have 

their own m and 6 parameters. The decay rate through the 

left and right handed currents can then be expressed as 

[16]: 

343 -

0.3% [15] 

To七hepresen七工eve1 of precision， 七he muon decay 

parameter ~δ/p can safe1y be pu七七o 1.00 from七heexperimen七

of Carr e七 a1. [10]. Fur七hermore， since Carr e七 a1. found 

no ini七ia1depolariza七ionin a pure Al七arge七 evenin七heir

七ransverse-fie1dprecession experimen七， we can safely say 

七ha七七here is no depo1ariza七ionin the Al stopper. Then， 

+ from七hese七woα's，七heμpolariza七ionis obtained as 

=ーα /α=-0.970土0.047.μexp  ， ~ MC 

The 90% confidence 1eve1 1imi七 of七hemuon pOlariza七10n1s 

IpμI ~ ~IpμI > 0.902 . 

Al七hough 七he resul七 was consis七ent wi七h the V-A 

hypothesis， we can se七 anew 1imi七 on七hemass of七heweak 

gauge boson and 七he Cabibbo angle in 七he righ七-handed

sec七or.

Generally，七heovera11 coup1ing cons七an七 of 七he decay 

+ + . .2 
K→μ ν i s  propor七iona1七o (g/m)~sine. Here， g is七heweak 

coup1ing cons七an七， m is七hemass of七he weak gauge boson， 

and e is a quark mixing (Cabibbo) ang1e. 工n the 1ef七-righ七

symme七ricmode工，七he1ef七 andrigh七 handedsectors may have 

七heir own m and e parame七ers. The decay rate七hrough七he

1ef七 andrigh七 handedcurren七s can 七hen be expressed as 

[16] : 
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T L « [(g/mL)
2sin0L]

2 

TR « [(g/mR)
2sin0R]

2, 

where the suffix L and R represent the left and right handed 

sectors, respectively. The polarization of the muon is 

thus: 

s -i + 2rR/rL 

= -1 + 2[(mL/mR)
2(sin0R/sin0L)]

2 . 

The muon decay asymmetry, f, is expressed in left-right 

symmetric model as: 

1 - (m L/m R)
4 

1 + (m L/m R)
4 

= 1 - 2(mL/mR)
4 . 

The determined asymmetry is thus : 

£PKjU = - 1 + 2 ( m L / m R ) 4 [ l + ( s i n 0 R / s i n 0 L ) 2 ] . 

Since we obtained £|PK | > 0.902, we conclude that the 

mass of the gauge boson and the Cabibbo angle in the 

right-handed sector is limited to 

(mL/mR)
4[l+(sin0R/sin0L)

2] < 0.049 

with 90% confidence level. 

Figure 5 shows the current 90% confidence limits on the 

ratios m_ /m_, and sin0o/sin0r . The vertical dashed line 
Li K K J-i 

shows the limit on the Cabibbo angle ratio obtained from the 

present 8T value [17]. The upper dashed line is given from 
Li 
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r
L

民 [{g/mL)2sin8L]2

r
R 

~ [{g/mR)2sineR]2， 

where七hesuffix L and R represen七七he lef七 andrigh七 handed

sec七ors， respective1y. The p01arization of the muon is 

七hus:

=ー(rKμ rn ) I (r... + rn ) L -R 

ー工 + 2fn/f R' -L 

= -1 + 2[(m.../mn )2(Sinen/sine... )]2 L' -""R' ¥ -----R' -----L 

The muon decay asymme七ry，~， is expressed in 1ef七-righ七

symme七ricmode1 as: 

4
-
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4i 一一
2(m/EII)4 L' ---R 

The de七erminedasymme七ryis七hus

4 tpv.. ~ 由工 + 2(m.../m....)"""'[工+(sinen/sin8...)~] Kμ-， -""L' -""R' L - " ¥ -----R' -----L 

Since we obtained ~IPKμI > 0.902， we conclude七ha七七he

mass of 七he gauge boson and the Cabibbo angle in七he

righ七-handedsector is 1imi七ed七。

(m
L
/m

R
)4[1+(Sine

R
lsine

L
)2] < 0・049

wi七h 90~き confidence leve1. 

Figure 5 shows七hecurren七 90%confidence 1imi七s on七he

ra七ios m.../m.... and sine..../sine L' &IlR ................" R' ~_..v L . The ver七ica1dashed 1ine 

shows the 1imi七 onthe Cabibbo ang1e ra七ioobtained from七he

presen七 e
L

va1ue [17]・ Theupper dashed工ineis given from 
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the pion decay experiment by Akhamanov et al. [9]. The 

limit is calculated by an expression : 

f P ^ = -1 + 2(mL/mR)
4[l + (cos0R/cos0L)

2] . 

Since cos0L is nearly equal to 1 (0.97), pion decay is less 

sensitive to right-handed Cabibbo angle. The bold solid 

curve is the upper limit given by our experiment. We see 

that our result reduced the allowed regions given by the 

above two limits. Another pion decay experiment [10], which 

was made almost at the same time as our experiment gave a 

limit shown by a lower dashed line. 

It should be noted that most of the error in our 

experiment was caused by statistics, and the systematic 

error was less than 0.5%. Therefore, if we improve the 

acceptance of positron by a factor of 10, by covering the 

muon stopping target with a cylindrical chamber, we can 

lower the limit to -0.95 (upper dotted line in Fig. 4). If 

we cover the kaon stopping target with a solenoid magnet 

with sufficient volume for muon to make turns until the 

3 4 decay, then the whole acceptance will be 10 -10 larger than 

the present experiment, which gives an upper limit of -0.995 

(lower dotted line). Or, there is an another possibility, 

that a finite region will be found on Fig. 4; which means 

the discovery of right-handed weak currents and the Nobel 

prize! 
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七hepion decay experimen七 byAkhamanov ~七 al.

1imi七 isca1cu1a七edby an expression 

ç- Pπμ~ -1 +2(m/m)4[1+(cosO/cosO)2] L''''R' L--\--~VR， ~~~vL 

[9]. The 

Since cose
L 

is near1y equa1 to 1 (0.97)， pion decay is 1ess 

sensi七ive 七o righ七-handed Cabibbo ang1e. The bo1d solid 

curve is七heupper工imitgiven by our expe工imen七. We see 

七ha七 our 工esul七 reduced the allowed regions given by七he

above七wolimi七s. Ano七herpion decay experimen七 [10]， which 

was made almos七 a七七hesame七imeas our experimen七 gavea 

limi七 shownby a lower dashed line. 

工七 shou1d be no七ed 七hat mos七 of 七he error in our 

experimen七 was caused by s七a七is七ics， and七hesys七ema七ic

error was 1ess七han0.5%. Therefore， if we improve 七he

accep七arlce of posi七ron by a fac七orof 10， by covering七he

muon s七opping七arge七 wi七h a cy1indrica1 chamber， we can 

10wer 七he1imi七七o -0.95 (upper do七七ed1ine in Fig. 4). 工f

we cover the kaon s七opping七arge七 wi七h a solenoid magne七

wi七h sufficien七 volume for muon 七o make七urnsun七i1 七he

3 .~4 
decay，七hen七hewho1e accep七ancewi11 be 10~-10~ 1arger七han

七hepresen七 experimen七， which gives an upper 1imi七 of-0.995 

(lower do七七ed1ine). Or， 七hereis an ano七her possibi1i七y，

七ha七 a fini七e region wi11 be found on Fig. 4; which means 

the discovery of righ七-handedweak curren七s and 七he Nobel 

prize! 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. In the decays -n-*/j,v and K-+IMV, the muon and the 

neutrino have the same helicity, since the angular 

momenta of n and K are zero. The asymmetry of the 
+ + — 

decay fj. -»e vv also shows the neutrino helicity 

directly. The e with the maximum energy has the 

same spin with the muon spin, because the v and v 

have the opposite helicity, and the both are 

emitted in the opposite direction of the e . 

Because of helicity suppression, the e has the 

polarization +(-)l in the left(right)-handed 

interaction, and favors the (opposite) direction of 

the muon spin. 

Fig. 2. The plan view of the experimental setup. 

Fig. 3. Precession pattern of the experimental data. The 

dotted line shows the fitted curve of the pattern. 

Fig. 4. Experimental 90%-confidence limits on the mL/mR and 

sin0_,/sin0T . The allowed regions are those which 

include the origin of the coordinate. 
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Figure Cap七ions

Fig. 1.工n 七hedecaysπ→μνand K→μν，七hemuon and七he

neu七rinohave七he same helici七y， since七heangular 

momen七a ofπand K are zero. The asymme七ryof七he

ーー-decayμ4e・ννa1soshows七heneu七rinohelici七y

+ directly. The e wi七h 七hemaximum energy has七he

same spin wi七h 七hemuon spin， because七hev and ν 

have七heopposi七ehe1ici七y， and七hebo七h are 

emi七七edin七heopposite direc七ionof 七he + e 

Because of helici七y suppression， the e+ has the 

polariza七ion+(ー )1 in七he1ef七(righ七)-handed

in七erac七ion， and favors七he (opposi七e) direc七ionof 

七hemuon spin. 

Fig. 2. The plan view of七heexperimen七a1se七up.

Fig. 3. Precession pa七七ernof the experimen七a1 da七a. The 

do七七ed1ine shows 七hefi七七edcurve of 七hepa七七ern.

Fig. 4. Experimen七a1 90%-confidence 1imi七son七hemL/m
R 

and 

sin8 n /sin8 T • The a110wed regions are七hosewhich R' -_.--L 

inc1ude七heorigin of七hecoordina七e.
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Experimental data 
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A QUARK-THEORETICAL MODEL FOR NUCLEAR SHELL STRUCTURE. 

H. Bohr 

The Technical University of Denmark, DTII 0.423, DK 2800 Lyngby, Denmark. 

(Talk delivered at the Workshop "Nuclear Physics ,n GeV Region",KEK, Japan,Nov.84) 

Abstract. 

A model is presented where the entire nucleus is considered as a M.I.T. bag of 

a quark gas whose interaction is based on QCD.lt leads to a fair and nearly para-

meterfree explanation of the characteristic features of conventional nuclear shell 

structure. The model thus provide us with the correct radius law and the correct 

shell sequence. Furthermore the needed direct quark-quark interaction follows 

from a detailed QCD calculation in which the topological character of the in-

stantons plays a decisive role. Finally a resulting single particle spectrum is 

presented including the spin-orbit levels as well as the inner excitations of the 

hypernuclei type. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Introducing quarks in nuclear physics is motivated by the following: 

1) Since the force between nucleons inside the nucleus is only understood pheno-

menologically and since QCD is a good candidate for the strong interaction with 

the quarks as fundamental entities, it is reasonable to hope that the nuclear for

ces can be derived on the quark level from the basic QCD. 

2) We believe that the hadrons are composite states of coloured quarks, so we can 

hardly avoid a basic nuclear field theory with quarks as entities. 

(However, it could happen that quark-phenomena never appear in nuclear physics, but..) 

3) New experiments in high energy nuclear physics such as the EMC effect, need an 

explanation on the constituent level. 

2. QUARK MODEL FOR THE NUCLEUS. 

Ordinarily, nuclei would be introduced in a quark framework as a big bag con

taining the nucleons , as many mini bags inside (see fig. 1). Such a model would 

feature, e.g.: quarks in the minibags with gluon exchange, composite quark-anti-

quark vector-meson exchange in between the nucleon bags and associated gluon and 

photon processes. 
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The problems with such a proscription are that the fieldtheoretical content of 

such a model is much too difficult to handle on the composite level. Instead 

a phenomenological model is introduced with a large number of free parameters 

(corresponding roughly to the number of types of meson exchanges 7T, <j, uy,n\..). 

In fact all the various meson exchanges are not fully able to explain alle the 

features about the nuclear force (such as the tail). Furthermore quantization 

of field quanta exchanged between the minibags (such as the d-field representing 

77's), gives rise to a fine structured spectrum that has never been observed. 

Therefore such models (e.g. the skyrme model) are usually quantizing the field in

side the nucleon bags but leaving them classically outside, but inside the nucle

us. Finally, with the property of confinement within each minibag it is hard to 

relate the nuclear structure to QCD. 

Wc shall instead suggest another model thai allow for greater calculation capa

city and circumvents the above mentioned problems for the usual model. 

The model, which was first suggested by H. Petry (see ref. 3), is based on the 

assumption that the entire nucleus con be treated as a confined, relativistic 

quark gas within one big M.I.T. bag (see fig, 2). 

There are empirical reasons for such a quark theoretical nuclear model. For in

stance the measured charge radius of the proton (0.9 Fm) indicates that the nu

cleon radius is about 1.2 Fm (for uniform charge distributions) whereas the ave

rage nucleon - nucleon distance in a nucleus is 1.8 Fm. Thus we can expect that 

the quark wave function of individual nucleons largely overlap and the quarks de

velop a tendency to spread out over the whole nucleus ( as perhaps observed in the 

EMC effect). 

This model avoids the problems mentioned above of the usual nuclear bag model sin

ce the model is directly based on QCD and contains only a few free parameters 

( the coupling constant through the scale parameterA-, the quark masses and the 

bag pressure B). Furthermore,the quantization is straight forwardly carried out 

throughout the whole bag. 

The model is based on the formalism of the original M.I.T. model which quite 

successfully could describe the hadronic spectrum. It turns out that the M.I.T. 

model also works quite successfully for the whole nucleus and the predictions 

such as the correct radius law and the magnetic moments for the hadrons also be

come surprisingly correct for the nuclei. 

3. THE M.I.T. MODEL. 

Let us therefore first give a very brief review of the original M.I.T. model ' 

for hadrons. 

This model operates with a spherically symmetric bag of radius R. Inside the bag 
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oi,̂  Huaj.!s wduc lunccion snouj.a satisry tne uirac equation: 

with the boundary condition 

-i?-h yet) - %<t) v- n 

The quarks thus move in a spherical infinite potential well with radius R. 

The hadronic bag system is stabilized by a universal outer pressure B, which is 

supposed to be an effect of the degenerate gluonic vacuum. This gives us the equi

librium equation: 

The solution for the lowest S^ level is 

where 

The complete mass formula is given by 

MIR) ~- I & + f * z \ &Ef -. Z/fr 

where 6>.is the single particle £'th energy level, the second term is a volume term, 

the third term is arising from the one-gluon-exchange and the fourth term is a 

coulomb term. 

These facts can then be used to estimate: 

Charge density: 

,5>oo - 1 £ (» o.< %&-) 

(Qi is the charge of the i ' t h quark) 

Charge radius( r .m.s. ) : 0 X > c h = ? Q. J 4±- <^V>0 i ^ C H 

Magnetic moment : /+ - k f cjLjf h • C Z q t ^ ^ - Q , ^ - a - ) l = ifet-faZp^iQi 
<B&JJ _ J »/ r J Bag ' 
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On table I we have given the theoretical and experimental data for the hadronic 

mass-spectrum, the charge radii and the magnetic moments. 

The free parameters such as the quark masses, the coupling strength and the bag 

pressure, can be adjusted by fitting the theoretical estimates of the hadronic 

masses to the experimental data.Once that is done, we have no freedom left for 

the charge radius and the magnetic moment. The fact that they fit well to the ex

perimental values, is a great success of the M.I.T. model. 

Finally one should mention that the equation of motion also could arise from a 

Lagrangian prescription with the Lagrangian given by 

Which in valid in the mass-less limit m„ e/ 0. (Q(R-r) is 1 for r̂ R and other

wise 0. 

In a chiral Lagrangian formulation ( Chodos,Thorn) we have 

£ U) = [ J-̂ cx) 2> 3 GO -B] 6<R-0-J^fr>tf + I'TTT&^W 

where d and TT are the chiral fields. 

A. FOUR SUCCES5FULL RESULTS OF OUR MODEL. 

Already the basic assumption of a large spherical quark bag for the entire nucle

us in our model leads to four (unexpected) interesting results: 

1) Vie recover easily from Diracs Eq and the M.I.T. surface boundary condition the 

well-known radius law for spherical nuclei: 

R = 1.3 A 3 (Fm) (A is the number of nucleons) 

2) The relativistic bag model gives naturally the shell structure. The level se

quence obtained from Dirac Eq + boundary condition yields the well-known Mayer-

Jensen scheme for nuclear shells, i.e. the spin-orbit splitting arises now as a 

relativistic effect due to Dirac Eq rather than being introduced phenomenologi-

cally as in non-rel. nuclear theory. 

3) The fundamental condition about vanishing total colour for all bound systems 

enforces its division into 3-quark subsystems with vanishing colour each. This 

(non-trivial) fact which is analogous to vanishing total spin within Russel Saun

ders coupling in atomic physics has been proved directly by inductions. This pro-
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VJLUCO ua U/XLM uaagonaxization or H. 

4) Beside these results and most interestingly is the fact that the topologi

cal nature of QCD provide us with a pairing force ( 4 fermionic) 

that is so crusial for removing the far too big degeneracy in the 3A quark system 

and end up uith correct shell structure. 

Let us be more specific about these points. 

5. THE RADIUS-LAW AND THE SHELL STRUCTURE. 

(Application of the M.I.T. model to nuclei) 

Our system is now 3N non-strange quarks. (N=A). 

The quarks move in a spherical infinite potential well with nuclear radius R: 

(See * ) . 

Vie have Di rac equat ion: 

C<xp f fi KM ) Y ~ $ ^ Oxl < R) 

with bundary condition 

*-x>/*r^ = l > ̂  C/x/ = R) (2) 

Since we now have a natural spin-orbit coupling L • S, it follows that quark sta

tes form shells of good angular momentum and parity and the states are labelled 

by quantum numbers (n, j , m, x, i) representing: 

Radial excitation (n), total angular momentum (j), angular 3-momentum (m), isospin 

(x) and colour (i). These states are ordered with respect to increasing energy and 

to give the wellknown sequence of shells with quantum number: 

lsj- , lpjr , lpj , Idf ETC.... 

Nuclear states are formed by putting 3N quarks in these shells. 

In addition we require the total wave-fct. to have zero colour. 

This requirement is trivially satisfies when a shell is completely filled. 

The problem arises when a shell is not completely filled. 

The total energy E (the nuclear mass) is the sum of the occupied single-particle ener

gies 8 j which depend on the quark mass m and bag radius R. 

In the M.I.T. model the hadronic system is stabilized by a universal outer pressu

re B. 

The equilibrium equation reads: - ~ = 4TTBR2 or 5"R~ = ~ 'dR~ " B ' V = T ^ 

*; In fact, a rotational sym. uniform colour charge distribution inside the bag 
gives on each quark in dist. R,harmonic osc. potential A0<5?)=JEd>- -)HhyH^ R 
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For m = 270 MeV and B'4 = 127 HeV ( M. I .T . has B^ = 100 MeV) 

\i/e ge t : 

R. = 1.3 V' 3 (4) 

(valid all over the periodic table) 

So gluonic pressure B is related to saturation properties of nuclei. 

Actually, in order to derive the Eq(4), we use a simpler approximate relation in

stead of Eq(3): 

- ^ =i.F ( 5 ) 

K (strictly valid for mass-less quarks) 

And this can be converted into the simpler form: 

E = 47TB-R 3 _ 

which states that the energy and the volume of nuclei are strictly proportional. 

6. STATES OF VANISHING TOTAL COLOUR. 

The state of the open j-shell of the system (omitting closed shells which automa

tically have colour 0) thus reads in notation of second quantization: 

where i, k, 1 are the colour indices, £ 1 the total antisymmetric symbol, 

Î'/Jf stand for the combination of mj and T thus taking n = 2(2j +1) different 

values and the subindex 1- denominates the 3N-quark substructure. The system which 

exhibits a "preformation" of N nucleons, thus contains 3N quarks. 

The expression Eq(7) yields all possible (exhaustive)colour-free states ( beside 

the mesonic quark-antiquark states) provided the 3N single particle indices 

<vj_ a ^ are varied arbitrarily. 

7. INTRODUCTION OF THE PAIRING FORCE. 

This system exhibits, however, a by far higher degeneracy than a real N-nucleon 

system, because the 3 quantum numbers (x, ft ,Y in each cluster can have indepen

dent values in contrast to one single index K (i.e. mj and x ) for the nu

cleon. 

A similar degeneracy occurs in the case of the nucleon bag. However, the splitting 

between ground-state and A -excitation is due to the effect of a direct interac

tion between the quarks. 
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= ~ E 
K 

(5) 

(str-j ctly valid for mass-1ess quarks) 

Anu lIus cun be cωnverlcu inlu lI¥e simlJler rυrm: 

E :: 4汀.B.R 
3 

(6) 

¥IIhich states that the energy and the vo1ume of nuc1ei are strict1y proportiona1. 

6. STATES OF VANISHING TOTAL COLOUR. 

The state of the apen j-she11 af thc system (amitting closed she11s which automa-

ticn11y have ca1aur 0) thus reads in notation of second quantization: 

1.J' = f f. i.Jd. 0.:' 十十=71 E awe-i乱 /3...~ 0..与え 10) (7) 

i k 1 
¥IIhere i， k， 1 are the co1our indices， C ~ ~ ~ the tota1 antisymmetric symbol， 
~， I~ ， t stand for the combination of mj and T thus taking n = 2(2j +1) different 

va1ues and the subindex r denominates the 3N-quark substructure. The system which 
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the mesonic quark-antiquark states) provided the 3N single particle indices 
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This system exhibits， hO¥llever， a by far higher degeneracy than a rea1 N-nuc1ean 

system， because the 3 quantum numbers ~， β IY in each c1uster can have indepen-

dent va1ues in cantrast to one sing1e index 6( (i. e. m j andて) for the nu-
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We shall also here make use of a direct interaction between Lhe quarks in a shell. 

Similar to solid state physics we choose an SU(3)-invariant generalized pairing 

term P ( A condensate) which is ( writing m for mj and ± 1/2 fori): 

T - * * ^ 1 ,£..,....3 (6) 
with 

or combining m,T to one index & f p and symmetric "h ' : 

n - t a0<rl'^ ' o-|3K. 

Within this expression the quark pairs are coupled to isospin T = D, (not T = 1). 

This can be derived from QCD. (g must be large to agree with experiments.) 

8. DIAGONALIZATION OF H. 

We shall now proceed with an exact diagonalization of the full hamiltonian. 

We consider a core of filled shells with energy Ec and a partially filled j-shell 

with single particle energy £; o.+ . a • so the total hamiltonian is: 

H • ^+ v N i * Pj -«•+ pi (9) 

The diagonalization is now carried out with the help of group theoretical methods 

which corresponds to a farreaching extension of the socalled seniority scheme in 

conventional theory, (highest weights determine eigenvalue of Casimir operator). 

As a result the unperturbed states in Eq(7) are split and the new ground-state 

reads explicitely: 

where the first (or higher) excited state If ( cr ^ ) contains one ( or 

several) 3 quark clusters without trace factor °? and satisfying natural orthogona

lity conditions. 

INTERPRETATION: 

'V represents the N-nucleon state of conventional shell structure ( each cluster 

contains a pair coupled to vanishing spin and isospin and a valence-quark with the 

quantum numbers of the nucleon), whereas If stands for the conventional A -ex

citation ( including now a well-defined binding of the A-state) and if simulates 

several (L) inner excitations in which, however, the Pauli principle plays an im

portant role. ( the coupling g is adapted to the experimental A-excitation). 
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This can be cJerived from QCD. (g must be 101'ge to agree ¥!Iith experiments.) 

8. DIAGONALIZATION OF H. 

We sha11 now proceed with an exact diagonalization of the fu11 hamiltonian. 

~Je consider a co1'e of filled shells ¥!Iith cne1'gy Ec and a pa1'tially filled j-shell 

with 5ing1e pa1'ticle ene1'gy 伝 α+ 0. ••. ! so the total hamil tonian i5: 
1--'<1.-0(1. 

H ;: Eι+ εJ'N1 
.t 0" +月 -= H凸+う (ヲ)

The diagonalization is now ca1'ried out with the help of group theo1'etica1 methods 

which corresponds to a farreaching extension of the socalled senio1'ity scheme in 

conventional theo1'Y. (highest weights determine eigenva1ue of Casimi1' operator). 

As a result the unperturbed states in Eq(7) are split and the new ground-state 

reads exp1icite1y: 

V
i
 

fzfuat J a 十勾β九人 10>
= 1 --vc炉l.. """" J3 k (. ーグ£

(10) 

where the first (01' higher) excited state 1rffJ(or y〈L3)containsone (or 

seve1'al) 3 quark clusters without t1'ace factor '( and satisfying natural orthogono-

lity conditions. 

INTERPRETATION: 

叫1('ωrepresentsthe N-nucleon state of conventional she11 structure ( each cluster 

contains a pair coupled to vanishing spin and isospin and a va1ence-quark with the 

quantum numbers of the nuc1eon)， whereas 1f仰 standsfo1' the conv凶 tional ムーex-

citation( including now a well-defined binding of the .6-state) and 1fI(Ll simu1ates 
seve1'al (L) inner excitations in which， ho~ever ， the Pauli princip1e p1ays an im-

portant 1'01e. ( the coupling 9 is adapted to the expe1'imental A -excitation). 
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After diagonalization, we obtain for the eigenvalue: 

£L * 3N-£ -^CNfn +3-N)-L(Hf 3-L)] (H) 

(where n = 2(2j + 1) is the number of states in the j-shell and N = number of 

nucleons). 

The proof of these results is given in details in ref. 3 and is based on the fol

lowing construction: 

1) The colour-free eigenstates, of Eq (10), of the free hamiltonian H0 belong to 

a special irreducible representation of the group SU(n) determined by the maximal 

weight: 

(this representation could also be characterized, by a young diagram with 3 rows 

and nj lines (like spinless systems for atoms)). 

2) Under the influence of the additional interaction, the symmetry of the total H 

is reduced to the subgroup S0(n) (through "£ ). The representation in (12) should 

therefore accordingly be reduced to the irreducible ones of S0(n). It turnes out 

that the corresponding new bare states yield the eigenstates ( indicated in (10) 

of the full hamiltonian ( as to be expected)). 

The eigenvalues in Eq(ll) are then obtained by expressing the full hamiltonian H 

with the help of the Casimiroperators of the t\i/o groups SU(n) and S0(n) 

e.g., the pairing force is: 

vi - ^J>-2K>, - h cvro + ±h NI - i-/vOPJ 

9. DERIVATION OF THE PAIRING FORCE FROM QCD. 

The most interesting thing is now that the particular pairing force (see Eq (8)) 

that was so crucial for the correct shell structure can be derived from QCD in 

a natural way. It is known that the QCD vacuum has a complicated structure, espe

cially because of non-trivial topological sectors which give rise to an effective 

interaction that turns out to reproduce the pairing force. 

We shall just here roughly try to explain that and else refer to ref. (5). ( the 

first complete calculation of that kind was given by 't Hooft (ref. 6). 
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We devide the total partition function Z of QCD into a sum of partition functions 

*£. Zq , where q represents the topological charge: a - £ ( £• p *Uv ^^ 
of the gauge field configuration. 

The partition function for the 1-topological sector Z-, is: 

1 = 1 

where S(a)isa pure bosonic action and gauge field Au is restricted to sector (q =1) 

while Sdr.it*.*) - S4kx WGJP'*-e-X/*A
M)y = Sd^VLtf-t'tf*1*' 

The integration over T^ and "tp in the Grassrnann path-integral usually gives: 

) ^ 2 ) Y e " H l , ' f t ) r LocjCDetCV^J^^))) (13) 

which involves an evaluation of the eigenvalues of Cyt(A). 

We expand now the fermion fields in the corresponding eigenfunctions: 

(Zero-modes included as f0) 

<Y„ are grassmann coefficients with the integration rules: 

)(XcLc< = 1 t j*dc* = o 

It is easy to see that in order to have a non-zero result from the Grassmann in

tegration: 

Z y = ) Tf dLCX^ e (14) 
h 

We must consider at least n 0 fermions in the partition function ( n0 is the num

ber of zero-modes). 

Furthermore, Atiyah Singer's index theorem (h+.-h_=<f ) ensures that, for q be

ing the topological'invariant, there must be at least q zero-modes ( fermions are 

in fund, repres.) for arbitrary configurations ( also non-selfdual) with q = 1 . 

Then n^ is at least 1 and similarly for n_ in case of q =-1. ( + and - stand for 

left-handed resp. right-handed chirality). 

Since now the zero-mode eigenfunctions are independent of the flavour index I, it 

can be factored out of the Grassmann integration, and we get: 

(Nf is number of flavours)/(isospin) 
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~ J~AX)1P :ð1f ι 
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where £ is antisymmetric in flavour because <*i anticommute. 

We therefore obtain the flavour structure of Eq(B) 

with 
(15) 

es - (?r°*r z P^ L 0 U B ) (p0
XSoi?,M; c i * *5 h) 

In general, we could argue that for the zero topological sector (q=0) we obtain 

contributions from a 2-fermionic, 4-fermionic force etc., while the 1-topolo-

gical sector starts giving contributions to a 4-fermionic force and so on for 

higher sectors. The particular expression in Eq(15) was derived from a 4-point 

Green function but one could as well have non-local contributions. 

10. NUMERICAL STUDY OF PAIRING FORCE FROM INSTANT0N5. 

Al] these considerations can of course be specifically applied to the case of in-

stantons in QCD, where moreover the spin structure of the pairing force is obtain

ed by combining the contribution from q = 1 and q = -1 sectors. 

The former gives f_ if. 1|>+ Tj>+ and the later ^>+^T^. V- > (."^--Cl*-**) V , 

"HV =(l-y5)»+' ) . This leads to the chiral breaking term (1 + X<,-!f> ) in Eq 

(15), which is typical for 1-instanton. In fact the chiral breaking is already 

introduced by a quarkmass in the initial lagrangian with constituent quarks. 

The actual numerical strength that the instanton calculation in case of SU(3) with 

2 flavours can provide us with turns out to agree well with the A-splitting in the 

nuclear shells if we take the coupling constant <xs t° be around oes -zO.6 and the 

range of the instanton scale to be up to <J>C ~ i F«-n 

Ve get all together: 

(go is coupling at subtraction point M0) 

So take v -- - <j^ U3x ¥x)%cy)SC*-y)0<i<y)¥x) 

and expand 0 in the form S(x-y) 0 - g .X* I "W >< V*- ' 

' ty* > is a suitable 2-body wave f c t . 
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，" ~ Tíz ム

θ=?(tトゐ6"5)(21':三 +九)p.r = 0 

・!:>.o句 、A

ド~) = l巧;-blh似oj))

do
ご勾・6・巳 れが(手、re.-8守の

ぇπ2.. ' . ~ .oI -'/昔、?)ノ ノ
bz ff-TNF 

(go is coupling at subtraction point Mo) 
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v =ーわμ5d3x奇Cぇ)宇y)d {x. -y>θ 年 (ì')~(欠〉
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CONCLUSION. 

This nuclear bag model can give: 

1) The nuclear shells in a satisfactory way. (but we will have to wait for a more 

accurate test of our detailed shell structure from high level hyperon excita

tions ). (For the nuclear spectrum see table II). 

2) A closer relation to a field theoretical approach with a few number of free 

parameters ( mq , A. ,B ). 

3) An explanation of simple facts such as the radius law: R - A (Fm). 

4) Meeting the EMC data up to 20X ( 20?i too big an effect from this model) 

5) Nuclear magnetic moments reasonably well since the radius law is predicted cor

rectly. 
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Energy spectrum from Pairing Force. 
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A Unified Theory of Nuclear physics 
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A unified theory of low and medium energy nuclear physics 

is formulated on the basis of quasi-nucleons interacting with 

various sorts of Bcse fields. 

An elementary theory of the EMC-effeci: is also presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Though successful application of the shell model, and 

Hartree Fock method or Time Dependent Hartree-?ock method (TDHF) 

to nuclear structure and reactions (in low energy ranges) so far 

made is really remarkable, it seems to me this approach has the 

fundamental drawback in the sense that it ignores completely '-he 

important role played by meson fields. Namely, the conventional 

approach presumes the existence of the basic Hamiltonian of the 

form: 
A f. 

H = 2 T: + £ v : , <') 

consisting of the kinetic terms of A nucleons and sum of 

two-body nuclear potential Vt-T- (which may contain Coulomb forces 

between protons), and tries to approximate H in (1) by the shell 

model Hamiltonian: 

A A 

^shUi modal = 2 Hi + 2 v:j (V 
i = i t > j = / 

where 

H: - r. + XTC;) 

is the one-body Hamiltonian for the i-th quasi-nucleon moving in 

the Hartree potential 'J, while v/.- 's are residual, effective 

forces acting between quasi-nucleons, supposed to be small and 

responsible for configuration mixing, nuclear deformation, and 

so on. It should be noted that the Hartree field If here is a 

theoretical (mathematical) artifice and little to do with meson 

fields. 

On the other hand, mesonic effects and pa-ticularly those 

associated with pions and A , the 33-resonance, have been 

discussed so much in intermediate energy physics. Theoretical 

treatments along this line I ;.•:£ Jlso a few basic defects. For 

example, often the non-relativ: <,•':.' c approximation (or static 

model) is used for nucleons N and Ays, and, in the worst of all, 
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finite size of N, ̂  and IT is completely ignored. As is 

well-known, hadrons (nucleons, pions and kaons) have finite 

(electro-magnetic) extension (r.m.s. radii of the range 0.8-0.7 

fm) as measured by high energy electron-hadron scatterings. 

Baryons and mesons are made of predominantly three quarks 

and quark-antiquark pair, respectively. Hard cores in two-body 

nuclear forces may be regarded as the effect of Pauli exclusion 

principle between quarks. An exactly analogous situation is 

found in the case of an effective tf-oc force to reproduce the 

level schemes of %Be(d+(X) and ^Be (#+o(+n) . Then, it is quite 

natural to consider that the effective pion-nucleon interactions 

in nuclear matter should be quite different from interactions 

between a free pion and a free nucleon described, e.g., by 

successful Chew-Low static model in the non-relativistic regime 

for nucleons. One may indeed expect strong repulsion (hard 

core) between pions and nucleons in nuclear matter (due to Pauli 

principle operating between quarks) which makes most of existing 

theoretical computations on effects due to pions and A for 

nuclear physics to be invalid. This consideration immediately 

leads to the conclusion that 4, 2 , 5 in the lowest (shell) orbit 

in heavy nuclei (ideally in nuclear matter) should have markedly 

small widths (due to strong interactions) as compared with those 

of conventionally expected. 

The present paper aims to propose a new theoretical 

framework for nuclear physics in which (quasi) baryons and 

mesons are treated on equal footing and which is free frcm 

various drawbacks in the existing conventional nuclear theories 

mentioned above. 

2. A New Theoretical Framework for Nuclear Physics 

As was stated at the end of the previons section, the 

author proposes a new (approximate, effective) Hamiltonian, in 

place of the conventional one (2), where mesic degrees of 

freedom are explicitly taken into account. In particular, the 

Hartree field U in (2) shall now be considered as one of the 
constituents of atomic nuclei. In view of the current theory on 

strong interactions (QCD), U is a scalarial mixture of gluons, 
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Higgs bosons, and quark-antiquark pairs, i.e., a certain 

dynamical object. The new U is definitely not a mere 

theoretical artifice derived from averaging over two-body 

nuclear potentials with respect to an appropriate nuclear wave 

function (or density). 

The proposed Hamiltonian for nuclear structure (and 

reactions) in low and medium energy physics is given by the 

following symbolic expression: 

H =• Z fa 3* <//t (tip +/fim.- J dj. 

where the Dirac field i/<f- for the i-th (quasi) baryon (i stands 

for p, n,A, X1", 1°, £*", 3°, S "", SI' or/Ps), and the boson 

field cfa, a indicating flavor (iso-spin, strangeness, ...) 

and Lorentz indeces (scalar, vector, tensor, . . . ) , are both 

quantized fields. One may start from QCD, i.e., dynamics of the 

quark-gluon system, instead of (3). The author considers, 

nevertheless, that the effective dynamics of barycn-meson 

systems based on (3) would suffice for discussing nuclear 

physics up to the medium energy region. 

Once (3) is accepted, then the effective c-number 

Hamiltcnian for a nucleus (in its ground state) with mass number 

A and atomic number Z=A-N shall be read: 

ShtCi rr.oJUk J - /? ( r r ' 
£ = / 

- a u (**) } V*' 
( < ( • ) 

CjU-Lznib t 
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This is a relativistic shell-model Hamiltonian, i.e., the 

zero-th order Hamiltonian for the ground state of a nucleus. 

Here, a scalar field U(x) of iso-spin zero is only retained. It 

is a generalization of the Hartree field in the conventional 

shell-model. Its mass £<H(x) depends on the distance from the 

center of the nucleus, 

jH.,(x) d consT, inside nuclei, 

while /.<H(x) varies at nuclear surface and y (cc) will be equal to 

the mass (/\>500MeV) of the (Jameson (scalar and iso-scalar) 

which appears one boson exchange contributions to two-body 

nuclear potentials. 

To discuss excited nuclear states, one has to take into 

account not only excited levels of nucleons but also 

contributions from other boson fields of various flavors and 
— — + t — 

spin-parities, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , . . . . Their effective masses 

/J (x) should also be regarded as local quantities. 

Nucleons in nuclei is considered to have the effective mass 

mj,(xO in nuclei, which is different from that, m^, of a free 

nucleon. mN(x) may depend in general on nuclei, but may be 

approximated by a constant inside medium and heavier nuciei, or 

more precisely 

Mi, (K) ~ ;;»;r. inside nuclei 

w/cc} - pi outside of nuclei 
tl N 

An obvious and appropriate change in the Dirac part of che 

Hamiltonian (4) ought to be made for hyper-nuclei (or flavored 

nuclei in general). 

H-. , , in (4) is the electro-maanetic part (dcminan-lv 

due to Coulombian forces acting between protons). 

3. A Simple Phenomenology 

All effective masses, mfi(x) , //<m(x) for baryons B and bosons 

m in nuclei must be equal to the known masses of corresponding 

free hadrons when |x| is larger than the nuclear radius, i.e., 
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outside of nuclei. Their values inside nuclei should be 

derivable, at least in principle, from a correct theory of 

strong interactions, e.g. , from QCD. In practice such a 

theoretical derivation of, say, m (x) and «H(x) seems to be 

premature. Hence, we shall try to derive values of m (0) and 

u (0) from empirical information. 

To this end let us consider masses of heavy nuclei: 

4U/ CIJLOA mass d A (mN - QN ) , t%) 

where m and B are free nucleon mass and average binding energy 

per nucleon, A being mass number. For heavy nuclei, (4) may be 

approximated by 

HfJ) 

s 
;^„.w - «<»«""> ^ ' f f ^ j ^ i ^ - c i } 2 fO 

ignoring surface contributions, where r A/- is the nuclear 

radius. 
I) 

We can adopt analyses of magnetic moments by T. Yamazaki, 

who concluded 

c. =r i,i i - a, C I, 

We interpret it to be 

C , ~ "V 
N W w ex. 

then we find 

<mfJto)> fi ^ (0%oc - c.cl)^ = (gu£ r 12) UvJ 

for a valence proton, taking into account the binding energy. 

We may take the average of <mN(x)> for all nucleons in, say, 

Fe-nucleus to be (see the next section) 

<r»w/oc) > ^ 0.2S m^ . 
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-BN ) J 
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H;:Lut川公 A<:町 l川十 Aす子r}~μパ (O) Uωjz(6) 
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for a valence proton， taking into account the binding energy. 
We rnay take the average of くrnN(x))for all nucleons in， say， 
Fe-nucleus to be (see the next section) 

く111JJ ('X) ) '̂ o. 8 S" nI/IJ・
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We now use (8) t o e v a l u a t e the second terra i n ( 6 ) : 

3 

<z 130 MeV. (q } 

This seems to be in accord with the known value of the Hartree 

potential at the nuclear center (e.g. the central part of the 

Wood-Saxon type Hartree potential): 

- cj U(°) X $<5 Mel/ (/<?) 

which would then imply 

a value not so unreasonable. 

The second term in eq. (6) is equal to 13GMeV,. see (9). 

Hence the "mass" of the Hartree field of a nucleus with A=100 is 

as heavy as '̂ "C. The backward scattering of energetic nucleons 

by heavy nuclei contains nucleons with higher energy than 

expected from quasi-elastic nucleon-nucleon collisions which are 

commonly assigned as a coherent scattering from nucleon-clusters 

in target nuclei. We can add as a new mechanism for this 

process, i.e., the incident nucleon is (almost) elastically 

scattered by the massive Hartree (boson) field without invoking 

coherence among many target nucleons. This is one facet of the 

new role of the Hartree field as the full member of nuclear 

constituents. 

It has been known from the earliest form of nuclear mass 

formulae (Weizsacker's semiempirical formulae) that nuclear 

masses must contain the contribution from the Bose field, i.e., 

the Coulomb repulsion of the protons: 

2 e2Air _Zl 
5' ro ' AV3 
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d.2.f ー ・?
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3 e2/4・iT" 72. 

5 c， A '13 
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Then it is quite natural to consider that the nuclear masses 

should also have contributions from other Bose fields 

responsible for strong interactions, which must be much larger 

than the Coulombian contribution. We have considered that the 

scalar iso-scalar Bose field (the Hartree field) should play a 

dominant role in the lowest states of atomic nuclei and found an 

estimate, eq. (9) of the Hartree part of nuclear masses, which 

is indeed very large compared with the Coulomb term as expected. 

Moreover, eq. (9) shows that the contribution from the Bose 

field is rather a small fraction of nuclear masses. This fact 

together with the success of the shell model should imply that 

"quasi-nucleons" in nuclei would not be so much different from 

free nucleons, which in turn should mean that the internal 

structure of bound nucleons in nuclei must be very similar to 

those of free nucleons. For example, the quark distribution in 

a bound nucleon (structure functions in terms of x) will be 

almost the same as that of a free nucleon this will be used 

to analyze the EMC-effect in the later section 5. 
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4. A Picture of Low-Lying Excited States of Nuclei 

Low-lying excited states of atomic nuclei may be discussed 

on the basis of the effective Hamiltonian 

H = H*0) + Ha 

low energy shell model Yukawa 

boson 

where Hy , is the Yukawa-interaction between nucleons and 

boson a and H. is the free Hamiltonian for a boson of the boson 

type a. We expect that 

CHYukawa + Hboson)i °/nuclear matter = ° (13) 

must hold for the ground state of nuclear matter if our 

approximation has a sense. For finite nuclei H^ , + H? •v Yukawa boson 

shall have a small expectation value coming only from nuclear 

surface. Configuration mixings for finite nuclei are due to 

second order effect of K° , . The expectation value of H," 

with respect to the ground states of ur.de formed finite even-even 

nuclei must be zero. 

Our picture on rotational and vibrational levels is as 

follows: 

In the conventional theory of deformed nuclei, one first 

tries to form collective coordinates from 3A degrees of freedom 

of A nucleons. Such collective coordinates are used to describe 

the motion of a quantum mechanical top. We shall not proceed 
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the mo七ionof a quantum mechanica1 top. We sha11 no七 proceed
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along such a traditional approach. Instead we shall take a view 

that the Hartree field is deformed and consists of neutral scalar 

and tensor fields. The free tensor meson (iso-scalar, spin 2), 
2 

f-meson, has a mass around 1 GeV/c . But the f-meson shall have 

a very much lower mass in a nucleus than its free mass and 

responsible for rotational and vibrational excitations, though A 

nucleons shall play a certain role here. 

Particle-hole states shall be expressed as bosonic excita

tions in our formalism, since particle-hole pairs can not be 

discriminated from our bosonic excitations — or conversely our 

bosonic excitation is a mixture of gluons, Higgs bosons and 

quark-antiquark pairs, and particle-hole states are parts of 

three quark-antiquark pairs. 

In our view, giant multi-pole resonances seem to be ascribed 

dominantly to bosonic excitations with certain spin-parity-flavor 

sets. 

5. An Elementary Interpretation of the EMC-Effeet 

2) 

The European Muon Collaboration has found the difference 

in structure functions (quark distributions) o£ Fe and D_. This 

EMC-effect has since been studied experimentally and confirmed to 

be true. Though many theoretical attempts have been provoked, 

none of them seem to me very natural except the Fermi-motion 

effects. We shall present here a very simple explanation of the 

EMC-effect. 
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First, the nucleons in nuclei have smaller (effective) mass 

rn^(r) than that of a free nucleon IIL,. Structure functions for 

4) nucleons in nuclei shall be scaled by a factor 

£Z 0.85 . (14) 

Secondly, the increase in the ratio of structure functions °Z,&/^ 

at x <• 0.6 from the contribution due to one bound nucleon, 0.85, 

should be attributed to the additional contribution from 

sea-quarks and sea-antiquarks in Fe, which are constituents of 

the Hartree field of nuclei, as emphasized in this article. 

Thirdly, the increase of CT_ /0"L for x > 0.7 is due to the Fermi-u Fe D ^ 

motion effects. 

To check experimentally whether -ha present: interpretation 

is correct or not, one may use high energy neutrino and 

antineutrino beams to discriminate between quark- and antiquark-

distributions in nuclei. Anyway, it seems so obvious that nuclei 

should be rich in sea-quarks as compared with A tines the 

sea-quarks in a free nucieon. 

6. Future Perspective of the Proposed Theory of Nuclear Physics 

The author has presented an optimistic program of nuclear 

physics at low and medium energies. It tries to accommodate a 

view of modern particle physics into nuclear physics as much as 

possible. 

Many details of this proposed formalism have to be worked 

out to show its usefulness. Nevertheless, the author believes 
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that the best phenomenological framework for nuclear physics seen 

from theoretical particle physics should be what has been 

described here. 

1) T. Yamazaki, to be published, preprint: UTMSL-96 (Sept. 28, 

1984) . 

2) The European Muon Collaboration, Phys. Lett. 123B (1983) 

275. 

3) A. Bodek et al., Phys. Rev. Letters ^ (1983) 1431. 

4) The structure functions of free and bound nucleons may 

slightly be different each other (slightly different 

x-dependences). At the moment we may ignore such a 

difference in x-disrributions for simplicity and only take 

into account the scale factor (14). More detailed 

experimental studies, when available, will give us a clue to 

go beyond the analysis stared in this paper. 
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Till-; SATURNIC FACILIIV 

J. SAUDINOS - DPh-N/ME 

CEN SACLAY - BP n° 2 
GIF sur YVETTE - 91190 France 

The SATURNE facility at SACLAY is a NaLional Laboratory mainly 

devoted to intermediate energy nuclear physics. It is characterized by a 

wide variety of particle beams, a flexible variable energy control and 

on the experimental area by a powerful set of magnetic spectrometers. 

1. The accelerator system (Fig. 1) 

The Saturne synchrotron was rebuilded in 1978 in view of nuclear 

physics use. There are to day, three ion sources filling the new ac

celerator ring through the old linear accelerator injector. Amalthee 

delivers unpolarized particles (p, d, He, He), Hyperion delivers 

polarized protons and deuterons, Cryebis delivers heavy ions. After acce

leration in the main ring, the minimum energy for the delivered beam 

is about 200 MeV, the maximum energy is 3 GeV for protons, 2,3 GeV 

for deuterons and about 1 GeV/A for heavy ions. For unpolarized 

particles, beam intensities are of the order of 5 x 10-• p/burst 

for polarized protons and deuterons of about 5 x 10^ p/burst. For heavy 

ions, ' C, N, Ne have been accelerated to day with intensity of 

108 charges per burst. For the polarized beams, 80% of the theoretical 

polarization is obtained over the whole energy range. Polarization 

states are changed each machine burst which make easier the polariza

tion measurements. 

There are two extracted beams at the same time which allow to do 

two independant experiments at the same energy. The mean properties of 

these extracted beams are a good emittance and very good energy 

definition Z\ E <v 10~3. 
E 

Flexibility inchanging energy is very high. It needs about 10 

minutes to change by some MeV, about 20' for bigger steps. 

The duty cycle is about 35% up to 1 GeV and decreases for higher 

energies. 
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Aii intcrc-si ing fcnluro is also n secondary neutron bo.nn of about 

1()' p/burst obtained by diMiLuron break-up up to 1.1 t.eV. 

The uiiiiu development planned Cor the Saturnc accelerator is the 

MIMAS injector synchroton which will be placed inside the main ring 

(Fig. 1). Its construction has started and it could be ready to be 

coupled to SATURNE by the end of 86. After a shut-down of about 

6 monthes experiments will restart with the benefit of a factor 

20 on the intensity of polarized beams and of an extension up to 

Xe of the field of the accelerated heavy ions with better intensity. 

2. Experimental areas (Fif. 1) 

The use of experimental set-ups around SATURNE is very flexible . 

The wide experimental area allows to get seven independant caves 

served by two independant beams. So it often happens that two expe

riments are running while to others are preparing. 

Four caves are dedicated for a specialized apparatus : 

The SPES IV magnetic spectrometer in cave 7 is able to analyze 

particles up to a P/z of A GeV/C. Typical experiment, there,.have been 

the study of (He,t) reaction up to 2.3 GeV ( d excitation in nuclei), 

d + d —>>«£ + Jf° reaction (isospin invariance test), pion production 

experiments. 

Cave 6 is devoted to the study of N-N interaction. The interesting 

feature here is that it is possible to get all spin orientations for 

the polarized beam and the polarized target. 

The magnetic spectrometer SPES I in cave 1 analyses with high 

resolutions particles up to a P/Z of 2 GeV/C. A wide variety of 

experiments on nuclear excitations have been done there. 

The SPES III spectrometer in cave 3 which has a wide solid angle 

and momentum analysis field is now under test experiments. 

The three others caves are for multi users and there the 

experimental set-ups may change from time to tine. In cave 8 was. done 

the anomalous Tf production on copper by 350 MeV protons. In cave 4, 

there is the time projection chamber DIOGENE devoted to relativistic 

heavy ions central collisions studies', the neutron beam and the 

ionization chamber IKAR used to do forward n-p elastic scattering and 

finally a large vacuum chamber used to do low-energy heavy ions 

experiments. 
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In I'.it'i' rj, LIHTL' is the line 1 i-.ir rail i npr.iphy sot-op whirli is 

used also to do physics experiments like p4v- p, d'f -p elastic 

scattering or p + p —> d + ' reaction. 

The cave is also used for biology experiments or instrumentation 

testing. 

Presently the SATURNE experimental areas appear to be very 

widely equiped and very few new apparatus are planned (a polarimeter 

for SPES 1. May be a |f ° spectrometer). 

Figure caption 

1 : The Laboratoire National SATURNE. Accelerator and experimental 

areas. The injector synchrotron MIMAS will be ready in 1987. 
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Summary of Panel Discussions 

Shoji Nagamiya 

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science 
University of Tokyo, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113. Japan 

In this afternoon panel we had four panelists who described 

accelerator situation in the world. Also, we had additional four 

panelists who made theoretical and experimental comments. First, 

I would like to summarize briefly the statements of these panel

ists, and then, to make my personal comments to these statements. 

Dr. Kycia described the status of Brookhaven National Labor

atory. Currently they have 30 GeV protons at AGS at intensity of 
i 9 1 x 10 /s. There are two near-future plans at BNL. One is to 

increase proton beam intensity to the level of 5 x 10 3 in late 

'80's by adding a booster ring, and perhaps, UP to 1014/s (in 

•DO's) by further improving AGS. The other is to accelerate 

nuclear beams such as S by injecting these ions from Tandem to 

AGS. This will start in the summer of '86. In addition, if the 

booster ring is constructed in late ' 80's, much heavier beams 
1 Q7 

such as 1 'Au would be available. Concerning the plan for long-

term future the laboratory is now focusing strongly its efforts 

to constructing RHIC (relativistic heavy ion collider) with which 

to provide 100 GeV/nucleon U on 100 GeV/nucleon U in colliding 

mode. The estimated cost for RHIC is $134M. 

Dr. Povh explained the CERN status. CERN PS provides proton 

beams at 28 GeV at intensity of 1 x Ifl13. In addition, CERN has 

a powerful anti-proton beams at LEAR at momenta up to 2 GeV/c 

with intensity up to 10 . Unfortunately, ISR is going to be shut 

down soon. Also, the kaon beam line has been closed. However, 

the future usage of SPS by nuclear physicists, utilizing the 

existing experimental facilities such as the omaga spectrometer, 

might be very important. Concerning the LEAR activity, he 

pointed out that, perhaps, it would be much better in the future 

to concentrate fewer experimental projects than the present 11 
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projects. 

Dr. Saudinos described Saturne. Currently Saturne has 

proton beams at energies from 200 MeV to 3 GeV at intensity of 
1 O 

10 /s. Nuclear beams from deuterons to Ne are also available at 

beam energies up to ~ 1 GeV/nucleon. Energy resolution of these 

beams is about 10 . Also, beams of polarized protons (at inten

sity of 1010/s), polarized deuterons, and polarized neutrons 

(that are created via stripping reactions of polarized deuterons) 

are available. In '86-*87 a booster ring called MIMUS would be 

completed. Then, the intensity of polarized protons would be 

increased by a factor of 20. Also, heavy ions up to U would be 

accelerated. 

Dr. Nakai explained the KEK status. Currently, KEK has 12 

GeV proton synchrotron at intensity of 2 x 1012. Also, 500 MeV 

booster ring is available for production of pulsed mesons, es

pecially pulsed muons. In addition, 8 GeV electrons and posi

trons are circulating at AR Ring for Tristan e+e~ collider. 

Although PS is now temporarily closed because of the construction 

job for Tristan, the present goals at PS are (a) to recover the 

budget in FY 85 to allow full PS operation and (b) to concentrate 

more efforts on physics with pions and kaons. 

Listening to these talks I had the following impressions: 

(1) AGS at BNL is an excellent example of a compromised machine 

between "high-intensity protons" and "heavy ions"; they are two 

important tools for the future nuclear physics. 

(2) CERN has many unique facilities that cannot be accessible 

elsewhere; anti-proton beams, high-energy protons at a few 100 

GeV, high-energy heavy-ion beams up to 200 GeV/nucleon, etc. 

(3) Saturne has very unique primary beams. Many species of beams 

are available at variable energies and at very high energy reso

lutions. 

(4) KEK has unique secondary beams, such as 0.5-2 GeV/c kaons 

and pions, pulsed muons, etc. 

Therefore, my tentative conclusion is that, if KEK activi

ties are concentrated to physics with secondary beams, the 

results would be unique in the world. Of couise, what I am 
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talking is for the coming 2-3 years alone. In the long-term 

future, I personally feel that KEK-PS needs a substantial modifi

cation with which to allow not only secondary beams but also 

heavy-ion beams and other primary beams such as polarized 

deuterons. 

In the latter half of this panel we had four panelists; Drs. 

Bohr, Yukawa, Ejiri, and Yamazaki. Dr. Bohr discussed his model 

in which the atomic nucleus is described entirely as an assembly 

of quarks. His model can explain, according to him, various 

properties of the nucleus; the relation of R = 1.3 A1/3, the 

shell structure of the nucleus, pairing correlations, unwanted 

degeneracy, EMC effects, etc. Dr. Yukawa described what we 

should do at KEK PS. He started his talk with explaining general 

attitude by Program Advisory Committee of KEK PS, and then, made 

various warnings to experimentalists. According to him, experi

mentalists must be careful when the words like QCD, quarks, etc. 

are used, because QCD itself has not been established yet. He 

also made remarks that kinematical effects must be calculated 

before data are presented. He mentioned that we should recognize 

that momentum distributions of nucleon inside the nucleus, the 

concept of mean free path, and the role of quarks in nuclei, are 

still uncertain, although they are interesting quantities to be 

studied. If I must add my remark to these two theoretical talks, 

I can only say that both comments are very "interesting". 

Dr. Ejiri stressed the importance of studying hypernuclei. 

Spectroscopic studies are important. Also, measurements of pola

rization are important. In order to efficiently use kaon and 

Pion beams at KEK he emphasized the importance of constructing 

(a) a large solid angle device, perhaps by utilizing super

conducting magnet, (b) a device that can accept broad kaon momen

tum range, etc. Also, he mentioned the importance of construct

ing a few GeV accelerator to increase the beam intensity. 

Finally, Dr. Yamazaki made a short remark about his thought about 

the nucleus. No one knows if constituent nucleons lie inside the 

nucleus in the form of free nucleons. In other words, he raised 

a question if constituents keep "free" identity in the nucleus. 
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Perhaps, some nucleons melt into quarks ang gluons in heavy 

nuclei. If this is the case, the next question to ask would be 

If we can detect a clear signal of sharp phase transition. 

According to him, these questions are the most exciting subjects 

that would be able to be studied in the future at KEK PS. 

Listening to these two experimental talks my simple comments are 

that Dr. Ejiri made a practical remark about the future KEK PS, 

whereas Dr. Yamazaki made a philosophical remark about it, 

although both are important. 

Finally, I would like to add a short remark, since I am the 

last speaker at this Conference. Dr. K. Nakai had spent many 

hours to organize this Conference, since he has been (and is) 

worrying very much about the future usage of KEK PS, especially 

for nuclear physics purposes. He wanted to find answers to this 

question by having this Conference. Of course, clear and com

plete answers would not be expected from a 2-3 day short meeting, 

but I observe that his face now turned better than before. We 

all would like to appreciate for his efforts and would hope that 

many exciting results come out from KEK PS. 
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